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CHAPTER I

EYECUTIVE SLP MRY

The Army Train rg Study (ARTS) is a Training and Doctrine' Command

(TRACX) sponsored study tasked with analyzing the rel~tionship

between trainirg resources and combat effectiveness for the Army of

today and tomorrow. This analysis will support developrnent of

training programs for complex weapons systems scheduled for delivery

* in the next decade. System IWbrk Teams (SbW's) were established at

Army Service Schools to support the lJT effort; ti.s report presents

results of a retention testing program conducted by the Armor Wr at

Ft Knox, KY.

Early in the ARTE effort it wes recognized that the %emporal

course of military skills must be thoroughly examined prio to the

reformulation of training programs. The temporal course of any

learning and retention process is key to plannirg for initial and

subsequent exposures of the student to the subject matter. A revieu

of the literature indicated that long-term retention of realistic

military skills had not been extensively studied. The present study

was thus designed to provide insights into the retention curves for

armor skills and to identify factors that affect those curves. From

this initial information, detailed, long range, and comprehensive

studies can be developed to meet the objectives within the ARTS

training effectiveness analysis.

The subjects for the study were 270 Skill Level 1 soldiers vho had

graduated from basic armor training during the December 1977 - March

1-1



1978 time frame. The basic procedure was to track the men to their

first unit of assigrinent and to readminister to them a combination of

the mid-cycle and end-of-cycle tests which had previously been

administered to them by First Training Frigade personnel. The

criterion referenced retention test was administered by field-trained

test teaps Lder conditions as analogous as possible to those in First

Training Brigade, in various COUS and USAREUR units. Time intervals

tetiveen graduation from basic armor training and the field retention

test varied fran two to twenty-five weeks. P survey was administered

to examinees at the time of the retention test to capture demographic,

background, and experience information. A total of P5 performance

measures relating to numerous basic armor skills were tested, with

scoring on a GO/NO CC basis.

Results indicated that personnel in the units received a CC on an

average of about 80% of the performance measures tested. The types of

skills showing relatively low performance levels were map reading,

1485 MC, and breechblock tasks. The majority of NO Go's received

related to failure on relatively cognitive skills (involving reading,

interpreting, and remembering stimuli and procedures), indicating that

these types of skills are forgotten most rapidly. Following the

initial performance drop upon leaving the institution, the overall

retention curve was essentially flat; performance was at about the 80%

GO level regardless of the number of weeks since graduation.

Performance on a few tasks improved over time, %tile performance on

others worsened, resulting in no net charge in performance over time.

1-2



The only demographic variable significantly related to retention

test performance was mental category; lower aptitude personnel

performed at a significantly lower level overall, and their

difficulties were concentrated in cognitive tasks involving memory

retrieval and decision making. The only general background variable

significantly related to overall retention performance uss unit of

assignment. Different units performed at significantly different
&7

levels; data were not available to allow analysis of the relationship

of these differences to types of unit training programs. Unit

experiences as reported by examinees were significantly related to

performance in some areas, but the effect was not widespread. Results

of the tests indicated that although its use was not extensive, TEC

lessons did benefit retention and it may be that limited exrerience on

basic skills does not have much influence upon retention.

Further research is needed to more precisely identify types of

tasks forgotten and reasons therefore. Implications of the study for

training are that the use of Et lessons should be expanded, certain

types of tasks are candidates for training in the unit rather than in

the institution, and improved training approaches are needed for tasks

involving memory of a sequence of steps or other cognitive operations,

particularly for lower aptitude personnel. As armor duties become

more complex, future training must be developed with long-term

retention in mind.

1-3
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CIAPrER II

Th'rODuCTIctJ

BACKGROUND

The Army Training Study (QRTS) was conceived at the Training and

Doctrine Comand (TRAIXE) in August 1977 with aprroval by the Vice

Chief of Staff, Army. TRADOC was designated as the study sponsor with

Department of the Army, Office of Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations as

study proponent. The study group was established at Ft Felvoir, VA

with System %brk Teams (SWT' s) located at selected Army Schools; Armor

(Ft Knox, FY), Field Artillery (Ft Sill, OK), Ordnance (Aberdeen

Proving Grounds, MD), Signal (Ft Gordon, GA), Infantry (Ft Bennirg,

GA), and Air Defense Artillery (Ft Eliss, TX).

INTRODUCTION

The total Army's training task is to train the units and soldiers

of the Army to the required level of combat effectiveness as

efficiently as possible. Given the reality of dwindling resources,

efficiency in the use of these resources is imperative. Given that

the Army must be prepared to fight and win, combat effectiveness is

absol utely paramount.

To that end the Army Training Study was tasked to conduct an

in-depth examination designed to determine the relationship between

training resources and combat effectiveness for the Army of today and

tomorrow. As importantly, the study is to begin the blueprinting of

the training programs for the complex weapons systems scheduled for

incorporation in the next decade, and this process is to be

2-1
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accomplished with the relationship of resources to combat

effectiveness clearly foremost in mind. This task will be

accomplished by first determining relationships among resources

allocated for both the institutional training system and the unit

training effort. These categories will be further divided into those

training programs directed at the individual and those designed for

training the collective group. This functional relationship will be

examined by its resultant training readiness, and finally the all

important combat readiness.

The blueprinting of training for the next decade will focus on the

developent of efficient, effective, and manageable training systems.

The study will be working from a broad overview perspective,

diweloping a conceptual training framework for achieving the optimum

combat effectiveness as new weapons systems are added to the

inventory.

MISSION

The mission of ARTS is to examine links between training

resources, training programs, training readiness, and combat

effectiveness. The purpose of this examination is three-fold; (1) to

convince executive agencies that reductions in the Army's training

resources must be supported by solid analytical effort as well as

professional assessment of senior military personnel, (2) to develop a

logical and more analytical way to tie resources to combat

effectiveness, and (3) to begin to formulate training programs for the

complex weapons of the 19eO's with the relationship of resources to

2-2



combat effectiveness in mind. Working from an Army-wide perspective,

ARTS will develop a conceptual training framework for achieving the

optimum combat effectiveness when the major new weapons systems are

fielded In the mld-1980's. In this regard, ARTS began evaluating

selected systems using specific data available in 1977-79. AP! can

then propose a guideline for training policies and programs to bridge

the transition from today's Army to the mid-PO's. Additionally,

insights can be gleaned from this study that will enable senior Army

commanders to make timely assessments and decisions about the current

training system with the aim of modification toward optimization of

cost and training effectiveness in the training base.

PURPOSE/0BJECTIVE

SIkdale the Army Training Study was still in its formative period,

it was sugested that before effective training programs could be

developed some insight must be gained into the retention of basic

skills. It was thought essential that the temporal course of military

skills be examined thoroughly prior to the reformulation of training

programs, Obviously, the temporal course of any learning and

retention process is key to the planning for the initial and

subsequent exposures of the student to that subject matter.

The long-term objective of ARIS is to provide general policy

alternatives to guide further study efforts toward cost effective,

proficient training for the weapons systems of the id-19PP's. The

a near-term objective can be translated into careful examination of

differing Axmy training programs to determine the optimum training mix

2-3



for comnbat effectiveness through individual and collective training

proficiency. Data obtained from studies conducted will provide input

to var models for use as paremeters in computer simulated vzr games

with the end result of more accurately evaluating overall combat

effectiveness at optimum level with minimum of expenditure of both

personnel and material resources.

The retention testing program described in this paper was designed

to provide insights into the retention curves for armor skills and to

identify factors that affect those curves. From this initial

information; detailed, long range, and comprehensive studies can be

developed to meet the objectives within the APTS training

effectiveness analysis. The specific objectives of this initial

retention testing program (conducted by Armor SWT as input to the

overall ARTS effort) are:

1. To provide insights into establishing retention curves for

armor skills by determining the amount, temporal course, and

distribution of proficiency loss for a higt' priority set of critical

tasks for individual armor creunen over a period of up to twenty-five

weeks after graduation from basic armor training.

2. To provide insights into factors which influence the

retention curves for armor skills by examining general training and

demographic variables.

3. To provide insights into the feasibility and methods of

running further retention tests, throughout the Army.

2-4
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CH PTER III

PEVIE" Cr LITERPTt ,E

GENERAL

* Within the fields of education and psychology, interest in skill

learning and retention has fluctuated over the years, with interest

high during the early twentieth century, waning and tten resurging

since 1940 with the application of learning theory within military and

industrial settings. This review of the literature emphasizes the

study of skill retention within the military context. A review of the

general skill retention literature and summeries of specific military

studies is preceded by a brief discussion of clarifications and

definitions of the concepts of skill and retention.P

DEFINITION OF SKILL

EmFasizig the idea that skills are behaviors which involve the

coordination of pthysical movements, skills are often referred to as

motor skills 1 or psychor.otor skills. Fitts identifier the

characteristics of skills as the interplay of receptor-effector-

feedback processes (spatial-temroral patterning), and such attributes

3as timing, anticipation, and the graded response. The study of skill

J. E. Cxendine, The Psychology of rotor Learning. (New York,

Appleton-Century-crofts, 196F).

2C. E. Noble, MThe Learning of Psychomotor F.kills" in )nnual
Review of Psychology (vol 19), ed. P.P. Farnswrth, (Palo Alto,----
Annual FevIews, Inc., 196F), pp. 203-250.

3P. P. Fitts, "Perceptual-motor Skill Learning* in Categories of
Human Learning, ed. P.W.. Melton (Ne% York, Academic Press, ]64), pp.
30-15e.
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learning and retention has often been conceived of as a field

c*strinct from the study of cognition, or the acquisition and

retention of knowledge, which has been the primary subject matter of

verbal learning and cognitive psychology. Vineberg and Taylor divide

skills into categories of perceptual skills, motor skills, cognitive

skills, and social skills and they delineate two important components

of a job as job knowledge (information about a job) and job skills

(abilities).4 The basic distinction is between krowing what to do

versus being able to do It. Peing able to do a job requires the

perception of information, the coordination of motor movement, and at

least a limited amount of cognitive processing of stimuli and

feedback. The application of knowledge also requires the use of motor

movements, for examrle, speech can be thought of as a motor skill.

Thlus, the distinction between skills and knowledge is not clear-cut.

For the purposes of the present paper, skills are defined as behaviors

which mhasize physical mwwement rather than knowledge.

Motor skills have been divided into numerous categories, but the

principal division of interest in this parer is that of continuous

versus discrete skills. Continuous motor activities such as walking

or bicycle riding, are those which require repetitive or sustained

effort. riscrete skills such as a dart throw or a soccer kick,

4 R. vineberg and E. b'.Taylor, Performance in Four Army Jobs by Yen
at tifferent Aptitude (AFVr) Levels: 4. Relationships Between
Performance Criteria. PwmRPC Tech Report 72-23 (Ilexanria, VA:
Furrian Pesources esearch Crganization, Auust, 1972).
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require a singular exertion or short-term effort. Again, the

distinction cannot be clearly delineated. Some tasks, such as bowling

or operating a computer terminal, are sequential or serial; requiring

a sequence of discrete movements which are not repetitive. In this

paper, skills will be categorized with sequential or procedural task

falling omnewhere in between continuous or discrete.

DEFINITION OF RETENTIOtN

ifthile the point must be made that this area cannot be separated

fram skill learning and transfer, the primary focus here is on skill

retention. The three topics have been studies primarily in isolation,

but the amount of initial learning affects the amount retained and

transfer studies are often very similar to retention studies.

Leonard, Wheaton, and Cohen define transfer as the maintenance of a

skill over changes in context and retention as the maintenance of a
6

skill over time and/or interpolated activity. I4 ile transfer studies

emIhasize changes in performance with different apparatus or context

with interpolated activities held constant and very short time frames

used, retention studies emphasize changes in performance over time

with apparatus and other aspects of context held constant to the

extent possible. one could argue that this distirction is impossible

5 A. S. Blaiwes and J. J. Regan, An Integreted Arrroect to tte
Study of Learning, Retention, and Transer-A Key Issue in Training
Device Fesearch ane Developrent. FAVWIFACEN T-ch Report I1-7P.
(Orlando, FL: Naval Training Device Center, Pugust 1970).

46 J. L. Leonard, Jr., C. P. W eaton, and F. P. Cohen, Transfer of

Trainin and Skill Retention. ARI Tech Report 76-A?. (JPexanria,
VA: U5 Army Research Institute, October, 197F).



to maintain; context can never be held completely constant and all

transfer studies involve at least a short time interval between

contexts. The difference is one of degree. The present review

emphasizes studies of charges in motor skill performance over time and

intervening training.

GENERAL SKILL RETENTION LITERATURE

Naylor and Eriggs have provided an extensive review of skill

retention literature in which they conclude that most retention

research has been related to verbal rather than motor learning and

that most skill retention research has involved short time intervals.7

In summarizing research on long-term skill retention as a function of

the task, they conclude that there is no adequate evidence of an

intrinsic superiority for retention of motor habits over verbal habits

,it may be that retention of arbitrary response sequences is less than

that of meaningful sequences or patterned organizations) . It arnears

that continuous tasks are better retained than are discrete ones,

although other authors argue that continuous tasis are often

over-learned, involve less physical proficiency, and involve lower

skill levels. Vith respect to conditions surrounding original

7 J. C. Naylor and C. E. Priggs, Long-Term Petertion of Learned
Skills: A Review of the Literature. ASI Tech Report FI-o? C.
(Vrigt-Patterson IFF, l1: eronautical Eystems rivision, Pir Force
fysters Command, Pugust, 1961).

S Cxendine, Psycho]ogy of Potcr Leerning.
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learning, retention is related positively (but negatively accelerated)

to amount of original learning; distributed practice facilitates

learning but not retention; whole learning nay lead to better

retention that part learning; actual motor p ractice leads to better

retention than does verbal practice, whicY. is better than none; and,

conditions leading to more rapid learning do not necessarily result in

better retention. Conditions existing during the retention period

Influence retention with the function depending on the situational

parameters; rehearsal facilitates skill retention, particularly if it

Involves overt activity; and rehearsal Froduces better results if

fidelity to the original task in maintained. Conditions surrounding

the retention test influence retention in that the measure used (first

trial recall versus savings in retraining) affects the degree of

retention (the criterion should be the one that is most important in

the opprational task); retention is directly related to the degree of

replication of the learning context during the test (see discussion of

retention versus transfer above); and warim-up facilitates retention.

These reviewers conclude that the major need is for studies using

fairly extended time periods between learning and recall, that no

experimental approach has proved conpletely satisfactory, that it is

critical to determine the relationshi r of task "organization" to

retention, and that there is a need to study the effects of different

measures on retention." Similar conclusions have been echoed

9Rlalwes and Pegan, An Integrated A]proech.
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thrcughout the skill retention literature, along with the observation

that most skills studied have been simplistic ones which did not

involve a great deal of cognitive processing or comFlex procedure

following. ic

Mhore recently, Schendel, Shields and Katz conducted an extensive

literature survey dealing with the variables known or suspected to

affect the retention of learned motor behaviors over no-ractice

intervals. Finphasis was given to research conducted by or for the

military. The variables %hich may affect the retention of motor skill

were dichotomized into task variables and procedural variables. The

task variables which may underlie the long-term retention of motor

skill include: (a) duration of the no-practice period, or retention

interval; (t) nature of the response required to accomplish a

particular motor task; (c) degree to which the learner can organize or

impose order upon the elements hich define the task; (d) structure of

the training environment; and (e) initial or "natural" ability of the

learner in performance of a task without prior practice. The

researchers conclude that procedural variables which may affect the

long-term retention of motor skills include: (a) degree of pro-

ficiency attained by the learner during initial training; (b) amount

and kind of refresher training; (c) transfer of skills on one

,art-task versus whole-task training methods; and (g) introduction of

task to performance on another task; (d) presence of interfering

lCLeonard, Meaton, and Cohen, Transfer of Training.
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activities; (e) distribution of practice during training; (f) use of

extra test trials prior to final testing. 1 1

SPECIFIC VILITARY STUDIES

Military skills run the gamut from simple continuous tasks

(marching) to complex perceptual, procedural, and cognitive tasks

(engaging the enemy in a tank battle). The t.ost frecuent criticisms

of studies of military skill retention are that there have not been

enough of them, they have involved relatively short time periods, and

they have addressed only simple tasks. Several examples of studies of

military skill retention are summarized below.

McDonald has obtained retention data in several basic combat

proficiency areas: basic rifle mrksmanshir, physical combat

proficiency, and end-of-cycle tests (military courtesy, military

justice, drill and ceremonies, first aid, guard duty, individual

tactical training, hand-to-hand combat, and bayonet).1 2  Independent

groups of soldiers were tested at the end of basic combat training

(BCr), infantry and non-infantry groups were retested using the same

tests after fourteen to sixteen weeks in the Army, non-infantry groups

were retested after twenty-four to fifty-two weeks, and infantry and

non-infantry groups were retested on basic rifle marksmanship after

ninety-six weeks. 7here were approximately sixty personnel in each

1J. Scheneel, J. Ehields, and l. S. Vatz, 'Petention of Motor
Skills: Review," thpublished paper, U.S. Army Research Institute,
Alexandria, VA; June 197F.

12R. I,. Mcronald, Retention of Vilitary Skills Accuire' in Pasic
Combat Training. HunRRC Tech Reort 67-1.. (Alexandria, VA: Punan
Resources Research Organization, recember, ].67).
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group tested. Pesults showeO significant performance decrements over

time for all areas except physical carbat proficiency. At the end of

ECT, £5.5 percent of soldiers tested qualified on basic

riflemarksTanship, and on the first retest (after fourteen to sixteen

weeks in the Irmy) £2 percent of infantry personnel and P5 percent of

non-infantry personnel qualified. .ifter twenty-four to fifty-two

weeks, only S3 percent of non-infantry personnel qualified, and after

ninety-six weeks 75 percent of infantry personnel qualified. tt the

end of ECT, 9.9 percent qualified on the end-of-cycle tests, but

after twenty-four to fifty-two weeks in the lIrmy only 45 percent of

non-infantry personnel were able to qualify on these tests. Pcronald

argues that the performance decrements were small, since most

personnel who failed to qualify on retention testing were barely under

the criterion. Ibwever, if one accepts the criterion as valid,

significant performance decrements were shown over one year.

.a preliminary examination was conducted of the retentive qualities

of basic armor crewran skills on approximately 43r enlisted trainees

undergoing basic armor training in the First Training Erigade, Fort

Knox, Kentucky. 1 3  A test-retest methodology utilizing both the

midcycle and end-of-cycle examinations was administered in the seventh

and eleventh weeks of training. The midcycle test was subsequently

12U.F. reartment of lirmy, Peaquarters, First Training Prigee

(Prmor) , "The Learning and Retention of Easic Armor Skills within the
Instituticn," tajor James S. Cary, Ft Knox, FY; 157r.
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readministered in the eighth, ninth, and tenth weeks an( the

end-of-cycle test in the twelfth and final week of training on a

sample without replacement basis. Test results were limited somewhat

in measuring degree of proficiency retention by GC/NC C6 criterion

for scoring these criterion-referenced test instrunents, but insights

gained indicate the multiple-step procedural/cognitive tasks were

generally more difficult to learn/retain than were tasks involving

fewer subtasks.

Generally, task learning and retention were quite high within the

institution, but procedural/cognitive tasks showed greater retention

loss, particularly in communications, first aid, and vehicle

recognition. Remedlal training results in these areas indicate

learning improvement and show that overtraining (training beyond the

time necessary to learn a task) in problem areas may be productive.

Future studies should include subtask analysis under more rigid

scoring procedures to determine training pitfalls.

Crimsley trained sixty Pevanced Individual Training (AIT) trainees

to operate the control panel of the Nike-Percules guided missile

system under three levels of trainer fidelity. While trainer

fidelity had no effect on learning or retention, mean performance

scores dropped from 91.t to 74.( with retesting after four weeks.

Time to retrain after six weeks averaged 19.7 minutes, cpared to

14 r. L. Grlmsley, Acquistion, Petention, end Petraining: Effects

of High and Low Fidelity in Training revices. PumRRC lech Report
T-. (71exandrla, VA: Human Fesources Reseerch Crganiwtion,
February, 1969).
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1i.1 minutes for original training. So there was a significant

perfornance decrement over a relatively short time interval, but

considerable savings in retraining were demonstrated. it should be

noted that the task studied here was not a basic combat skill,

but rather a Frocedural task in which discrete, principally

"all-or-none" responses were made to specific values of cues in a

continuous series of stimuli (tasks were done in a sequential order).

Crimsley replicated the results obtained in the previous study in a

further study comparing the performance of low-aptitude (Category IV)

trainees with high-aptitude trainees.1 5  Category TV trainees took

longer to master the task but demonstrated retention levels almost as

high as high aptitude trainees.

Vineberg obtained retention data on the basic combat skills of

drill and ceremony, first aid, individual tactical training, guard

duty, M16 rifle, chemical, biological, and radioactivity training, and

16M60 machinegun. Two hundred soldiers were tested upon completion of

BCT and retested six weeks later by the same test team. Results

showed that the probability of passing the overall test was Pl at the

end of PCT!, was .E3 six weeks later, and was .55 for passing both.

15D. L. Crimsley, Acquisition, Retention, ane Retraining:

Training Category IV Personnel with Low Fidelity Devices. FumRRO Tech
Rerort 69-12. (7lexandrla, VA: Fuman Fesources Research
Cnganization, June, 1969).

6Vineberg and Taylor, Performance in Four Arry Jobs.
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Depending on the measure used, the average decrease was IF to 2F

percent. Individual tasks showed decrements from 5 to 44 percent and

Category II personnel were superior to Categories III and; IV, who

performed alike.

Leonard, Wheaton, and Cohen examined transfer and retention

performance over periods of six and seventeen weeks for hand

grenade subtasks of selecting, maintaining, arming, throwing

positions, and identifying conponents. 17  Cne hundred and fifty

enlisted personnel showed no significant retention loss in hands-on

performance, but performance on written subtests was lower upon retest

than upon initial testing, with an indication that the longer the

retest interval was, the greater the decrease became. The authors

point out that the tasks studied did not recuire a great deal of

cognitive processing or corplex procedure following, and that

relatively short time periods were employed.

Germas trained operators of a tactical data system using lectures

and computer-assisted instruction. P The mean error rate for eighteen

trainees immediately after training was F.8 (on a performance-based

pencil and paper test), and the mean error rate on a retest one month

later was 11.9. This study provides an indication of rapid retention

1 7 Leonard, Wheaton, and Cohen, Transfer of Treining.

P J. E. Cermas, Bnbedded Training: Utilization of Tactical

Computers to Train Cbmputer cperators," Unrublished memorandum, US
Army Pesearch Institute, Alexandria, VA; November, 1976.
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loss on a comglex rrocedural task, Elthough results cn a Ferfor'.nce

tert V oule bevc been more relevant to skill retention than would

results on a pencil and paper test.

nother retention research area in a military context is studies

of flying skills. Wright found that visual flying rules (MF1R) skills

remained acceptable for up to three years uithout any flying, but that

instrunent flying rules (IFR) skills became less than acceptable

after one year for nearly one-half of the trmy aviators surveyed, even

if minimun flight practice was obtained.1  The loss rate was greatest

soon after training and experience, and decreased to near zero after

one year. Roscoe concludes that perceptual-motor skills (lareing a

plane) are not quickly forgotten, but that procedural skills (starting

a plane) are forgotten more rapidly. Prophet reviews the flight

retention literature and concludes that basic flight skills can be

retained fairly %ell for extended periods of non-flying, but some

decrement of concern does occur, particularly for instrument and

procedural skills. 2 1  Little is known about the retention and

R. V. Wright, Retentior of Flying Skills and Refresher Treining

Requirements: Effects of Nonflyino and Proficiency Flying. HumRPO
Tech Report 73-32. (Ilexandria, VA: Human Fesources Researcd
Crganization, recember, 1973).

2 . N. Roscoe, "Incremental Transfer and Cost-Effectiveness of

Flight Training Simulators" in Proceedings of NTEC/IndustrX Conference
(7th) . (Orlando, FL: Naval Trainng Equipment Center, Ibvember 17r),

* W. W. prophet, Long-Ter' Retention of Flying Skills: A Review

of the Literature. EumRRO Tech Report 76-3t. (t/exandria, VF: iuman
Resources Pesearch Crganization, Cctober, 1976).
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retraining of higher level pilot skills within tactical urits.

Ealdwin, Cliborn, and Foskett looked at the area of visual .aircraft

recognition skills and found a It percent decrease in accurocy over P

period of ten weeks. 2 2

SMJARY

Studies of military skill retention have shown significant

retention loss over relatively short Feriods of time. M'though the

data are limited, it appears that retention loss is more severe for

complex procedural tasks than for basic military skills. Problmrs in

drawing final conclusins in this area are surmarlzed below.

common criticism of both the general and military skill

retention literature is that research has concentrated on simrle,

non-procedural, primarily discrete skills. Practically nothing is

known about thbe retention of complex tactical skills used in military,

such as engaging the enerry in tank %arfare. Pnother general criticisr-

is that most studies hFvc e Floyed relatively short time intervals ,nd

have looked only at end-points or at a feu points on the retention

curve. Further analysis of skill retention curves over long priods of

time Is needed. Euch an analysis is important for determining the

ortimal distribution of retraining over time for various types of

tasks. With adequate retention data, a rrogram could be designed to

22F. r. Faldwin, P. E. Cliborr, and P. J. Foskett, Te iccuisiticr

and Retention of Visual Aircraft Pecognitlon Skills. ?JTI Tech Ferert
7F-I'. (Ulexpneria, MR: Ur 1/rmy Fesearch institute, November, ] fI).



retest personnel at times when they are likely to have experienced

retention loss and to provide retraining to those who fail to meet the

criterion. P third area of concern relates to retention measures and

the conditions under which retention is tested. First trial recall

and retraining savings measures have both been used in the retention

research summarized, and they do not necessarily lead to the same

results and conclusions. Puch of the military retention data is in

terms of pass-fail measures, which may not be adequate to provide

precise retention curves. Also, the gathering of skill retention data

by use of pencil and paper tests may not be as adequate as the

hands-on tests. A final point here is that test and retest conditions

need to be carefully controlled, in order to distinguish performance

decrements related to transfer from those related to retention loss.

RELEVANCE OF PRESENT RESEARCH

Numerous criticisms of previous studies of rilitary skill

retention have appeared in the literature review. The research

described in this paper was not designee to answer ell these

criticisms, but rather was designed as a first step to initiate

further research in the right direction. The review of the litereture

indicates that retention of basic military skills has not been studied

extensively and that retention of specific armor skills hes been

systematically studied only in a First Training Frigede pilot study.

The present paper provides initial drta on ermor skill retention in

the unit; sane of these skills are comparable to basic military skills

studied previously, and some are more complex proceeurel ones. In
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order to answer some of the criticisms and meet some of the objectives

brought out in the review, it is necessary to refine retention tests

procedures and to standardize test conditions. The present study is

of relevance here in providirg a look at the usefulness of hands-on

institutional tests as retenticn tests, in providing an initial study

of unit retention over various time ihtervals and, in providing an

initial analysis of general factors influencing retention. The

present paper may serve as a model for future, relatively long-terr

retention testing in the Army.
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CPJPrEP iV

TEM MMHODCLCCY/TEST rFF'FlMW

SUBJECTS

The samie for this study consisted of mele, entry level, IF Arry

personnel who gracduated from basic armor training during the Ferige IF

recember 1977 through 17 March 197F at the First Training Prigaie,

Fort Knox, Kentucky. P total of 27"' personnel were tracked to their

first unit of essigrment and were retested on the ccr bined mid-cyvlc

and end-of-cycle tests which they had taken successfully durir FPT.

7he subjects were from the following units: the ^,4th Tnf f'iv (tect),

Fort Stewart, CA; the lS4th nruored Erigade and the School Frigade,

Fort Knox, KY; the 1st trmored Irivision, the 3d /Irmored rivision, the

3d Inf riv (lech), the Eth Tnf riv (leech), the 2d Armored Cavalry

Regiment, and the I1th Armored Cavlry Pegiment, FPC. retailed

demographic information on the subjects was maintained by First

Training Prigaed.e, and further derojraFhic, beckground, and experience

data were obtained on a questionnaire given at the time of retesting.

t detailed presentation of these demographic and background deta is

contained in the first section of 0,apter V. The demographic

characteristics were found to be generally typicei of those for

personnel entering the Prmy at the time of this study.

TES-T INSTRUTS/PPAMPUS

he instrument used to test and retest the exarrinees was a

combined mid-cycle and end-of-cycle, Tanker Skills Cualification Test

(TSCT). At the time of this study, these were the stardeard
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,-strurc-ts use& by the First Training Prigaee to measure the Frogress

of trainees. These were criterion-referenced instruments Which for

tre nost part provided performance-oriented testing. The particular

skills tested were ones judged as critical armor crewman skills by

First Training Prigade and senior ?rmor Center personnel. T1he

performance test items were selected as representative samples uf

critical basic armor crewman, skill level one performance

requirements. Stations on the post graduation test were: loader's

duties, breecblock, V'219 machinegun (coax), rVP5 rracHinegun, tank

gunnery, general subjects, communications, maintenance, advanced

driving, caliber .4E pistol and FI2M submacHinegun, and first aid. P

detailee listing of specific test performance measures (tasks on which

tl-.e individual %s evaluated) within eoch of these stations can be

found in Pppendix C, Annex E. retailed descriptions of performance

ireasures, test standards, conditions, and associated aFFaratus are

also included in the lesson plans in 1ppendix C. Examination of

Appendix C shows that there were 85 performance measures recorded on

the post graduation test. The number of performance measures was not

equally divided across stations; e.g., there were 2( performance

measures on the advanced driving station and 5 measures on the first

aid station. Stations were also not comletely comparable in terms of

test conditions; some measures were obtained by a slide test or other

classroom exercises, some were obtained on training devices, and some

were obtained on actual tanks. Scoring on both tests was. in terms of

GC/NO CC categories: if an examinee performed all critical sub-tasks
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on a performance measure properly, he received a CC; if he perforr.ed

any sub-task improFerly, he received a NC GC (fail) for that

performance measure. The number of sub-tasks within perforance

measures was not constant on these tests; same measures involved two

sub-tasks %lch had to be performed properly, and some involved seven

or more. These test design factors impact on comparability of test

results across stations and performance measures, and will be further

discussed later. The purpose of the present study was to examine

overall failure rates within the existing testing system, and not to

redesign the testing system for statistical purposes.

TE5' PROCEDUEF

The basic design of the study was very simile; given that a man

had passed all performance measures on the mid-cycle test and 7SCT1 in

order to graduate, he was tracked to his first unit and was

readministered the same tests under similar conditions and standards

in order to determine what he remembered. ,ubjects were

readministered a combined mid-cycle test and TFcMr, with the standards

and conditions of this combined test replicating those of the First

Training Frigade's testing to the fullest extent rossible. ? county

fair type testing scenario was utilized, as in the First Frigaie, with

small groups of exalinees rotating between test stations. Units

within uhich personnel were retested were selected as ones receiving a

large influx of troops from the First Training Frigade at the time of

the study.
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Sta)ndardization of tcst conditions was critical to the success of

this retenticn study. tlthough different teams of evaluators

conducted the retesting, possible standardization rroblems were

minimized by providing the test teans with training, standardization,

and validation testing on the test procedures (Qppendix P). Training

prccedures insured that evaluators hid experience in following test

procedures prior to testing, and the need for accurate, consistent

standardized scoring was highly emphasized. Identical test condtions,

standards, and apparatus were used for the retests. Scoring

procedures were also identical for tests and retests; GC/NC CC results

were recorded by evaluators on a similar score sheet as those used by

the First Training Frigade. Standardization training and test

rmaterials were provided by a team of MITS personnel who travelled to

each test site standardizing testors, after which they monitored

testing. Members of the PM team kere former First Trlnrg Prigvle

personnel, and they were highly experienced with the tests given.

Testors .ere rCc's provided by the participating units; many of whom

tad previous experience as test evaluators. Fxaminees were personnel

in the selecte units who had graduated during the period 16 recember

1S77 through 17 Ivarch 197F; thus, per-onnel were retested frcm two to

twenty-five weeks after graduation.

t questiornaire was administered to each examinee irvediately

prior to retesting (tppendix r). This questionnaire was designee to

obtain additional demographic information and to address the

experiences of ecarinees since graduation. Fcaminees were asked
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general questions about their duty position and tank commander, and

they were asked to estimate the number of times they Lad perforned

various tasks since graduation fran basic armor training. These tasks

were ones upon whict the examinees were to be tested later in the day.

It was clearly emphasized that estimates were to be as accurate as

possible and based upon duties since leaving Fort Knox.

The PRTS M6CAI SWT developed a matrix to capture training

data associated with the tasks that were to be retention tested. This

matrix was designed to go to the platoon sergeants or tank ccmanders

of the subjects in the test sample. Feveral significant proble.s wOere

encountered with these matrixes. The matrix was developed too late to

capture the majority of te target orulation; because the ]lIF PC.

program was to be replaced by a new program, the brigade distributed

the matrixes only to those carpanies in the new program. This

resulted in the remainder of the lIE fCS data not being available.

The collection of data within the unit also encountered pro-lers.

The foremost problem was getting the matrix to the supervisor of the

examinee. This problem vas never overcome. The personnel being

assigned to units where retention retesting was to be conducted were

identified by name. Packets of the matrix w-re produced for cacY of

these individuals. The packets contained a letter to the coeander

with instructions on filling in the matrix and mailing instructions on

returning packets to ARTS 6'A] 5%7. For those who had already
S

departed Fort Ynox, the packets were meiled to divisional POC's with

instructions to forward them to the individual's unit.
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It %as discovered that these packets did not get to company level.

For those Fersonnel who had not graduated, the packets were put in

envelopes addressed to the company commander and given to the

individual along with his personnel records. Very few of these were

returned. Fxact reasons are not known, but several reasons which

could contribute include: failure of service member to give packet to

unit, or unit not filling out matrix. Cne problem encountered was

that assigrinents were to either divisions or replacement battalions

and often changes were made in assignments. This resulted in

communication breakdowns and difficulty in tracking, by name,

individuals to division or lower.

LIVITATIONS

In the post graduate retention testing study, certain factors

limited the results frao. the outset. These limitations, which were

taken into ccnsideration when the desired results were outlined, can

be grouped into the categories of time, funding, and resources.

The available data sources for this retention study were reviewed

with the First Training Erigade. It was found that records would be

inadequate for anyone graduating prior to 15 December 1977. The basic

armor training course was redesigned and changed drastically for all

classes beginning January 197P, resulting In a new fourteen week

course that reached the first end of cycle during April 197P. Pecause

of the July ]978 suspense for this report, the evaluation was limited

to approximately a four-month period, from 16 ecember 1977 to 17

March 197P, and the number of rersonnel available to be evaluatee was
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also limited. The number of personnel vhen coupled with other factors

discussed later, limits the results than can justificably be expected

to provide insights.

A small-scale investigation conducted within the First Training

Erigade indicated that the educational level and previous employment

status of trainees entering the basic armor training program nay

differ from one training cycle to another. The time frame from

December to March in any year may tend to include a higher proportion

of non-high school graduates (although the data indicate that this was

not the case for this sample) and the unemployed or unemFloyables than

other time frames. The full implications of these factors must be

considered Ahen generalizing from the results obtained.

It was deemed cost effective to limit data acquisition instrurents

to cnbined mid-cycle and end-of-cycvle evaluation instruments that

were already set uF and being used in the First Training Frigade.

Tese evaluation instruments test many tasks that the trmor Center has

Identified as critical and Fcrvide 'COC/NO CC" measures which indicate

only whether or not a trainee meets the established standard. Fxact

level of individual proficiency is not recorded. Pecause of time

involved in developing a new test and the problems that would be

encountered in getting evaluators, equlpment, end trainees together to

take the test, the existing eveluating instruments were used

recognizing their Zimitations as a retention testin instrument.

The retention testing zs further limiter in the results that

could be expected in that only eighty-five performance measures were
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tracked, and these measures were tracked for a four-month period, with

classes graduating ir recember ].77 throtigh 17 Mvarch 197P. Cnly

limited insights into the decay curves and factors affecting the

curves could be obtained. The test program is intended to proviee a

basis for future stulies and to point out areas of special interest

and pitfalls to be avoided.

An additional limiting factor is the possible Icck of absolute

continuity as far as the test administrators in the field environment

;here concerned. klthough each testor ws cerefully standa'rdized, one

cannot be ccinpletely certain that the standards and conditions of the

test %ere zdhered %ith scrupulously. Resources did not provide for

permanent team of testors throughout the study.

l
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CFI'ATFF V

TEST PE'SULTr/rATI'. )7ALY-SIF

INTWCOUTI ON

This charter consists of a detailed presentation of the extensive

data collected in this study; a more general discussion and a

comparison %ith other relevant studies is presented in Chapter %I.

First, detailed demographics of the sample are Fresented; these data

were obtained from First Training Frigade records and from the

pre-retention test survey (Arrendix r). Next, general background

variables of the sample are discussed, follourd by a discussion of

specific experience factors; these data were obtained from the

pre-test survey. Finally, performance data are presented for the

overall retention test, by test station, and by individaul performance

measures, followed by breakouts and analyses of these measures by the

variables sumnarized above. 7ll data tables are presented in tppendix

A.

Data tabulation and statistical analysis for this study were

accomplished by use of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS) .I Results were tabulated by use of subprogram FPECUENCIES, and

breakouts of -erformance measures by demographic, background, and

experience variables were accomplished by use of subprograms CPC.STAPS

and BRFAKDCN. The performance measures yielded ordinal data (e.g.,

N. H. Nie, C. V. Full, ". C. Jenkins:, Y. Fteinbrenner, and r. H.

* Eent, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, Second Wition, New
York: Mc-aw-Hill, 1?75.
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mental category). The primary appropriate statistical tests yielded

by the SFf-S procedures were Kendall's tau and one-way analysis of

variance (PNCVA). These statistics are applied and discussed where

apprcriate throughout the chapter.

ME CCFMPHICS CF SAMPLE

As described in (Oater TV, the sample for this study consisted of

270 male soldiers who ccmpleted basic armor training at Ft Knox,

Kentucky during the December lS77--rarch ]97P time frame. Detailed

denographics for the sample at the time of field retention testing are

presented below.

The vast majority of examinees held the rank of F1 or E2 when

retention tested in the field; 29.3% were El, 64.2V were E2, t.pl were

E?, and 0.7? (2 individuals) were Ft (with prior Pegular Army

enlistment). The preponderance of lo,er ranks is due to the fact that

most examinees were in their first field assignment at the time they

were retention tested.

The mean age of examinees was iM years (iredian was ]..2 years),

%ith. the range being 17 to 36 years. The majority (72%) fell in the

range of lP to 20 years of age, ard only F.C* were above 72 years old.

!'arital status data were collected on the pre-test survey and

revealed that F4.7% of the sample were single and the remainder

(15.3%) were married. No further details (divorces, separations,

etc.) on marital status were collected.

IV
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Mental category data were available for all but 2(' members of the

sanple, and the following distribution ues obtained: Category I -

3.6t; Category II - 17.2t; Category III - 70.S%; ard, Category IV -

8.4%. The scarcity of Category I and Freronderance of Category III

personnel ere typical attributes of the armor trainee population at

the time of the study.

Data on the education level of examinees were obtained from Ist

Training Erigade records and revealed that the majority (72.0%) had

completed 12 years of education (had completed high school and hae no

further education). Plso 26.3% had not cmpleted high school (hee 9

to II years of education), and ].El had obtained education beyond the

high school level.

Service history data were collected from 1st Training Frigade in

order to identify members of the sample who had prior service.

Results indicated that 90.]% of the sample were non-prior service

accessions.

Jurther demographic infcrmation collected on the pre-test survey

addressed the career intentions of the ecaminees. They were asked to

assess, on a 5-Foint scale, the probability that they %vule remain in

the Prmy for a career. Results showed that 7.4% answered "yes", It.1%

"probably yes", 6O.% "undecided", .]V "robably no", and 30.0% "no".

Cverall, demographics of the sample appar typical for the armor

trainee population. The majority had no prior service, were IP to 20

years old, single, in mental category III, and high school graduates

with no further education. There was some concern that a sample taken
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during uinter months would be atypical of trmy trainees, but this

reservation does not apFear to have been supported by the derograehic

deta.

CENEFPL P)CFCCPCtUD CF PFlLE

Retention testing %as conducte4 in various units, as described in

Chapter IV. The distribution of examinees within tested units was as

follows: 1st Prmored Iivision, E.!t of examinees; 2e Prmored Cavalry

Segiment, e.6t; 3d irmored rivision, 24.,4; Sth Inf riv (Vect), F.3t;

1lth trmored Cavalry Fegiment, 7.0?; 2eth Inf riv (nec ), ?r.7t; ?e

Inf [iv (Fech), 7.Pl; and lS-th rmored Frigade, 5.F%. Thus, 2C.3% of

the sanple were assigned to CcWUs units and the retrainder were

assigned to USA1EUR.

The period between graduation and time of retention testing veriee

from two to twenty-five weeks for individual examinees, with an

average of 13.S weeks. The samle sizes corresponding to each number

of weekz from graduation to retesting are Fresented in Table I. Plso

listed in this table are sample sizes by three week blocks of time;

e.g., the number retention tested 2, 7, or 4 weeks after graduation.

1.e grouing into three week blocks was performed primarily for

statistical purposes. Large variation was obtained in the number of

examinees tested per week, and very small sample sizes (as sm-'l1 as 0

or 1) were obtained for same weeks. Crouring into three week blocks

is the smallest grouping which provides sufficient sample sizes for

analysis of rerformance by time; such an analysis will be presented

later in this chapter.



Post of tte data in the remainder of this section and the next

section were obtained from the Fre-test survey, and 1001 accurecy in

exarinees' responses cannot be guaranteee since precise unit records

were not available. ftn attempt was made to obtain accurate unit

training records via a data iratrix distributed to the units are

examinees; this effort did not prove to be successful (see ch~arter 1\1

I[II

for discussion). Examninees were asked to estimate time reriods and

numbers of times numerous tasks has been per fonn~e; for those who had

been in the unit for more than a few weeks, this was a difficult task.

-ssistance was provided during survey cotiletion, and comleteC

surveys were reviewed with ex-mminees to the extent possible and

unreasonable repsonses were correcteed. eview of surveys in icated

that the responses provide a generally accurate recorn of exuerience

in e s the units

P variable closely related to the tine perioe betieen araeuiation

and retention testing is the nunber of weeks assignee to a tank after

leaving t snox. Exainees were asked to estimate this time perios on

the rre-test survey, and estimates ranged fro zero to twehty-four

weeks, with a mean of 7.] weeks. k large percentage (2T) of

examinees indicated that they had never been assigned to a tank since

leaving Fort K~nox (some had been assigned to P~rl Sheridans) .

Es aminees were asked the nunber of tanks they had been assigned to

since leaving Ft Knox, and the following uesponse dstriutirn was

obtained: None, 2?.3; one, 56.3 ; too, 17.4t ; are three, ?.ri.

There is a sigt.t discrepancy between this a.n the previous vriat l
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in terrrs of the percentage who had never been assigned to a tank

(2--% versus 25%). This is Frobably due to the fact that responses

to the previous question were rounded off to tbe nearest week. Thus,

a man assigned to a tank for three days or less would have been

assigned to one tank for zero weeks.

Exmninees were asked to indicate their current position within a

tank crew; 2P.51 indicated that they had no position, ?.01 were

erivers, 2Sl.6% were loaders, and 1.91 were gunners. They were also

asked to estimate the number of weeks they had spent in other crew

[ositions. rue to the limited time most individuals had been assigned

to the units, the percentage of personnel having had more than one

crew position Frovided no significant relationships. In the case of

drivers, the range was zero to twenty-three weeks with an average of

1.C weeks; 63% indicated that they had not been a driver. For the

loader position the range wes zero to twenty-four weeks, with an

averege of 2.e weeks and 51% of the samle not having been a loader.

For gnrners the range was zero to six weeks, with an average of r.]

weeks and 96.7% not having been a gunner. ts would be expected during

initial weeks of the first assignment, the majority of examinees were

drivers or loaders, with very few serving, as gunners. The large

nunber without a crew position indicates a possible rroblem which will

be discussed in Chapter VI.

1he number of tank commanders (TC) they had had ar! the rank of

their current TC were also indicated by the examinees. The majority

(r5.6%) had had one 7C, while ]0.71 had none, 25.6w had two, 7.el had
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three, and 0.71 had four. Post X's were in the rank of F. or F6;

2.1% were E4, 32.F1 were E5, 39.F% were EF, 9.5% were F7, and ]5.P%

were officers.

turing a previous institutional retention research project within

1st Training Prigade described earlier in this report, trainees wre

retested on the mid-cycle and end-of-cycle tests within the

institution from I to 2 weeks after original testing. In order to

consider tying the results of this study together with those of the

previous study and to analyze the effect of institutional retesting

upon later retention testing, participants in the previous study also

in this study were identified. It was found that C participants in

this study had been retested on the mid-cycle test in the previous

study, and 30 had been retested on the end-of-cycle test. These sizes

are sufficient to allow a longitudinal analysis of retention within

the institution end the unit. Powever, possible effects of

institutional retesting upon later retention will be briefly addressed

later in this chapter.

SPECIFIC EXPERIENCE FACTORS

Data summarized in this section were obtained via the pre-test

survey and involve examinees' estimates of unit training and

experience directly related to specific retention test performance

measures. Data relating to specific types of training are presented,

followed by data pertaining to the number of times various tasks were

performed in the unit.

Examinees were questioned as to their use of Iraining Extension

(burse (TFC) lessons overall and by specific categories, since it was
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suspected that use of TFC lessons might be related to skill retention.

In general, extensive use of TFC lessons Was not rcrorte; overall,

2C.7% of the samrle reForted using TFC lessons. Py sFecific

categories, ].21 reorted having used gunnery 7EC, 2C.7? tae used IPc

TEC, S.4% had used corrunicatons TFC, ]E.3t had used rrainterance TmC,

YE.21 had used first aid TEC, 21.]1 tad used vehicle recogrition Tor,

and t.4% had used map reading TFC. Exc-arinees estimated the number of

times they had used 7FC lessons in the above categories; in all cases

the majority of those %fr- repcrted having used TEC lessons had used

then cnly once or twice.

Eata Were also obtained on srecific types of first aid trainir- ir

the unit; ovcrall, ?F.E% of cxaminees reported having received first

aid training since leaving Ft Knox. Py specific categrcries, 7'.F9

reported receiving training on treatment for burns, 2S..l on treatment

of brcken bones, 2C./ on mouth-tc-mcuth resuscitation, 2
f. r

control of bleeding, and 21.5% on treatment for shock.

Training cn map reading was also addressed; 21.11 reported having

received such training, with the bulk having received it for I to

hours. Ey categories, IP.Ft reported having received training cn

determining elevation on a map, 2 t.3% on finding a position on a mear,

anC 2P.It on determining ground location.

Finally, vehicle recognition training was addressed in general arA

in terms of specific training media. Cvrall, ?." reported havir<7

received such training, in most cases two hours or less. Fy rEdie

categories, 21.f' reported having had training with slides, ?'. with

cards, and 1V.71 with models.
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Fxarinees estimated the number of times since leavin Ft Ynox that

they had performed various tasks which had rotential relationst ijs to

the perforrance measures on the retention test. Fmrary statistics

for these estimates are displayed in Table 2. Post estimates ,ere in

terms of the number of times a task had been [erformed; a few

(indicated in lable 2) were in terms of number of rounds or num er of

riles. The first data column in the table indicates the Percent'ge of

resFondents who had performed the task at least once. The tasks are

listed in descending order of these percertages. 7be mean, standard

deviation, and median or middle response are presented for each task.

The median is the more appropriate measure of central tendency here,

since it is less influenced by the few extrerely large estimates

obtained. For most tasks, there were laroc nurters of exazinces %Jto

had ncver perfored ther in the unit. Cnly 11 of the 29 taskF had

been perforred by .Ct cr rore of the sarrle. Cunnery tasks werc the

least commonly Ferformed; only 71 of the sarrle had fired the main

gun. Ivary of the examinees were recent arrivals ir their unit

(examinees had teen in units for frcr t o to twenty-five weeks) and.

h d not participated in mjor training exercises; this laroely

accounts for the lack of experience indicated by the low redian

values. fany tasks had net been practice by many examinees, and

those practiced were practiced only a few times, on the average. The

sample thus offered the opportunity for study of skill retention

Swithout extensive practice in the units.
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C'FAULL PEFCRVP-NCE ,EAUPES

r'- ecscribed in Ct.apter TV, results of performance measures for

cach examinee were recorded on scoresheets in terms of CCINC CC

categories. Cverall performance can ttus be succintly described in

terms of the percentage of examinees receiving a CC or NC CC. Such

date are presented in this section for the total test, test stations,

and individual performance measures.

The mean number of CC's received by the 270l exarinees on the PS

performance measures was 67.71, with a standard deviation of P.46.

Thus, examinees performed 7T.71 of tested tasks correctly, on the

average. This performance will be broken out by time, demographics,

and other veriables in later sections. The median number of Cr"'s

received was FF.Cr, and the mode was 67, in close agreerent with the

mean. The total number of C-C's for individuals ranged from l to P5

(2 examinees "maxed" the test). These data indicate that on the

average, soldiers can pass the institutional test criterion or about

P% of critical skill level one tasks during the first few ronths of

their first assignt.

Curing test adminstration, performance measures ere grouped into

ii test stations; the nxr-ber of performance measures Fer station

varied from two to twenty-four. Pesults on these stations ere not

ccrp-letely ccmiarable due to the differing numbers of rerfermance

measures involvee, the differing test conditions (e.g., slide test vs.

hands-on test) and the fact that stations conceptually "fit together"

to various degrees (e.g., first aid vs. generel subjects) . For
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furtler discussion of performance measures grouped into each statior,

see Charter IV and .ppendix C (such a listing is also Froiqed in

Table 4, to be discussed below). owever, anelysis of performance by

test station does provide an initial general indication of wtre

retention problems lie. Fuch an analysis is displayed in Table 3; the

percentages presented were calculated by dividing the mean number of

C's by the total number of performance measures on each station.

Etations showing highest performance levels were advanced driving,

gunnery subjects, and maintenance, while stations on which relatively

low performance was demonstrated Included treechblock, PP5 PC, and

general subjects. P more precise breakdown in terms of individua]

performance measures is present below.

Performance on the retention test is surmrarize in Table e in

terms of the percentage of the 270 examinees who received a CC on eact

perforrance measure. Revie. of tiis table inicates specific areas

where performance was relatively roor. The 10 measures on wtich

performance was worst in rank order were: map marginal info (2r.11),

map 6-digit coordinate (22.r%) , ma, elevation (24.4%) , FP FC

assembly/disassembly (13.lM), breeclblock assembly and installation

(4.7%) , coax MG stoppage (,.P%), breechblock removal and disassembly

(5.9), map colors (5-J.P?), emergency driving situations (' .?Y), and

clear M!E G (5f.5%). This breakout of the data Indicates thzt most

of the difficult on the general subjects station irvolved r-p reading,

that difficulties on the breechblock station were encountered with

both assemby and disassembly, ond that all aspects of the P'F MC
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sz~ticn %.ere relatively c'ifficult. Further Ciscussicn of ti-c type-s of

te>.ks on vf i&h performance was relatively loiu ard rossible rcasor.F-

thcrcfc're is includ~ce in Ctarter krT.

rrfomcence rreesurcs in Tratle '1 are groupee in terms of ti-c 'ay

0x%~ erc organized and scoredI on ti-c tcst; other Crourings are

ecrceivable. V~any of the perforrance measures (e.g., Fane an! arr

(1W1?) signals, flasYhliaft (IL) rignals, and anmnition reconition)

were Ecored in terms of responses to individual stimruli. Ct h.c r

~ivua performance measures involved severzal subtasks ;,ndI

resrnses to several Stimulus situation (e.g., breect-block rcrov'al ercl

;i sa ssem bl y) . f ar-ririition recognition was groupe toartther rs: crf-

~Erfcrmarnce r-easurc (all types of arrntunition would have to he

ccrrcctly ide.ntified to receive a Cr on.f tic asures) , the exp:ctedI Cr-

jerccr.tige ,ould i-c rr. (the rroeuct of tfc 7 irydivic'l (-C retrs)

F~zirn irft&cncrYCfce in recognition, of different types Of '-rm.-nflin.

This -- uld considerably ch-ange the Ficture of arnunition recognition

prrfo rrmanc e. This exerle ineicates that CC rates can be affected h-Y

t-.e 1-,Y perfortrance measures are defined, particularly by the nixrt-er

of subtesks inv-,olved, in the measure. Perhaps breecF-block tisks are

not inherently mrore difficult, but just involve more suttasks in ti-c

ferformr -ce rasure. These problemrs in comparison of performancr

rmeasures uIll be further discussed in Charter VT.

PFRFCPFzW!CF By mcc'tPpHic cArrnCPTFF'

Earlier in this chap-ter demogrphic categories of the sap-rle -rnl

overall retention test performance v.ere discussed. In tHs scction
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the cross tabulation of major demographic variables by Performanc( on

the retention test is described, in order to deterrire the

relationships, if any, between demographics and performance on armor

tasks. The demographic variables were cross tabulated with total

number of C's on the retention test, and with individual performance

measures where such a detailed analysis a[peared fruitful. Ite

demographics analyzed were rank of examinee, age, marital status,

mental category, education level, and czreer intention.

The breakout of performance on the total retention test by rank of

exarinees indicated that rank is not significantly related to

retention performance. Since there were only two E4's in the samFle,

their deta wre combined with the F2's, thus rriking subsemple sizes

adequate for statistical analysis. The mean percent CC's on the total

test by ranks were: El - P.2 , F2 - 70.27, ,nd E' and Ft - I..'

one-+ay ?WWV? indicated that the mean CC rates were not sijnificantly

different (I (2,2F7) = .?w-, p> .r,). Thus, rank of exarrinee did not

affect retention test performance.

The breakout of total retention test performance by aoe of

examinees revealed that age is not significantly related to retention

performance, within the age range addressed in this study. Fince

there were few exarinees in the sample above 2? years old (12

examinees fell In the range of from 2t to ?6 years old) , their data

were combined %ith those for 22 year olds, thus providing sufficient

subsample sizes for statistical analysis. The mean percent CC's on

the total test by age groups were: 17 year olds - PF.01, If' - Pr.?V,
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10 - 7 X.2, 2C - FC.61, 21 - 76.71, 22 - FV.21, and 22 end above -

F2.7 . ? one-way M%17' indicatee that the mean CC rates by age aroUps

were not significantly different (F (F,220) = .P656, p> .05). Thus,

the aFproFriate conclusion is that age of examinees was not related to

retention test performance.

Ferforance on the total retention test was cross tabulated with

marital status of examinees, and results indicated that marital status

had no effect upon retention test --ciformence. The mean [ercent CC's

on the total test for single examinees was 79.51, and the

corresponding figure for married was 20.7?. A ore-way PNCVA revealece

tl'at the mean CC rates by marital status were not significantly

different (F (1,2(F) = .tFF, p> . I). Thus martial status was not

significantly related to retention test performance.

Cross tabulation of Ferformance on the total retention test by

mental cataeoory of examinees indicated that mental category is

significantly related to retention test performance. The mean percent

CC's on the total test by mental category groups were: Category I -

. Category II - P5.rl, Category TIT - 7P.5t, and Category IV -

F ._5% (Fee Figure 1). Since there were only nine category I personnel

in the samle, their data were combined with that of Category II

personnel for statistical purposes; the mean CC percentage for

categories I and II combined was PE.9 . I one-way MCW1 on the means

for Categories I and II combined, Category III, and Category IV

revealed that the means for these groups were significantly different

(F (2,247) = 12.967], F< .or(rl). Thus, mental category was



significantly related to retention test performance; on the average,

Category II personnel received NC C's on about six more tasks than

Category I and II personnel did, and Category IV personnel received

about two more hC CC's than Category III personnel did. Ftsee upon

these data, the bulk of the effect appears to be that Category III and

IV personnel performed less well on the retention test than Category I

and II personnel did.

Since the overall effect of mental categories was found to be

significant, and since mental category was considered a relatively

important derographic variable in this study, the effect of mental

category was examined on each of the Fr performance measures.

risplayee in Table 5 are the percertages of examinees by mental

category grourirgs (I and II combined, ITI, ,',nd IJ) who received a CC

on each performance measure, lcng with Vendll's tau values ane their

associated Frobatilities. Ycndall's tau is a rank correlation

coefficient utich is aFprorriate if at least ordinal mreasurement of

both variables has been achieved, as is the case here. 2 It Frovides a

measure of the degree of association or correlation between the ranks

on the variables of mental category and CO/NC CC's than higher

category personnel did, and a negative tau value indicates the

opposite. Tau values with an associated probability of less than .X5

indicate a statistically significant effect; i.e., a case ~bere

2Siegel, S. Nenarairretric Statistics. Ne% York: McCraw-Fill,
1T56, p. 21-7.
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different mental category groupings perforr.ed differently. VitI Pr

different performance measures, ont would expect four or five of the

relationships to be significant by cence (.CF- r multiplied by Fr).

total of 27 significant tau values are noted in Table 5, indicating a

significant relationship between mental category and retention test

performance on many more measures than would be expected by chance, as

reflected in the overall significant effect discussed above. I'll

significant tau values obtained are positive, indicating that lower

category personnel performed significantly poorer. Fpecific

significant effects are discussed below. On the loadcer's duties

station, the only significant relationship %as found on loading the

coax MC ammunition box; Categories I and IT performed better than

Categories III end IV, wt.o performed at arproximately the same level.

Etowing main gun ammio also showed a nearly significant effect.

Several tank gunnery Ferformence measures showed a significant

relationship; two out of four measures for the replenisher tape, four

out of five range flags measures (the fifth was almost significant),

four of seven ammo recognition measures, both mounting tanks measures,

and tvo of six vehicle recognition reasures. These performance

measures were all obtained on a slide test, and most shoved a

consistent dounward trend to CC rate as one moves doun the mental

category scale. P1l map reading and the I'C markers measures showed a

highly significant relationship. Lower category personnel perfomee

very poorly on map reading. The only comrnunication task slowing a

significant reletionshiF was placing the F/VRC EA into oFeration, Pny
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likewise tle only maintenance task was track end suspension. TWO

eriving tasks showed a significant relationship and these involved

starting and stopping procedures. Cne individual %eapons measure was

significant (disassembly, assembly, and functions check of P2A] SMC,

and two (moLh to mouth resuscitation and burns) of the five first aid

tasks showed a significant relationship. In general, it appears that

task involving memory retrieval and cognitive processing of

information (e.g., map reeding) showed a significant relationship.

Lower mental category personnel tended to perform such tasks more

poorly (i.e., they had higher NO CC rate). Further discussion of

types of tasks showing relatively low retention performance by mental

category and other variables is contained in Chapter VI.

The cross tabulation of performance on the total retention test by

educational level of examinees indicated that education is not

significantly related to retention performance. Fducational level was

defined in terms of nurrber of years education successfully capleted.

Since only four examinees had complete more than 12 years of

education, their data were combined with the 12-year group to provide

adOequate subsample sizes for statistical analysis. 'he mean percent

CC's on the total test by years of education were: e years - 7 .5t,

IC years - 7P.tt, 11 years - 79.El, and 12 years or more - P0. ?. P

one-way ANOVA indicated that the mean CC rates were not significantly

different (F (2,23P) = .2911, p> .05). 7Tus, nurber of years of

education did not affect retention test performance.
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The final demographic variable cross tabulated, with total

retention test performance was career intention, and a nonsigrrificant

relationship was found. Career intention categories were defined in

terms of responses along a five-point scale on the pre-test survey, as

described earlier in this chapter. The mean percent CC's on the total

test by responses to the question "DD Wu plan to remain in the ?nmy

for a career?" uere: "Yes" - 7F.rl, "probably yes" -

"undecided" - F0.0t, "probably no" - 77.N , and "no" - 7F.41. A

one-way PNYVA indicated that the mean CC rates were not significantly

different (r (,265) = 2.(25(, p> .05). tbwever, the relationship was

nearly significant (r - .C?), and review of the CC percentages above

indicates a trend for those not planning to stay in the Army to do

worse, except for those ho definitely planned to stay in the Trmy,

who did as poorly as those definitely planning not to stay. The group

responding "yes" uas influenced by an aberrant case; an individual Uho

received only 19 CC's on the test definitely planned to stay in the

Army. There appears to be slight, though not quite significant trend

for those planning not to stay in the Army to perform more poorly,

excet for the aberrant case of those definitely planning to stay in.

In summary, the only demographic variable having a significant

statistical relationship with retention test performance was mental

category; lower category Fersonnel do wrse on many tasks. Fank, age,

marital status, education level, and cereer !ntention did not show a

significant relationship.
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PEFFCrZ'71'CF FY CENEPAL PACyGRCnUN VARIAPLES

Presented in this section is the cross-tabultion of general

background variables described earlier in this chapter with

performance on. the total test and on srecific rerformance measures,

where aFpreriate. The background variables addressed are unit of

assignment, Feriod between graduation and4 retention testing (in one

and three week blocks), number of weeks assigned to a tank, number of

tanks assigned to, current crew position, weks served es a driver,

weeks served as a loader, rank of current TC, and institutional

retention testing.

As described earlier, retention testing was conducted within eight

active Army units. The CC rate for each identified unit will not be

listed here (with one exception discussed below), since participating

units were assured that test results were nonevaluative and would not

reflect back on them. Te cross tabulation of units within whic

examninees were assigned by performance on the total retention test

showed that the mean percentage of tasks evaluated as CC ranged from

72.3% to e5_.4% for particular uits. I one-way ANI VP on the mean CC

rates for each unit irnicated that the differences between units were

significant (F (7,262) = e.e cr, F< .Cfl). Thus, performance on the

retention test varied significantly, depending upon the assigned units

of exaninees.

Examination of the mean CC rates for each unit revealed that ore

unit %as particularly aberrant from the rest. Ei-ce this unit

performed esFecially well, it can be identified; it wias the Iath
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Armored Frigade at Ft Knox. The ]9'tW's mean CC percentage was 05.41,

Qhle other units ranged from 72.3% to P.21. Since the 19/ti: data

contributed largely to the significant statistic discusspO in the

previous paragraph the one-way AIJCVP was recalculated with the Ji-th

excluded. The result was significant (F (6,2 ) = 21.727, p< .XF),

although not as highly as before. Thus, there were significant

differences among units other than the ]94th. Such differences were

probably due to differing training programs and activities in the

various units. Precise data on training approaches of various units

were not available during this study, and such data could not be

discussed without risking identification of individual units' CC

rates. The difference did not lie between CONLUS and UFAPFtT units;

their overall CC percentages iwre approximately the same (77.,'v for

OCCNUS and 79.5% for CCNtE, excluding 194th).

Why did the leAth Armored Frigade perform so relativcly urll?

First, it must be pointed out that the l9tth results are based upon a

sample of only 1E men; any conclusions baseH upon this size sarqle are

tentative ones. It may be that since the l.1th was located at Ft

Knox, they received superior training, or they may have receivve

valuable exferience in suFort of First Training Prigade. Ir

addition, units of the 194th Prmoree Frigade had recenty completed, or

were currently involved, in tank gunnery cycle. Another possibly

important factor is that the ]T4th personnel were retention tested by

First Training Brigade, whereas other units were tested by test teams

trained In the field by AFPl' personnel. Although every attempt was
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ride to Oqlicate 1st 'Iraining Frigade testing conditions in the

field, testing conditons may have differed sanewhat. Field teems of

testors Aere givcn extensive testing experience the day before

retention testing, and the need for accuracy was strongly emFhasized.

First Training Erigade testors may not have had such recent training

and encouragement. There may be different underlying motivation and

attention factors for one-time field testors versus testors who

continually test hundreds of ,men a week. Regardless of the underlying

reason, if First 'Training Frigade testors evaluated examinees less

strictly than the field testors did, the inplications for this study

are important. Decreases in perforvance in the field rray be due to a

change in test standards, 'as well as due to retention loss. This

point will be elaborated upon in C1.acter WI.

I relationship of prime interest in this study is that between

retention test performance an tle length of time between graduation

and administration of t.e retention test. Ps discussed earlier, this

time interval is analyzed here in terms of three week blocks ef time.

Such a grouping Frevides sufficient sample sizes for each block of

time to allow valid statistical testing and drawing of Frorer

conclusions. risplayed in Figure 2 are the mean percentages of tasks

en ubich a CC was received by retention interval in three Wek blocks.

Tle first block represents 2, 2, and I week intervals, and succeeding

blocks represent succeeding three week groupings. The figure

indicates that overall retention test performance did not change much

as a function of time since graduation. This conclusion is suprorted
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ty a cne-way fl'CV1 on the mean CC rates for three week blocks, 0J ich

yicld&e a rcnsignificant result (r (7,(2) = p p> . f). T.hiF

result indicates that the overall mean CC rates for the various three

week block .ere not signifi cantly different; i.e., the ovcrll

retention curve was esscntially flat over time. If one asstres tat

performance was at the ljrr' CC level at the time of graduation from

the institution (this assumntion may not be entirely correct; see

discussion in ChaFter VT), Ferformance dropped to about FCr CC level

to %weeks later, and revmained at apFroximately the sae level over

tire. There is no overall retention interval effect, after the

initial droF upon leaving the institution; utetther this initial ¢rcr

is due to retention loss or ctane in testing conditions is xdYresse'

in Chapter %I.

Te lack of an overall retention effect could be due to a cecline

in performance on sane tasks and a balarcirg irrprovement or. ottcrs.

?rn onalyis of reterticn over time for indiviue~l rerforrnce measures

is [resented in Table F. sFace does not permit listio of the avcrge

CC rate for each of the eight three-week blocks of time in the tabl(,

Lut the Yendall's tau values and their associateO probabilities

indicate the significant relationshirs. *easures w-ith a significa'nt

negative tau value shoued significant performance improvement ever

tire in the Lnit, and measures w.ith a significant ositive tau vaLue

sowed significant performance decrarent over time. Cverall there 'rc

IF significant relationships indicated in Table F (nine positive and

nine negative), which is considerably more then the four or five that
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V,10ld be expectee by chance. 7bus, significant effects of time wrore

founec uith several specific performance measures. T"Ie avErage CC

rates over time for these ]2 measures are displayed in figures 7a, t,

and c. Measures shouing sigrificent imroverent over time in the unit

here: main gun misfire; unload main gun risfire; /PTI^/C-(t into

operations; transmit message; FI start engine; FL move in reverse;

clear cal .4F pistol; disassembly, assembly, and function check for

cal .15 pistol; and, mouth-to-rrcut resuscitation. l'easures sO inq

significant decrement cver tire were: remove and disassrmLle

breecfhlcck; assemble anc install breec- block; clear NVF PC;

disassemble and assemble IPv IvC; mounting tanks, stationary rnge; t".c,

of six threat vehicles; rra F-dgit coordinate; and, NEC markers.

While sare of these effects are isolated ones and may be .u to

chance, certain trends are efarent; rain oun misfirc, soec

camnunications, and cel .e- ristol tasks show imrve'ent over tire

(Ferha~s because they receive extensive practice); breecfhlock aid F"

MC tasks sho%, declining Ferformance over time (perha[ps because they

are not generally performed by skill level one soldiers) . ir sirry,

there are significant changes in performance on specific measures cver

time, and teir effects balance out so there is not a significant

overall change in the FOI CC rate. Possible reasons for improverrnt

and decline in performance on specific tasks will be further ad~ressc

later.
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Clear M85 Machinegun M85 Machinegun Assembly/Disassebly
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ountini Stationary Tank Recognition-Soviet BTR 5OP

Figure 3a. Performance measures showing significunt decrease over

time (Horizontal exis- ? weck block; vertical axis -

mean I CC's).
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Recognition - Soviet T-62 Main Gun Misfire Procedures
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Map 6-digit Coordinates Unload Main Gum Misfire

100 100-

75 75-

50 50.

25 25-

I I I 1 t I I JI I l l I "l I I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 34 5 6 7 8 9

NBC Markers AN I VRC-64 n; . , i t i nn

Figure 3b. Performance measures showing significant decrease (left

column) and significant increase (rigit column) over time.

(horizontal exis - week blocks; vErtical axis - re-r

( C:'s)
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Flashlight signal, Move in Reverse Clear Cal .45 Pistol

100 100-

75 75-/

/
50 50-

25 25-

I ~I i I i I I I lI II I I i

1 2 34 5 6 7 89 1 2 34 5 6 78 9

, l .'. z Pi.toL, Fun t ion -hek i,,uth to mouLh R '.

figure ?c. Pcrformance measures showing significent increzse cver

timc. (Vorizontal exis - 3 wcfk blocks; vcrtical axis

-mean I C's.)
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The number of weeks in the unit for wtich the examinees reported

having been assigned to a tank was also cross-tatulated v ith total

retention test Ferformance. A statistical test of this potentipl

relationship yielded a not quite significant result (Kendall's tau =

.067, F = .06). The negative tau value indicates that there was a

trend for those assigned to tanks for longer periods of time to

receive fewer GO's on the test, but the trend was not quite

significant. At least, the results indicate that increasee experience

in a tank crew did not lead to imroved performance. Cf course,

ex[erience is confounded with time and effects of these two variables

(learning and forgetting) may have cancelled each other out screwhat.

Performance results for those who had never been assigned to a tank

crew (79.2% GC overall) versus those who had (P].01. CC overall) did

not show a large difference either. Thus, experience in a tank crew

in terms of nunber of weeks assigned did not have a significant effect

upon total retention test performance.

The analysis of total test performance by current position of

exc-minees did not show a significant effect. Cunners were eliminated

fran this analysis, since there were only five of ther in the samFe.

The mean CC percentages by positions were: no position - FP.FT,

drivers - 79.91, and loaders - 7P.41. P one-way ?NCVI indicated that

these mean CO rates were not significantly different (F (2,262) =

1.0734, p> .05). Thus, current positon, or 'the lack of position, did

not affect overall performance.

Of greater interest than the effects of position on overall
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performance are the effects on specific performance measures. That

is, did drivers perform better on driving tasks, while loaders

performed better on loading tasks? The answer is an unequlvocal no.

Cut of the eS performance measures, only 5 showed a significant

relationship betheen position and performance (as indicated by

Kendall's tau values). This is no more than would be expected by

chance, so position did not affect individual performance measures.

rrivers' and loaders' CC rates on specific driving and loading tasks

were reviewed, and no consistent trends were noted. The lack of an

effect here may be due to the fact that members of the sample had not

had extensive experience in their crew positions. ?s would be

expected fram the above result, neither weeks spent as a driver nor

weeks spend as a loader showed a significant relationship with tota]

test Ferformance, or with more individual performance measures than

would be expeced by chance.

Rank of IC was found to have a nonsignificant relationship to

performance on the retention test. Since only five examinees had TC's

in the rank of Et, these data were comblned with those having E5 TC's

to provide sufficientt subsamFle sizes for statistical analysis. The

mean GO percentages by rank of ,"C were: Ft and E! - ?0.], FF -

PC.1%, E7 - 77.2%, and officer - 77.2%. A one-way ANOVA indicated

that the mean CO rates were not significantly differently (F (3,227) =

1.2350, F> .05).

Performance of examinees uiho had been retested on the mid-cr.vle or

end-of-cycle test In the earlier institutional retention study was
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contrasted with that of examinees who had not been so retested, to

determine the effects, if any, of institutional retention testing upon

unit retention. The mean CC percentage for those reteste on the

mid-cycle test was 8(l.91, and for those not retested it was 79.1%.

This difference is not statistically significant (F (1,26E) = 1.7116,

p> .C). The mean CC percentage for those retested on the

end-of-cycle test was PFC.7t, and for those not retested it was 79.5%.

This difference is also not significant (F (],26FP - p ).

Thus, institutional retesting did not affect later retention in the

unit. Fetesting did not produce learning which significantly

influenced later retention.

PERFtYRfMNCE PY SPECIFIC EXPERIENCE FAMT RS

The final set of variables which were cross-tabulated witi-

retention test performance involve examinees' extimates of specific

experience factors. Experience factors were cross-tabulated with

overall test performance or with specific performance measures to

which ti-ey relate. Types of experience examined included use of TFC

lessons, first aid training, map reading training, vehicle recognition

training, and various other types of xrerience close related to

specific performance measures.

The overall effect of use of TEC lessons was examined by comparing

the GC percentage on the retention test for those who had used TEC

lessons, versus that for those who had not. The average CC

percentages obtained were el.3% for users of TEC lessons and 7f.7% for

non-users. A one-way PNOVA indicated that this difference is
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significant (F (I,2Fr) 4.1]417, F< .x5). Thus, users of TEC lessons

did tend to perform better on the retention test.

Results on each first aid performance measure were comparee for

groups .%ho reported having received first aid training versus those

who reported not receiving such training. Pesults on specific

performance measures were also compared for groups who had or had not

received training directly related to that measure (e.g., treatment of

burns performance was conpared for those who had or had not received

training on treatment of burns). In no case was a significant

relationship found between first aid training and first aid

performmnce. This indicates either that first aid training received

was not beneficial, or that examinees' estimates of first aid training

received were not accurate.

P similar analysis was conducted on map reading; iaF reading

performance results were compared for those who had and had not

received training on mer reading in general and by specific types.

?gain, no significant relationships were found. Training on map

reading as reported by examinees did not affect map reading

Fer formance.

The same result was obtained with vehicle recognition training.

Ebaminees who reported having received training on threat vehicle

recognition did not show igter performance that those who had not

received such training. Perhaps the unit training received utilized

media %kich did not generalize to the slides used in this test;

ccFletely adequate training should generalize across types of media.
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Experience factors estimeted by exaninees on the Fre-test survey

were cross-tabulated with performance measures to which they Uere

functionally related. J tota] of 4( comparisons we-re made/" and are

listed in Table 7. The first element in each row of the table is the

experience factor, or examinees' estimates of the number of times

tasks were performed in the unit; the second element is the

corresponding performance measure. 1.pace does not allow the display

of the distribution of performance (CC rercenteges) by the number of

times each task had been performed in the unit. Biever, the

Vendall's tau values in the table do provide an index of relationships

between experience and performance. P significant negative tat' velue

indicates that, as more experience was obtained on a task, performance

Improved. A significant positive tau value indicates the opposite. A

nonsignificant tau value indicates that experience with a task did not

affect performance of that task on the retention test. P total of

twelve significant tau values were obtained, nine negative and three

positive. Peletionships showing a significant improvement in

performance as a result of experience were: disassembly and assembly

of !T5 PC with experience on disassemhly; clearing .15 pistol with

experience on disassembly; functions check on .15 ristol with

disassembly; functions check on M A] cVC with disassembly; clearing

.45 ristol uith firing of .45 pistol; WC knouledge with number of NBC

classes; placing PN/VRC-6E into operation with number of times having

turned on radios; canpleting rA Fort 2404 with nunber of times

coipleted previously; ane, track and suspension with nunber of times
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having broken track. Pelationships showing a significant decrement in

performance as a result of experience were: loading coax MC

ammunition box with number of times having stowed belt ammo;

recognizing NC markers wit number of TNBC classes; and, recognizing

NBC markers with nimber of mine field classes. The number of

significant relationships obtained between experience and retention

test performance v.as less than expected. 1hbile experience does lead

to improved retention in sane areas, the effect was not widesFread.

Experience appears even to hinder performance in some areas; reasons

for this are presently unknown. Sane of the expected effects may have

been obliterated by inaccurate estimates of experience on the part of

examinees. Cr, since examinees did not have extensive experience in

most areas, it may be that experience does not have much effect upon

task performance at this level.
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In tuais itr rc.sul., jrvscnteJ' in tiL * ;±rc iti c( ,.tcr or,

SLMar i zvj .nu th-!i r i~i;A ic ,tiofls are auJr e:s seJ. Tlie a-ra 1l

rt2;d..iiori LULL jctfurmnce results are jZs&,t1O~ .~

conu5--eration of the effccts of uo.nogran2iC, ocaKjrujnfl, an-;

c?~xri nc~e vrioc. ia 1 in.;nys urL: tain C.,djpi-r.,: .4itrl t: U i

previous r*eeant stWies, ark iniip iet ions f3r futurc rLct-,rtiun

rv drc-i anj Uiv ar. or tr-ining .jste.,i are idscuss3Ci.

XWiRALLP J-i4i 3LS

J'A~ra.i, 1i;sr.1&j out jj, ;)Is on criti .xA t--

retention tLe~tL~ in Ule omit. if one definus "ccunat ready" as bciiiy

a.~tj jerfurni B at. -:t 95i of critical tas.-,s corrc-:Lly, uihcn very

Le~w a%.n in tnis s-y ' c To:t towE zr]terion. BaJt "11(:11i considers t.1h-t

.ieao.-rs of tnis saiiile +--rQ vr1.tiiely nzi4 enliste-zn tio ni-i-

little fieli expxurience -jnLrn rte~ntion t,-.steJ, ap'Ll tat so.n-? of tfle

taK jn wnicii a l-rye numx-r of 'u CJ'L were receive.: onees f'Sw:1i

a S~uli Level 1 so&Uier ,uulj not nornally ne roe;uirW- to pcrfor~.

: Uj "10 Jias;Ulyus.Li ia ctrauinj) , the rcsultZ art-

not oisnaLar toning. R~esults of this stuiy in ieneral auyur fairly well

foL the ar-iior trailiz.j SYSt~e.n.

Catcyories saujwirq ±o.,wst perfornance Le,'L~s ; lerc- naj rea'iing, '1d5 I,

4ullrc.ooc A~s aevnt.iOlei o' two of tne.!-e groUAjL.J.3

(.a±jp rcuinj orbi A.*1J G) rcir ..snt skills not oriino;rily require i of
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Skill levul one- soliier; tae 11j5 *IG ib t,1%. TJC'3 weai,.0n Arjr is

pri.-1 i~iily ais r,3zorLioility, an.] tiap rceaiinj i.3 usully acco-..Ais.--

at ,)Iatoon level or nigner. ri-us, tnese tasks aay have recei~'eJ less

tzXiflir aiixiasis an-i le.2  prc3tice LiaLl OL~nr fLrorQ oasic task.,s: 53

of tne saiiple r-eported hazing j isasseannleJ the 165 :-U, out ,lost had

.An. : oniy 3nct or twize; no exp erienice - ata .aere coilece& on .,ia;o

rva.jingj, out ..aost .-nemiors of the sanile could not have re3d a nap,

even if ruquirt.i to. Reasons for JJ. .;.'s 1were annotdteJ on scorv

Sovets -)y teators. i'hese Jata in-licate that the prLie rcason for

f&1iiII~j JJ .-,3 ta3Ss da6 excue'Jinj tne ti.iu; limit. -oP .nas' ro'.Jii

L..iSKS, no answers were jiven in ,iost cases, since -xam'inzes -ha not

even ,,now t-w to oK.-in. JXI oreeCi-11lOcK taSVS, trie rt ae re&3Jr, Lor ZA

.4:) was the Perforxinr of tasks in inproper sequence; these tasks

iri-iulv/ iiany zte95s wniih .,iust m- perfor.niej ay the novice in a set

sequ,.;nce for szfety czonsizjerations. m4ajor reasons for :40 33's on

-itner tasks were: on coax ; stopi,-je, 4e&-jon was not fn-ICtionad in

fall cycle; on emerjeiacy drivimj situations, many exalnines 'diJ not

know~ iie..2ainj -of gau~e reaizings or forgjot seconi sliot on fire

extinguisher; un sr.~rting procedures, nany lid not know p roper war-upji

ti-nQ )r r~a.11; on stojain-g procelures, many did not know how to use

*aianua. saiut-off or p~roper Ri.I's for cool down; on -tain gun .- 'isfire,

..aiy faileA tu rotate roid in the breecni or to foliow sartety

prc'edurs; n3, on loair nain gun .nisf ire, nany perfovnei steps in

iycicoiA.r s -u--nc%; and Jisr.--irk.]A safe', ty procedures. ire.'iew of t.atuse

reisons for AO G3's irdicates tiat th,! majority invjolve knowje3e or



cajrutive elea~nts; i.e., kniowing proper sequence of steps, psoixur

RiA's, or now to rea2 gaues or naps. The prL.,e rc a:,n for )I

akpears to hav.e rx-en loss of cognitive elanents of tasks.

.iliica skills snowei i,,irovcaient ov~er ti.nte, 4Llic[I Snowce

decrem,2t, ard why? Main gun nisf ire tasks s.iowc-d inrovetient, even~

tijou;n only' 34,5 of Lie zanplt? re ,orte3 navi.ig ,r,5Lice, .-.isfire

jproce~ures. Two ccdkfun cot ions tasks sinowoe i. Lyrovenerit, and suchn

ta~is n.,,i oeen eracticeu extensively (6~a h,36 turned on r.-ioz) . D1

A4P cal pistol tasks zlso showed imnprovezient, and Jis. sseioly of .43

cJ. Aistui was one of tae :,103t C.A&,1nlY practice~i tas;ks (Coy 73b of

saapl e). rnese finir-s pravi;e sa,.e support to the nypothesis tnat

tasks practicea extensivuly snowed iriprovenent. (;iiain gurizir

results re.-iain a puzzle) . Thle najor task cat ories showin%

sijnhiicui,t jxerfur,-nancu Jcocr .aent UjvtC Lime were Oreeca.loock ani.K

Utasr~s. i3reecilolock iisassehnoly had oeen practiced )y 4J6 of tniC

adAand Io5 AG jisasse.ay oy 53t; tnus it is tv.t alt,-q~tt:r tr~x:

tnat tasks forgotten were ones wnicn were not practiced. Th'!e

reiLatiunsniip (or lack ot a relatiunsni.) oetwec:n ~r~c

i~krfornince in tais study is further Jiscussed in a later section of

tnis cnaater.

riiree cautions snoulj ue Q~piJto interpretdtion of tne rusalts

if tnis stwky. First, retcntion intervals we-re caldculAed froi tne

date: of grojw.4tiun fro.n, tae irnstitutim~, art- de, rL-octe. 'As tdo to

twe2nty-five weeks. In actaality, niany of the. tested tasks

trcineu early in tiv tr~ininij cycie :ru origin-:Ily teit,.. on~ t.io



outic,,e jr,.Jation. LnrtSn; 1. nut- ivc- be*?n -o A~clioru

t .jrsczt4 on tLi o,:; of jrkA-,u-tiun; zGLQii for3C--ttin nayci>X~i

Sit ~ ~~ii1 to "JI.y vi-n ev r y t.:;sk . jj-K.: i

D~~o y nJt~zsLu\ un t- vry in2Pivi u,. ill trL- iilStItzut on. "n i 3

fL il.z two LAit: tiorns: rv-t,.:.iin ir .2,rv.1,d3 nay acztJ3Iiy nove -.x:,fl

sua11wQt ionjvr tarn tnoso iruicatvfl in tri.. ,.r ecelinj cncte r. anuj

reuiitiui .1-1ai ny not nave Loc.un koxazty F-luJ1 for --1i ts~&

4iica .iay .x.einfluencecil relative Lkrfornarice 1c vels for iarioU3

f1'nes, i,>i-jcc.tiuns Jo not i ;r tict on

tnis tujy, 4.-icni erovibc3 ij 4eneraI pi,:ture of retenotion in tile unit,

.)ut :iy 'Lituru 3stujie3 atto..ayt)-inj to pr-ccisoIy no:V-I rel;otive

ru;rk;ntiun Derfonnonca ov'er tim snoulci .,ore precisely i,'bntify a'

in tnis st:wy wer.2 zue to retenertion loss or a teS1iri *itfor-3ncc.

Jver~, jrfiia~ wa.3 foun tow oe at- tnQ jj lev~el in tne -,its

(l~i.~~tll~a 2
0b Lecranent; if onu assunes luu% LCrfornzmni uxon

le ,,/rnl t,1,2 1n.3t-itUIJIo) , rejari%.sz of m~e rL-tention, tu1l n~~

L AV to twcnty-f ivk -v2A or u~orc, sue a-pov%). Drie Cjljj t:,Cnl

k3 t lufI eplet..r ,or jettj:.j zkcur reo , or I,)e ~e~ r~

jer ,ICIjtWaJJU oueo the fiali test jen ..iore Jifficult, (ad1nini3Lt. r

*l5' srictiy) ttnoz, W,: Firzit rAininj 3ri4dj~jL o)Xr-tiunk'A t~sts. i.;L

inI;AtiionW. wi~i filil t;outs werc .4uatol to Ue extont t.Azsijl2-, z.ut



wtde ~dfi tjy jitterunt txcr:sOnn for Jiffc..rc.i Au s .~

iat triat cA L Sr-ill :itfevncc ucur..~i w:;s note,! in LG 194t.i 3rj

re~iuits; cnc-se 1weai~ ere ri-tcntion tested. by' Fira-t Tr.-ininj

3ri~aJce t,.s.:turs ret.Loi-r tn. iii;;I-j- trz.i n .-, testor5;, an] tnui1r

ijrforxi.±zce -4s siyiificantly higner tnLan tvit uf any othur unit.

,iu~vUver LISQ.rsonni21 nwi rc 2cently l tei tdlK NnLumcry tr..ininj.

Ine iata in tniz5 stuiy provi; zfeasur, s of the ccapaoilities of -,iun in

thleir first uit oz aasijr~cent; rtflativiy 1k. xrr~~~c2O i.)

tasks cannot Loe strictly a~trioutW-- to retention loss or a tes'-inj

Jif fervncL-. ±-etc!;tiun lo~i on :a t,.., in tlijs si~ iean: tile tasiK iz;

perfor.mei relati'c-ly poorly irn tile -jit, 4hatavor te reason. Phc!

niv:: for catit t,25L :,njItIOnl6 ail tustors in fLtir, ecni~

rese rcr, is clear.

,Vie finlai C~jtiun L,)~ ~ uoo s' oi injivilua-l r .cr

..i !sures. .. tc esti~q a l~rje set cA oper-.tional t-iss, it is

Ldii.ssiulte to equaiiz ; tnuIci in ter.ns of tni~ir nunj;r 3fL~~s ~

of t.ia irforaance neasures in this -3tudy im~icJ gro)sly ]iff--r iz

ni.rsor stees; cL.,aSi.noJlin3 a or&eCftnIoCK 4 injy' . 2 0 -)1

.wre itep.s, inil,2 recojniziryg a toreaz vcehicle irmjc On ;cCi1sijn.

CoildJin4 Irc.n t;hi; studly tha.:t -.asetulinj a Drecc~c'noLck is inn:r2.-ltly

..iorc- Jifficuit tnan recojnizinj a :nreot .icl ay not Lu )rop-'r; ,.,c

* ~Jifl'icult roe :use of anl entirely Jifferelt flew .uic nt

ce'qnitivciy org3.:izinj ;seqoence ). rC2,Jzd. IFLIt~irL t-:!' Inlzllz-s

snouIJ .)e more uricnwtj to-.z~r~ oenavior indysis; i int~



rixrof sta~s in c, task Dy ty,-cs-, accor~ing to stiluius/response aaJ2

coyjniti~c rcquir(c.nentj. "Lh-m ernaps .,iortu Jefinitive conclusioas

regAr -il tytes of tusks furgotten aru r~ asons toerefore czn oc Jrawn.

£ 1 aUtions1 i-rieJ ove relate .~i±to future researcn needs

Lian to criticiai of the present research. fae iata sumanarized in

t-iis St...iy C-Jest2S-,1 the ,iost extensiru arialysis, to Jte, of thie

-~fo.,c~ceof ,sic ar.-,or skills in the first unit of dssigamlent.

DLi&±Lcatiuois of tnoese cuta fir arnor trainirtg are 'iscussei in a lutcer

section.

t F'C23 RF JL DWRCA2AIC VVAI-N3ES

Jf ali t11Q oiurafi ariaoles ai-r cssa-.3 in tnis study (rank,

aje, naritai status, ncntal czategory, educatiornal le',el, and career

1intntion) , tne only one snowing a consistent, silnificznt.

rid:ltionsnip jith r,=tention performance -was nental category. Lower

.,iQiitjl catc -,ory p rzonnel (III's anJ IV's) perfor, ,e- at a

significantly lower level o.,e-rall, ard] tnis cJecreanent apoeared to be

concentrated in tasks involvini cognitive knoileugje elenent.3 (e.;..,

-na: reajing). rnese i;.crsonnel apixxarei to have problens waith t sk s

involsjii reconition of sti.luli ajnd indication of aa-),ro, rite aztion

(eyrangje flags, &,.i types, .143Z narkers) , and withi tasks involving

retrlt:,li of inforiatini froi ianory (edg., .ia ; read inj, starting aUnd

stapping jproc,..ures) . One coull hnypothlesize that lower category

ptet.sonn-A :ive not organized tne knowldJge requireJ for tnese tasks

pr--ierly in nenory, and t~ierefore cannot retrieve the needed

infornlation. R% asons for jxrformnance differences oy mental category



,jrou-, on various ty.X ; of tds-s, is an aLr3rit rui fir fut-ir,-

research. The training inplication for now is t.it lower qientanl

Categury jxcrsntel snouli :A giten incrt.a seoj or iLtyrove. tr.jniflj iri

tasks involving me~nory retrieval and cognitire processing. of

infor.,,tiun, in or-ler to increase tneir learning~ aLnc ruLtention.

EFFECTS3 DF BC3R31JD 'VARIABLES

mne only backgrjuniJ variao)le wnich was significanftly reli.ted to

total retention test perfor.riance was unit of assinrnent; this held

true even inen tne aourrant 194th 3rig3We results wc'rt cxclah-3' fro.n

tne analysis. Unfortunate.Ly, reasons or this finJin, cannot be

discusse-i nere, since accurate r -cor~ls of the ty-;,-s of tra ininj

coniuctei in the various units were not availaole. A review of tne

c x er it-. ces rteor te-i ay exa.;.in,-es fro.-i Lie ,arious units -1':li

reveal any lar, e 3iff,-runce.s. it coulld lit that perfornance

aiftercnces iere aiore rit2to in-Z rijioles, sucli as unit ls i;

,testing dittert-nces could cdo oQ involvedj here, since Jifferent units

were retention testui oy JufteLent te~ns of teitors.

It is sonewhat surprising thiat an overall retention effe ct

(ou cr% nernt in ove.-,ll p)(.rfor;n,.nce over ti.,le) was not foundi in tiis

stuoy. Th~e analysis injicate6 tnat perforunance on so.,ie tasks inproved

ojer ti.ae, W.111 rfor.nance on, otners de :rzaseuj, Luoiarcinj out to i:-

ciecrall! oi leve:l of .2rfon~nance at any ri-,e. Soine Jde t>s of

reteiitu' loss ,,ay not iiaole ocxtn' 3Xt~tj ue to US,-' of ')/J) GD

.aoures. Suchi aiz.iur,.s Jet.:ct Only a, Jr3- in perforMance loLf'

criterion, arno jo notL Jet'--CL 2.asW'iich ruiiain ao)ove tae r1c1n

o.- 7



Fir AIylif tflc, :rit,:trL~ is 2,j 3-uflis, tnes, ic-sur,2s 13c not

Ct~CL a Caarigf in E/rforianc fromu LU stcoiais to 1.9 seconis. ,,I(

rE..jiltj jij iflercc te &rjfl as~ in wnicn incrc.2seu-L ,;rItict iS

nkerjw in oroer to iiaintain jcrfuri-.Ance at ain ac-,eptable 1i. i~; a.j.,

:103 :13, QfeeC9101iu.K, *ap rt:a,.in), am' suue coatA tcj~s. Uwcvc-r

rusults irdicate that for *aay ta sks forgetting is not a. xajor

~ru~e~n;f-rt~icr, wire Ircise StLucY is reccmienijzi .fore ;~rawill) any

f~inal conclusions .ierte.

Jtgiur ucKgroani d vari-iies stuJiQ (na~no--r of wuC5 ss igne3 to a

ta.nk, nunoer Qf tainks A5sign~aj to, current )osition, rank off rc,

ifl3Litutioli LctestinA, an. type of training~ progr..n) dii noL

sijnificaxitiy -fifect perfor-nance of basic SKils. Studjy Of Sucin

.iariub 6 ov.er a lunj,±r perix of tine mijnt yicld zignificant

rc iationship)s; tacce was not :nukh variance in rany fof these varla')hLs

over tflu pia 7ErioD off tflis stidy.

riirECTS OF EXE'Ir4O

.Ciiu %::ftcts of t~xArience u~ori rctcntion -,;u-rfor.,iace were not

4iuepr~±J.One .nueaningjfui. relationship was foar-6 withi tile use if WtC

p.~~3; rsianeA i ko reLxortez ) vin3 uso& rEC lessons JVton--tcz.tr-o

Si~rnifiantly hign--r erfonance. Thsfinding inlicates that use of

fN C leSSOiIS ild. LA;,--ficiai eff,-ztrs uinretention, an! tilat tu-eir uzk-

saouIo e *tior strunygly ecriCOQAJd. Only aoout 37t of the si1

fJL0.,,iv1.flj usuei su,.n lessons.

L'h cuiAtrc.t to tn.o r2:, lz,.on result, training in first a-id, iiil

rc.&i~yafl thred t ienicle recognition was not significanitly relzAted



to cornsLA.)nuiinj jerioranance ,2-3ures. Suci tr, i:di;ij ,s [jr2s--rnijI

*jiv~eii aparcnt-ly flaS littl2- 3aftaCL. ln- crJ)ss tzi ilLtion C):

~~ni~e~s'reports of han-3s-un ex ,-ri 2nce wita p;:rfornance Iooi

nOt .O Ca uisxt trcrj. Dnly 14 o f 4 suc-.~ j io~

uxadinea were signilicant, amry Uire of toese W-re in zw, Wron_4

Jirt~ction (e~vir~x iie~ ro~rc) .oc&n.-ot Lnal:~ td

expericn~ce ui3 aot -gencrally i.virove erforrnance, out ratner Orat

n rjorrts oit experience virc- not jcii.!crdlly rel-te- to

j Ir fon.ince. **~e do no t kmw tbhat their r*2,ports jeru !.±tir y

accurte, z-inz%. nio xriit rc-or~s ,,,re±aao fo)r 'ierifizction.

ower , tnese Jiota jo rovijc! .n inoicction that ex~xri-2nc- or

fpractice ...os t n-ze , ret -- f, cr a, o;i ~fra~.,~i~ Lit

z.nounts of g.ractice uior. guncrrclly Loosik skills. Furtnicr srujy witnin

a acore contro11I:!o tz~i~iruruint witri jrec..t,:r v-ricti!s of Lractic , 1c,

neeoeu to recise 1y !Lteni.le tne effects of )racticE jn 3;Cili

C3.2IR30A .- lCfi Pix--VIJ3 SPIJJI--3-

roa ?re-,ious~ stujy witth vnic~i tne present stu, y .j:3L .ir&tity

relates is the First fraining 3,rigaue stuijy of skill r,.tention j~itnin

tUIE instiltution. i'h, inszitution. xcre.lie t-)I sane )-nsic

1J.i. L>d-art~p nt of tir..iy. .i:aq-irt~rs Fir.3t rraininj )r3-ic
(rrnaor) , "1'ne Lt-rninrg ani ietenition of Basi-c Arnor Skills .,it!-iin :n-;e
IzLtirtutiun:, by Iajorc Ja.,'es S. Cary. Ft Knox, <(, 1:./u.
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air .3rilIs ex. in- j in tn~a :;re-sent witni retencion ainalyz.3 a

p woer a erioi of three weeks in the institutional enuirorinent. i3o t.*

t~L~. r~yoru: d tnz: lack of art overall consistent tren in rctention

lu.ss ovet tie. Tile previous study foundJ an~ approxiiuately )5 30 rate

on1 tWe rtt~ritiun tes;t, w~ietnis stu,3y fouid an a ,Aproxinately dot 0

rate on a sinilar teszt adiiinistered in the unit; neither stiic y found a

consistc.nt c.-ian3c in tL Gj ra-te for various ti.ae intervals I~atwcoen

original institutional tastinq and rttentioi testiNg in tiia unit. So

zotn st-udies su,?i~rt tne conciusion tjnaL th -re is not z sigriif icant

ovtrall cilanje in )asic armor skill pertormnance over tiaie in the

op-r~tional erivicuniienL; sodie tasks sinow a decrease in i~erfor,-nance

lecitUs ami s3e snoW LRLrovemunt, resulting in lack of a net change.

2a, -ifrn~i vrl ) rates found (j5 versus 3J) nay .3e due

to tne uitftrinrj retention intervals involvej (one to three wee~s

vert3,i two to twenty-fiVe Wtee-KS) , or to differinj test conditions in

tinv. inistitution versus in tne fieli.

hr area in w-nich tn'2 two studies -', not a:3r.:. is tniat of Onich

specific types of tasks showed a perfornance decrease over ti-ie. The

previous stujiy founa triat tne prinary tasks wert! co.inuications,

iruiviz3aal 4eapons, f irst aid, ani coax '15 stoppage tasks. Tme

present study foun.d that t'.. primuary correjL nilin3 tasks mwre*T?

re,,inj, Ia~ A5 coax AIG stuppa~je, artj breecholocK tas's. Reasons for

tnis jiftererce can uniy a2 s cuLtoj up~on at t-Le present ti~ae. So.0,e

tasks nay nave snown reiatively inprovtA per formnance on the fieli

rutention stUdy DecAUSe they haa n--en oxtensively practiced in tit:



units (e.g., calior .45 pisto.± tases). .oev-r , it szeTis stran~jQ

that nap reading is not forgotten in the institution (well oyer ),J;

*GO's were rcceived) , our- very Lc.w neti can rezi a .7--- in Lie unit (only

arbout 2J,6 receiveJ )D's). Either .nap rec.aing skills are rery quickly

forgotten after taruu weeKs, or tnrior is a EAssiole ?rjolc-Al in tcstinj

procedJures. A carefuliy controlled lorqiLiUJinal stwzy wit-h a Constant

teza.-, of testors woui&3 - nmcoss ,ry to clarify reterntion trends a;cross

tIte institution a.i toc unit. A't the present tine it is felt tha:t t"Ie

present unit re tention study, with its lonjt;r retention ti:Ie intc--rvals

ari] more carefully controllW testin , provides the iiost accura.te

pictourei of oajsic ,r,-,or s,ull ret--ntiori.

Anotnier ar- :. in wtiicn the two studies agree is in ncntal

Categories c~ta. -3otn- rLeportei lower re=tention performa-icc oy lo':,er

,iienta. c~itegory pc.o(nnel, -Lxarticularly on cogiitive types of t-ks

iTiere is a sca rcity uf ercavijus data- on re--tention of sKills zi-avinj

coajnitiv-± or procedura-l lAcnents oy mental aptitude grouds. 3n,

stu~jy2  tuun--' taat -at-ejory IV persionnel took longer to 1- arn j

procuiural task, Dut ret~ined it aLmost as well as nign a .titude

ersomi~l, once ie-an-a. miner tie rel~tivciy low rfraac ot

lower aptituae persoruiLl on sone tasks is due to initial learning or

retention dru.oIemns is not Ircsent.Ly clear (it's prozoaoly Judoe to 0:t)[,.

Reg-arIess of its ande-rlying reason, the finding sauouLd hc-,e Liipct

2 .L. Grinsly, Acquisitiun, Retention, and 'Ietrain~in,::: f f .c ts
of :Iiyu ana Low Fidelity in Training Devices. H U ailko F. C'1 i~r t
tbj-l . (Alxi-ria, VA: Hunan xcsouLrces Researen organization, JO12



;4n Uu Lr ai iirg of j.. 4,ttu -it p,:r siicA

LIin>~ III is z-Afficult. ,IG::,t rcxrtc--,3 a Jrop in xrfornanc? on

sr3L*Jj. Saiie r(:ourt,;o Liinj nij-per Cutefition lo)ss in proccijurA or

CiijA-Ojzks,~ as rcpor toj £rcji~jus stu--ix:z ti~ju

c~cn 1looked at ontly One or tw~o x.oints on tne robt.ition zouric. Tis,

wnletn. r .e~rtjr,,ci;,e cL3)sof roei-Iy and a r -.ailns Co~i3tC-;at in

jc~nerai o~j(2r tine as rex'rtt;J iiere, or st-2zuily Jecreasus o,DVer tiflO,

cannot L .ta no at ~r~n. Furtnc r 1onjitu-iinJ edr~i

nuc Juo tor staoliSaiIN r.cteation ,.urles.

Ik'LC 2AlJA5 jI F'JJ

,vany soijp.,tions fur future researcna &co~ .lu.dt

uirouj.hout Ltais caqtr Dne criticiain of tie presm--t ros:,2arcnm

tCoJL'Ct w.i )u L-.it it vas to~o -.trj-)itious inl l.oa ~ rje nulioker

of iarieaoi s wore cxaiined and there cannot nilp out be sonme

~uniujun~ f .juc;i aria.D1es ir. an urtoJenviroR~'ent. P'ir

~.eankunit of asig.-i-ent was so-newnat confounded with ti&,- of

L~.~~~t;O',LiliJ ill taiS StU'-y. Ill So)ne uL.-.itStst tile oulk of

me were relatively new irrivals to taoe unit. In othcr units;

te~teo ri-a-r Lte ervu Of UIC SZUdy, ill ex3aliccs n"J aen in t.ic uiirt

for 13 -4--ks or .-ioe. Since tncre was a significant p~rf-)r~iuncL

diff,-reo.x -iorij unics, tiz uifference iis confoxnzzx witl iw

zputweun jrdji.tion am. retentiun tesr-, and per.na-ps affect,--a rete ntion

r~.su.iL6 04cr t...3ut Lkjs pruoleQ.i c;ouli oniy n X~.en )~o~ y

-L2



JiT .gracu..tes in tie L,cccinber 1)07 - :L-rch lDid ti.i'e [ranut- we r L

a s 1 g reC uniror.,ily to testj 2i nitS. iktsour,:c Dn r,2tic,-!

cornstrzuints jiL, not ijllj suchli pprucn.

ti~i iuaal stui-iy of rket-2rtioii ui ariiior skills i~uulj o i> usiKL

;oikuct in an o,;Qrational e~iviroainent. L.!arning in tra 1lstitutio)fl

WruLLL 11a% tu 'w-- ti~htiy controlloe; anI .srfLvt ~~ 1 t.-at ail

t-s- viere learnzoi to tne sawe lcvcl oy J11i eri. POStS ,O'JlJ ICC ti L

,>- jiijjteui to naeosure task erfonnmrices at r i&~i nir

levels. Conitz.nt, well-truinedi terts of testorz wouIl :Do n,-cessary

fur t%-sting in Lie institution an-i in tne uL-its. *Jnit trzirlin. m'"i&

nave to .j tigntiy controlled an2j recordou to JeterminQ tht: uffuct-s of

difft.ret i..j)ru~ca-?s. Lesource an3 x.J tia coi)strz-ant : Fj iJ an

aL~ro,.cn i.npssiolc in Li stu-,y ic,.,inj tOe scope if tniis on,2. HwN

rLseiarc.i zan SL,4rt in thu rijit Jircctiun --)I looki at Ll'1--:z-I,

care--ully .~nalyzeJ sets of tzisks in controlIlaole- situ, ~tions. Thi is

,tuwy pru-,idez . LLirJ Actare of &r..ior sKill rL- ,!-tin; :nc t

pernays 6ucti retention cani L-)- -,iore carefully analyzc-J in S5kall

St~ral O~%.i~l. -ULur-- air-,ztions for rk:u-Lunu recci .J

o--cn sLyet!Zd in tnis pe.Skills neW-1 to L),- further analyzW, int-o

r.-tain c.dn ue Lientifieo. Tnis nay leaJ to a -;oe pra-ic tio.J skili

rUt;Iniori for v..r ious t/i. S oJL S~iI1; E .g., ;erdiicl roc--:!Iur i,

;o~initivu, etc. i\k'searcn 1is h~i. to furtn r ajiruss ~c~



.x~.iiory anizt:: skills ;re iniJLei harer to retain, .,nd way,

u1-c ~ t ai:uiIfr li-er .- titai-- iArsonne21. Is tiiis finling relatej to

inc or+.rniz.~tion of skill representationl in iinory? Nre therc ways in

W',iCrD t1 5Ki.LIS cill De kpett--r ur~aniizea by xne.1onic i-avices)

to Ltpru'Je rutei'ition? .or'rk is also rxeeued in studying rete--ntion using~

tkors acnytic t-'ia,i GD/-j) Gj oncs. Such wor may eve ntually

lcaj to n,;6cls --ccuratf-ly predicting skill retention by spcecific

tyL~es; oiti-.d-l tr,;ininj and rt~traininj Lrogra,,is czouldi taen be

LILlc;ArJ6 ?3'R 'rAI.JI.3

,;iA iiyipic~tioris ioes tnis study 'have for training in the

institution acKJ in ttoe, units? rhe overall iplication is that the

-cLt.;nt trzining systei 1.3 not too oai, out c, u.U be iqiprovevd in somae

SFor exa.ilpe, training on naj? reading is o~iiously not

e-ffective Lor -- ling L,*-rico. of ti.ne. if lower skill level arnor

pcnsonnel are not often required to read :naps, then sinould tney oe

givc n suci trairling in~ the institution? If Woe institutional trainia]

is necessciry tW fornn a OackgrourO upon whicha map reading skills will

oK- Jevelope,! at a lat-e.r ci~reer point, tnen tne trainingj should -Ve

orgz.nizea] so it can oe reiie,Lereci. A decision needs to be rnaie

mietnur to train .nzp realing effectively in tne institution, or to

c:iait trziining it until a later career point. Trhe sane argunent can De

* eveloid for -U5 .1-3 tasks. fnie A : .A is tne !,-'Is weapon, ani skill

Lavtj. on.= soldiers seem to rapiily forget how to Oork with it. it

Alijnt 4 esira;oie to ostqorie A; tr..~ninj fromn tie irnstitution

ADI



until ajroprizute i; the ULidt. PaSks3 ivol'inlj A requirej s-;.ueflnc(,,of

step~s (eyoreeciwock and main gun nisf ire) shoYw low retention

purfor,,aance; perhaps, joa aiis or .nrie.tionic Jevices -ac neeiJl' to

Lnprove ineniory in triese areas. Lower aptitu e cers onnel apkje--r to

ii;ave Aifficuities witn r-asKs invilvinj iiieiiory rv !trievai an.] cognitive

p~rcessing; trk-y :;ay ne#ed .nore Oasic training and practice in tniese

ar" TLC lcssons sriowe, a pJsitive it~flue.nce u~on retention in tnis

stukiy, even t-iou;n they hadJ not been used extensively. Iieir uze

siaoau Y-- iiore~ .trunjiy oncouragQed. Dther types of unit trx;ininj

(e.,g., first iid, tnreat vcaicle, .nap ruading) dJid not snow a positive

intlucrince; ti-.ir effec.tivcness ne eds to oe- r exzLaineJ.

Listc-J aoove are few possiole imiplications of this study for tae

arnor trc. niny system. ilopefuily, experienco-i )ersonel ca~n re&vie.-

tnis ai-O~ relatec! research and develop useful applications. As arior

jutiu6 c~oa or--o izlx future trainin3 s/stens imust b-e devc:-1o 2

witia iong-ter.-i retention in i.



CHAFTE R VII

CONC L SIONS

Personnel were able to properly perform (i.e., receive a CC) on

about 80% of basic armor skills tested in this study, during the first

two to twenty-five weeks of their assigrinent to a unit. The general

types of skills showing relatively low performance levels were map

reading, Me5 MC, and breechblock tasks. Since the first two types of

tasks listed above are ones which a Skill Level I soldier is not

frequently required to perform, the results augur fairly well for the

armor training system. The majority of NO CO's received related to

failure on relatively cognitive skills; e.g., remembering the proper

sequence of steps or reading and interpreting stimuli. These types of

skills appear to be forgotten most rapidly.

There was not a significant overall change in performance over the

retention intervals used in this study. Performance on a few tasks

(e.g., main gun misfire, communications, caliber .45 pistol) improved

over time, while performance on others (e.g., MP5 MC, breechblock)

worsened, resulting in no net change in performance over time. The

overall retention curve was essentially flat; performance was at about

the 80% CC level regardless of the number of weeks since graduation.

It is not possible to attribute the performance dror between the

institution and field retention test (from about 100t GC to about POI

GO) found in this study strictly to retention loss or a testing

difference. Institutional and retention tests were equalized to the
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extent possible, but they were given by different personnel for

different purposes. There was an indication in the study that the field

retention test was administered more strictly, thus perhaps resultingj in

louer performance levels. Regardless of the reasons underlying the

performance levels demonstrated, results of this stud~y provide a good

general picture of the capabilities of armor personnel in their first

unit of assignment.

The only demographic variable significantly related to retention

test performance was mental category. Lower aptitude personnel

(categories III and IV) performed at a significantly lower level

overall. Their difficulties appeared to be concentrated on cognitive

tasks involving memiory retrieval and decision making; e.g., map reading

and recognition of various stimuli. Rank, age, marital status,

educrational level, and career intention did not significantly affect

task performance.

The only general background variable significantly related to

overall retention performance was unit of assignment. units performed

at significantly different levels; the relatively high performance of

one particular unit's personnel may be due to the fact that they were

retention tested in the institutional environment. Other per formance

differences among units could not be attributed to differing experiences

in units, largely because precise unit training records were not

available. Number of weeks assigned to a tank, number of tanks assigned

to, current position, rank of IC, institutional retesting, and type of

training ccimpany did not significantly affect performance. Saine of

these variables deserve further study.
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uni1t experiences as reported by examiinees were significantly related

to performance in sanie areas, but the effect was not widespread. 'Ihe

use of 7KE lessons benefitted retention performance, but training on

first aid, map reading, and threat vehicle recognition did not. Cnly

nine of the 46 relationships examined showed that experience

significantly improvjed retention. It appears that within the situation

examined here (rather limited practice on basic skills learned well

initially), experience or practice does not have a large general affect

upon retention.

Results of this study agreed with those of the previous

institutional retention study in finding a flat ov'erall retention curve

and a significant effect of mental category. However, specific tasks

forgotten In the institution and in the unit were not generally the

same; this may be due to practice, and testing environment differences

in the two studies.

Further research is needed to identify specific aspects of tasks

which make them easy or difficult to remember, and to identify reasons

for lower aptitude personnels' difficulties on cognitive tasks. While

ideal retention research can never be accnmplished in an operational

environment, the analysis of a few well understood tasks in a controlled

situation would be an initial step in the right direction.

Implications of this study for armor training include the following:

use of TEC lessons should be more strongly , ephasized; certain tasks

(e.g., map reading and P85 MG) should be considered for training in the

unit rather than in the institution; tasks involving memiory of a

7-3



sequence of steps or oter cognitive operations are areas for

developnent and application of jd aids or techniques to improve memory,

particularly for lower aptitude personnel; and certain types of unit

training (e.g., first aid, maF reading, threat vehicle recognition) need

to be reevaluated. FNamination of the data by experienced training

personnel may lead to further implications.
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GENERAL IETA TBLES
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1 Sample Sizes by Interval Between Graduation and A-I
Retention Test (One and Three Week Blocks).

2 Summary Statistics for Estimates of Number of A-2

Times Various Tasks Were Performed in the Unit.

3 Average Percent GO Performance by Test Station. A-3

4 Percent of 270 Examinees Who Received a GC on A-4
Each Performance Measure.

5 Percent 00's by Mental Category, Kendall's Tau A-7
Values, and Corresponsing Probabilities for
Each Retention Test Performance Measure.

6 Kendall's Tau Values and Pssociated Proba- A-10
bilities for CX Rates on Each Performance
Measure Cver Time.

7 Relationships of Dcperience Factors and A-13
Performance Measures, Tested by Kendall's Tau.
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TAB [E I

SMbPLE SIZES BY INTERVAL MEWEEN~ GRAMPUTIMlJ AND RFrFNrTICN. TEST W(NF
A!qD THREE KEYK BLCCKS)

i*

Week Sample Si ze Three Week Block SanFle Si ze

2 14
3 9
4 2 1 25
5 15
6 11

72 2 2P

9 19
10 16 3 p
11 12
12 9
13 1 4 22
14 0
15 33
16 8 41A
17 14
1e 47
19 12 6 73
20 5
21 4
22 5 7 14
23 0
24 0
25 27 P 27

T07AL 270 270
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TAPLE 2

SLVt .ARY STATISTICS FCS ESTIVATES CF NUMBER CF TIMES VARICU5 TASKS WERE
PERFCRMED I UNITS

Task % Who Standard
Performed Mqan reviation Median

Put on mask 76 4.4 6.P 2.6
Disassembled 45 72 6.8 15.0 2.4
Turned on radios 66 6.6 14.7 1.8
Feceived N13C Class 63 2.2 2.3 1.1
Disassembled Y,219 61 4.4 12.0 1.2
Before opns checks 6C F.9 22.1 1.4
Miles driven 59 34.6 P4.7 2.6
Transmitted message 56 5.7 12.7 1.1
Disassembled MPS 53 2.9 8.4 0.6
kmo rounds stowed 51 22.4 55.5 0.9
Disassembled v2AI 50 3.I 13.1 0.5
Lube 47 1.9 7.0 0.5
DA Form 2404 45 4.2 14.3 .t
Serviced air cleaners 44 1.0 1.8 C.4
Fired 45 42 1.0 4.8 0.4
Disassembled breechblock 40 1.2 2.2 0.3
Ferformed prep to fire 39 2.0 5.9 0.2
Loaded main gun 37 10.4 24.0 (N.2
Eroken track :If 1.2 3.] 0.3
DA Fort, 2408-1 35 4.5 1'.P 0.3
Loaded V219 3. 3.? 1. 12 0.?
Practiced misfire 34 1.2 2.8 0.3
Checked track tension 32 1.? 6.5 0.2
Pelt amno stowed 31 '.0 15.7 0.2
Field phone into opn 2V' 1.2 A.4 0.2
Feceived mine field class 26 .5 1.2 0.2
Feceived gunner training 19 0.5 1.7 0.]
Fired main gun 7 0.2 0.9 0
Ronds fired 7 1.0 6.0 0
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TABLE 3

AVERAGE PERCENT GO PERFCRqAbCE BY TEST STATIONS

Station Average % GO

1. Loader's duties 75.X
2. Breecllock 49.7
3. M219 (Coax) 66.3
4. M85 49.7
5. Gunnery subjects 84.3
6. General subjects 53.3
7. Comunications S1.6
8. Maintenance F2.3
9. Advanced driving 90.3

10. Cal .45 and SMG 83.6
11. First aid 81.8

TOTAL TEST 79.7
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TABLE 4

PERCENT CF 270 EXAMINEES W'LU RECFIVEr A GC C N EACH PEPFCMA CE MFPSUPF

Performance Measures % CC

STATION 1 - LCADM 'S DUTIES
Stow main gtu ammo 86.2
Load banana box 80.7
Load coax machine gun 64.7
Coax fire command 90.0
ain gun fire command 74.7
Main gun misfire 66.9
Unload main gun misfire 63.6

STATICM 2 - BREECtOLCCK
Remove and disassemble 50.9
Assemble and install 48.7

STATION 3 - M219 (CCMX) MACFINE GUN
Stoppage 47.8
Clear 78.4
Disassemble, assemble 71.,

STATION 4 - M85 MACHINE GUN

Clear 56.5
Disassemble, assemble 42.1

STATICN 5 - TANK GUNNERY SUBJECTS
Replenisher tape - rough and smooth 79.6

- two rough 94.1
- two smooth 83.7
- two long notches 75.6

Range flags - green 91.1
- red 91.9
- red and green 81.9
- red and orange 91.1
- green and orange 80.7

Ammunitlon - HEAT 96.3
- APDS 98.9
- HEP P2.6
- APHERS 89.6
- WP 86.7
- HEAT-TPer 85.6
- CIX 96.3
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Performance Measures %GC

9P

Younting tanks - moving range 76.3
- stationary range 74.8

Threat vehicles - Soviet ETR 50P 80.4
- Soviet T-10 FC.0
- Soviet T-62 76.e
- Soviet PT-76 P4.4
- British Chieftain 77.0
- M4P 7C.7

STATION 6 - GENERAL SUBJECTS
Pap colors 54.F
Map elevation 24.4
Map 6 - digit coordinate 22.6
Map marginal info 20.4
NBC markers 83.7
Masking M25A1 90.7
NBC knowledge 77.4

STATION 7 - CCM.UNICATICNS
Field phone TA-312 70.3
AN/VRC-64 into operation P?.3
Radio check F7.4
Transmit message 86.6

STATION P - MAINTENANCE
Track and suspension 70.7
Air cleaner F6.3
Maintenance checks 82.7
Operator's maintenance checks F8.5
DA Form 2404 77.4
I)A Form 2408-1 P3.0
Read lube chart 86.3

STATION 9 - ADVANCED DRIVING
Prepare to fire checks 74.8
Starting procedures 62.6
Emergency situations 56.3
Stopping procedures 72.6
H/IA start engine 92.6
lVA stop tank 98.1
H/A move forward 9P.)
H/A turn left TP.l
H/A turn right 9P.S
W/A move in reverse g8.9
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Performance Measures % GO

H/A reverse to left 96.2
W/A reverse to right 97.4
H/A neutral steer 97.8
A stop engine 9E.1

FL start engine 91.5
FL turn left 95.6
FL turn right 96.3
FL move in reverse 92.0
FL stop tank 96.2
FL move forward 92.7

STATION IC - CALIPFR .45 ANh S1C
Clear cal ./5 pistol
Disassembly, assembly, and function check F1.4
Clear _ A1 SVC N.I
risassembly, assembly, and function check 76.1

STATION 11 - FIRST AID
Mouth to mouth 74.8
Control bleeding P6.3
Treat for shock 87.4
Eurns 79.3
Broken bones 81.1
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TABLE 5

PERCEN'T GO'S BY MENTAL CATEGORY, KENDWALL'S T/U VALES, AlD CCPE'IFCN IfIT.
PROBABILITIES, FCR EACH RETFNTION TEST PERFORMANCE MEAS(1RE

Cat Cat Cat
Performance I&II III IV Tau P

STATICN 1 - LONDERS DUTIES

Stow main gun amino 90.2 F5.9 76.2 .PP .076
Load banana box 92.2 76.F F1.0 .116 .030*
Load coax machine gun 5F.E 65.C 66.7 -.049 .209
Coax fire cwmmand 98.0 P8.7 95.2 .076 .110
Main gun fire command 72.5 75.1 76.2 -. C25 .246
Main gun misfire 74.5 65.5 66.7 .062 .157
Unload main gun misfire 6F.6 62.1 66.7 .C31 .307

STATICN 2 - BREECHBLOCK
Remove and disassenbie 54.9 50.P 3P.1 .070 .129
Assemble and install 56.9 t6.9 47.6 .066 .141

STATION 3 - M219 (C(AX) MACHINE GUN
Stoppage 61.5 t9.4 47.6 .090 .072

Clear 7F.8 P0.1 76.2 .005 .16F
Disassemble, assemble F4.6 67.0 e5.7 .06 .132

STATION 4 - M85 MACHINE GUN
Clear 65.4 57.4 52.4 .073 .lip
Disassemble, assemble 53.8 41.5 42.9 .0F2 .091

STATION 5 - TAK GUNNERY SUBJECTS
Replenisher tape

- rough and smooth 86.5 78.C 66.7 .11 .028*
- two rough 96.2 94.4 90.5 .055 .l87
- tuo smooth 90.4 81.9 71.4 .123 .023*
- two long notches 80.8 79.0 71.4 .064 .149

Rarge flags
- green 100.0 9.8 85.7 .152 .007*
- red 9E.1 90.4 90.5 .09F .056
- red and green 94.2 79.7 76.2 .]18 .00*
- red and orange 9F.1 91.0 81.0 .148 .008*
- green and orange 90.4 7.9 76.2 .]11 .032*

Armunition
- HEAT 98.1 96.C 95.2 .045 -230

- APES 100.0 9E.3 95.2 .087 .oo
- HEP 96.2 79.7 81.0 .14P .00P
- APIIERS 9P.1 8P.1 76.2 .174 .002*
- WP 98.1 P4.7 85.7 .136 .014*
- HEAT-TPT 94.2 E2.1 F1.0 .119 .027*
- CCAX 9C.1 96.0 95.2 .0Ar .233

* Significant beyond .05 level.
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TABLE 5 (continued)

Cat Cat Cat
Performance Mleasures I&II III IV Tau P

Mcunting tanks
- moving range 84.6 76.1 66.7 .C7 .041"
- stationary range 84.6 74.4 61.5 .130 .01"

Threat vehicles
- Soviet TT 50P 84.6 P1.2 71.4 .C71 .123
- Soviet T-10 8M.8 79.5 90.5 -.034 .289
- Soviet T-62 75.0 77.2 66.7 .022 .362
- Soviet PT-76 94.2 F2.4 F1.0 .121 .025*
- British Chieftain F8.5 73.9 66.7 .1,17 .009*
- MeP 76.9 69.9 61.9 .0P2 .091

STA TION 6 - GENERAL SUBJECTS
Par. colors 76.9 46.0 71.4 .133 .c16*
rap elevation 51.9 17.0 14.3 .295 .000*
aF 6 - digit coordinate 46.2 17.6 9.5 .26P .0.00*

maF marginal info 48.1 13.1 14.3 .297 .000*
NBC markers 90.4 P3.5 66.7 .138 .C12*
Masking M25Al 92.3 P9.7 95.2 .000 .497
NSC knowledge 84.6 73.3 F1.X .,3 .152

STTIMN 7 - CCWUNICATI0NS
Field phone TA-312 74.5 69.9 76.2 .C12 .420
AN/VRC-64 into operation 2.2 C.7 P1.0 .105 . N4"
Radio check T4.] 85.2 90.5 .067 .]O0
Transmit message F8.2 87.5 e5.7 .017 .395

STATICN P - MAINTENANCE

Track and suspension 84.6 69.3 52.4 .178 .(02*
Air cleaner 92.3 F2.5 10C.0 .011 .42F
Maintenance checks 86.5 P2.0 81.0 .42 .246
Cperators maintenance checks 52.3 6.9 85.7 .064 .151
DA Form 2404 84.6 75.0 81.C .057 .17P
rA Form 2408-1 P4.6 P3.0 71.4 .061 .148
Read lube chart 88.5 86.4 81.0 .047 .223

STATICN 9 - ADVANCED DRIVING
Prepare to fire checks 82.7 72.9 71.4 .0:4 .0P
Startimn procedures 69.2 61.0 47.6 .104 .046
Emergency situations 61.5 53.7 57.1 .044 .239
rtopping Frocedures PC.8 7.9 52.4 .135 .014*

H/P start engine 82.5 92.7 95.2 -. 069 .131
F/A stop tank 92.I 97.2 95.2 -. 009 .439
I/ A move forward 98.1 97.7 95.2 .034 .289

* Significant beyond .05 level.
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TABLE 5 (continued)

Cat Cat Cat
Performance Measures I&II III IV Tau P

W/A turn left 96.2 97.7 100.0 -.060 .165
H/A turn right 98.1 97.2 95.2 .038 .268
H/A move in reverse 9e.1 98.3 100.0 -. 028 .- 23
H/A reverse to left 98.1 94.9 95.2 .051 .204
H/A reverse to right 96.2 97.9 95.2 -. 009 .443
H/A neutral steer 98.1 97.2 95.2 .03F .26P
I/A stop engine 9F.1 97.7 100.0 -. 018 .386

FL start engine 94.2 92.1 E1.0 .092 .06F
FL turn left 98.1 94.9 90.5 .085 .083
FL turn right 98.1 95.5 95.2 .04P .217
FL move in reverse 96.2 92.1 90.5 .065 .146
FL stop tank 9P.1 95.5 95.2 .048 .217
FL move forward 9E.1 92.7 90.5 .092 .069

STATIN I0 - CALIBE .45 PISTOL AND aC
Clear cal .45 pistol 92.3 84.7 e1.C .09A .064
Disassembly, assembly, and

function check 88.5 81.8 76.2 .085 .083
Clear M3AI EMG 98.1 94.9 95.2 .051 .203
Disassembly, assembly, and

function check 96.2 72.6 71.4 .201 .001*

STATICN 11 - FIPST AID
mouth to mouth 88.5 71.P 66.7 .153 .(07*
Control bleeding 92.3 88.1 85.7 .059 .171
Treat for shock 90.4 -90.4 76.2 .074 .114
Burns 94.2 76.3 85.7 .120 .026*
Broken bones 84.6 81.4 81.0 .C31 .306

* Significant beyond .X5 level.

A-9
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T)AFLE 6

KENZALL'S TAU VALUES P1't ASSOCIATED PROBABILITIES FCP GC RATES ON EACP
PFRFCRMANCE MEASURE OVER TIME

Performance Measures Tau P

STATION 1 -LCADER'S DTlIES
Stow main gun armo -. 073 .C7
Load banana box .014 .4C0
Load coax machine gun -.074 .XP4
Coax fire ccmmand .0F5 .055
Main gun fire command .19 .364
main gun misfire -.176 .001*
Unload main gun misfire -. 224 C(O*

STATION 2 - EPEECHBLCCK
Remove and disassemble .257 .000*
Assemble and install .159 .002*

STATION 3 - M219 (CCAX) FACHINE GUN
StoFpage .051 .168
Clear .019 .364
Disassemble, assemble .cr9 .435

STATION 4 - M85 fACPINE CUN
Clear .1,2 CrV*
Disassemble, assemble .121 .012*

STATION 5 - TANK GUNNERY SUBJECTS
Replenisher tape

- rough and smooth .001 z04
- two rough .052 .161
- two smooth -.V3F .2e1
- two long notches .027 .306

Range flags
- green .X22 .241
- red .054 .157
- red and green -.031 .2P3
- red and orange .068 .100
- green and orange .P .C49

kmnunition
- HEAT -. CF4 .115
- APES -. 05F .139
- HEP .C60 .130
- APHERS .055 .15C
- WP .045 .19e
- EAT-'rPT -.153 .T2
- CCAX -. C76 . P

* Significant beyond .05 level.
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T'ABLE 6 (continued)

Performance Measures Tau P

M.onting tanks
- moving range .066 .110
- stationary range .152 .0C2*

Threat vehicles
- Soviet BTR 50P .144 .004*
- Soviet T-10 .062 .124
- Soviet T-62 .154 .002*
- Soviet PT-76 -.043 .211
- British Chieftain -.022 .339
- M4P .097 .035

STATION 6 - GENERAL SUBJECTS
MaF colors .016 .2P5
Pap elevation -.078 .074
Map E - digit coordinate .091 .045*
Map marginal info .057 .143
NBC markers .162 .C0l*
Masking M25A1 .049 .180
NBC knowledge .061 .129

STATION 7 - COMMUNICATIONS
Field phone TA-312 .002 .4P4
AN/VPC-64 into operation -.170 .001*
Radio check -.056 .146
Transnit message -. 108 .022*

STATION F - MAINTENANCE
Track and suspension -.008 .412
Air cleaner .032 .277
Maintenance checks .061 .129
Operators maintenance checks .048 .184
DA Form 2404 -.003 .476
DA Form 2408-] .07C .095
Read the lube chart .076 .078

STATION 9 - ADVANCED DRIVING
Prepare to fire checks .029 .207
Starting procedures .007 .447
Emergency situations -.C78 .X73
stopping procedures -. 0&4 .203

H/A start engine -. 141 .00p*
KVA stop tank -. 04P .1P5
H/A move forward -. 031 .2P1
IVA. turn left -.005 r 5

* Significant beyond .05 level.
A-I



TILLF 6 (continued)

Per forrrcrce Measures Ta u F

I'/I turn right -. ( A
IW nve in reverse -. 015
H/I reverse to left -. 01P .267
P/P reverse to right -. 03 .2PP
I/A neutral steer -.013 ..07
,P/ stop engine -.011 ."19

FL start engine -.063 .1ir
FL turn left -. 0/P .IP6
FL turn right -.C23 .231
FL mrove in reverse -.. 25
FL stop tank -.08F .C54
FL move forward -.057 .144

STATION 10 - CALIEEP .15 PISTOL AND ROG
Clear cal .45 pistol -.12A .rir*
Disassembly, assembly, an function check -.133
Clear M3A] iVG .Clf .366
Disassembly, assembly, and function check .V76 .C77

ST.TIaM 11 - FIRFT AIr
Mouth to mouth -.

Control bleeding -.021 .

Treat for shock .024 .727
Furns -. 0 .29
Eroken bones -.012 M

* Significant beyond .X5 level.
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VPBLE 7

RELITICNI!IPS CF EXPERIENVE FACTCPS A1Tr PEPFC'ANCE L'EAFURFF," TF'TP BY
KENCALL'S TAU

Exrerience Factor- Performance ?easure Tau P

*Belt anino stowed - load banana box .117 .C20.*
Loaded coax - load coax .04! .215
Loaded coax - coax fire command .27 .217
Loaded main gun - main gun fire command -. (2r .361

Practiced misfire - main gun misfire -.060 .o
Practiced misfire - unload misfire .021 .?F4
risassemble breech - remove and disassemble -.V20 .260

breech
Disassemble breech - assemble and install breech -.0VP3 .073
Disassemble coax - clear coax .046 .199
Cisessemble coax - disassemble/assemble coax -.('A0 .2?1
Disassemble M85 - clear ME5 .021 .350
risassemble fW5 - disassemble/assemble MP5 -.353 .003*
Disassemble .45 - clear .45 -.15e .001*
Disassemble .t5 - functions check .t5 -.151 .rC2*
Disassemble M2AI - clear MPl .1p] .425
Disassemble Y2AI - functions check V2P1 -.17P .CO1*
Fired .45 - clear .45 -.137 .000*

Fired .45 - functions check .15 -. l5:*

Put on mask - masking M2Al -. 2.46
NBC class - NBC markers .At3 .0C
NBC class - maksing M25AI -. 032 .274

NBC class - NBC knowledge -. 95 .CdO*
Turned on radios - AN/VFC 64 -.14t .004*

mine field class - NBC markers .]59 .P03*
Transmitted message - radio check -.053 .163
Transmitted message - transmit message -.r72 .M'?
Field rhone - field phone -.029 .07
MA Form 2404 - DA Form 2404 -.092 rep*

U. Form 240C-1 - U Form 24OP-1 -.075 .M92
Lube - lube chart -.(106 .4E9

Checked track tension - track and suspension -.04F .201
Broken track - track and suspension -.113 .02A
tir cleaners - air cleaner -.02F .2r9

Preparation to fire - replinisher tape, rough -.040 .2 2
and smooth

Preparation to fire - reFlinisher tape, two rough .(2
Preparation to fire - replinisher tape,

two smooth .C07 ttr

Preparation to fire - replinisher tape, two long -.0f .2(P
notches

Preparation to fire - preFaration to fire -.056 .1(2

rCignificant beyond .r5 level.
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T lE 7 (continued)

Experience Factor - Performance Measure Tau P

Gunner training - range flags, green -.C27 .- 21
Gunner training - range flags, red -.CTV .0p
Gunner training - range flags, red and green -.C42 .241

Gunner training - range flags, red and orange .00] .4.I
Gunner training - range flags, green and orange -.072 .112
Viles driven - starting tank -.01f .3P2
Miles driven - emergency situations .C44 .207
Piles driven - stopping tank -.C04 .470

* Significant beyond .05 level.
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APPEDI X B

Armor Crewnan Fetent ion Testor

Validation Lesson Plan

F ACE

Lesson Plan B-I

Annex t -
Annex F F-5.
Annex C F-1 2
Annex r B-1 3
Annex E B-i f
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I TSB-AiTS 22 Farch 197P

ARMRP CTEV, FAN RETENTION TEFTOR VALID.TION

t. AILINISTR/VTIE INITPUCTICNS:

1. Training conducted: Testor Validation.

2. lime: Eight (8) hours.

3. Presented to: Selected Non-commissioned Cfficer (Testors).

4. Instructors: Four (4) test supervisors.

5. Training aids: See nnex r. (Note: Testors will validate on
stations prepared for normal test cycle.)

6. Training location: Test site TBA.

7. References: EV 21-11, FM 21-41, FY 17-12, FM 23-4], FM 23-?5,
FM 21-26, V 2-424C-2FE-I-, 7V ?-424e-2c2-14,
WT 11-52C-401-12, IV 11-5820-466-]2,
TM 1]-5820-667-12, TV 9-235('-215-1(',
7N 9-2350-25P-IC, LO 9-2350-215-12.

B. ORGANIZATION FOR TRAININ:

1. Arrangement, information, or breakout of examinees: See
Annex A.

2. Use of troop personnel: As test coordinators and scorecar(I
data collectors.

3. Motivation of competition: Individual level.

4. Expected time each examinee participated in .rimary training:
Three hundred (300) minutes.

5. Expected time spent moving, cleaning the training site or on
examinees break: Eighty (PC) minutes.

C. INTRCEVCTIO! ERIEF1hG: 15( rinutes

B-I



ATSE-ARTS 22 March ]97P
Armor Crewran Retention Testor Validation

1. Reason: To verify proficiency in the areas of gunnery,
wearons, safety, general subjects, cawmunicatlons, maintenance, and
advanced driving as appropriate for the purpose of test
ackrinistration.

2. Cbjectives:

a. Task: Each testor will perform all training objectives of
assigned station and be knowledgeable of complete subject matter.

b. Conditions: See conditions for each station.

c. Standards: See standards for each station.

V. TEACHING POINTS: Ten (10) minutes.

Test supervisor will briefly explain conduct and requrements for
the eleven (11) stations.

E. APPLICATION: N/A.

F. VALIATION: Three hundred (300) minutes.

C. REVIE' AND CRITIQUE: (As required.)

Examinees will be critiqued at the comletion of each station.

I. ANNEXES:

I - Procedures

P - Examinee Performance Requrlements

C - Scorecard

D - Personnel/Training Aids Fequirewents

E - Safety

h

B-2
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ANNEX A

PROCEDRMES

1. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

a. All personnel to be validated will be assignee to a test
station prior to arrival at the testing site. The testors will be on
the site by 0730 hours the day of the test for their briefing.

b. The unit will maintain group integrity.

c. The testors will receive their briefings from the chief testor
and then assigned to test stations by the chief tester.

d. Individuals will move to assigned stations and begin station
orientation and train-up for test administration.

e. Each testor will be evaluated/validated at assigned station by
the chief testor to assure uniformity in testing standards.

f. The examiners at each station will critique the individual
prior to departing to the next station so that testors are
knowledgeable in expected performance standards to be used during
testing.

2. CENERAL INSTRUCTICOS: The test supervisor will briefly exFlain
what will be requried of the testor at each of the eleven (11)
stations, the layout of the station, and the method of rotation that
will be used.

a. Station #1 - oader's tank duties.

b. Station #2 - Ereechblock. (Assembly/Tisassembly)

c. Station #3 - M219 Machinegun.

d. Station #4 - MP5 fIachinegune.

e. Station #5 - TO #1 Replenisher Tape. (Slides)

f. Station #5 - TO #2 Range Flags. (Slides)

g. Station #5 - TO 13 Ammunition. (Slides)

h. Station f5 - TO #4 Pountlng Tank. (Slides)

i. Station 15 - TO #5 Threat Vehicle. (Slides)

j. Station #6 - General Subjects.

B-3



22 Parch ]97P

Annex A - Armor Crewuan Retention Testor Validation

k. Station #7 - Commnunications.

1. Station #E - Faintenance.

m. Station f9 - Advanced rriving.

n. Station ,10 -Cal .05 Fistol and M2Al Subnachinegu,.

o. Station fll - First id.

E-4
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ANNEX B

APF-Cr CRUeNAN RETENTION TESTCR VALIDATION

1. STATIC ,l 1 - TANK LCADE'S DUTIES

a. TO 91 - The examinee within one minute will have to stow a
main gun round passed to him through the loader's hatch, in the ready
rack, on a tank.

b. TO f2 - The examinee within three minutes will have to stow a
belt of 20C (7.62) rounds in the banana storage box on a tank.

c. TC 13 - The examinee within one minute will have to load an
M219 coax Pachinegun with ammunition previously loaded in the banana
storage box on a tank.

d. TO ?4 - The examinee will have to respond to a coax Fire
Command on a previously loaded coax F'achinegtu on a tank.

e. TC 15 - The examinee will have to respond to a main gun fire
comand, using the main gun round previously stowed in the ready rack
on a tank.

f. TC 16 - The examinee within fifteen seconds will have to
respond to a main gun misfire on a previously loaded main gun round on
a tank.

g. TO 97 - The examinee within one minute, will have to unload
and hand to a simulated range safety officer, through the loader's
hatch, a previously loaded, misfired main gun round, on a tank.

2. STATICN 12 - EREECHELO(CK

a. TO 1 - The examinee within six minutes will have to remove
and disassemble completely the breechblock on a tank.

b. TO 12 - The examinee within six minutes will have to assemble
completely and replace the breechblock on a tank.

3. ST)%TICN 03 - I2I- 1ACFINFCI-

a. TC 91 - The examinee will within one minute reduce a coax
stoppage on an already loeded 219 machlnegun.
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? nex E - Prmor Crewman Petention Testor Validation

b. TO ?2 - The examinee within thirty seconds will have to clear
an already loaded M219 machinegun in a classroom.

C. TO f3 - The examinee within four minutes will have to
completely disassemble, assemble, and perform a functions check on an
M219 machinegun in a classroom.

4. STATIM1 14 - MP5 lACINEGUN

a. TO 11 - The examinee within thirty seconds will have to clear
an already loaded !v85 machinegun in classroom.

b. TO #2 - The examinee within seven minutes will have to
ccmpletely disassemble, assemble, and perform a function check on the
M 5 machinegun in a classroom.

5. STATICN 15 - TANK GUNNERY SLEJMTS

a. TO fl - Rellenisher Indicator Tape:

(1) The examinee will have to explain the meaning and
corrective action for a rough and a smooth reading in a classroom.

(2) The examinee will have to exFlain the meaning and
corrective action for tuo roughs in a classroom.

(3) The examinee will have to explain the meaning and
corrective action for two smooths in a classroom.

(4) The examinee will have to explain the meaning and

corrective action for tuo long notches in classroom.

b. TO #2 - Pange Flags:

(1) The examinee will have to know the meaning of a green
flag in a classroom.

(2) The examinee will have to know the meaning of a red flag
in a classroom.

(3) The examinee will have to know the meaning of a red and
green flag display in a classroom.

(4) The examinee will have to know the meaning of a red and
orange flag display in a classroom.

(5) The examinee will have to know the meaning of a green and
orange flag display in a classroom.
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c. TO f3 - amunition

(1) The examinee will have to Identify a M-T round. from a
fire command, state its Frimary use, and state its full name in a
classroom.

(2) The examinee will have to identify an flIS round from a
fire command, state its primary use, and state its full name in a
classroom.

(3) The examinee will have to identify a t-PHERS round from a
fire command, state its primary use, and state its full name in a
classroom.

(4) The examinee will have to identify a HEP round from a
fire comand, state its primary use, and state its full name in a
classroom.

(5) The examinee will have to identify a k? round in the fire
command, state its primary use, and state its full name in a
classroom.

(6) The exaerinee will have to identify a HEAT-TPr round in
the fire comand, state its primary use, and state its full name in a
classroom.

(7) The examinee will have to identify 7.62 mm linked
ammunition frcr, a fire command, state its primary use, and state its
full name in a classroom.

d. TO 14 Mounting Tanks:

(1) The examinee will be asked uhere to mount a tank on a
moving tank range in a classroom.

(2) The exam.inee will be asked uhere to mount a tank on a
stationary tank rarge in a classroom.

e. TC 15 - Threat Vehicles:

The examinee will have ten seconds each to determine if six
(6) various NATC and WARS4, PACT vehicles are "kill" or "no kill."

6. STATIM' 16 - GENFRAL SLEJECTS

a. TO fl - The examinee must demonstrate knowledge of the basic
map colors by naming the five main colors and their basic meanings.

b. TO f2 - The examinee must determine elevation on a map.
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C. TO 13 - The examinee must locate positions on a mep using six
(C) digit coordinates.

d. TC f4 - The examinee must identify in writing objects or type
of roads, using the marginal information tables on the map from a
given point on a map.

e. TC 15 - The exaninee must demonstrate knowledge of NBC mine
and contamination markers, by identifying the markers when shown by
the testor.

f. TO 6 - The examinee within nine seconds will have to properly
don the M25A1 protective mask and give the alarm for a gas attack.

g. TO 7 - The examinee will be required to respond to tuo NEC
first aid questions.

7. STPTICN #7 - CCMVUNICATIONS

a. TO #1 - The examinee within tuo minutes will be required to

place the field telephone, TP 212, into operation and conduct a
telephone check.

b. TC f2 - The examinee within tuo minutes will be required to
place the AN/VPC-64 into operation, given an assigned frequency, then
demonstrate knouledge of the CWC helmet three position swltct by
placing switch in position to perform functions statee by testor in a
communications classroom.

C. TO 13 - The examinee must perform a radio check on a complete
and operational AN/VRC-64 radio.

d. TC 14 - The examinee must transmit a prepared message, using
proper radio telephone procedures on a complete and operational
AN/VRC-64 radio.

e'. STATICN 18 -AINTEN:NCE

a. TC 1 - The examinee will have to either perform measuring
track tension or disconnecting track up to removal of outer end
connector, on a tank hull, in a maintenance area.

b. TO #2 - The examinee will have to perform checking and
servicing the air cleaners of a tank.

c. TO #3 - The examinee, utilizing an operator's manual, will be
required to perform two maintenance checks or tasks on the 116CAl tank.
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d. TC #4 - The examinee, utilizing an operator's ma6ual, will

peform either before, during, or after operations checks and services
on the W'A] tank.

e. TO 95 - The examinee will be required to properly fill out

the heading of a D-A Form 24C4 and list all shortcomings and
deficiencies found during his checks on TO 14 above.

f. TO #6 - The examinee will be required to Froperly comFlete the
daily entry on the U. Form 2408-1 from the information he has already
corleted on his A Form 2404 (TO f5) above.

g. TO #7 - The exainee will be required to use the lubrication
chart and identify type of lubricants, intervals, and location of item
to be lubricated.

S. STATION f9 -ADVANCED DRIVTNG

a. TC 11 - The examinee will be required to erform the drivers
repare to fire checks on the tank.

b. TC 12 - The examinee will be required to start the tank and
identify any deficiencies or equipment malfunctions.

c. TC 13 - The examinee will be required to respond to two

malfunctions or emergency Frocedures in the tank while he is operating
the tank.

d. TC 14 - The exarinee will be required to properly stor the
tank engine.

e. TO 15 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm
signal to start a tank engine.

f. TO V; - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm
signal to stop a tank.

g. TO 17 - The examinee will have to deironstrate the hand and arr
signal to move a tank forward.

h. TO 1P - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm
signal to turn a tank left.
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i. 'r V9 - The exarinee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm
signal to turn a tank right.

j. TO f10 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and
arm signal to move a tank in reverse.

k. TO f11 - The exaninee will have to demonstrate the hand and
arm signal to move a tank in reverse to the left.

1. TO ?12 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and
arm signal to r ove a tank In reverse to the right.

m. TC 13 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and
arm signal to neutral steer a tank.

n. TO 114 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and
arm signal to stop the tank engine.

o. TO 115 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to start a tank enjine with a flashlight.

p. TC 116 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to turn a tank left with a flashlight.

q. TO 117 - The examinbe will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to turn a tank right with a flashlight.

r. TC *l - The examinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to move a tank in reverse with a flashlight.

s. TC #19 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to stop a tank with a flashlight.

t. X 12C- The examinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight

signal to move a tank forward with a flashlight.

10. STATION W10 - CALIPER .45 PISTOL AND MAI SUBMACHINECUN

a. TV #1 - The examinee within fifteen seconds must properly
clear the caliber .45 pistol.

b. TO 12 - The examinee within four minutes must properly
disassemble, assemble, and perform a function check of the caliber .45
pistol.

c. TO P3 - The examinee within fifteen seconds must properly
clear the M2A1 submachinegun.

d. TO 14 - The examinee within five minutes must properly
disassemble, assemble, and perform a functions check of the M3_A1
machinegun.
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11. STATION Ill - FIRST AIC

a. TO fi - The exaninee must perform mouth to mouth resuscitation
on a simulated victim.

b. TO 2 - The examinee must Ferform the first aid measures to
control bleeding for an arm or leg wound without broken bones.

c. TO .3 - The examinee must treat a victim, who has already been
treated for an arm or leg %iound, for shock.

d. TO f4 - The examinee, given a simulated victim, will have to
pet form the first aid treatment for severe burns to include treatment
for shock.

e. T 5 - The examinee, given a simulated victim, will have to
perform first aid treatment for broken bones in either arm or leg.
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?.NNEX C

TESTCP VATLUIDTTON

NAME W _K_ SSAN_ __ TE

STA VALIDATED VEPIFIFr

1 Loader's Duties

2 Breechblock

3 '219 1achinegun (coax)

4 Me5 Machinegun

5 Tank Gunner Subjects

6 General Subjects

7 Ccmunications

P Maintenance

£ Advance Driving

IC Caliber .45 _

Subnachinegun

11 First A id

E-J2



ANNEX r

PERSCNNEL AND TRAINItG AIS REQUIRE4ENTS

I. IRCVIDED BY EIVISICN WCRK TEAM

a. Exaniners - Fifteen

b. Tanks (P6CAl) - Two

c. Weapons

(1) Four t219 Coax flachineguns (2 mounted in the tanks)

(2) Two 1P5 Pachineguns

(3) Cne Cal .45 Pistol w/fagazine

(4) Cne MI3AI Subnachinegun

d. Dummy Amnunition

(1) One main gun round

(2) Two 200-round belts of 7.62 link (one will be broken
into ten 20-round belts)

(3) Two 10-round belts of cal .!(' link

(4) Two cal. 45

e. Maintenance Equipment

(1) Two sets of breechblock removal & assefbly equipment

(2) Two screwdrivers, 8" flat tip

(3) Two (Dash) 10 TVs and LOs for PECVhI

(4) Two wrenches, 12" crescent

(5) One set of track breaking equipment

(6) One set of track measuring equipnent
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f. Communications Equipment

(1) Cne TA-312 w/batteries & WDI wire

(2) Five operational tNIVPC-64 consisting of:

(a) CVC helmet

(b) C-22O9

(c) AM 17So

(d) AN/VRC-64

(e) All connector cables

(3) Three frequencies to be used for testing

g. First Aid

(1) One respirator training aid

(2) One simulated victim (dumy)

(3) One combat dressing

(4) One blanket

(5) Four simulated wounds

h. Miscellaneous Equipnent

(1) One classroom

(2) One slide Frojector and screen

(3) Seventeen stop.:atches

(4) Ten flashlights

(5) One M25A1 protective mask

(6) Vine tables

(7) Ten clip boards
fp
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Anncx r - Irmor Crewman Petention Testor Validation

II. FPRCVIEr BY FCHIT KNOX (ARS)

a. Score Sheets

b. Slides for Station 5

c. Answer Sheets for Station 5

d. Map Boards

e. vine Field Markers

f. Prepared Messages

g. 2404/24CF-l's Cards

h. Start & Stop Charts

i. Visual Signal Tank Charts

j. Standardization Team Personnel (4)
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SUMT

1. bb smoking within fifty (50) feet of tanks.

2. Extree care will be taken Wien motr .ir, and dismounting tanks.

3. WIhen conducting the breect-lock portion of this test, extreme
caution will be taken to insure the safet) of the exarinee and5 testor.

4. When entering and leaving the driver's compartment, extreme
caution will be taken to prevent falls.
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APPENI X C

Post Craduation trmor Crewnan

Testing Lesson Flan

PACE
Lesson Fan C-I
Annex P C-3
Annex E C-5
Annex C C-I?
Annex r C-17
Annex F C-20
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ATSB-AR'7S 6 February 197P

POST GRADUATION APPOtRID CRFVM1 TES'TINC

A. AEIINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Training conducted: Post Craduatlon Armor Crewman Testing.

2. Time: Eight (8) hours.

3. Presented to: 11EIC OSLr-BAT graduates.

4. Instructors: One (1) test supervisor.

5. Training aids: See Annex r.

6. Training location: TBA.

7. References: First Training Brigade, Fort Knox, VY, lesson
F1 ans.

B. ORGANIZATION FCR TRAINING:

1. Arrangeent, information, or breakout of examinees: See
Annex A.

2. Use of troop personnel: As test coordinators and scorecard
data collectors.

3. Motivation or competition: Individual level.

4. Expected time each examinee participates in concurrent
training: Three hundred (300) minutes.

5. Expected time each examinee participates in concurrent
training: One hundred (10C) minutes.

6. Expected time spent moving, cleaning the training site or on
exmilnees break: Eighty (80) minutes.

C. Ig'WOlXJCTION: Five (5) minutes.
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AT-AFTS F February ]c7F
Post Graduation .Zrmor Crewnan =raining

1. Feascr: To test the Froficiency of the IlFlC craeuates in the
areas of gunnery, wearons, safety, general subjects, comunictions,
maintenance and advanced driving at the loaders level.

2. Cbjectives:

a. Task: Each exapinee will Ferform all training objectiv(f.

b. Conditions: Fee conditions for each station.

c. Standards: F-ee standards for each station.

E. TFUCFIhU ICINTS: Ten (10) minutes)

Test supervisor will briefly explain conduct and recuirements for
the eleven (11) stations.

E. PPPLICATICN: N/P.

F. EV 7WATICN: Three hundred (3(VC) minutes.

C. REVIE ANC CRITIQUE: (Is required.)

Examinees will be critiqued at the comFletion of each station.

11. PNNEYES:

P - Procedures

E - Examinee Performance Fequirements

C - Scorecard

C - Personnel/Training tids secuirements

E - Safety
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NNEX A

PROCETURES

I. SPECIAL INIS UCTICNS:

a. All personnel to be tested %ill be issued a scorecard upon
their arrival at the testing site, and the scorecard will have the
heading ccmpleted at that time. The examinees will be on site by r730
hours the day of the test for their briefing.

b. The unit will maintin group integrity.

C. 7he testing unit will receive their briefing frar the chief
testor and then will be administered Station f8 immediately afterward.
Is personnel finish Station ?5, they will be broken down into groups
by the chief testor.

d. Groups will be assigned initial station locations by the test
supervisors and moe in a clockwise manner.

e. Croups will rotate throught all stations under the direction of
the test supervisor.

f. The examiners at each station will critique the individual
prior to sending him to the next station.

g. The tested unit will have all required equipment en site and
ready for testing by C7_C hours the day of the test.

2. CENEPL INSITUICONS: The test supervisor will briefly explain
what will be requried of the examinee at each of the eleven
(ll)statlons, the layvut of the stations, and the method of rotation
that will be used.

a. Station #1 - Loader's tank duties.

b. Station 02 - Ereechblock. (Assebly/risassembly)

c. Station 03 - M219 Machlnegun.

d. Station #4 - MPS Vachinegun.

e. Station #5 - TO #1 Relenisher Tape.. (Slides)

f. Station 15 - TC R2 range Flags. (Slides)

g. Station #5 - TO 03 Amunition. (Slides)

h. Station #5 - TC O Pbunting Tank. (Slides)
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i. Statior f5 - TC #5 Threat Vehicle. (Slides)

j. Station #6 - General Subjects.

k. Station #7 - Cowunications.

1. Station #P - Maintenanace.

m. Station #9 - Akdvanced rrivlng.

n. Station #10 - Cal .45 Pistol and F2A1 Submachinegun.

o. Station #Il - First Aid.
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AMNEX B

B.T CRADUATES PERFORMCE REWUIREnINTS

1. STATION fl - TPVK LCADEPS VrITIES

a. TO 1 - The examinee within one (1) minute will have to stow a
main gun round passed to him through the loaders hatch, in the ready
rack on a tank.

b. TC #2 - The examinee within three (?) minutes will have to
stow a belt of 200 (7.62) rounds in the banana storage box on a tank.

c. TO 13 - The examinee within one (1) minute will have to load
an M219 coax Pachinegun with ammunition previously loaded in the
banana storage box on a tank.

d. TO 14 - The examinee will have to respond to a coax Fire
Command on a previously loaded coax achinegun on a tank.

e. TO 15 - Th examinee will have to respond to a main gun fire
ccmmand, using the main gun round previously stowed in the ready rack
on a tank.

f. TO #6 - The examinee within fifteen (15) seconds will have to
respond to a main gun misfire on a previously loaded main gun round on
a tank.

g. TC #7 - Th examinee within one (1) minute, will have to unload
and hand to a simulated rarge safety officer, through the loaders
hatch, a previously loaded,misfired main gun round, on a tank.

2. STATION #2 - BREECELCCK

a. TO 1 -The examinee within six (6) minutes will have to
remove and disassemble ccmpletely the breechblock on a tank.

b. TO #2 - The examinee within six (6) minutes will have to
assemble completely and replace the breechblock on a tank.

3. STATION 13 - M219 MACF!INECUN
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?nncx P - EPT Craduates Ferformance Pequirements

a. "M f.1 - The examinee will within one (1) minute reduce a coax
stoppage on cn already loaded M219 machinegun.

b. TC P2 - The exaerinee within thirty (30) seconds will have to
clear an already loe-ded M219 machinegLE in a classroom.

c. TC f3 - The examinee within four (4) minutes will have to
completely disassemble, assemble, and perform a functions check on a

*21!9 rachinegun in a classroom.

4. STATICV f4 - MP5 FACHINECUN,

a. TC fl -The examinee within thirty (?() seconds will have to
clear an already loaded MPT5 machinegun in a classroom.

b. TC f2 - The examinee within seven (7) minutes will have to
completely disassemble, assemble, and perform a functions check on the
VP5 I-achinegun in a classroom.

". ,PIfICN f'5 - UINK CUNNE2Y £LJECTS

a. TC fl - eplenisher Indicator Tape:

(1) Thc exarinee ,.ill heve to exp~lain the ireaning .nd
correctivc iction for a rough and a snooth reaeing in a classroom.

(2) The cxaminee will have to exrlain the meaning nnd
corrective action for two (2) roughs in a classroom.

(3) The ox aminee will have to explain the meaning and
corrective action for tivo (2) smooths in a classroom.

(4) The cxaminee will have to explain the meaning and
corrective action for two (2) long notches in a classroom.

b. TIC f2 - range Flags:

(1) The exarinee will have to know the meaning of - green
flag in a classroom.

(2) The exaninee will have to know the meaning of a red flag
in a classroom.

(3) The examinee will have to know the meaning of a red and

green flag dlsplay In a classroom.
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Annex B - ET Craduates Performance Pequirements

(4) The examinee will have to know the meaning of a re are
orange flag display in the classroom.

(5) The examinee will have to knou the meaning of a greer.

and orange flag display in the classroom.

c. TO #3 - mmunition:

(1) The examinee will have to identify P FUT round fror a
fire command, state its primary use, and state its full name in a
classroom.

(2) The examinee will have to identify an TFF round fror a
fire command, state its primary use, and state its full nare in a
classroom.

(3) The examinee will have to identify a PEr round fror a
fire cromrand, state its primary use, end state its full nare in a
classroom.

(4) The examinee will have to identify an t PFF rcunre fror-
a fire command, state its primary use, and state its full name in a
classroom.

(5) The examinee will have to identify a 'P round in the
fire command, state its primary use, and state its full name ir. a
classroom.

(6) The examinee will have to identify a FUT-TPT roun.d in
the fire command, state its primary use, and states its full name in a
classroom.

(7) The examinee will have to identify a 7.(2 mnr linked
ammunition from a fire command, state its primary use, and states its
full name in a classroom.

d. TO 14 - founting Tanks:

(1) The exar.inee will be asked %khere to rount a tank on a
moving tank range in a classroom.

(2) The examinee will be asked where to mount a tank on a
stationary tank range in a classroom.

e. TC V - Threat Vehicles:

The examinee will have ten (I) seconds each to deterrire if
six (6) various NITC and WAPS&I' PrCT vehicles are "kill" or "no kill."
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6. STATION f6 - GENEFAL SLEJECTs

a. TC P1 - The examinee must demonstrate knowledge of the basic
map colors by naming the five main colors and their basic meanings.

b. TO 02 - The examinee must determine elevation on a map.

c. TO #3 - The examinee must locate positions on a map using six
(6) digit coordinates.

d. TO f4 - The examinee must identify in writing objects or type
of roads, using the marginal information tables on the map from a
given point on a map.

e. TO #5 - The examinee must demonstrate knowledge of NEC mine
and contamination markers, by identifying the markers when shown by
the testor.

f. TC #6 - The examinee within nine (9) seconds will have to
properly don the M25Al protective mask and give the alarm for a gas
attach.

g. TO 7 - The exarinee will be required to respond to two (2)
NBC first aid questions.

7. STATION #7 - CQYLUNICATICNS

a. TO $1 -The examinee within two (2) minutes will be required
to place the field telephone, TA 312, into operation and conduct a
telephone check.

b. TO P2 - The examinee within two (2) minutes will be recuried
to place the AN/VPC-64 into operation, given an assigned frequency,
then demonstrate knowledge of the CW helmet three (3) position switch
by placing switch in position to perform functions stated by testor in
a communications classroom.

c. TO #3 - The examinee must perform a radio check on a complete
and operational AN/VC-64 radio.

d. TO 14 - The examinee must transnit a prepared message, using
proper radio telephone procedures on a ccmplete and operational
AN /VC-64 rad io.

r. STATIN Pe - !$AINTFEWNCE

a. TO #1 - The examinee will have to either perform measuring
track tension or disconnecting track up to removal of outer end
connector, on a tank hull, in a maintenance area.
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Annex B - BAT Craduates Performance Requirements

b. TO #2 - The exarinee will have to perform checWing and
servicing the air cleaners of a tank.

c. TC 3 - The exarinee, utilizing an operator's manual, will be
required to perform two (2) maintenance checks or tasks on an 6CAI
tank.

d. TC #4 - The examinee, utilizing an operator's manual, will
perform either before, during, or after operptions checks and services
on the l6EAI tank.

e. TO #5 - The examinee will be required to properly fill out the
heading of a UA Form 2404 and list all shortcomings and deficiencies
found during hs checks on TO #4 above.

f. TO #6 - The examinee will be required to properly complete the
daily entry on the A Form 240-1 from the information he has already
completed on his CA Forw 2404 (TO #5) above.

g. TC #7 - The examinee will be required to use the lubrication
chart and identify type of lubricants, intervals, and location of item
to be lubricated.

9. STATIa4 #9 -ADVANCED rRIVING

a. TO #1 -The examinee will be required to perform the drivers
prepare to fire checks on the tank.

b. TO #2 - The examinee will be reouired to start the tank and
identify any deficiencies or equipnent malfunctions.

c. TO 3 - The examinee will be required to respond to two (2)
malfuntions or emergency procedures in the tank while he is operating
the tank.

d. TO #4 - The examinee will be required to properly stoF the
tank.

e. TO #5 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm
signal to start a tank engine.

f. TO 16 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm
signal to stop a tank engine.

g. TC #7 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm
signal to move a tank forward.

h. TO #8 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm
signal to turn a tank left.
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i. TC 99 - The exazriinee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm
signal to turn a tank right.

j. TC flC' - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hane and
arm signal to move a tank in reverse.

k. TC fl] - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand an.,
arm signal to move a tank in reverse to the left.

I. TC Vl2 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and
arm signal to move a tank in reverse to the right.

m. Tc f12 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the hand and
arm signal to neutral steer a tank.

n. TC 014 - The examinee will tavc to demonstrate the hand and
arm signal to stor the tank engine.

o. TC U]5 - The exarinee will have to demonstrate the flashlighI
signal to start a tank engine with a flashlight.

p. TC #16 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to turn a tank left with a flashlight.

q. TC 17 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to turn a tank right with a flashlight.

r. TC 91F - The exarinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to move a tank in reverse with a flashlight.

s. TC 019 - The examinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to stop a tank with a flashlight.

t. TO P2C - The examinee will have to demonstrate the flashlight
signal to move a tank forward with a flashlight.

10. STATICN fiC - CPLIEFP.tc PTFTCL ANT V.?A] MCIIINECLON

a. TO fl - The examinee within fifteen (15) seconds must prorerly
clear the caliber .t5 pistol.

b. TC f2 - The examinee within four (,) rinutes nrust proerly
disassemble, assemble, and perform a functions check of the caliber
.15 pistdl.

c. -TC f3 - The examinee within fifteen (15) seconds must properly
clear the M. AI submachinegun.
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6 February IS17p

Annex P- PT Craduates rtrformance requirements

d. 7O f4 - The examinee within five (E) minutes muse prorerly
disassemble, asseirble, end perform a functions check of the M3A]
submachi neg un.

11. STATICN P11 - FIRST PI

a. TC #1 - The exeminee must perform mouth tomouth resuscitation
on a simulated victim.

b. T V - The exeminee must perform the first aid measuares to
control bleeding for an arm or leg %ound without broken bones.

c. TC 13 - The examinee must treat a victim, who has already been
treated for an arm or leg wound, for shock.

d. TC 14 - The examinee, given a simulated victim, will have to
perform the first aid treatment for severe burns to include treatment
for shock.

e. TC ?5 - The examinee, given a simulated victim, will have to
perform first aid treatment for broken bones in either arm or leg.
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NAM'E RANW SSAN_______
UNIT P1.O ~PSG -BATE______

CIVILIAN EDUCATION LEVEL (HIGHEMT LEVEL IATTENME) 7, E, S~, 10, 1], 12,
13, 1d!, 15, 16.

TASK STATION NUMER (TO) GO IM REASON' FOP NC GC

STATION fl LO~DEps rt'riEs

9301 TO fl Stow Main Gun Ammno

93C1 TC 12 Load Banana Box

6702 TO ?3 Load Coax Fachinegun

7002 TO #4 Coax Fire Comm~and

70C2 TO #5 Main Gun Fire Conirand

70C4 MO #6 Main Gun Visfire

7r04 TOC 17 Unload P~/G Misfire

STATIOIN #2 BREECIELCK

7001 JTO fl1 Remove and risassemble
7001 1TO_#d^ Assemnble and Installj

STATION 13 P.219 ?PACPINEGU1N

6704 TO #1 Coax Stoppage

67C2 jTO 12 Clear

670C2 TO #3 risassemble, Assemble

STATION 14 MS5 M)PCtINECUN

E 707 TO #1 Clear

670S TO 12 Disassemble, Assemble

C-12
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EcTPTICN' f5c TA'NK CL'NNFPY SUPOTCT5'

7flC2 TC ?l rerlenisher -are J - _________

fl Fcu#h andi OrootI

f2 -%,, PO xg

u 'c Ekooth - - ________

P't NO LON g!tchcs

77C 1 -, 92 Parige Flags

!5 Creen

rE red

et7 rled arxd Creen I

#F rcd and Crange___ -

I c Creen and Crange

TC2 'C f! Irruniticn

p2fl Peat
oil A FTF

f12 PEP

ti? AFPFRF

#15 IFA 71-T FT

fIF (CCAX ?nwvunition

7(1(9 -'c ?, P.ounting Tanks

Fal'virg lank Farqge

#lr Stationary lank P~nge

5?C? TO 05 Threat Vehicles

_______ f11 Threat VecHIrs ________

C- 13



TASK ST-.TICN NUPBFR (TO) CRFPSCN FCR NC CC

1 1__ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

[1 1 21~d

STtIcN f6 CF WEIPl SUBJECT

3,09 TC fl Map Colors

5302 TC f2 Mar Elevation

53(] 0, #2 Yap 6-rigit Coordinate

2-C(09 TO f4 Map Marginal Info

4-00? TIC #5 NEC Parkers

0401 TO f6 Masking Pd25]

0401 - TO 17 NEC Knowledge
0.411

ST1TI'N f7 CCa'LVICATICNS

0404- T 11 Field Phone 7A-312

101 TC f2 ?I/VRC-64 Into Oper

611l! TC 1. Padio Check

6101I Te 04 Transmit Yessagc

ST.TICN (E MAIK'FWNCE

12-r03 TC 11 Track and uspension

13-C.3 I #2 ?ir Cleaner

7C06 TO #3 Paint Check

l3C4 TO f5 EA Form 2404

1304 To #6 tA Form 240P-1

C7006 TO 7 Fead Lube Mart
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i"INNLY.EP- (TC) cc jNO cc PU.CNrs FMT 'C CC

71mIICt #C AD'V7~NE rfPlIIC

C (7 TC I,' Prepare to fire checks

7'(5 TC P2 ?'tarting Procedures

C TC 3 Encrgcncy Situkitions

71F TC ft~ c'OFping Procedures

2CC2 T ' *: WY 2tart " ~ine

20(7l2 TO Pf (; /?. Stop Trank

22r 'IC 7? 11/7 Vovc Forward

2OC2 TOC F~ II Turn Left

2CC2 09 L/11 Turn Figt

20C2 TO PIC G/t- hove in Reverse

2 C I"2 TO -1C11 tlt Feverse to Left

7-TCr? TO f12 F/A Feverse to Pight

2002 TO f12 E/t Neutral Steer

2CC2 TC V14 IVA Stop Fnine

2 cc?" TO ?1S FL Start Engine

2Cr? TC W1 FL Turn Left

2CC,2 -c CP17 FL Turn qight

20C2 TO W1 FL P'oe in Peverse

2r.02 TO #I S, FL Stop Tank

2CC? TC #2C FL Yo've Forward

C- 15
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TASK STATIN NtFEER (TC) GC NO CC RDX ' FCR NC CCK325_
STATION 010 CALIBER .45 & SUE1ACHINECUN

6401 TO fl Clear Cal .45 Pistol

6402 TO #2 risassembly, assembly,

and function check

(711 TO #2 Clear M-Al SMG

6712 TO #4 Disassembly, assembly,

and function check

STATION f11 FIRST AID

0102 T #1 fouth to Fouth

0103 TO #2 Control Eleeding

010S TO 13 Treat for Shock

CIC6 TC f4 Purns

01C6 TO 1'5 Eroken Bones
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AN'NEx r

PERSctJEL M%'t TPUBININC AIES RECUIREDENT-E

I. P nViir EY rIViSImN WCVK TEAI

a. Examiners (IS)

b. Tanks MtEAI - Ten (10)

C. Weapons

(1) Fifteen (15) 1-219 Coax rect.ineguns (r in the tanks)

(2) Ten (10) M-P! Ivachineguns

(3) Ten (10) Cal .t5 Pistols w/maga7ines

(4) Ten (10) 02A] Subtmachineguns

d. rummy P m unition

(1) Five (5) main gun rounds

(2) Six (6) 2CC-round belts of 7.E2 link (one will be broken
into ten twenty (20)-roud belts)

(3) Ten (10) ten (IC)-round belts of cal EO link.

(4) TUenty-four (24) cal .4

e. Faintenance Equirrent

(1) Five (5) sets of breechblock removal & assembly ecuipment

(2) Ten (10) screwdrivers, 8" flat tip

(3) Ten (1r) -10 TVs and L[s for PfCPI

(4) Two (2) wrenches, 12" crescent

(5) Three (3) sets of track breaking equipment

(6) Three (3) sets of track measuring equipment

f. Comunlcations Fquilment

(1) Ten (10) TA-212's w/batteries & Wri wire

C-17
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(2) TCn (.C) oFerational .,'/VPC-64 consisting of:

(a) CW helmet

(b) 0-229

(C) I 'I7PC

(d) ?N/VFC-64

(c) ?.!I connector catles

(3) Three (3) frequencies to be used for testing

g. First ;id

(1) Cne (1) respirator training aid

(2) Four (4) simulated victims (dummies)

(3) Four (1) combat dressing

(-') Six (6) blankets

(S) Four (4) simulated wounds

h. ?iscellaneous Equip nent

(1) One (1) classroom

(2) One (I) slide Frojector and screen

(P) Seventeen (17) stopwatches

(4) Ten (2C) flashlights

(5) Ten (i) V2EAI protective masks

(F) Nine (9) tables

(7) Ten (1C) clip boards

I. PXtVIEEE EY FCRT KNCX (ARTS)

a. Score Sheets

b. Slides for Station 5

c. Ansuer Sheets for Station 5

C-18



d. r'ap Boards

e. M,1ine Field tVarkers

f.Prepared 1Pessages

g. 2404/2408- l's Cards

h. Start &Stop Charts

i. visual Signal Tank Charts.

C-I19



ANNEX E

SAFETY

1. No smoking within fifty (50) feet of tanks.

2. Extreme care will be taken when mounting and disoirunting tanks.

2. M en conducting the breechblock portion of this test, extreme
caution will be taken to insure the safety of the examinee and testor.

4. Vben entering and leaving the driver's capartment, extreme
caution will be taken to prevent falls.

C-20
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I Post Graduate Questionnaire

Page

Briefing D-1

Post Graduate Questionnaire r-2
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This questionnaire is part of a continuing research effort being

conducted by the Prmy Training Study for the Commander of Training ard

Doctrine Comnand. The purpose of the research effort is to gain

insights into the retention of basic armor skills that you were taug.ht

at Ft Ynox.

It is important for this research effort that wc identify how many

times you have done sane tasks since you left ft Knox. This

questionnaire is intended to establish just that; how rmany times you

have done certain tasks since you left Pt Knox. It is important that

you think carefully and make the most accurate response you car, to

each question. If you have not done certain tasks, please indicate

with a zero (P) or "none" in the response and do NOT include the times

you did things in basic armor training at Ft Knox.

All individual answers will be held in strict confidence by the

Prmy Training Study personnel. hb personal identification will be

released to any individual or organization.

There is a question on the survey that asks for the name of your

supervisor; the only purpose of this question is to assist Prmy

Training Study personnel in locating him so that #.,e tay administer a

survey to him.

1:-I
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POST GRADUATE QUESTIONNAIRE

NA.E UNIT DATE

S__ BtPER NO. OF TANK YOU ARE ASSIGNFM TO

Please answer all questions with the most accurate estinetes you can
make. These questions concern the things you have done in your unit
since your graduation at Fort Knox. tO NOT include the things you
did ubile in basic armor training. YFte answer is "Never" or
"Zero," write that in.

1. How many weeks have you been assigned to duties with your
company or platoon without being assigned to a tank crew?

weeks.

2. How many different tanks have you be assigned to? tanks.

3. Vkhat is the longest time (in weeks) you were in any one tank

crew? weeks.

4. Fow many 7C's have you had? eT's.

5. What percentage of your training in each of the following sub-

jects is conducted by your TC?

TANK GUNNERY__

NBC__

CCMfAC%

MAINTENANCE__

FIRST AID__

THREAT VEHICLE RECOGNITIN

6. What crew positions have you had in the tank? Indicate by
placing the nunber of weeks after each. Please circle current
duty position.

DRIVER Weeks

L ___ __ _Weeks

GUNNER Weeks

If you are not in a tank crew, what job are you
doing?

D-2



7. What rank is your TC__.

e. Do you plan to remain in the Army as a career?

Yes_; Probably Yes_ ; Undecided. ; Probably Not ;

No__

9. Have you ever used TEC lessons? Yes. ; No .

If yes, indiate the number of TEC lessons you have seen on the
following subjects.

TANK GUNNERY .

NBC

CC1MOC

MAINTEMNCE .

FIRST AID

THREAT VEHICLE RBCOGNITI _ _

Questions 10 through 37 ask about things you may or may not have done
since leaving Fort Knox. Please fill in your best estimate of how
many times you have done each of these things since graduation from
basic armor training.

10. Stowed amno in the ready rack? (indicate total number

of rounds).

11. Stovmd belt ammo in the banana box?

12. Loaded th M219 machinegun?

13. Loaded the main gun?

14. Practice misfire procedures (main gun)?

15. Disassembled the breechblock?

16. Disasembled the M219 machinegun?

17., Disassembled the MW5 machinegun?

1P, Disassembled a .45 caliber pistol? .

19. Disassembled the FMIA submachinegun?

20. Fired the .45 caliber pistol?

D-3



21. Put on a protective mask? .
22. Recehv"d a W'C class? .

23. Turned on the radios in a tank and set frequency?. -.

24. Received a class on mine field markings? _ _ .

25. Transnitted a message on the radio?

26. Put an TA-312 field phone into operation? .

27. Performed before-operations checks on a tank? .

2e. Filled out the heading and made entries on r[A Form 2404?

29. Made tihe driver's entries on the DA Form 24C-1 (daily)?

30. Lubricated a tank following the liube order?

31. Measured track tension (with block, string, and ruler)?

32. "Broken' track?

33. Serviced the air cleaners?

34. Performed "Prep-to-Fire"?

35. Received training as a tank gunner?

36. Fired the main gun a gunner? . Approximate number

of rounds fired?

37. Driven a tank? _ . lw many miles? (Best estimate)

Since campletlng basic armor training, have you received training in

the following subjects?:

38. First Aid: Yes_; No

If yes, list the hours for the following subjects:

Treatment for Burns

Treatment of Broken Bones

Mouth-to-Mouth ususcitat ion

Controlling the Bleeding

Treatment for Shock

I-



. o 'ap readinc? 'Yes _; No

If yes, how many hours?

Were you required to determine elevation on a map?
Yes ; oF --

Were you required to locate a position on a map?
Yes ; Fo

FHave you used any TEC lessons on map reading?
Yes ; No

Have you used a map to find your location on the grotid?
Yes ; No

40. Threat Vehicle Recognition? Yes No

If yes, how many hours?

• [ at tyre training aids were used? (Put check after each
typed used).

TEC

SLIrFS_

M1 LrE __s _ .

41. Are you right-handed? Yes .; No .

42. ire you married? Yes-; No

42. What is your height?

44. What is your %eight?_ ____

45. If you have completed any schooling since completing Cne
Station tnit Training, please list it here.

4F. What is your rank?

47. V.bat is your supervisor's name?
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PART I I

RETENTION OF BASIC ARMOR TRAINING SKILLS WITHIN THE INSTITUTION



"The view, opinions, and/or findings contained in this report tOose

of the System Work Team and should not be construed as an official Depart-
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CHAPTER I

EXEC LTIVE SLMARY

BACKGRIUND

Wbile Arm y Iraining Study (ARIS) was in the formulation stages,

managers of First Training Erigade, Ft Knox, Kentucky had becorre

concerned with the retention of basic armor skills. Tests were

available and used to measure the initial learning of skills within

the institution, but no hard data was available on retention of these

skills in the institution and in the unit. ARTS managers recognized

the importance of skill retention and loss rates to the determination

of overall training effectiveness. The ARTS M60AI Systemrs Iork Tean

(S%1I), Ft. Knox, was thus assigned the task of refining First Training

Brigade retention testing procedures and obtaining initial retention

data for basic armor skills in the institution and in the unit. This

paper addresses the first part of that effort: the study of

relatively short-term skill retention within the institution.

SIATE12C OF THE P BLEM

The proficiency of the individual armor crew member depends upon

how well he remembers certain military skills ecquired in the Army's

First Training Brigade (Armor) Basic Armor Training (BAT) program.

%bile the armor student is tested at various times during the course

to measure his progress and readiness for fuirther training, little

evaluation has been carried out over time to determine how much he

remenkers. Critics of the training systems have offered the opinion

that the quality of recent trainees is such that skills are forgotten

very rapidly after testing. Empirical data are strongly needed in

this area.



TES1 &ES I -a

The sample for this study consisted of trale, entry level, LS Army

personnel who attended Easic Armor Training during the period 17 Dec

77 tircugh 17 Mar 78 at the First Training Brigade, Ft Knox, Kentucky.

A total cf 436 personnel were tested and later retested, 266 on the

nid-cycle and 150 on the end-of-cycle test (TSCT).

A test-retest methodology was adopted in the study to avoid the

selective biases associated with dropout and turnover in the sample.

During the study, randoirly-selected trainees were retested on the

rid-cycle test and 'ISCT. The samples were drawn from the First

7raining Brigade without being retested a second time on the same

test. Ey-narre lists of those chosen for retesting were sent to the

unit on the day of retesting.

Criterion-referenced performance tests administered did not test

all skills learned but only those considered critical to the

performance of an armor crewman at an established standard appropriate

for survival in a combat envioronent. All tasks were tested on a

GO/NG GO criteria. For an individual to receive a 00 on any test

station, it was necessary for him to score a G3 on all subtasks for

that station. A NC Go on any subtask made an individual a NC (o for

the entire station. Some stations involve as many as eighteen

suttasks, while others as few as two subtasks. The GC/NC G criterion

does not distinguish between an individual who barely met the

standards and an individual who exceeded the standards. The criterion

indicates only that the individual passed the test but it does not

indicate any degree of change in individual proficiency.

LIM:I'ATIONS
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It was deemed cost effective to limit data acquisition instruments

to the evaluation instruments that were already set up and in use in

the First Training Brigade. These evaluations test many tasks that

* have been deemed critical by the Commanding General and provide CGJ/NO

GC~ measures which only indicate whether the individual tested meets

* the established standards but does not indicate individual proficiency

beyond this standard. Time and cost analysis made it apparent that

the developm~ent of new test procedures and training of evaluators on

the new test procedures were prohibitive to this study. Based on

these factors, current GO/NC GO test procedures were utilized

recognizing their limitations as a retention testing instrument.

Available data sources were reviewed, and it was determined that

sufficient data were not available for proper analysis and comrparison

for anyone graduating fromD BAT prior to 17 Dec 77. Due to course

redesign and changes in class format beginning in January 1978, the

tire for which consistent, comuparable data were available was limited

to the period 16 Dec 77 to 17 Mar 78, the date of graduation of the

last class of the old course of instruction. Additionally, mall

scale investigation by the First Training Brigade indicates that this

time frame may contain an abnormally high proportion of the

unemployed/izieiployable compared to other time frames. The full

implication of these factors must be considered in generalizing from~

the results obtained.

3



ihESLL S ANE FINCINGS

Cue to the short time available for the testing, relative

unsophisticated test design and administration, and srrall population

safiplcs the results cannot be considered as conclusive evidence of

learning/retention levels and should not be used for policy decisions.

ho%.ever, test results indicate that individual learning/retention was

much greater on those tasks involving fewer subtasks. Retention was

greatly reduced on those tasks involving nultiple precise, sequential

subtasks or that involve accurate retention of subject matter, i.e.,

coniTunica'ions, first aid, vehicle recognition, maintenance. Detailed

examination of individual suttasks was considered, but found not

feasible for this study because of the nature of the O/NO CC method

of scoring.

Test results on the mid-cycle initial and retention tests indicate

the greatest difficulties on stations involving first aid and

coms unications. Test results for the ISL7 indicate the greatest

difficulties on stations involving cognitive or multi-step secuential

subtasks, i.e., machineguns, breechblock, and communicaticns. The

areatest number of NC GO's occurred on the performance measure

requiring identification of friendly/threat vehicles (less than 70%

G-G).

Although non-conclusive, this trend enforces the supposition that

multiple step sequential tasks and cognitive tasks are the most

cifficult to learn and retain. Retention on cognitive tasks indicates

the greatest retention loss in areas of vehicle identification and use

and identification of NBC rarkers.

4



Retention testing on both mid-cycle test and 'ISC'I indicate that

remedial training in problem areas was productive and that indfviduals

receiving remedial training generally retained information once it was

learned. This is supportive of the idea that additional training in

these areas will increase learning/retention.

CCNLUSlIONS

Overall, task learning was high even though there were specific

tasks that were relatively low. 1hese include those that are

procedural or cognitive. Generally, retention was maintained at a

high level in the institution with no consistent retention loss

demonstrated over a period up to three weeks. Overall those taskc

that were difficult to learn were also difficult to retain and were

generally procedural tasks. Pemedial training in these tasks appears

to be relatively successful, with those individuals receiving remedial

training having better retention. Future study of test procedure and

task analysis should expand the concept of analysis of subtasks so

that a more accurate determination of where actual difficulties lie

can be accomplished. This will provide more data on which to base

evaluation of training pitfalls and should identify areas where

additional training can be beneficial to learning and retention.
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CHAPTER II

INTRODLCTICN

BACKGROLND

Training resources in the Army have been under scrutiny from

various sources (particularly Congress) in recent years. To convince

budgeting agencies that training resources should not be reduced

arbitrarily, the Army must provide solid empirical data as well as the

professional assessments of senior Army managers. Models must be

developed to relate readiness and combat effectiveness to training and

other resources. Army managers could then present a solid defense of

the budget by precisely ar quantitively identifying the minimum

resources needed to maintain the required levels of coubat readiness

and effectiveness. The effects of arbitrary reduction could be

quickly enumerated in terms of probable consequences in cxmbat, and

arbitrary reductions could be headed off and only knowledgeable ones

would be implemented.

Additionally, the Army must begin to formulate training programs

for the complex weapons of the 1980's with the relationship of

resources to combat effectiveness clearly in mind. In the next few

years the Army will be acquiring new and sophisticated weapons systems

such as the new main battle tank, the WI-l. Recent failures to make

maximum use of new and sophisticated weapons systems (e.g., the

product-improved, support battle tank (the M60A2) and the Dragon

Missile System) have been attributed, to some degree, to both

insufficient user and maintenance training. Therefore, it is very

important that maximum effort te devoted to efficiently and rapidly

6



training personnel to use these new systems.

As a result of this pressure on the Army's budget and the

anticipated accuisition of new weapons, the Army has initiated steps

to quantify elements of combat efficiency to training in order to

er.able the impleirentation of cost-effective training progrars. The

Army qraining Study was formally initiated within Iraining and

Eoctrine ComUand (RACdC) during Cctober 1977 with an ultimate

two-fold purpose: to determine the relationship between training

resources and cotat effectiveness for the Army of the 1980's, and to

deterrine the training programs required to optimize the capabilities

of new weapon systems programmed for Jelivery to the force in the

l9b0's. Long-range ARIU objectives are: to determine the functional

relationships among resources for institutional and unit training, the

individual and collective training programs of the total Army training

syste., the resultant training readiness and combat effectiveness, and

to determine the optimum mix of individual training programs conducted

in the training base and in the force. In the overall ARIS model;

combat effectiveness is a function of the weapons system's design

capabilities, as influenced by varying levels of readiness of

training, personnel, logistics, and the intangibles of tactical and

personnel/leadership.

ARTS has begun with a near-term effort to evaluate selected

systems by using selected empirical data available in 1977-78. Using

insights gained from the 1977-76 near-term effort and selected

excursions, the study will develop a "road map" of training policies

and progarrs to transition frcm the present to t&e 1984-65 Arny. The

ARIS n~ar-tern, effort is based on selected aspects of five major

7
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current systems: weapons system-M6OAl; combat support

system-artillery forward observer system and Pershing (force iralance

problem); combat service support-tank turret mechanicg and/or

coimunication maintenance; personnel structure-liB vs llB/H; and

systems with available data-REDEYE and IC%. The present paper is a

report of initial results within the M6OAM weapons system.

PL /FSE/OJECI IVES

The retention testing program was designed to provide insights

into the retention curves for armor skills and to identify factors

that affect those curves. From this initial information,

detailed, long-range, and comprehensive studies can be developed to

meet the objectives within the ARTS training effectiveness analysis.

The specific objectives of this initial retention testing program are:

o provide insights into establishing retention curves for armor

skills by determining the amount, temporal course, and distribution of

proficiency loss for a high priority set of critical tasks for

individual armor crewren over a period of up to three weeks after

institutional testing of military skills learned in BAT.

To provide insights into factors which influence the retention

curves for armor skills by examining general training and demographic

variables.

To provide insights into the feasibility and methods of running

further retention tests, throughout the Ariry.

.,



CHAPTER III

REVIEI OF LITERATURE

Interest in skill learning and retention within the fields of

education and psychology has fluctuated over the years, with interest

having been high during the early twentieth century, then waning, and

resurging since 1940 with the application of learning theory within

industrial and military settings. This brief review of the literature

emphasizes the study of skill retention within the military context.

Clarifications and definitions of the concepts of skill and retention

are briefly discussed, followed by a review of the general skill

retention literature and sumwaries of specific military studies.

DEFINITI(N OF SKILL

Skills are often referred to as motor skills or psychomotor

skills,2 emphasizing the idea that skills are behaviors which involve

the coordination of physical movements. Fitts identifies the

characteristics of skill as spatial-temporal patterning, the interplay

of receptor-effector-feedback processes, and such attributes as

timing, anticipation, and the graded response. 3  The study of skill

1 J . Oxendine, The Psychology of Motor Learning. (New

York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968).

2C. E. Noble, "The Learning of Psychomotor Skills" in Annual

Review of Psychology (Vol 19), ed. P. R. Farnsworth, (Palo Alto, CA:
Annual ]Reviews, Inc., 1978), pp. 203-250.

3P. M. Fitts, "Perceptual-motor Skill Learning" in Categories
of Human Learning, ed. A. W. Felton (New York. Academic Press,1964), pp. 130-158.

9
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learnino and retention has often been conceived of as a field distinct

frcor the study of cognition, or the acquisition and retention of

' noledge, %hich has teen the prinary subject matter of verbal

learning and cognitive psychology. Vineberg and laylor delineate two

important components of a job as job knowledge (information about a

job) and job skills (abilities), and they divide skills into the

categories of perceptual skills, rotor skills, cognitive skills, and

social skills.4  The basic distinction is between knowing what to do

versus being able to do it. Being able to do a job requires the

perception of information, the coordination of motor movement, and at

leost a lir ited amount of cognitive processing of stimuli and

fE edback. 7hc application of knowledge also requires the use of motor

noverrents; for exanple, speech can be thought of as a motor skill.

Thus, the distinction beteen skills and knowledge is not clear-cut;

for the purposes of the present paper skills are defined as behaviors

which eirphasize physical movement rather than knowledge.

Motor skills have teen divided into numerous categories, but the

principal division of interest here is that of continuous versus

discrete skills. Continuous motor activities are those which recuire

repetitive or sustained effort, such as ualking or bicycle riding.

Liscrete skills require a singular exertion or short-term effort, such

as a dart throw or a soccer kick. Again, the distinction cannot be

clcrly delineated. Some tasks are sequential or serial, requiring a

4R€ Vineberg and E. N. Taylor, Performance in Four Army Jobs
Ly Men at Cifferent Aptitude (AFQT) Levels: 4. Relationships Between
Perfornanoe Criteria. hunR C 7ech Report 72-23 (Alexandria, VA:
liunan Resources FesearcL Crganization, August, 1972).
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sequence of discrete movements which are not repetitive. Examples are

boling or operating a computer terminal. In the present japcr,

skills will be categorized as continuous or discrete with sequential

or procedural tasks falling somewhere in between.

DEFINITION CF RE'IENTION

The primary focus here is on skill retention, but the point gust

be made that this area cannot be separated frcii skill learning and

transfer. The three topics have been studied primarily in isolation,

but the amount of initial learning affects the amount retained and

transfer studies are often very similar to retention studies.
5

Leonard, Wheaton, and Cohen define retention as the maintenance of a

skill over time and/or interpolated activity, and they define transfer

as the maintenance of a skill over changes in contexts. 6  Retention

studies emphasize changes in performance over time with appartus and

other aspects of context held constant to the extent possible, while

transfer studies em.phasize changes in performance with different

apparatus or context with interpolated activities held constant and

very short time frames used. Cne could argue that this distinction is

impossible to maintain: context can never be held corpletely constant

and all transfer studies involve at least a short time interval

between contexts. The difference is one of degree; the present review

5A. S. Elaiwes and J. J. Regan, An Integrated Approach to the
Study of Learning, Retention, and Transfer-A Key Issue in Training
Device Researc and Develoaent. NAVIRADECEN Tech Report IH-178.
(Orlando, FL: Naval Training Device Center, August, 1970).

J. L. Leonard, Jr., G. R. Wteaton, and F. F. Cohen, Transfer

of Training and Skill Retention. API Tech Report 76-A3. (Alexandria,
VA: LE Army Research Institute, October, 1976).
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r[tkwa7izes ctudics of changes in motor skill performrance over time and

.... renin training.

GLTJFAL SKILL RETION LITERAURE

Naylor and Briggs have provided an extensive review of skill

retention literature in which they conclude that most retention

research has been related to verbal rather than motor learning and

that most skill retention research has involved short time intervals.
7

In sur .arizing research on long-term skill retention as a function of

the task, they conclude that there is not adequate evidence of an

intrinsic superiority for retention of motor habits over verbal habits

(it may be that retention of arbitrary response sequences is less than

that of meaningful sequences or patterned organizations). It appears

that continuous tasks are better retained than are discrete ones,

Although other authors argue that continuous tasks are often

over-learned, involve less physical proficiency, and involve lower

skill levels. 8 ith respect to conditions surrounding original

learning, retention is related positively (but negatively accelerated)

to amount of original learning; distributed practice facilitates

learning tut not retention; whole learning iray lead to better

retention than part learning; actual motor practice leads to better

retention than does verbal practice, which is better than none; and,

conditions leading to more rapid learning do not necessarily result in

7J. C. Naylor and C. E. Eriggs, Long-Term Iic.tention of
L':arned Skills: A Review of the Literature. ASD Tech Report 61-93U.
(bright-Patterson AFE, CH: Aeronautical Systems Division, Air Force
Eysters Comand, August, 1961).

8Cxcndine, Fsychology of Motcr Learnina.
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better retention. Conditions existing during the retention period

influence retention with the function depending on the situational

parameters; rehearsal facilitates skill retention, particularly'if it

involves overt activity; and rehearsal produces better results if

fidelity to the original task is maintained. Conditions surrounding

the retention test influence retention in that the measure used (first

trial recall versus savings in retraining) affects the degree of

retention (the criterion should be the one that is most important in

the operational task); retention is directly related to the degree of

replaction of the learning context during the test (see discussion of

retention versus transfer above); and warx -up facilitates retention.

These reviewers conclude that the major need is for studies using

fairly extended time periods between learning and recall, that no

experimental approach has proved completely satisfactory, that it is

critical to determine the relationship of task "organization" to

retention, ar that there is a need to study the effects of different

measures on retention. 9  Similar conclusions have been echoed

throughout the skill retention literature, along with the observation

that most skills studied have been simplistic ones which did not

involve a great deal of cognitive processing or complex procedure

following. 10

SPECIFIC MILITARY STUDIES

Military skills run the gamut from sinmple continuous tasks

(marching) to comprlex perceptual, procedural, and cognitive tasks

9Blaiwes and Regan, An Integrated Approach.
1 0Leonard, Wheaton, and Cohen, Transfer of Iraining.
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tcircgim the cnery in a tank battle). 1he most frequent criticisrs

cf studies of rilitary skills retention arc that there tave not heen

encuch of th.er, they have inolved rclativEly short tire periods, and

tte have addressed only simple tasks. Several examples of studies of

military skill retention are sumrarized below.

N~c~nald -as obtained retention data in several tasic ccfltat

proficiency areas: basic rifle marksnanship, physical cenbat

proficiency, and end-of-cycle tests (irilitary courtesy, rrilitary

justice, drill and ceremonies, first aid, guard duty, individual

tactical traininc, hand-to-hand combat, and tayonet).11 Independent

groups of soldiers were tested at the end of Easic Combat raining

(M2I), infantry and non-infantry groups were retested using the same

tests after fourteen to sixteen weeks in the Arry, non-infantry groups

were retested after twenty-four to fifty-two weeks, and infantry and

non-infantry grou~ps were retested on tasic rifle rrarksanship after

ninety-six weeks. There were approxirately sixty personnel in each

group tested. Results showed significant performance decrements over

time for all areas except ptysical combat proficiency. At the end of

EC'1, 95.5 percent of soldiers tested oualified on basic rifle

rzirksranship, and on the first retest (after fourteen to sixteen weeks

in the Army) 92 percent of infantry personnel and 85 percent of

r~on-infantry personnel cualified. After twenty-four to fifty-two

weeks, only 53 percent of non-infantry personnel qualified, and after

rinety-six weeks 75 percent of infantry personnel qualified. At the

liR. D. McConald, Fetention of Military Skills Acquired in
Pasic Ctrrtat "Araining. FuMlIC Tech Report 67-13. (Alexandria, VA:
hFun.n F&Fsources Fesearcb Crgani2ation, .ecember, 1967)
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end of ECT, 99.9 percent qualified on the end-of-cycle tests, hut

after twenty-four to fifty-two weeks in the Army only 45 percent of

non-infantry personnel were able to cualify on these tests. FcLonalc

argues that the performance decremEnts were small, since rrost

personnel who failed to qualify on retention testing were barely under

the criterion. However, if one accepts the criterion as valid,

significant performance decre.ents were shown over one year.

Grimsley trained sixty Advanced Individual Iraining (AIT) trainees

to operate the contrcl panel of the r;ike-Hercules guided missiles

system under three levels of trainer fidelity.1 2  Ihile traincr

fidelity had no effect on learning or retention, rrEan pErforrTncc

scores dropped from 91.4 to 74.6 with retesting after four weeks.

Time to retrain after six weeks averaged 19.7 rinutes, compared to

115.1 minutes for original training. So there was a significant

performance decrcnent over a relatively short ti. interval, but

considerable savings in retraining were deironstrated. It should be

noted that the task studied here was not a basic coirbat skill, hut

rather a procedural task in which discrete, principally "all-or-none"

responses were m.ade to specific values cf cues in a continuous series

of stinuli (tasks %ere done in a sequential order). Griirsley

replicated the results ottained in the previous study in a further

study comparing the performance of low-aptitude (Category IV) trainees

12D. L. Crimsley, Accuisition, Retention, and Retraining:

Effects of High and Low Fidelity in Iraining Devices. Huj' 'le&
Report 69-1. (Alexandria, VA: Lm.an Fesources Research Crganizaticn,
February, 1969).
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13

iitr. Lgh-artitu;dc trainees. Category IV trainees took longer to

vester the t:sk Lut derronstrated retention levels almost as higt as

hi~h aptitude trainees.

virneterg obtained retention data on the basic corbat skills of

crill and ceremony, first aid, individual tactical training, guard

o:ut , Y:16 rifle, cherrical, biological, and radioactivity training,

r.d F:bU rrachinegun. 1 4  Two hundred soldiers were tested upon

coTrlcticn of BCT and retested six weeks later by the saire test tear.

Fesults showed that the probability of passing the overall test was

.8l at the end of I3C, was .63 six weeks later, and was .55 for

passing tcth. Depending on the measure used, the average decrease was

18 to 26 percent. Individual tasks showed decreirents froT, 5 to 44

jcr,:ent, and Category II personnel were superior to Categories III and

I%, who performed alike.

Leonard, Wheaton, and Cohen examined transfer and retention

perforrr.ance over periods of six and seventeen weeks for hand grenade

subtaks of selecting, maintaining, aruing, throwing positions, and

fJentifying coupunents. 1 5 Cne hundred fifty enlisted personnel showed

rto significant retention loss in hans-on performance, but performance

or, written suttests was lower upon retest than upon initial testing,

13r. L. Grirrsley, Acquistion, Retention, and Retraining:
Sraining Category IV Personnel with Low Fidelity Devices. HufrR1D Tech
feport 69-12. (Alexandria, VA: hurran Resources Research
Crarization, June, 1969).

14Vineberg and Taylor, Ferformance in Four Arrry Jobs.

1 15Leonard, Whcaton, and Cohen, Transfer of Training.
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with an indication that the longer the retest interval was, the

greater the decrease became. The authors point out that the tasks

studied did not require a great deal of cognitive process'ing or

ccmplex procedure following, and that relatively short time periods

were employed.

Germas trained operators of a tactical data systet using lectures

and cirputer-assisted instruction.16 The mean error rate for eighteen

trainees inaediately after training was 6.6 (on a perforiance-based

pencil and paper test), and the mean error rate on a retest one month

later was 11.9. This study provides an indication of rapid retention

loss on a ccfplex procedural task, although results on a perform'ance

test would have been more Kelevant to skill retention than would

results on a pencil and paper test.

Another retention research area in a military context is studies

of flying skills. %right found that visual flying rules (vFR) skills

remained acceptatle for up to three years without any flying, but that

instrument flying rules (IFR) skills became less than acceptable after

one year for nearly one-half the Army aviators surveyed, even if

mirinu flight practice was obtained. 1 7  The loss rate was greatest

soon after training and experience, and decreased to near zero after

one year. Roscoe concludes that perceptual-motor skills (landing a

16J. E. Germras, "Embedded Training: Utilization of Tactical

Computers to Train Caiputer Cperators," Linpublished rrmeorandun, LS
Arry R£search Institute, Alexandria, VA; Noveffber, 1976.

1JiR. i. Wright, Retention of Flying Ekills and Refresher

7raining Reouireirents: Effects of honflyino ano Proficiency Flying.
HLmRX Tech Report 73-32. (Alexandria, VA: hurran Resources Research
Crganization, Decenter, 1973).
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1lane) are not cuickly forgotten, but that procedural skills (starting

o plane) are forgotten nore rapicly. 1 Propket reviews the flight

rctention literature and concludes that Lasic flight skills can be

retained fairly well for extended periods of non-flying, tut soMe

decrement of concern does occur, particularly for instrunent and

procedural skills. Little is known about the retention and

retraining of higher level pilot skills within tactical units.

Paldwin, Clibcrn, and Foskett locked at the area of visual aircraft

recognition skills and found a 14 percent decrease in accuracy over a

period of ten weeks.
26

Studies of rilitary skill retention have shown significant

retention loss over relatively short periods of tirre. Although the

data are linited, it appears that retcntion lcss in rrore severe for

cofplex ProcEdural tasks than for basic rilitary skills. Protlers in

cirahing final conclusions in this area are suiwarized below.

A cociron conclusion that can he drawn fror both the general and

:ilitary skill retention literature is that research has concentrated

lbs. N. Roscoe, "Ircrertental 7ransfcr and Cost-Effectiveness

of flight lraininc Sirrulatcrs" in oroceedings of NTEC!Industry
Conference (7th). (Crlano, FL: Naa'l 7raining Equipment Center,
Noverrber. 1976), pp 3-9.

19 V. ;. Frophet, Long-Terr Retention of Flying Skills: A

Review of the Literature. hurtnF4 7lech Report 76-35. (Alexandria, VA:
f-ur.an Resources Research Crganization, October, 1976).

20R. C. Ealowin, F. E. Cliborn, and F. J. Foskett, The

Accuisition and Retention of Visual Aircraft Recognition Skills. API
lech Re~ort 76-A4. (Alexandria, VA: -B Army Research Institute,
tNovenrer, 1976)
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or, simple, non-procedural, primarily discrete skills. Practically

nothing is known about the retention of complex tactical skil;ls used

in the military, such as engaging the enemy in tank warfare. Another

general conclusion is that most studies have employed relatively short

time intervals and have looked only at end-points or ar a few points

on the retention curve. Further analysis of skill retention curves

over long periods of time is needed. Such an analysis is important

for determining that optimal distribution of retraining over time for

various types of tasks. Vith adequate retention data, a program could

be designed to retest personnel at times when they are likely to have

experienced retention loss and to provide retraining to those who fail

to meet the criterion. A third area of concern relates to retention

measures and the conditions under which retention is tested. First

trial recall and retraining savings measures have both been used in

the retention research sunmarized, and they 6o not necessarily lead to

the sare results and conclusions. much of thE military retention data

is in terms of pass-fail measures, which may not be adequate tc

provide precise retention curves. Also, the gathering of skill

retention data by use of pencil and paper tests i1ay not be as adeouate

as the hands-on tests. A final point here is that test and retest

conditions need to be carefully controlled, in order to distinguish

performance decrenents related to transfer from those related to

retention loss.

RELEVANCE CF PRESENT RESEJPCh

Numerous criticisms of previous studies of military skill

retention have appeared in the literature review. The research

oescriteo in this paper was not designed to answer all these

19



criticsnEs, Lut rjther was designed as a pilot study to initiate

furtifi:r rcsearch in the right direction. The review of the literature

.rciL-tes that retention of basic military skills has not been

stied extensively and that retention of specific armor skills has

not teen systematically studied at all. The present paper provides

initial data or. armor skill retention; some of these skills are

comrparable to basic military skills studied previously, and some are

rrcre couplex procedural ones. In order to answer some of the

criticisms and meet some of the objectives brought out in the review,

it is necessary to refine retention test procedures and to standardize

test conditions. The present study is of relevance here in providing

look at the usefulness of haids-on institutional tests as retention

tests, in providing a consideration of the adecuacy of pass-fail

measures for retention testing, and in providing a pilot study of

retentien testing procedures and analysis. The present paper will

serve as a model for the future, relatively iong-term retention

testing in the armor conr.unity.

20



CHAPIER I

TEST METHCDOWC-/IEST LESIGN

PERFOR ANCE TESTING AND EVALA IION

The objective of performance testing and evaluation is to insure

that each soldier attains the specified levels of performance in

prescribed subject areas and possesses the discipline, skills, and

spirit required to progress to the next phase of training.

Performance testing and subjective appraisal are integral parts of

the overall program. The trainee is not tested on all of the skills

he has learned. The performance tests administered in Basic Armor

Training (EAT) measure certain designated critical basic skills. The

subjective appraisal, conducted primarily by the drill sergeant,

examines the trainee's state of discipline and spirit and provides a

GO/NC GO assessment of his overall performance during EAT and

determines the trainee's potential for continued service. Specific

testing methods are criterion-referenced and selected based on the

subject matter, the training objectives, and the likely envirorment in

which the trainee will apply his skills. All tests recuire 100

percent completion of tasks based on a GO/NC OC criterion.

Under the five-phased concept of BAI, testing is conducted at the

end of selected blocks of instruction (Figure 1). The incremental

Phase I test, is administered by company cadre. The mid-cycle and

end-of-cycle Tanker Skills Cualification Test (TSCT) performance

tests, administered by Brigade Test and Evaluation Group, are EAT

skill tests which require demonstration of important skills in a

21
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realistic setting. Feedback from test results was made available to

the trainee so he knew his strengths and weaknesses as con-pared to the

specific standards of EA7.

LIMITATIONS

In the proposed retention testing study certain factors limit the

results from the outset. These limitations, which were taken into

consideration when the desired results were outlined, can be grouped

into the categories of time, funding, and resources.

The available data sources for this proposed retention study were

reviewed within First Iraining Brigade. It was found that records

would be inadecuate for anyone graduating prior to 16 December 1977.

The Basic Armor %raining (BAT) course was redesigned and changed

drastically for all classes beginning in January 1978, resulting in a

new fourteen week course that did not reach the first end of cycle

until April 1978. Because of the July 1978 suspense for this report,

the evaluation will be limited to approximately a four-month period,

from 16 December 1977 to 17 March 1978, and the number of personnel

available to be evaluated will also be limited. This number of

personnel, when coupled with other factors discussed later, limits the

results that can justifiably be expected to provide insights.

A small-scale investigation conducted within the First rraining

Brigade indicated that the educational level and previous erployment

status of trainees entering the EAM program may differ fro one

training cycle to another. The time frare fran Decenmber to March in

any year may tend to include a higher proportion of non-high school

graduates, although not the case for this sample, and the unemployed

or uneloyables than other tin.e frames. The full inplications of
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tcse factcts nust be ccnsidered ukher. generalizing from the results

cL t i ned.

It was dcered cost effective to limit data accuisition instruments

tc the evaluation instruments that were already set up and being used

in the First Training Erigade. These evaluation instruments test many

tasks that the Counanding Ceneral has identified as critical and

provide "OC/Nt Cc" measures which indicate whether or not a trainee

meets the established standard. Exact level of individual proficiency

is not recorded. Eecause of the time involved in developing a new

test anm the problems that would be encountered in getting evaluators,

equipuent, and trainees together to take the test, the existing

instruments would be used.

The retention testing will limit the results that can be expected.

Cnly forty-three armor skills will be tracked, and these tasks will be

tracked for a four-month period of the EAT program, from 16 December

1977 until 17 March 1978. Only limited insights into the decay curves

and factors effecting the curves can be obtained. The test program is

intended to provide a basis for future studies and to point out areas

of special interest and pitfalls to be avoided.

S REJECTS

The sample for this study consisted of male, entry level, (S Army

personnel who completed basic armor training during the period 16

Lecenter 1977 through 17 March 1978 at the First Training Erigade,

Fort Knox, Kentucky. A total of 436 personnel were te-ted and later

retested, 286 on the mid-cycle test and 150 on the end-of-cycle test.

A cetailed breakdown of sample sizes by test stations and test-retest

intervals is provided in Chapter V and in Appendix A, 'iable A-3. The
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approximate distribution of examinees across mental categories was

Category 1-3.1%, 11-13.4%, 111-75.1%, and IV-8.3%. t pprcxirfately

two-thiros of the sample were high school graduates. ' These

demographic characteristics are generally typical of those for

personnel entering the Pxmy during the winter months (see discussion

on limitations above). A more detailed discussion of demographics of

the sample is contained in Chapter V.

TEST INSTR L EMS/APPARATLS

The instruments used to test and retest the examinees were the

mid-cycle test ard the end-of-cycle Tanker Skills Cualification 'est

At the time of this study, these were the standard instrments

used hy the First Training Brigade to measure the progress of

trainE:. These were criterion-referenced instruments which for the

Most p3rt provided performance-oriented testing. The particular

skills tested were ones judged as critical armor crewman skills by

First Training Brigade and senior Army personnel. The performance

test items were selected as representative samples of critical basic

armor crewman skill level one performance requirements. Stations on

the mid-cycle test were: basic driving, iaintenance, first aid,

communications, general subjects, caliber .45 and M3AI subirachinegun,

and tactical driving. Stations on the 'ISC were: loader's duties,

breechblock, M219 machinegun, V.85 machinegun, tank gunnery, general

subjects, communications, maintenance, and advanced driving. A

detailed listing of specific test perfor, ance measures within each of

these stations can be found in Apendix A, Tables A-1 and A-2.

retailed descriptions of performance measures, test standards,
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conditions, and associated appartus are included in the lesson plans

in Appendix E. For the purpose of this study, the term performance

measure couates to a specific task identified as an item/subject area

on which the trainee is to be evaluated.

Examination of Tables A-i and A-2 indicates that there were 43

performance n.easLres recorded on the mid-cycle test and 52 on the

ISCI. The number of performance measures was not equally divided

across stations; e.g., there were 16 measures on the mid-cycle basic

driving station and 3 measures on the mid-cycle maintenance station.

Stations were also not completely comparable in terms of test

conditions, sone measures were obtained by a slide test or other

classroom exercises, some were obtained on training devices, and some

were obtained on actual tanks. Scoring on both tests was in terms of

CC/NC GW categories: if an examinee performed all critical sub-tasks

on a performance measure properly, he received a OC (pass); if he

performed any sub-task improperly, he received a NC OC (fail) for that

performance measure. The number of sub-tasks within performance

measures was not constant on these tests, some measures involving two

sub-tasks which had to be performed properly, and some involving seven

or more. These test design factors impact on comparability of test

results across stations and performance measures, and will be

discussed further in the next chapter. The purpose of the present

study was to examine overall failure rates within the existing testing

system, and not to redesign the testing system for statistical

purposes,
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'ES!I FRCEELLUES

A test-retest methoooloy was arioted in the study to avclc. thc.

selective biases associated with drqcut and turnover in the'szri.e.

Low this %as accomplished is briefly descritec below.

Luring this study randonly selected trainees were retested on the

nid-cyclc test and the 'ISC'. The sanples were drawn fror thc First

lIraining Erigade without replacenent; i.e., once an individual had

teen selected and retested on one of the tests hE was not retcsted

again on that test. Ey-nare lists of those chosen for retesting were

sent to the unit on the day of retesting.

The retention of ability to perforn the tested tasks was reasur e

after tine periods of seven, fourteen, and twenty-one days frog the

date of original testing. The mid-cycle test adr.instered during the

seventh week of training was re-administered during the eighth, ninth,

and tenth weeks. lrainees ccntinued in the trzining cycle during the

test-retest interval, so both intervening and rerredial training were

occurring during this interval. The TSCI adminstered in the eleventh

week was re-adinstered only in the twelfth week, since one week was

the rraxi . , time period for which trainees were available after this

test. The retest (one-, two-, and three-week) groups were in general

selected frol, different training companies; thus slight inter-company

training differences were not controlled (counterbalanced) and nay

have affected the results.

4 Standardization of test conditions is critical to the success of a

retention study. Although sonewhat different teans of evaluators

conducted the t(sting and retesting, possible standardization protlern

were mininized by providirn the test tcans %ith trainirc ano
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staroardization on the test procedures. Iraining procedures insured

tL-at Evaluators had experience in following test procedures prior to

testing, and the nee6 for accurate, consistent, standardized scoring

was ighly emphasized. Identical test ccrditions, standards, and

apparatus were used for the initial tests and retests. Scoring

procedures were also identical for tests and retests; GC/NC GC results

were recorded by evaluators on standard score sheets.

28
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CUt.P'ER V

TIESTf RE-rJLrS/-J.!A ANALYSIS

INTFCDtLC IONG

In this and the following chapter learning and retention results

are presented and briefly discussed for the overall test saxple and

for demographic subgroups. General test results are discussed first,

and data summaries are then presented by test (mid-cycle or SCT),

test station, and individual performance measures.

Institutional learning results are presented in terns of the GC/NC

GC measures obtained. If an examinee received a GC on a perfornance

measure the first time he was formally tested on it in the

institution, this indicates that he had learned the task and was able

to perform it properly. If he received a NC GC on initial testing,

this indicates that he had not learned the task and further training

%as needed. Initial GC/C GOC results for perfornance measures are

presented in terms of the percentages of exarinees who passed or

failed the task on initial testing. Learning results for test

stations and total tests were obtained by averaging across examinees

the percentages of performance measures passed. For example, if one

man passed 90 percent of his performance easures and another man

passed 80 percent, average total test performance for these men was 85

percent GO.

Retention results are presented in terms of dependent measures for

examinees who were tested and later retested. The primary index of

retention is labelled G-G; this indicates that an exaiinee received a

GC when initially tested on a perfornance mr--Eure and &lso received a

GC when later retested, i.e., he learned the ro ck and rencntcred 1o,
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to cc it. qhc priirar indcx cf retcntion Icss is ]kE(llcc C-N; is

indicotes that an exafrinee rccivec] ar initial CC on a task tut

rcccivec a K CC wter, retested, i.e., he had le rncd the ta-.k LLt

fcrgot how to do it. 7hese indices were averaced across exanires to

ottain station and total test percentaces as described atove.

Retrainin results are also briefly discussed in this and the

follcinc chapter as an index of the effects of renedial training. If

an exaninee initially received a NtC CC on as task and received a C"

when retention tested (N-G), it is assumed that reiredial trainino was

given and proved effective in teaching hir the task. If a nan

received an initial NC (XC and a NC GC during retention testing (N-N),

he never learned the task (or, he learned it after initial testing and

quickly forgot it before retesting). These retraining indices are

sumxarized for total tests as described above.

The demographic analysis was linited since deirographic data were

not available for the total test sample. General data summaries for

the important denographic variables of nental category and educational

level are presented in this chapter. These provide an initial

indication of the effects of demographic variables upon institutional

learning and retention.

It should be pointed out that the type of data obtained limited

the analysis and conclusions that could be accomplished. CC/MO C

measurerent provides only an ordinal measurement of learning or

retention; it does not allow distinction between a man who barely met

the standards and a nan who exceeded the standards. A iran may have

received a C-C on a task, indicating that he learned and retained it.

ELowever, on the first test he nay have performed the task in two
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irinutes and cr retest in four rinutcs (still undcr tle rtjrc.ar6)

GC/I GC measures oo not detect this type of skill re-ention ]o!'.

The reader shculd also be cautioned that ti-ere are prctH'(nE ir

9 ccuparing learning and retention rcstlts across pCrfornarce treasurEs

differing in the nuaber of critical subtasks. Cnc neasure nay involve

seven subtasks which must be performed correctly to receive an overall

GC, uhile another may involve only two. If the forrrer neaEure appears

to be more difficult, this rray be because it involves nore Eubtasks,

not because the subtasks thenselves are inherentl nore coanitively

difficult. Examples cf this point are discussed in followinc

paragraphs. Results in this paper are in terats of pass and fail rates

within the existing testing systemr; subtask analysis and test design

factors are touched upon for consideration in future retention

research.

GENERAL TE-El RESULTS

Eue to the volume of the overall data, the general test results

for the total population are presented in Appendix A. 'lable A-] shows

retention test results for the aid-cycle test, Table A-2 shows

retention test results for the end-of-cycle (TEC'1) test, and Table A-3

swr,,arizes test sairple sizes for each test. All results are presented

in percentages due to the differing sarple sizes involved. All test

data are categorized in terms of the dependent data measures described

above (C-G, G-N, N-C and N-N).

In lable A-1 aid-cycle retention test results are presented by

week of retesting (1, 2, or 3) and perforrance category for each

performance treasure in the test, for each station in the test, and for

the total test. Cne can thus use this table to isolate retention (G-C
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r~u G-N) cr rttrairinc (N-4, ,ersus N-N) results for any part of the

-LvLr tlrct retesting periods. Ferforrance results cn the initial

r'ni-tration (an indicator of initial learning level) can te

t,;in 6' for .x test croup by sum ing the appropriate coluirtn entries.

kur exarple, for the one-%eek retest group, initial test performance

cn the total test was 96.9 (91.5 + 5.4) percent GC and 3.1 (2.7 + .4)

pAzIcnt NC CC. Pelevant sunuaries of the data in this table are

jpresented in the following paragraphs of this section.

In latle P-2 7SC'I test results are presented for the only retest

ptriod Lsed (one week) and by pcrforrrance category for each

perfornance gnkasure, for each station, and for the total test.

etcntion, rctraining, and initial learning measures can be isolated

in th is table in the sane way as in Iable A-1. Relevant data

sijTaries and comparisons with mid-cycle results are presented below.

Sanple sizes for each retest group by test and station are

prescnted in lable A-3. The mid-cycle test sample sizes were 111

trainees for nmst stations for the one-week group, 69 for each station

for the two-week group, and 106 for each station for the three-week

group. The TSC'I sample sizes were 150 trainees for eight stations and

97 for the other one. These sample sizes are considered sufficient

for providing at least preliminary retention trends.
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CH1-P'ER VI

DISCLESION

IIITIAL LEA1MING BY STATICN

More specific discussion of data analysis is presented in this

chapter, data tables referenced appear in Appendix C. E efore

analyzing retention data, it is necessary to cxar.ine initial learning

levels, since these levels may affect retention.

CC/NC CC) performance on the initial test administration is

suniarized by station in Table 1 for the mid-cycle test and in Table 2

for the ISCI. These percentage measures provide an indication of the

a ount of learning in the institution before initial testing. Ihc

most striking result is the high degree of learning indicated; or thE

average 96.7 percent of mid-cycle performance results and 96.1 prc(rt

of TSCI perforrmance results were GC. Previous First "raininm [r. ,

experience indicates that these GO rates are not &t .

performance results on these tests. These rcsults :r I. 1.

possible conclusions: (1) learning in the irc:t ,

extremely high level; (2) the tEsts wr 4,; ,5,

measure of learninm; or (3) tEst a "

ccntrolled and GC's wrE littr, .

th* prcscnt .ro)ect tc c. r

tf(e rx =r) rfs it ,,

0'( r'( r , a S' r f "'

u nn Ir Irf I I. *
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3-%ceks) c:roLps. For the group later retestec after one week, initial

perforarcc overall was 96.9 percent CC; for the two-week croup it was

S5.6 percent CC; and for the three-week croup it was S7.4 percent CC.

These figures agree closely enough to rtake safe the assuption that

the three retest groups were approximately eouivalent on initial

learning measures for the total test (although the two-week group had

learned slightly less). Institutional learnina on TSC'I tasks was also

in close agreement with thEse figures (9b.l percent).

Examining the data in latles I and 2 by station indicates that

corarunications tasks were the least well learned before the mid-cycle

test; 76.9 percent of results (averaged across weeks) were CC on this

station while all other stations showed Qreater than 94 percent GC's.

Cn the remaining mid-cycle stations, caliber .45 pistol and

subrachinegun and first aid showed the lowest learning levels and

tactical training and basic driving stowed the highest. Cn TSCI

stations, M:219 machinegun showed the lowest level of initial learning

(13.1 percent 9C GC) while loader's duties showed the highest (only

1.9 percent NC CC). Ereechblock, cormunications, and V85 ,achinegun

stations also showed intial 1C. GC rates greater than 5 percent.

Cverall, it appears that tasks least well trained in the institution

(but still well trained, in terms of the performance measures

obtained) include conmunications, machinegun, breechblock, small

wcapons, and first aid. These are primarily procedural tasks,

requiring the performance of several steps in proper sequence. These

tasks may be more difficult to learn because of the nuffter of-subtasks

involved or because sequential skills ere inherently more difficult

(as indicated in the literature review).
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INIIIAL LLANIING BY PERFCF/.YKAE t'ZALRES

In the preceding section initial learning levels were exarifned for

individual test stations. A more precise suffirary of learning by

indiv'uw~l tasks or perfornance measures is presented in ablEs 3 and

4. Exwsination of the performance measures listed in Appendix A

iricates ttat tasks within stations seen to "go together" to various

degrees, e.g., first aid tasks seefr fwore related to each other than

general suLjects tasks do. Thus, a irre precise analysis of specific

learning difficulties is obtained by looking at individual performance

measures. Measures which sho an initial NC, GX.rate of 5 percent or

itore are listed in Tatles 3 and 4 as possible areas of learning

difficulty.

'latle 3 shows that mid-cycle tasks learned least well by far in

the institution are related to conrunications, a finding in agreement

with the station results above. Other individual tasks with a NC Ct

rate of 5 percent or higher primarily involve first aid or small

weapons operations. These results indicate a need for increased

emphasis on training in these tasks in the institution.

'able 4 shows that ISQI tasks learned least well in the

institution are primarily related to CCAX rachinegun, comiuncations,

and breechblock; these tasks occur in stations on which performance

was relatively low (see preceding section). Another task not isolated

in the station analysis which shows relatively low performance is

threat vehicle recognition. Again, these results indicate a need for

modifying eiriphasis in training (e.g., a 20 percent NO C rate on

handling CCAX stoppage indicates a potentially serious probleir).

Again, the results indicate learning difficulty primarily with
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procedural or scquential tasks. The primary exception is threat

vehicle recognition, which is a relatively cognitive task, involving

recogritior memnory rather than motor skills.

CVERALL RED.'ICN ATA

Retention data are displayed in terms of the dependent measures

discussed in the section above. The prirary index of retention is

labelled C-G; this indicates that an examinee received an initial GO

on the performance measures (i.e., he had learned it) and also

received a CC during retest (i.e., he remembered how to do it). The

primary index of retention loss is labelled G-N, indicating that an

exarrinee received an initial M but received a NC GO during retest

(i.e., he forgot how to do it)..

In Figure 2 the G-G and G-N rates are plotted across weeks tested

for the overall mid-cycle test. For each retest group (1-, 2-, and

3-weeks), the overall (total test) percentages of tasks falling into

G-G and G-N performance categories are shown. The first obvious

result is that retention performance is high for three weeks in the

institution. If a soldier initially learned a task (received a GC on

it), the probability was high that he remebered how to perform the

task over a three week period; only about 5 percent of performance

neasures fell into the G-N category, indicating retention loss.

Any model prediccing retention loss over tine would predict that

the G-G line in Figure 2 would show a consistent downward trend over

weeks, and that the G-N line would show a consistent upward trend.

Visual exag.ination of Figure 2 indicates that this was not the case

here; the two-week retest group shows a slight decrement in

perfcrmance, but the three-week group performed at a level equal to
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the one-week group. A parametric (chi-square) statistical analysis of

the data trend is not possitle here because of interdependencies in

the data, but a non-parairetric Friediran analysis of ranks was

performed and yielded a highly significant result (chi-square = 16.30,

degrees of freedom = 2).i This results indicates that the two-weekLt
retest group consistently performed more poorly across tasks in the

test. However, this finding has little practical significance, since

the overall performance difference was consistent but not large (the

tuo-week results showed a 7.0 percent G-4K rate, whereas the one-and

three-week results shced 5.4 percent and 5.0 percent G-N rates,

respectively). Also, the two-week performance decrement does not

indicate a retention loss trend, since there was no decrement after

three weeks. These three retest groups primarily consisted of

different training companies, so the two-week decre.ent is thus more

appropriately attributed to training or retest ccnditions differences,

rather than to retention loss. There was an indication in the

learning results that the two-week group learned slightly less during

training.

TSC' retention results were not graphed, since there was only one

retest tire period (one week). For those trainees tested on the TSCI

and later retested after one week, 93.0 percent of performance

measures fell in the G-G category and 3.1 percent fell in the G-N

category. Figh retention similar to that found on the mid-cycle test

was thus demonstrated here. Findings with both tests indicate that,

at a general level, retention in terms of pass-rail measures is

1%. L. Bays, Statistics. (New York: Holt, Pinehart, andWinston, 1963), pp. 640-641.
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uaintained at a high level in the training institution environment,

with no consistent retention loss shown over a period of three w&cks.

RET'JEIIaN BY STAION

In the previous section it was indicated that retention

performance was high on the overall tests exatrined. In this paragraph

retention results are reviewed by test station to see if any

particular types of tasks produce more retention difficulties than

others do.

In table 5 the retention results for the mid-cycle test are broken

down by test station. Stations which show the greatest retention loss

(in terms of G-N percentages across retest groups) are first aid and

coiirunications. (Inter-groups differences are apparent and can

probably be attributed to different training emphasis or differing

retest conditions; e.g., the two-week group retained cormiunications

skills well, wtile the other two groups did not). Cther stations show

potentially important retention losses for particular groups; e.g.,

the small weapons station shows retention loss greater than 8 percent

for two groups.

In table 6 the retention results for the TSCT are broken down by

test station. Specific stations showing the greatest retention loss

here are those having to do with tachinegun tasks. Coniunications

tasks on this test do not Ehou a retention loss as severe as that

daeonEtrated on the irid-cycle test.

In general, types of tasks which were difficult to learn also

appear to be the ones which were difficult to retain. For mid-cycle

stations, ccamiunications, swell weapons, and first aid tzsks were the

most difficult to learn (received tte lowest percentaget cf G's) and
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retcrtion cata indicate that, once learned, these tasks were the irost

cifficult to retain. For TSCT stations, achinegun tasks were the

ncst difficult to learn and were also te most difficult to retain.

IECI ccniunications and treechtlock results provide exceptions to this

general finding; they were relatively difficult to learn, but showed

no particular retention proler.s. Types of tasks which are both

difficult to learn and to retain indicate areas in which increased

training emphasis or perhaps over-training, is needed in the

institLtion. lypes of tasks which are difficult to retain for three

weeks in the institution also are candidate areas for training in the

field rather than in the institution. Again, the types of tasks

showing learning and retentiqn difficulties appear to be procedural

ones, reaLiring the performance of several steps in precise order.

VIEN'IION EY PEF.FCR'ALNCE IZEASLES

As argued above, a more precise analysis of specific retention

problems can be obtained by looking at results on individual

performance r easures. A criterion similar to that used there is used

here; measures which show a retention loss rate of 5 percent or more

are addressed.

In Table 7 trid-cycle performance measures showing over 5 percent

average retention loss are listed. Again, there is considerable

tetween-grcup variability in the data, and tasks which show a

consistently large retention loss are emphasized. Many of the

between-group differences were found to be significantly different on

statistical tests (chi-squares), but none of the measures showed
4

cifferences in the order that would be predicted by a retention model

(one-week retention best, two-week next best, and three-week worst);
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thus there are retention differences on specific tasks, but th0

expected consistent trend was perhaps obliterated by uncontrolled

within-group factors (training and testing differences). The most

generally forgotten task was control of bleeding, with over

one-quarter of trainees having learned and then forgotten this

operation (almost one-half the three-week group forgot how to perform

this task). A related first aid task (treat for shock) also showed

large retention loss. Other consistently forgotten tasks were assume

the prone, NBC markers, stopping tank engine, and cal .45 operations.

Table 7 shows other specific tasks which were not well retained by at

least two of the retest groups.

In Table 8 TSQT performance measures showing over 5 percent

retention loss are listed. The most generally forgotten task was

threat vehicle recognition, followed by communication and machinegun

tasks. The threat vehicle recognition results provide a good example

of the problem of comparing performance measures involving different

numbers of subtasks. All other results on the TSQT tank gunnery

station represent responses to one slide on a slide test; the vehicle

recognition result is based on six slides. Thus threat vehicle

recognition may appear to be more difficult than other slide test

items because of the way the test was designed and the way the data

was tabulated. Performance on any individua. vehicle recognition slide

may have been as high as performance on the other slides, but
b

performance was lower on six slides grouped together, with correct

responses required for all six. Learning and retention results for

threat vehicle recognition remain unresolved; care must be exercised
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in future retention research to define performance measures

equivalently.

while overall retention was found to be high in the institution,

specific tasks showed large retention loss over a period of one to

three weeks. Analysis by station and by specific performance measure

indicated generally the same results; tasks which were most rapidly

forgotten were procedural and cognitive ones involving first aid,

communications, machineguns, and perhaps threat vehicle recognition.

These findings indicate potentially serious problems in particular

situations, e.g., if a tank crew member is bleeding or if multiple

friendly and hostile targets appear during a battle. These problems

can be solved by two methods: overtraining in the institution or

consistent training in the field rather than in the institution.

RETRAINING

Thus far the analysis has concentrated on retention data, e.g.,

retest performance given an initial GO. Another segment of the data

relates to retraining effects; i.e., later performance after an

initial NO GO. Such data in the present study are limited, since few

NO GO's were received on the initial tests (see TIables 1 and 2). The

total test N-G and N-N data in Tables A-1 and A-2 indicate that the

vast majority of trainees who had not learned how to perform a task

before the initial test had learned to do so by the tine of retesting.

This is most likely due to remedial training which was given for

tasks on which an initial NO 00 was received. While First Training

Brigade does not have a systematic remedial training program,

retraining is provided at unit level. Mid-cycle retest groups may

also have received beneficial related training before the retest, due
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to the fact that they were continuing in the training cycle during the

test-retest interval. Specific tasks (e.g., coimunications and COAIX)

which were not well learned originally show considerable performance

improvement following remedial training. This indicates that remedial

training given by the unit is generally successful. It also indicates

that additional training or over-training might improve retention

performance on tasks for which retention is relatively peor. Further

study in which retraining is recorded and more tightly controlled is

needed before the relationship of retraining to learning and retention

can be more precisely specified.
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LVC414iiIC AN'ALYSIS

"he demographic analysis.was linited since demographic data were

available on only approximately half of the te6t sample. The bulk of

examinees for whcer, demographics were not available were reservists and

national guardsren; the data reported in this section are based upon

[egular Axmy (RA) trainees.

The demographic results are presented in terms of overall test

results broken down by two primrary variables: mental category and

eductional level. Mental categories are determined by perforinance on

uritten entrance examinations, with Category 1 representing the

highest performance category and Category 4 representing the lowest.

Educational level has been d.ivided into two categories, high school

graduates and non-high school graduates, since very few of the

examinees had received education beyond the high school level.

C¢verall training and retention performance by rental categories is

presented in latles 9 and 10. Mental Category 1 and 2 results have

been combined since there were few Category 1 examinees. Table 9

shows that lower category personnel learned slightly less than

Category 1 and 2 personnel; i.e., the initial NC CC rate increased

slightly for lower cateopories. Table 10 shows that lower category

personnel also retained slightly less; i.e., the G-N rate increased

slightly for lower category personnel. The overall NC C0 and G-N

rates (total columns) for the demographic sub-sample are close to

those for the total sample (comparing with tables 1, 2, 5 and 6),

indicating that these results are similar to those that would have

been obtained from the total sample, if the data were available. 7he

data obtained here indicate that lower category personnel neither
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learn nor retain as well as higher category personnel. This is net in

cuplete agraMent with prev.ious findings; Crimsley found that lower

category personnel took longer to learn a task but retained the task

as well as higher category personnel. 2  The data here are general and

preliminary and indicate a trend which should be further analyzed in

future retention research. Simple non-parametric tests, the

Fann-Vhitney U and the Kruskal-Wallace K, were conducted and trends

noted were not statistically significant.
3

Overall learning and retention perforrrance by educational level is

presented in 7ables 11 and 12. Table 11 shows that non-high school

graduates learned slightly less than high school graduates (they had a

slightly higher initial NO GO rate), but Table 12 shows no consistent

trend in retention results. It may be that high school graduates

learn slightly more easily because of their previous successful

experience in a learning envirorvrent (high school), but that high

school graduation is not related to retention of tasks, once they are

learned. Again, these are preliminary data and the indicated trends

need to be more precisely examined in future retention research. The

same non-parametric tests as above were conducted, and the education

level data were not statistically significant.
4

2D. L. Grimsley, Acouisition, Retention, and Retraining:

Training Categor, IV Personnel with Low Fidelity Devices. HtnRRO Tech
Report 69-12. (Alexandria, VA: Human Resources Research
Crganization, June, 1969).

3Sidney Siegel, Nonpararetric Statistics for the Behavcrial

Sciences. (New York: McGraw-Iiill, 1956).

4ibid.
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CHAPIER VII

CC' LUSIONS

The rajor conclusions of the institutional retention testing

program are as follows:

The overall level of instititutional learning as measured by the

GO/N( GC mid-cycle test and TSQCI in this study was extremely high.

Overall, approximately 96 percent of performance measures were

evaluated as a GO. First Training Erigade experience indicates that

this result is not atypical. Performance on institutional

qualification tests is generally very high.

hile overall learning was high, there were specific tasks on

which performance was relatively low. These included procedural and

cognitive tasks such as communications, first aid, individual weapons,

breechblock, machinegun (primarily COAX), and threat vehicle

recognition. A more preceise analysis of potential learning

difficulties and increased institutional training emphasis should be

considered in these areas.

In general, retention was maintained at a high level in the

institution, with no consistent retention loss demonstrated over a

period of up to three weeks. Overall, only about 5 percent of

personnel who had learned how to perform a task showed retention loss

in three weeks or less. This conclusion must be tempered by the fact

that general GO/NO GO measures were used and some retention loss

(e.g., in speed of task completion) may not have been detected Ly

these measures.
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-.Lilc cverall retention was high, there were specific tasks on

Lict retcntion was relatively low. These included procedural tasks,

suc. as first aid, nachineguns, and communications, and perhaps

relatively cognitive tasks, such as threat vehicle recognition.

In general, types of tasks which were relatively difficult to a

learn were also relatively difficult to retain, and these tasks were

primarily procedural in nature, requiring a sequence of steps to

achieve a GC. Included here are conrunications, individual weapons,

first aid, and nactinegun tasks. There ray be a need for over-

training in the institution for these tasks, or, alternatively, for

training in the unit rather than in the institution.

Remedial training given in the institution for tasks which were

not initially learned appeared to be highly successful. This training

was not provided in a formal program, but was informally provided at

the training unit level. This finding supports the speculation that

additional training on difficult tasks will alleviate learning

prcblems.

The limited demographic data available indicated that lower mental

category personnel learn and retain less than higher category

personrel do, and that non-high school graduates learn less tut,

having once learned, retain as much as high school graduates do.

These general findings are not in complete agreement with the previous

literature on this subject; further, more precise data are needed to

determine the relationship of demographics to training veriables.

A rurrber of differences between the retest groups which could not

be attributed to retention effects were noted in the deta. The

testing in this study was conducted in an operational environrment, and
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initial training, re, edial training, and retest conditions could not

be completely controlled and equalized across retest groups.

Examinees in this study had entered the Army during the winter months,

and they may not have been representative of trainees at other tines

of the year. In future retention research, a random assignment of

individuals within training companies to retest conditions should be

accomplished, and testing should proceed over an entire year. A

static team of testers would also be desirable, if resources are

sufficient. The data sunuarized here present an initial picture of

retention in the institution, but the stability and generalizability

of the results could be questioned.

Further research is needed to establish the validity of measures

to be used in future retention tests. %bile the GO/NO OC measures

used here are sufficient for operational qualification testing, they

are not sensitive enough to establish precise retention trends and to

provide the properties necessary for parametric statistical tests.

Diagnostic retention testing will also require tighter test

administration than resources allow for qualification testing.

Campletely adequate retention testing would require couuitent of

considerable resources to allow one-on-one testing with a stable test

team and test environment.

The majority of tasks showing learning and/or retention

difficulties appear to be procedural ones,. involving a sequence of

steps to be performed in precise order. This finding is in general

agreement with the previous literature. Fowever, one should not jurp

to the conclusion that procedural tasks are generally forgotten tore

rapidly than others, for at least two reasons. First, there were many
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procedural tasks in this study on which learning and retention

difficulties were not evidenced. Secondly, procedural tasks trust be

further analyze< to deternine where the difficulties lie. if

procedural tasks are defined as ones involving multiple steps or

subtasks, the fact that a task involving seven steps is more difficult

than a task involving one or two steps is not very startling or

interesting. The more important issue for training diagnosis relates

to which individual steps are inherently morre difficult. Future task

analysis and retention testing should examine the relative difficulty

of individual steps or subtasks, the response alternatives available

at each step, and the cognitive sequEncing of steps required. The

present paper provides an initial overvieu of the retention of armor

skills; more precise testing and analysis techniques and commitment of

extensive resources would be necessary to provide diagnostic data and

models having impact on the training system.
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APPENDIX A

GENERAL DATA TABLES

Table Page

A-I Mid-Cycle Retention Test Results (%'s) for Total Test, 53

Stations, and Performance Measures.

A-2 TSQT Retention Test Results (%'s) for Total Tests, 57

Stations, and Performance Measures.

A-3 Sample Sizes by Station for Mid-cycle and TSQT 60

Retention Tests.
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TAELE A-2. 150 RIENIION TEST RESULTS (%'s) F%

OTcAL TEST, STATICN, AN PERPFOFMANC MEASURES

PERFORPANCE RESULTS Iti PERCMTAGES
PE WANE MEASURES G-G G-N N-C N-N

TOTIAL TEMI 93.0 31 33.

STATION 1 LOAM'S DEWIES 96.5 1.6 1.7 .2

PM 1 Stow Main Gn Ammo 99.3 0 .7 0

PM 2 Load Banana Box 97.3 .7 2.0 0

FM 3 Load COAX 99.3 .7 0

PH 4 CCAX Fire omzmand 98.7 .7 .7 0

PM 5 Main Uun Fire Conuand 94.7 2.7 0

Al 6 Main Gun Misfire 90.0 5.3 4.0 .7

R 7 Unload ain Gun KIsfire 96.0 1.3 2.7 0

STATION 2 BREECHBICK 85.7 3.4 IF.7 .7

P 1 Remove & Disassemble 87.3 2.7 9.3 .7

W2 2 Assemble & Install 84.0 4.0 11.3 .7

SIATION 3 M219 MACHINEGIN 80.4 6.5 -M.6 T.6

R1 I COkX Stoppage 66.e 14.0 1.3 4.7

PR' 2 Clear 82.9 5.5 11.6 0

R 3 Disassemble/Assemble 92.2.

STATION 4 1185 MACHINEG.N 86.7 7.0 5.4 1.

EM 1 Clear 86.0 8.7 4A 1.3

W, 2 risassemble/Assemble 97.3 5.3 .7
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PER',F.MANCE FFESULTS IN PERCENTAGES

* w Nminin
_ . -ASLF.ES C-G C-N N-G

95. E=F G E S7 2.2 .5.5

"1 Fle rnisher 'jape
I R JP h & - Smooth 94.7 4.0 1.3 0

- .wo Rough I98. 0  2.;0 0 0

3 Two Smooth 97.3 .7 1.3 .7

4 Two Long Notches 95.3 3.3 .7 .7

-. --a.ige Flags

5 Uteen 96.0 1.3 1.3 1.3

6 Red 97.3 0 2.0 .7

7 Rec a, Creen 98. .

E Fed anc Crange 9E.0 1.3 2.0 .7

9 Green and Grange 96.0 .7 2.7 .7

n 4 u nition

IC 5EfA 97.3 1.3 1.3 0

11 A 99.3 .7 0 0

12 HEP 98. .7* .

13 APERS 96.7 1.3 2.0 0

14 %.P 99.3 0 .7 0

-":5 RMA-TP 98.0 .7 .3'

If CCAX Amn unition 100 0

± 4 Mounting lanks

17 Moving lank Range 94.7 3.3 1.3 .7

18 Stationary lank Range 96.0 2.7 1.3 0

P, 5 "threat Vehicles 69.3 19.3 7.3 4.C
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PERFCIfI4ANCE RESULTS IN PERCENTACES

PERFO MANCE MEASURES G-G G-N N-C N-N

STAIICN 6 qNEEAL SLTZJECIS 93.g 3.2 3.7 .2

PMi Burns 92.7 4.C 3.3 0

PF 2 Broken Bones 99.3 0 .7 0

I 3 Masking M25A1 91.3 4.0 4.0 .7

PM 4 MC Knowledge 68.7 6.

SIIAT1ON 7 CCR4ILINCA ION 88.9 4.3 6.0 .8

PM 1 CVC Helmet 96.9 0 3.1 0

F. 2 Audio Amp into Opns 94.9 5.1 0 0

EPM 3 VI into Cpns 87.6 5.2 3.1

r+. 4 Radio Check 88.7 3.1 6.2 0

PM 5 Transmit Message 76.3 9.3 13.4 1.0

STAICIN 8 AINIENANCE 95.9 1.9 2.1 .F

PF I Faint Checks 100 0 0 0

FM 2 Cperators Maint Checks 100 0 0 0

PF. 3 LA Form 2404 97.5 4.0 3.3 .7

PM 4 LA Form 2408-1 92.0 2.0 6.0 0

EfI 5 Read Lub Chart 95.3 3.3 1.3 0

STAIt 9 ADVANIv DRIVIN 92.7 4.9 2.4 0

W, 1 Prepare to Fire Checks 92.0 6.0 2.0 0

W 2 Starting Procedures 93.3 4.7 2.0 0

W, 3 BTrergerny Situations 8.7 . 3.3

PM 4 Stopping Procedures 94.7 4.0 1.3 0

PM 5 Respond to Ground Guide 94.7 2.0 3.3 0
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'IALE A-3 SAYPLE SIZES LY SA7'IION FCR MID-CYCLE

AIZ 'ISVI R M- ENT I IN [IESS

SMIPLE SIZES

STATIONS ,ID-CYCLE TSQT

lwk 2wk 3wk lw

1 1.1 69 106 150
IIi -6 {6 150

2111 

L P E

3 111 69 106 150

4 120 69 106 150

~-69 iff

611 69 106 150

7 -6 69 106

9 - 150
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APPENDIX B

FIRST TRAINING BRIGADE LESSON PLANS

Appendix Page

B-i Mid-cycle Examination. 62

B-2 Tankers Skills Qualification Test (TSQT). 75
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EEPARMEVMI CE THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, SI TRAINING BRIGADE
IS ARMY AR4OR CENTI AM FORT KNOX

Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121

AIZK-TC-IBA-POI
LESSON PLAN lIE10 BAT
T-1

A. ALMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTICNS:

I. Training conducted: Mid-cycle Examination

2. Time: Eight (8) hours

3. Presented to: BAT trainees

4. Instructors: Twenty-four (24) PCI and
test & eval, One (1) drill
sergeant per station

5. Training aids: See Annex F

6. Location: Holder Complex

B. ORGAhIZATICN FCC TRAINING:

1. Arrangement and breakout of trainees: See Annex A.

2. Use of company cadre: As test coordinators and scorecard

data collectors and on Frazier Rarge per Annex C.

3. htivation: Individual level.

4. Expected time each trainee participates in primary training:

Two hundred and forty (240) minutes.

5. Expected time each trainee participates in concurrent

trai: N/A

6. Epected tine sAnt moving, cleaning the training site, or on

trainee break: Cne hundred (100) minutes.

C. IMIPODUCTION: Five (5) minutes.
1. Feason: To evaluate the level of proficiency attained in

first aid, the caliber .45 pistol, M3Al submachinegun, comnunications,

ThIS LESSCN PLAN SUPERSEDES LESSC1N PIAN T-1 _AIED 29 SEPTEZER 76.
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AIZK-7C-'IEA-POI
LESSCA PLAN lIE10 EAT

maintenance procedures, general subjects, basic driving techniques,

and tactical subject.

2. Objectives:

a. Task: Each trainee will perform all performance

measures.

b. Condition: See conditions for each station.

c. Standards: The trainee must perform all performance

measures satisfactorily.

L. TEACHING PCIMdS: Ten (10) minutes.

Chief tester will briefly explain the conduct and requirement for

each of the seven (7) stations to the trainees.

E. APPLICATION: N/A

F. VEAIJA'IICN: Two hundred forty (240) minutes.

G. FREVIEW AND CRITIQUE: (As required)

Trainees will be critiqued at the completion of each station by

the tester.

H. ANNEXES:

A - Procedures.

E - Trainee performance requirements.

C - Scorecard. (Removed fram this study report).

D - Personnel/training aids requirements.

E - Strip map. (Removed fram this study report).

F - Safety.
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LP T-1 ANNEX A

PROCEDURES

1. SPECIAL INSTRUC1ICNS:

a. Units will insure that each trainee is issued a scorecard

prior to their arrival at the testing site, and that the scorecard has

the heading completed. Scorecards must be issued by number

alphabetically with an annotated company roster. The trainees should

be on site by 0745 hours the day of the test for their test briefing.

b. The unit will be divided into groups upon arrival at the

testing site by the Chief Tester.

c. Groups will be assigned initial station locations by the

Chief Tester.

d. Individuals will rotate through all stations, by group under

the direction of the Chief Tester. Cadre or CI will be used to

supervise each group to insure prompt completion of the exam.

e. Ihe etwiners at each station will critique each trainee

prior to sending him to the next station.

f. Ihe tested unit will correlate all test sheets, add up the

totals for SAIS and UNSATS and annotate the numbered company roster

with the station and performance measure number for each LNSAI

received. The trainee must pass all stations in order to

satisfactorily pass the test. Cnce the test has been completed the

tested unit will turn over one (1) copy of the annotated company

roster, and all scorecards to the Chief Tester.
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LP 1-1 ANMX A (wont'd)

g. Erigade Iraining Eval, through Bie S-3 will notify the tested

unit of the disposition of those failing the test, whether it be

retesting academic recycle or other. Scorecards will be returned to

the unit for entry on the individual training records and for use by

the company cadre as a guide to assist in training.

h. The tested unit will have all required ecpip!ment on site and

ready for testing by C750 hours the day of the test.

i. Irainee uniform will be steel pot, pistol belt, canteen,

first aid packet, poncho, suspenders, and field pack.

2. GENERAL INfIRrCIIONS: The Chief lester will briefly explain what

will be required of the trainees at each of the eight (8) stations,

the layout of the stations, and the method of rotation that will be

used.

a. Station #1 - Basic Eciving.

b. Station #2 - Maintenance.

c. Station #3 - First Aid.

d. Station #4 - Communications.

e. Station #5 - General Subjects.

f. Station #6 - Caliber .45 and submachinegun.

g. Station #7 - Tactical training.
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LP T-1 AIQEX B

1. Station 11 - Basic driving.

a. (PH #1) The trainee will have to properly and safety start a

tank engine in the M-34 drivers simulator.

b. (PM #2) The trainee will have to properly and safely stop a

tank engine in the M-34 drivers simulator.

C. (PM #3) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and

arm signal to start a tank engine in a classroom.

d. (PP, #4) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and

arm signal to stop a tank in a classrootm.

e. (PM #5) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and

arm signal to move a tank forward in a classroom.

f. (PM #6) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm

signal to turn a tank left in a classroom.

g. (PM #7) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm

signal to turn a tank right in a classroom.

h. (PM #6) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and arm

signal to move a tank in reverse in a classrom.

i. (PM #9) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and

arm signal to move a tank in reverse to the left in a classroom.

J. (PM #10) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and

arm signal to move a tank in reverse to the rigt in a classroom.

k. (PM #11) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and

arm signal to neutral steer a tank in a classroim.

1. (PM #12) The trainee will have to demonstrate the hand and

arm signal to stop the tank engine in a classroom.
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LP I-i AbEX 5 (Cont'd)

M. (P 113) The trainee will have to demonstrate the flashlight

signal to start a tank engine with a flashlight in a classroom.

n. (PM 614) The trainee will have to demonstrate the flashlight

signal to turn a tank left with a flashlight in a classroom.

0. (PM #15) The trainee will have to demonstrate the flashlight

signal to turn a tank right with a flashlight in a classroom.

p. (PM #16) The trainee will have to demonstrate the flashlight

signal to move a tank in reverse with a flashlight in a classroom.

q. (PM #17) The trainee will have to demonstrate the flashlight

signal to stop a tank with a flashlight in classroom.

r. (PM #18) The trainee will have to demonstrate the flashlight

signal to move a tank forward with a flashlight in a classroom.

2. Station #2 - Maintenance.

a. (PM *1) The trainee will have to either perform measuring

track tension or disconnecting track up to removal of outer end

connector, on a tank hull, in a maintenance bay.

b. (PM #2) The trainee will have to perform checking and

servicing the air cleaners of a tank on a tank hull.

c. (PM #3) The trainee will have to extract data from the

lubrication order (such as lubrication intervals and type of

lubricants) for tank components, and demonstrate where and how to lube

or check that item on a tank in a maintenance bay.

3. Station #3 First Aid.

a. (PM #1) She trainee must perform mouth to mouth resuscitation

on a si mulated victim.
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LP T-1 ANNEX P (Cont'd)

b. (PM 12) The trainee must perform the first aid measures to

control bleeding for an arm or leg wound without broken bones.

C. (PH #3) The trainee rust treat a victim, who has already

been treated for an arm or leg wound, for shock.

4. Station #4 - Communications

a. (Pr #1) The trainee must take a CW helmet and a quick

disconnect cord and hook them to a control box, and place them into

operation, then demonstrate knowledge of the CVC helmet three (3)

position switch by placing switch in position to perform functions

stated by tester in a communications classroom.

b. (EM #2) lTe trainee must place the AM-1760 audio amplifier

into operation in a cairunications classroom.

C. (EM #3) "he trainee must place RT-841, radio transmitter

into operation, in a cwaiurunications classroom.

d. (PM #4) te trainee must perform a radio check on a complete

and operational A/VRC-64 radio, in a communications classroom.

e. (04 #5) The trainee must transmit a prepared message, using

proper radio telephone procedures on a complete and operational

AN/VFC-64 radio in a communicatiors classroom.

5. Station #5 - General subjects.

a. (PM 1I) The trainee must demonstrate ,knowledge of the basic

map colors, by naming the five main colors and their basic meaning.

b. (PH #2) The trainee mut determine elevation on a map.

c. (PH 43) The trainee must locate positions on a map using six

(6) digit oordinates.
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U 11-1 AE4EX E (Cont'd)

d. (PM #4) ahe trainee must identify in writing objects or

types of roads using the marginal information tables on the map from a

given point on a map.

e. (PM 45) The trainee must demonstrate knowledge of NBC mine

an contamination markers, by identifying the markers when shown by

the tester.

f. (PM #6) The trainee must demonstrate proper FK7AI masking

procedures, within nine (9) seconds.

6. Station #6 - Caliber .45 pistol and M3Al submachinegun.

a. (PF I) The trainee within fifteen (15) seconds must

properly clear the caliber .45 pistol.

b. (FIM #2) The trainee within four (4) minutes must properly

aisassemble, asseible, and perform a functions check of the caliber

.45 pistol.

C. (PM #3) The trainee within fifteen (15) seconds must

properly clear the M3AI submachinegun.

d. (PM #4) The trainee within five (5) minutes must properly

disassemble, assemble, and perform a functions check of the M3Al

submachineg un.

e. (PM #5) The trainee must engage targets with a caliber .45

pistol, and successfully hit at least one target out of his three (3)

live rounds, on a firing line.

f. (PM. #6) The trainee must perform proper immediate action on

a caliber .45 pistol when a dummy round chambers while engaging

targets during performance test six (6) of this station, on a firing

line. 9
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LP T-1 ANEX B (Cont'd)

7. Station #7 - Tactical training. ,

a. (PM #l) the trainee must on the command Nassume the prone',

* demonstrate the proper procedure to assume the prone with an M16Al

rifle in a field location.

b. (PM #2) The trainee must on ccomuand "prepare to rush" and

"rush" demonstrate proficiency on the prepare to rush and rushing

movements with an ?:16Al rifle, in a field location.

c. (PM #3) The trainee must demonstrate proficiency in

performing the tactical highport. This objective will be evaluated

when he is rushing in performance measure two (2) above, in a field

location, tester will inform trainee of this prior to EM 2.

d. (PM #4) 7he trainee must demonstrate proficiency by

performing the high crawl with an I'J6AI rifle, in a field location.

e. (PM #5) The trainee must demonstrate proficiency by

performing the low crawl with an M16A] rifle, in a field location.
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LP T-1 AN X C

PERSONNEL ANE TRAINING AIDS EaqUIREMTS

1. Cne (1) numbered scorecard per trainee (unit).

2. ftation #1 - six (6) -xuin~rs (PCI).

a. iour (4) oporaLicnai .- :4 crivers sinulatorE. (PCI)

L. Iwo (2) visual signal tank charts (WCI).

c. Four (4) flashlights (PCI).

3. Station #2 - Five (5) examiners (POI).

a. Three (3) M60AI hulls (WI).

b. Twenty (20) 06AI Ms and LOs (POI).

c. Twenty (20) 1F and LCG test boards (PWI).

d. Two (2) flashlights (PCI).

e. Two (2) 12" crescent wrenches (unit).

f. Three (3) sets of track breaking equipment to include three

(3) each, track adjustment link wrenches (Little Joe's), 9/16" wrench

"T" slides, 15/16" socket, end connector puller, two (2) pound

hanimers, track jacks (prs) (unit).

g. Three (3) sets of track measurement equipment to include

three (3) each, tankers bars, 6" x 6" x 1" track adjustment blocks

with string (unit).

4. Station #3 - Three (3) testers (POI).

a. Cne (1) respirator training aid (POI).

b. Two (2) duies (POI).

c. Four (4) combat dressings (POI).

6. Six (6) blankets (unit).

e.° Four (4) simulated wounds (POI).
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L '1-1 AMNEX D (Cont'd)

5. Station #4 - Three (3) testers (POI)

a. One (1) AN/VPC-64 classroom with equipment (POI).

b. Twelve (12) sets of prepared messages (POI).

6. Station #5 - Iwo (2) testers (POI).

a. Twelve (12) prepared map boards (POI).

b. Light (8) M17AI protective masks (unit).

7. Station #6 - Four (4) testers (POI).

a. Four (4) tables (POI).

b. Ten (10) caliber .45 pistols (unit).

c. Ten (10) M3Al submachineguns w/ magazines (unit).

d. Twelve (12) caliber .45 magazines (unit).

e. Twenty-four (24) caliber .45 dummy rounds (unit)

f. Three (3) live caliber .45 rounds per trainee tested (unit).

g. One (1) bull horn (unit).

h. One (1) ambulance, and aid equipment (unit).

i. Four (4) stopwatches (unit)

j. Two (2) safety paddles (unit).

k. Six (6) steel pots (unit).

1. Eight (8) ear muffs or ear plugs (unit).

m. Unit personnel requirements

(1) One (1) aidman (unit).

(2) One (1) E-7 or above to pull targets and assist in the

conduct of the range (unit).

NOTE: THE UNIT E-7 CR ABOVE KILL OPEN THE RANGE AND ASSIST IN ITS

OPERAIIC IN CCNJLCITC %IIH THE CHIEF TIESIE. TIRE UNIT

MiLL CLEMN THE FRAIE ANT TLMN 11 PACK OVER O RANGE CCE'TCL
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L' T-1 ANNEX C (Cont'd)

AIFTHE EXA1AKINATION.

F E. Station #7 - Iwo (2) testers (POI).

Four (4) IA1 rifles (rubber) (unit).
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LP T-1 ANTEX F

SAFM

1. No smoking within fifty (50) feet of tanks.
2. Extreme care should be taken when traveling the course to prevent
accidents.
3. During the Caliber .45 pistol firing, all weapons will be kept up
and down range except when engaging targets or performing immediate
action.
4. During weapons disassembly testing, extreme care must be taken to
prevent live amunition from accidentally being chambered.
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CEPAInMEY OF THE AFWY
hEArAQuARIERS, isI TRAINING BRIGACE
LS AFW4Y AR OR CENIER ANM FORT KNCX

Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121

A7ZK-TC- BA-PKI
LESSON PLAN 17-llElC EAT/AIIA
T-2

A. AMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTlIONS

I. Training conducted: Tankers Skills Qualification lest

2. Time: Eight (8) hours

3. Presented to: 11EIC BAT/AITA trainees

4. Instructors: One (1) test supervisor

5. Triaids: See Annex D

6. Location: Holder Training Facility

7. References: Appropriate Brigade Lesson plans

B. ORGANIZAIICN FOR IMINING

I. Arrangement, inforitation, or breakout of trainees: See Annex
A.

2. Use of troop cadre: As test coordinators and scorecard date
collectors.

3. Motivation or cowpetition: Individual level.
4. Expected time each trainee Participates inrimar trainig:

Three hundred (38) minutes.

5. Expected time each trainee participates in concurrent
tr n: n hundred (100) minutes.

6. Exected tine sent moving, cleaning the training site or on
trainee break: Eighty (be) minutes.

C. INTFODUCIION Five (5) minutes.

a. Reason: To test the proficiency of the IIE10 trainees in the
area of gunnery, weapons, safety, general subjects, communications,
maintenance, and advanced driving at the loaders level, prior to the
gun range practical exercise.

7HIS LP SUPERCEDES LF C-6, LAIEC ]7 SEE 76 ANL LP 7-2, LATED 5 NCV 76
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2. Objectives:

a. Task: Each trainee will perform all performance
measures.

b. Conditions: See conditions for each station.

c. Standards: The trainee must perform all performance
measures satisfactorily. (Station #10 is not inluded, see Annex B
for standards for each performance measure).

D. 1EACHING PCINTS: len (10) minutes.

est supervisor will briefly explain conduct and requirements for
the ten (10) stations.

E. APPLICATII(: N/A

F. EVALLATION: Three hundred (300) minutes

G. REVIEh AOL CRITIQUE: (As required).

Trainee will be critiqued at the completion of each station.

h. ANNEXES

A - Procedures

E - Trainee Performance Requirements

C - Scorecard (Femoved fron this study report).

D - Personnel/Training Aids Requirements

E - Safety

76
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ANNEX A

PROCEDURES

a. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

a. Uits will insure that trainees are issued a scorecard prior

to their arrival at the testing site, and that the scorecord will

have the heading completed, also the scorecards will be issued by

number alphabetically with an annotated company roster. 7he trainees

will be on site by 0730 hours the day of the test for their briefing.

b. The unit will maintain group integrity.

c. The testing unit will receive their briefing from the chief

tester and then will be 'administered station 15 immediately

afterwards. As personnel finish station #5, they will be broken down

into groups by the chief tester.

d. Groups will be assigned initial station locations by the test

supervisor and move in a clockwise manner.

e. Groups will rotate through all stations under the direction

of the group cadre or DI.

f. The examiners at each station will critique the individual

prior to sending him to the next station. Initial retests will not be

administered until the unit has been tested completely at all stations

or if there is time available.

g. The unit will correlate all test scoresheets, add up the

total for SATS and UNSAIS, annotate the specific UNSAS by station and

performance measure (blue for GO, red for N(--CC) on the company roster

and turn the annotated scoresheets and roster to Chief 'lester at the

completion of the test.
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h. Dde S-3 will notify the unit of those trainees who failed the

test and %ill send the scorecards to the unit for entry on the

individual training records. A decision will be made for tec

failing the retest as to academic recycle or retesting.

i. 'Trhe tested unit will have all required equipment on site and

ready for testing by 0730 hours the day of the test.

j. Irainees should bring their notes, manuals and handouts,

which can be used to study between the test stations.

2. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: The test supervisor will briefly explain

what will be required of the trainees at each of the ten ('6)

stations, the layout of the station, and the method of rotation that

will be used.

a. Station 1 - Loaders tank duties (PM 1-8)

b. Station 2 - Breechblock. (Assembly/Disassembly)

c. Station 3 - M219 ,achinegun.

d. Station 4 - M85 machinegun.

e. Station 5 - PM #1 Replenisher tape. (Slides)

f. Station 5 - PM #2 Range flags. (Slides)

g. Station 5 - PM #3 Ammunition. (Slides)

h. Station 5 - PM #4 Mounting tank. (Slides)

i. Station 5 - PM #5 Threat vehicle. (Slides)

j. Station 6 - General Subjects.

k. Station 7 - Communications.

I. . Station 8 - faintenance.

m. Station 9 - Advanced driving.
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n. Station 10 - Initial sight picture.

NOTE: STATICN 10 WILL NM'I BE CCUN'IEL lUARL THE CVERALL GC/NO-CG, BU

WILL BE AMINISTERED AS A RANCE SAFETY TYPE IEST.

!p
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AMEX B

TFAINEE PERFIOrANCE BEQUIREMENTS

2. Station #1 - lank loaders duties.

a. (PM ;i ) The trainee, within one (1) minutes, will have to

stow a main gun round passed to him through the loaders hatch in the

ready rack, on a tank.

b. (PN *2) The trainee within three (3) minutes, will have to

stow a belt of 200 (7.62) rounds in the banana storage box, on a tank.

c. (PM f3) Thre trainee within one (1) minute, will have to

1o03 an M219 Coax machinegun ith ammunition previously loaded in the

banana storage box, on a tank.

d. (PM 4) The trainee will have to respond to a Coax fire

coimTand on a previously loaded Coax machinegun, on a tank.

e. (PM #5) The trainee will have to respond to a main gun fire

conrand, using the main gun round previously stowed in the ready rack

on a tank.

f. (PM #6) The trainee, within fifteen (15) seconds, will have

to respond to a main gun misfire on a previously loaded main gun

round, on a tank.

g. (PM #7) The trainee within one (1) minute, will have to

unload and hand to a simulated range safety officer through the

loaders hatch a previously loaded misfired main gun round, on a tank.

Station #2 - reechblock.

a.# (PM #l) The trainee within six (6) minutes, will have to

ren ove and disassemble completely the breechblork, on a tank.
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b. (PM #2) The tiainee, within six (6) minutes will have to

assemble ccmpletely and replace the breechblock, on a tank.

3. Station #3 - M219 Machinegun.

a. (PV #i) The trainee will, within one (1) minutes reduce a

coax stoppage on an already loaded M219 machinegun.

b. (PM #2) The trainee within thirty (30) seconds will have to

clear an already loaded M219 machinegun in a classroom.

c. (PM #3) The trainee within four (4) minutes will have to

completely disassemble, assemble, and perform a functions check on an

F219 nachinegun in a classroom.

4. Station 14 - M65 Machinegun.

a. (PM #1) The trainee, within thirty (30) seconds, will have

to clear an already loaded M85 machinegun in a classroom.

b. (PM #2) The trainee within seven (7) minutes will have to

completely disassemble, assemble, perform a funcitons check on the M85

machinegun in a classroom.

5. Station #5 - lank Gunnery Subjects.

a. (PM 11) Replenisher Indicator Tape.

(1) 7he trainee will have to explain the meaning and

corrective action for a rough and a smooth reading, in a classroom.

(2) The trainee will have to explain the meaninig and

corrective action for two (2) rough's in a classroom.

(3) The trainee will have to explain the meaning and

corrective action for two (2) smooth's in a classroom.
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Annex E (cont'a)
(4) The trainee will have to explain the meaning and

corrective action for two (2) long notches, in a classroom.

t. (PM #2) Range flags.

(1) The trainee will have to know the meaning of a green

flag in a classroom.

(2) The trainee will have to know the meaning of a red flag

in a classroom.

(3) The trainee will have to know the meaning of a red and

green flag display in a classroom.

(4) The trainee will have to know the meaning of a red and

orange flag display in a classroom.

(5) The trainee will have to know the meaning of a green and

orange flag display in a classroom.

c. (PM #3) Amm.unition

(1) 7he trainee will have to identify a FLAT round from a

fire command, and state its primary use and state its full name in a

classroom.

(2) The trainee will have to identify a APES round from a

fire command, and state its full name in a classroom.

(3) The trainee will have to identify a HEP round from a

fire command and state its primary use and state its full name in a

classroom. 
I

(4) The trainee will have to identify a APHERS round from a

fire comand and state its primary use and state its full name in a

classroom.
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(5) The trainee will have to identify a WF round in the fire

commano and state its primary use and state its full name in a

classroom.

(6) The trainee will have to identify a UEAT-IPI round in

the fire comand and state it is primary use and state its full name

in a classroom.

(7) The trainee will have to identify 7.62 iun linked

ammunition from a fire command, and state its primary use and state

its full name in a classroom.

d. (PM #4) Mounting tanks

(1) The trainee will be asked where to mount a tank on a

moving tank range, in a classroom.

(2) The trainee will be asked where to mount a tank on a

stationary tank range, in a classroom.

a. (PM 05) Threat vehicles.

The trainee will have one (1) minute to determine if six (6)

various NA.1C and WAPSAW PACT vehicles are kill or no kill.

6. Station 96 - General Subjects.

a. (PM i) The trainee, given a simulated victim, will have to

perform the first aid treatment for severe burrs to include treatment

for shock.

b. (PM 12) The trainee, given a simulated victim, will have to

perform first aid treatment for broken bones in either arm, or leg.

C. (PM #3) The trainee, within nine (9) seconds, will have to
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rv ,..:vr un " .A] protective mask and give the alarm for a CS gas

(i,' t4) tne trainee will be required to demonstrate

*:" : i:JL n i.reparing a tank for nuclear attack and responding to

, : NI fiLst amo questions.

t t. 7 - C.AimuncationS.

a. ,P ;) The trainee, within two (2) minutes, will be

rt<C. to zlace the field telephone TA-312, into operation and

. -t a tcipthone check.

t .: -2) T he trainee, within two (2) minutes, will be

r ,cd to [1ace tne AN/VPC -64 into operation, given an assigned

. &ta*icn #6 - .aintenance.

3. i., *I) T'he trainee, utilizing an operator's manual, will be

xir-d to perfoL two (2) maintenance checks or tasks on the MeAl

b. (PM # 2) The trainee, utilizing an operator's manual, will

er~r~~ itner before, during, or after operations checks ard services

-r. thb ,fCAl tank.

(F+' #3) The trainee will be required to properly fill out

.: aaing of a EA Form 2404 and list all shortcomings and

.fiiencies found during his checks on W'. 02 above.

. (1 *4) The trainee will be required to properly complete

t,,- jaily entry on the CA Form 2408-1 from the information he has

,u ri ncxpleto on his LA Form 24C4 (W. #3) above).
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e. (PM #5) The trainee, will be required to use the lubrication

chart and identify type of lubricants, intervals, and location of item

to be lubricated.

9. Station #9 - Advanced driving

a. (PM #1) The trainee, will be required to perform, the drivers

prepare to fire checks in the drivers trainer.

b. (P, #2) The trainee, will be required to start the tank and

identify any deficiencies or equipment malfunctions.

c. (PM #3) The trainee will be required to respond to two (2)

malfunctions or emergency procedures in the tank drivers trainer while

be is operating the tank.

a. (PM #4) The trainee will be required to properly stop the

tank engine in the drivers trainer.

e. (PM #5) The trainee, will be required to rcspond to hand and

arm signals in the drivers trainer.

10. Station #10 - Initial sight picture

a. (PM #1) Utilizing the M32, the trainee will be given a fire

comrrand for a stationary target, and will be required to take up an

initial sight picture.

b. (PM #2) Utilizing the X32, the trairwe will be given a fire

comnrand for a moving target, and will be required to take up an

&initial sight picture.

c. (PM 43) Utilizing the Ele5-C the trainee will be given a

fire conrand, for a stationary target, ar he will be required to take

up an initial sight picture.
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NMTIE: PARAGRAi 12, SMA'ICt #10, IMIIAL SIGHT PICTUFE, IS A 20

LEVEL SKILL, ADZ IS NOT COUNIL IN TEE TOfIAL SCORING OF TIH TEST, IT

IS ACMINISTEREE AS A SAFETY CHiECK PRIOR 1C FIRING IhE FAIN GUN.
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ANNEX C

PERSCNNEL ANC TIAINNG A REQAIFII-EN 1S

1. Cne (1) numbered scorecard per trainee. (unit)

2. Station #1 - Five (5) examiners. (test & eval)

a. - Five (5) operational EKAI tanks with five "1219 rmachineguns

and cartridge bags installed. (unit)

b. Five (5) 20C round (7.62mi) belts of dury ammunition.

(test & eval)

C. Five (5) 1C5 mm dua.ry main gun rounds. (unit)

d. Five (5) stopwatches. (unit)

3. Station #2 - Five (5) examiners. (test & eval)

a. Five (5) operational F60Al tanks with operational

breechblocks. (unit)

b. All necessary equipment to remove, disassemtle, assemble, and

replace the breechblock. (unit)

C. Five (5) stopwatches. (unit)

4. Station #3 - Two (2) examiners. (test & eval)

a. Eleven (11) ten (10) round belts of dummy 7.62 mm link

ammunition (test & eval)

b. Eleven (11) M219 CCAX machineguns. (unit)

c. Cne (1) stopwatch. (unit)

d. Eight (8) screwdrivers. (unit)

5. Station #4 - Iwo (2) examiners. (test & eval)

a. Eleven (11) F85 rachinegun. (unit)
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-. Lleven (11) ten (i) round belts of dummy 50 cal amunition.

& eval)

C. Cri (1) stopwatch. (unit)

C. Station #5 - Five (5) exaniners. (test and eval)

a. W #1 Feplenisher cape slide. (test & eval)

R' #2 iange flag slide. (test & eval)

c. R. f3 Tank ammunition slide. (test & eval)

d. RFM #4 Nounting of tank slide. (test & eval)

e. R1 #5 Threat vehicles slides. (test & eval)

f. Slide projector and screen. (Holder complex)

g. n~wetr sheets for Station #5. (test and eval)

Cr,. rs- jflis &rxL iaster scoresht et. (test & eval)

-tation #6 - Three (2) examiners. (test & eval)

a. Two (2) simulated victims. (test & eval)

b. Ten (NC) P25AI gas masks. (unit)

c. Cne (1) stopwatch. (unit)

E. Station #7 - Four (4) examiners. (test & eval)

a. Six (6) TA-312s batteries, and ID 1 wire. (test & eval)

b. len (10) operational ANiVRC-64s with CVC helmets. (test &

eval)

9. Etation #6 - Four (4) examiners. (test & eval)

a. 'wenty (20) prepared DA Forms 2404s and 2408-1s. (test &

eval)

C. lour (4) lubrications charts. (test & eval)
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V 10. Station #9 - Four (4) examiners. (test & eval)

a. Fbur (4) M;-34 drivers trainers. (test & eval)

b. Eight (8) charts on starting and stopping procedures. (test

& eval)

c. Five (5) flashlights. (test & eval)

8
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ANNEX E

SAFETY

1. No smoking within fifty (50) feet of tanks.

2. Extreme care will be taken when mounting and dismounting tanks.

3. Vhen conducting the breechblock position of this test, extreme

caution will be taken to insure the safety of the trainee and tester.

4. hen entering and leaving the M-34 drivers trainers, extreme

caution will be taken to prevent falls.

d
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APPE.NEIX C

TEST RESULTS 7A13LES

Table
1 Initial t-id-cycle lest results (%'s) by Station and

Overall

2 Initial SQ1 'est results (%,s) by Station and Overall

3 Initial Mid-cycle lest Performance Measures with over 5%
"NO GO" Rate

4 Initial TSQI Test Performance Measures with over 5? "NC
GO" Rate

5 Mid-cycle retention Test results (%Us) by Station and
Overall

6 TSI retention Test lesults (%'s) by Station and Overall

7 Mid-cycle Retention lest Performance Measures with over
51 Retention Loss

8 'lSQ Fetention Test Performance Measures with over 5%
Retention Loss

9 Initial Cverall Vid-cycle and ISCI "NC GO" Percentages
by Mental Category

10 Mid-cycle and TSQI Overall retention results (GC-NO G
Percentages) by Mental Category

11 Initial Overall Mid-cycle and 'SCT "ND G0" Percentages
by Educational Level

12 Fdd-cycle and 'SQI Overall retention results (GO-NG G
Percentages) by Educational Level

|9
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7ABIE 1. INI1AL MID-CYCLE IESI RESULIS (%'s) BY SqA'1 C(1 AN!D OVEMALL

PERFCFWANCE RESUVIS IN PERCEN ACES

I1 k Cp 2 k Cp 3 k Gp AVEFACE

GO NC O GC %O GO 00 G GO r C

I - Easic Eriving 99.E .2 98.5 1.5 99.7 .3 99.4 .6

2 - Maintenance 97.0 3.0 96.2 3.1 97.F 2.2 97.0 3.P
3-First Aid 94.9 5.1 92.7 7.3 94.7 5.3 94.3 5.7

4 - Communications 7C.0 22.0 76.2 23.8 76.0 24.0 76.9 23.]

5 - General Subjects 97.0 3.0 97.9 2.1 9E.0 2.0 97.6 2.4

6 - Cal .45 and RvG 94.2 5.8 91.0 9.0 96.0 4.C 94.1 5.9

7 - lactical Iraining 98. 12.2 98.0 2.0 95.7 .3 99.9 1.0

Station Average 96.9 3.1 95.e 4.2 97.4 2.6 96.7 3.3
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IA13LL 2. INITIAL 'ISQ'i EST FESULTS (%'s) EY STATION AND OVERALL

PEFFCIC1ANCE KESULIS IN PERCENTAGES
STATIONS

0 NO GO

1 - Loader's Euties 98.1 1.9

2 - Ereechblock 89.1 10.9

3 - E,219 Machinegun 86.9 13.1

4 - Y165 Machinegun 93.7 6.3

5 - lank Cunnery 97.9 2.1

6 - General Subjects 96.2 3.8

7 - Conmunications 93.2 6.8

8 - Mintenance 97.6 2.2

9 - Advanced Eriving 97.6 2.4

Station Average 96.1 3.9
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IAELE 3. INITlIAL tMI-CYCLE IESST PERFCI'ACE ?'ASRLE jI Ih OVEF
5 PERCE.N1 "NG GO" A E

PERFCR-ANCE MEASUFES NOG %

AN/VRC-64 into Operations 23.8

Field Phone IA-312 23.0

Control Eleeding 9.4

Clear Cal .45 7.4

Imediate Action (,%1G) 7.4

Cisassembly, Asseirbly and
Function Check (Cal .45) 7.2

Eisassembly, Assenbly and
Function Check (SF) 6.9

Fjuth to Mouth 6.9

NEC Markers 5.f
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'ALLE 4. IlT!AL 117QI UEST PEFTCWNCE FEASRES ITH CVER
E PEFCEMa "IC GC" FIAIE

FEKFGIF"ANCE MEASURES I D %

CCAX Stoppage 20.0

aransmit Fessage 14.4

Assemble & Install Ereechblock 12.0

Clear CC .X 11.6

Threat Vehicles 11.3

iemove & Lisassemble Ereechblock 10.0

Fr. into Operation 8.3

badio Check e.2

Eisasser-ble/Assemble COAX 7.8

Eisasserl.le/Assernble F.85 7.4

NBC Knowledge 6.7

.A Form 2408-1 6.C

Clear M65 5.3
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7ABLE 5. PIE-CYCLE RVIErLION TEST FESt TS (Ws) EY STATIOk AMN
OVERALL

PERFORAICE RESULS IN PERCEN'W.CES

STA IINS 1 Vk 2 V k 3 ;kk

G-G C-N G-G G-N G-G IG-N

I - 5asic Eriving 986 i.C 9C.3 C.2 97.8 1.9

2 - Maintenance 94.6 2.4 92.3 3.9 95.2 2.5

3 - First Aid 75.1 19.E 83.1 9.( 70.E 23.9

4 - Conmiunications 61.7 16.3 73.2 3.e 60.4 15.6

5 - General Subjects 93.4 3.6 92.2 5.6 95.0 3.C

6 - Cal .45 and D:G C5.8 6.4 82.6 8.4 92.4 3.6

7 - lactical 7raining 89.1 9.7 93.4 4.6 94.0 5.7

Station Average 91.5 .4 88.8 7.C 92.4 5.C
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UALE E. TSVI FEIENIICN RLSL.TS (%'s) FY SIAIICN ANE CVEPALL

PERFCWAWNCE RESLMTS IN PERCENTAGES

G-C G-N

1 - Loader's Duties 96.5 1.6

2 - Ereechblock 85.7 3.4

3 - M219 Machinegun 60.4 6.5

4 - M85 Machinegun 86.7 7.0

5 - Tank Gunnery 95.7 2.2

6 - General Subjects 93.0 3.2

7 - Communications 86.9 4.3

8 - Faintenance 95.9 1.9

9 - Advanced Eriving 92.7 4.9

Station Average 93.0 3.1

d6
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IAEL 7. MIr-CYCLE ,EIEMICN 'IESI PERFCI.ANCE MEASURES MITH CVEI
5 PERICENI R1 EII-'IIN LO S

-EFFGCR-.Cr. hsEASURES 1 Kk 2 Wk 3 Vk AVLR ACE

Control Bleeding 22.5 1C.1 47.2 26.6*

Assure the Prone i.6 15.9 15.1 16.5"

hDuth to Youth 26.] 2.9 17.9 ]£.6

NBC Markers 6.3 15.9 14.2 12.1*

AN/VFC-64 into Operation 22.5 1.5 11.3 11.6

Field Phone IA-312 10.0 4.4 19.6 11.4

Ireat for Shock 10.8 15.9 6.6 11.i*

Starting lank Engine 2.7 21.7 E.5 11.0

Stopping lank Engine 5.4 15.9 9.4 1.2*

Lisassembly, Assembly and
Function Check (Cal .45) 7.2 13.0 8.5 9.E*

Immediate ction (a.G) 14.4 10.1 1.9 C.C
Low Crawl 17.4 5.e 2.6 6.7

FL Nove in Reverse .9 2C.3 0 7.1

Lisassenrbly, Assembly and
Function Check (SMG) 6.1 16 1 2. 6 7.0

FL Stop lank 0 15.9 .9 5.9

*For these tasks retention loss is consistently above 5% for each group.
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;LE E. '27' ' F IEICN 'IES'I PFFCW+A'CE EASUR~E IT OVEF
5 4FUNI2 FzqEMI2v. LCSS

ZERFCiMNCE ME.ASLFES -k

ahreat Vehicles 19.2

CCAX Stoppage 14.C?

'Irarnrmit F~essage 9.3

Clea-r MESL 8.7

UEergency Situations
(kuvanced Eriving)

Prepare to Fire Checks 6.03

Clear CCAX 5.5

£isassemrble, Assemble N.85 5.3

Main Gun tisfire 5.3

ALcio Amp into Gperation 5.1
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IAELE 9. INITIAL OVERALL MID-CYCLE AND TSQI "NO OC" PERCENTAGES

BY M.ENTAL CATEGORY

- r
MENTAL CATEGORY

IES-
l 1-2 1 4 VERAL

lai6-CycI 2.2 3.3 3.5 3.2

TSQ'I 3.3 3.9 6.6 4.1

Total 2.4 3.5 5.2 3.5
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IAELL I0. 5,1E-CYCLE and LS(.1 CVEF-ALL 1PE'IE'IICN PESLLS (GO-NC (C

PEFCENIAGES) BY MENUL CAIEGCRY

MENIAL CA'EGRY

FEl ES"I 1-2 3 4 EVERA4

- - - I

Mid-Cycle 3.3 4.5 \2.4 4.2

1 1Wk

Mid-Cycle 3.1 5.1 9.5 5.1
2 hk

Mid-Cycle 2.1 4.8 6.7 4.5
3 %k

TSQT 3.5 4.4 4.5 4.3

'IAL 3.0 4.7 5.9 4.5
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iAELE 11. INI'IIAL CVEFALL MID-CYCLE AD ISVI "WC GO" PERCEN'IACES

BY EDLiCAMIONAL LEVEL

E AIOA LVEL
IES'I ______

HS GRAD NC-HS GRAD IMTAL

;Fid Cycle 2.6 3.7 3.1

IsQI 4.3 4.9 4.5

IML3.3 4.0 3.5
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IAELE 12. MIC-CYCLE AND 'r-CI OVERALL RErEIION RESULTS (GO-NO C

PERiCEMlAGES) BY EDUCALIC LEVEL

RETES - F EC LCATIOMJL LEVEL

ptMid-CyCle 4.3 4.2 4.3
1 fk

Mid-Cycle 5.6 4.4 5.1
2 t~k

Pid-Cycle 4.5 5.4 4.7
3 6k

TSCI 3.9 4.34.

TCITAL 4.5 4.5 4.5
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BRIEF

REQUIREMENT

0The requirement to be met by the work reported here was to

adapt a modular, performance-based, individually-paced tank

crewman skills training program (TCST)--originally developed for

use with reserve components--for evaluation in a variety of tank

crew train-up situations.

PROCEDURE

The program was implemented on a trial basis in five settings:

(1) mobilization train-up of active and reserve crewmen in a train-

ing center environment, (2) mobilization train-up of training

center crews, (3) individual readiness training of armor crewmen

preparing for unit gunnery training, (4) accelerated training of

tank crew replacements, and (5) accelerated refresher training of

experienced crews deprived of regular gunnery training. Each study

was intended to represent a different set of training conditions

under which tank crewmen would be preparing for combat. In each

instance the basic program was modified to accomodate: ( ) crew-

man task requirements dictated by the gunnery criterion test to

be used, (b) trainee background, (c) available training time, and

(d) training conditions, such as the availability of ranges, sub-

caliber devices, and service ammunition.

In most cases the procedure involved: (a) adapting TCST to

the training situation, (b) planniiig training implementation,

(c) pre-testing, (d) delivering training, (e) administering a

crew gunnery criterion test, and (f) post-te~ting individual skills.

The training was typically administered by unit trainers under

supervision of the project staff. Data was collected on inii'.ri-

iual skill proficiency, crew gunnery performance, and traince

opinions of the program.



Success of TCST in the five trial settings was modest. Two

t-n five studies produced what could be considered positive

results. in one, the training center active and reserve mobili-

zation train-up, TCST produced trainee skill levels and opinions

superior to those resulting from two alternative programs. In

tihe other, the accelerated tank crew replacement training, TCST

,.as used successfully in rapidly preparing non-liE soldiers to

fill in as gunners and loaders on a gunnery qualification test--

a Table VIII test in which the crews with replacements performed

as 11 as experienced intact crews. Results of the

remaining three trial runs were inconclusive.

A need e::ists for some kind of TCST to be used in preparing

ccbat reaL': :rews. Results of the training trials indicate that,

dspite ithe supplementary training given, no group of crews--

experienced or inexperienced, with or without recent gunnery

training--demonstrated a level of crew gunnery proficiency that

could be considered combat ready.

The TCST program has a number of promising features, but

needs further development. Of particular importance is the need

for implementation procedures. Detailed guidance on how to plan,

schedule and deliver individual training at the unit level must be

developed and validated. Without such guidance and without a com-

mitment to the training by commanders, trainers and trainees alike,

no training program of any level of excellence can hope to succeed.

USE OF FINDINGS

The TCST program, with further development, has promise as a

flexkble program of tank crew training, adaptable in length to a

variety of training conditions and trainee experience.

1i



PREFACE

This is the Final Report for Task 4 of a four-task project

0 ~ entitled, "Continuation of Tank Systems Skills and Training

Structure." The report describes the trial implementation of a

Tank Crewman Skills Training Program in five different tiaining

settings.

The work reported here was performed at the Fort Knox Office

of the Human Resources Research Organization (Hum.RRO), under

Contract No. DAHiC 19-76-C-0001 with the U.S. Army Research Institute

for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ART) . The training studies

conducted were in support of the Army Training Studies Group work

program.

Donald F. Haggard was the Contracting Officer's Technical

Representative. He provided administrative assistance, valuable

criticism, and substantive suggestions for conceptualizing problems

and solutions throughout the project.

HuxnRRO employees who worked on the project were Richard E.

O'Brien, William J. Crum, Richard D. Healy, James H. Harris, and

William C. Osborn.
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TRIAL IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE TANK
CREWAN SKILLS TRAINING PROGRAM (TCST)



INTRODUCTION

The Tank Crewman Skills Training Program (TCST) originated

in response to a need for new Reserve Component training. A~mor

and Cavalry-National Guard units have, since the wind-down of

Vietnam and the advent of the volunteer Army, been undergoing change

in the areas of equipment, training resources, and personnel. Older

tanks are being replaced with newer models; costs of fuel, ammuni-

tion and real estate are increasing; and the background of reserv-

ists has become more varied, with relatively fewer new recruits and

relatively more experienced soldiers shifting from active duty to

reserve or National Guard status. Results of a survey of Armor

and Cavalry National Guard units1 led to development of training

plans for operating and maintaining the N48A5 tank. The major fac-

tors that guided training development were: (a) minimal dependence

on skills learned outside the program; (b) being deliverable, as

much as possible, at armories; (c) increased use of subcaliber devices;

and (d) use of pre-tests to diagnose areas of performance deficiency.

The program consisted of performance tests and training modules

addressing functional groups of 105 crewman tasks identified as criti-

cal to gunnery performance on Table VIII and related crew drills and

skills deemed important by the Armor School. Tests and training

modules are divided into five packages, one for each crew position and

one for the crew. The program was designed around the time, terrain

and resource constraints that typify Reserve Component training. It

is performance-based, criterion-referenced and individually managed.

Training Extension Course (TEC) lessons and existing training devices,

along with specifications for other devices and material, are desig-

nated for use. The program uses individual diagnostic pretesting

to determine training needs, and proceeds from individual skills to

10'Brien, R.E., Ford, J.P., and Boldovici, J.A. Armor and Cavalry
National Guard Training Constraints. Alexandria, Virginia: U.S.
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, 1977.



crew skills. The complete training program is reported elsewhere.
1

A synopsis is given in Appendix A.

An evaluation of the Reserve Component Training Program is

currently underway in a National Guard Armored Division. Early in

its development, however, the program was identified by the Army

Training Studies Group (ARTS) as potentially useful in settings

other than the Reserve Component environment. These potential appli-

cations included:

Mobilization train-up of active and reserve
tank crews in a training center environment.

Individual readiness training of armor crew-
men preparing for unit gunnery training.

Accelerated training of tank crew replace-
ments.

Accelerated refresher training of experienced
crews deprived of annual gunnery exercises.

The modular-structure and performance-based features of the original

program enable its adaptation to a variety of training conditions

and trainee backgrounds. This report describes five such trial

implementations of the program, currently termed "Tank Crewman Skills

Training" or TCST.

OBJECTIVE

The overall purpose of the work reported here was to develop

and evaluate variations of TCST in terms of training effectiveness and

trainee acceptance. Specific objectives included determining if:

TCST led to improved performance on crew
live-fire exercises.

Individual skills trained in TCST are
relevant to crew live-fire skills.

lHarrfs, J.H., Osborn, W.C., and Boldovici, J.A. Reserve Component
Training for Operating and Maintaining the M48A5 Tank. Alexandria,
Virginia: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences, 1977.

2



. TCST can be delivered effectively in different
training environments; where training time,
trainee background and training resources vary.

TCST is viewed favorably by trainees and
trainers.

. The cost of delivering TCST is reasonable.
1

APPROACH

Five training studies were carried out in an attempt to

meet these objectives. Each of the studies was intended to repre-

sent a different set of training conditions under which tank crew-

men would be preparing for combat. The studies were:

1. Training Center Active and Reserve Mobili-
zation Trainup. A mixture of active duty
and reserve crewmen assigned to the Armor
Training Center received approximately one
week of individual skills training, in TCST
or one of two other mobilization training
programs.

2. Training Center Crew Mobilization Training.
Twenty M60A1 tank crews assigned to the
Armor Training Center received one week
of the individual skills portion of TCST
in preparation for a two-week period of
crew training.

3. Field Unit Annual Gunnery Training. Tank
crewmen in a divisional FORSCOM battalion
received the individual skills portion of
TCST in preparation for their annual
gunnery training.

4. Accelerated Tank Crew Replacement Training.
Soldiers that were not tank crewmen received
three days of TCST in preparation for them to
serve as replacement gunners and loaders in
regular tank crews.

5. Accelerated Tank Crew Refresher Training.
Crews in an experienced tank company that
had not recently participated in annual gunnery
training received either one or three days
of TCST as refresher training.

iTraining cost estimates for three of the programs are given
in Appendix 0.

3



Modification of TCST was necessary for each of the trial

implementation. Adaptation of the original program to the M6OAI

tank was required for all applications, which entailed relatively

minor changes in content to accomdate task relevant equipment

differences. other changes were made to adapt to trainee back-

ground, available training time, and training conditions, such as

the availability of ranges, subcaliber devices and service ammuni-

tion for gunnery training.

The reader should note at the outset that the assorted

training trials reported here in no way represent systematic varia-

tions of training conditions relevant to the design of TCST. In

most cases, limited planning time and resources and the urgency of

on-going training schedules precluded the kind of controlled inter-

vention one strives for in program evaluation. Live-fire criterion

tests were not comparable from study to study; those who delivered

the training differed in background and familiarity with TCST; of

those who scored the hands-on readiness tests, some were trained in

test administration and some were not, and some were more closely

involved with the performance of trainees than others. In short,

study objectives, training procedures and evaluation criteria were

adapted to the physical and personnel resources available in each

case.

THE TRIAL IMPLEMENTATIONS

1. Training Center Active and Reserve Mobilization

This study involved the tryout of three training programs

assembled for the purposes of armor crew mobilization and transition

training. The programs are summarized as follows:

44
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Tank Crewman Skills Training (TCST). As describea

above, this program represented a modification of
that designed for armor reserve components to use
in training operation and maintenance of the M48A5
tank. The individual training portion of the pro-
gram covered 105 crewman tasks identified as "criti-J

* cal" in terms of their relevance to Table VIII
exercises and other crew skills designated as impor-
tant by the Armor School. The tasks were divided
into four training packages, one for each crew posi-
tion. A package consisted of readiness tests and
training modules addressing functional groups of
job tasks. The training is performance-based and
individually managed, though some of the knowledge

training (TEC Lessons) was group paced. With the
minor modifications in task procedures necessary to
adapt to the M60AI tank, and to accomodate three
principal tracks (Driver, Loader/Gunner, and Tank
Commander), the program was implemented. A trainee
took only one of the three tracks.

Expanded Basic NCO Course (EBNCOC). This program
consisted of lesson plans from the Armor Basic NCO
Course supplemented by selected TCST modules. The
training covered essentially the same tasks as TCST,
was similarly divided into three tracks, and included
both knowledge and hands-on training. This program
differed chiefly from TCST in two respects: 1)
knowledge training (TEC lessons) was self-paced, and
2) the Readiness Tests were given on a post-training
basis only.

Self-Managed Mobilization Training Program (SMMT).
This program enlarged the scope of armor tasks
covered, and featured a self-management approach to
training. Approximately 30 tasks were included
which were not covered in the two other programs.
Many of the additional tasks represented areas of

tank crew performance emphasized in the Armor Tank
Force Management Study: NBC, recovery operations,
communications, extinguishing fires, and camouflage,
cover and concealment. The program consisted of
a set of training objectives, hands-on criterion
tests, resource materials (F ls, TMs, TEC Lessons,
etc.), and a course map designating a recommended
order for taking the modules. A trainee selected

5



'.e o. 11 module clusters, read the objectives
fr.r te firs. im'dule, studied whatever available
Yesource mnatterial he wished, and reported for
testing when he thought he was ready. In contrast
to the other programs, this training was not tracked;
trainees were responsible for tasks pertaining to
all four crew positions.

'Trainee Groj_ . Trainee groups were corprised of active

dutv soldiers from the USATCA's ist and 4th Training Brigades and

L :. 194th A-nored Brigade, and reservists from the 100th

r..iinng 3ivision. Group background characteristics are summarized

in Table 1.

%e t~irve groups of trainees appeared dissimilar in impor-

tant re.;pects. FLua the standpoint of experience, TCST trainees

se-eed to have an edge over tle other two groups: they tended to be

predominantly active duty soldiers with more years in service and of

lightly higher average rank; over 40% held the primary MOS of ll-E.
The group receiving the Expanded BNCO training, while comparable in

tgrn f the relative number of active duty soldiers, were propor-

tionately under represented by men with the 11-E MOS (14%). Soldiers

undergoing the S ZfT program were typically reservists (82%) with

fewier years service, although nearly half (46%) held the Armor Crew-

ma,'s primary MOS.

To the extent that one associates trainability in tnis con-

text with a background of active duty experience as an 11-E, the

FCST group appeared to have an edge on the other groups going into

the training. Such differences in composition of the three trainee

groups are pertinent to interpreting results of the training

evaluation.

I1



TABLE 1

BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINEES
BY CREW POSITION AND TRAINING PROGRAM

TRAINEE CHARACTERISTICS
NLBER YEARS

TRAINING TRAINING OF GRADE PMOS COMPONENT AGE SERVICE
PROGRAM CREW TRAINEES (MEDIAN) (% lIE) (% ACTIVE) (MEAN) (MEAN)

TCST Driver 10 E-7 0 % 100 % 32 14.2

Gunner /
Loader 10 E-6 10 % 60 % 30.6 6.3

Tank
Cmdr. 14 E-5 93 % 93 % 27.5 6.4

All 34 E-6 41% 85 % 29.7 8.3

EBNCOC Driver 16 E-5 31 % 81 % 27.6 3.5

Gunner/
Loader 13 E-6 8 % 100 % 30.8 10.4

Tank
Cmdr. 17 E-5 0 % 88 % 26.1 5.1

All 46 E-5 14 % 89 % 27.9 6.0

SWIT All 24 E-5 46 % 18 % 29.4 3.4

7



Training Delivery. Traiiving was administered by training

center cadre who, depending on the particular program involved, admin-

istered diagnostic pre-tests, supervised remedial training, and cqn-

ducted all readiness (criterion) testing. Soldiers assigned to TCST

or EBNCOC spent up to a week preparing for post-test evaluation; those

participating in SMIT were alloted two weeks for preparation.

Results

Hands-On Test Performance. Principal training results

are given in terms of hands-on post-test comparisons among the three

groups. TCST and EBNCOC groups received the same hands-on post-tests,

and to enable comparison with SMMT trainees the latter were adminis-

tered a sample of the same hands-on tests. Comparisons involving SMMT

trainees were possible for tasks in the loader and driver areas only.

Results of the hands-on testing are shown in Table 2. With

exception of loader tasks in the Mission Preparation area, performance

of TCST trainees was uniformly high, ranging from 81% to 100% GO. 1

Overall performance of EBNCOC trainees was moderately high. Of the 12

possible test compairsons between TSCT and EBNCOC, the former group scored

higher in eight and lower on three; performance was at a maximum for

both groups on the remaining test. Only two of these apparent differ-

ences were found to be statistically reliable, however, both in favor

of TCST trainees. Areas of significant difference were Weapons Mainte-

nance (icader) and M85 Operation and Maintenance (TC): All TCST trainees

passed these two tests, whereas "GO" rates for EBNCOC traiRees were 57%

and 71%, respectively.

Hands-on performance of the SNMT group was low, and sig-

nificantly so, in the three areas tested (Combat Loading, Replenisher

Tape Reading, and the driver's Before Operation Checks). The combined

pass rate of TCS.2 and EBNCOC groups was approximately 95% on these tests,

where only about half of the SMMT trainees scored "GO."



TABLE 2

PERCENT "GO" FOR HANDS-ON POST-TESTS

FOR THE THREE TRAINING PROGRAMS

TRAINING PROGRAM

TCST EBNCOC SMMT

HANDS-ON TEST N % "GO" N % "GO" N % "GO"

Loader/Gunner 11 14 24

Mission Prep. 54 __1 --

Cmbt. Loading 100 93 50'

Wpns. Mtn. 100 572 --

Replen. Tape 100 93 503

Opnl. Checks 91 100 --

Wpn. Prep. 100 100 --

Tact. Opns. 91 86 --

Driver 9 15 24

Before Opns. 100 93 583

Tact. Driving 100 80 --

Tank Commander 16 17

M85 100 712

Prep. to Fire 81 88 --

Wpns. Prep. 94 100 --

Tact. Opns. 94 88 --

INot tested.
2Significantly smaller than corresponding percentage for TCST (p < .05).

3Significantly smaller than corresponding combined percentage for

TCST and EBNCOC (p < .05).

9



t,,t i cf 29 TEC lessons with written criterion tests were

available fur use in the three training programs. Post tests were

tiaen 3n tiese lessons by virtually; all TCST trainees, ani on a

,m: c : 10les:ns by the SIMT group. TEC post tests, with one

uxc\ption, we-e Cther not taken or not recorded for EBNCOC trainees.

.Lta ,)r the 9 lessons on which between-group comparisons could be

:de is .;hown in Table 3. Performance by TCST trainees on these 9

*._., <n. dLjict ; reasonably well the pass rate pattern over all lessons.

..- e trend ,as trwird higher performance by those in the Loader/Gunner

*a *tarn thcs c in the Driver and TC Tracks, although the 35% on

Yt l dentificat ion was the lowest percent "GO" on all TC lessons.

NuticuiLbie in Table 3 is the uniformly low performance of the

SM2'tM *.roup. Fuw if any of the trainees passed the post-tests for

tiose c7C lessons sampled, which indicates they knew substaatially

* abeut ho, to perform tasks--at least in the eight areas tested--

" id the TCST group.

rainee Opinion

To supplement performance data, trainee opinions were mea-

4U'rcd using an 8 item questionnaire (Appendix B). The questionnaire

, viven to each group of trainees before training began and again

efter it was completed. Questions pertained to the quality, pace,

an( accomplishments of both audio-visual and hands-on training. The

substance of the questions was the same in both pre-training and

post-training versions of the questionnaire. Only the verb tense

changed, with the pre-training version designed to elicit expectations

ke.g., '"ill you like....') and the post-training vers'on to elicit

. inions Xe.g., "Did you like....").

1i0
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TABLE 3

PER CENT "GO" ON SELECTED WRITTEN (TEC) POSTTEST
FOR THE THREE TRAINING PROGRAMS

TRAINING PROGRAM

TCST EBNCOC SNIT

Written Test N %"GO" N %1"GO" N %"1

Loader/Gunner

Coax Haint. 11 73 24 0-

Coax Trblsht. 11 100 -- 24 4

Brsgt. I 10 70 -- 24 25-

Brsgt. II 11 73 -- 24 0

Prep. for Opns. 11 91 -- 24 0

Aux. Fire Con. 11 91 -- 24 0

Xenon Slt. 11 64 -- 24 42

Driver

Op. Checks 10 40 -- 24 02

Tank Commander

Veh. Ident. 11 35 17 41 --

1 - indicates test results not available.

2 Significantly smaller than corresponding percentage for TCST (p < .05).

£I
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LUnfortunately, because of administrative difficulties, not

t! .Ltrlinces completed both forms of the questionnaire. Data for

these that did (Table 4) were analyzed in terms of shifts in

,;iiion from what they expected before training to what they con-

cluded after training. Responses were coded as favorable or 'infa-

*.a.i. ind tabulated by question for each trainee group. These

data are summarized in Table 5. Post-training opinions of the

EBNCOC group were slightly higher overall than those of TCST (81%

and 75%, and both groups held substantially more favorable views

of training than did S:,%fT (46%). But these results should be

viewed in light of trainee expectations. Notice from pre-training

respcnses that EBNCOC trainees were much more optimistic, with 81%

on the average holding favorable expectations about the forthcoming

training, whereas the TCST and S>D1T groups averaged 57% and 61%

respectively. Since the pre-training questionnaire was given before

trainees had any knowledge of the instruction they were to receive,

differences in expectations probably reflect differences in group

characteristics; and since the EBNCOC group was distinguished by

having relatively few 11-E (14% as compared to over 40% in each of

the other groups), this difference in training background may have

produced the difference in expectations. In any event, it is the

shifts in favorability from before to after training that are note-

wothv in Table 5. The TCST group showed an average increase in

response favorability of nearly 20 percentage points, indicating

that they thought the training was much bttter than expected. SMIT

trainees, on the other hand, showed an average decrease of 15 per-

centage points, indicating they thought their training was poorer

than expected. No change was found for the EBNCOC group who

apparently found their training to be about what they had expected.

12
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TABLE 4

RELATIVE NUMBER OF TRAINEES RESPONDING TO

THE TWO FORMS OF THE OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

T RAIN ING N MBER OF NUMBER COMPLETIN(G PERCENT COXPLETINC
PROGRAM TRAINEES BOTH FORMS BOTH F~~q
TCST 34 19 56

EBNCOC 46 13 28

SWTf 24 21 88

TABLE 5

AVERAGE PERCENT OF FAVORABLE QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSES FOR PRE- VERSUS POST-TRAINING ADMINISTRATION

TRAINEE
GROUP PRE-TRAINING POST-TRAI N NC

TCST 57.0 75.4-

EBNCOC 81.3 80.8

SMMT 60.8 45.8'

IStatistically significant shift in response favorability

13
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Test Performance. "Hard" comparisons among the three pro-

: are difficult if not iwpossible given differences in composi-

, the three groups, scope of the programs, training time, and

meth ... , instru.:tion. No one o-f these factors was systematically

varied relative to t others, so post-training performance data is

ho1e!LsslV confounded between the three programs. The best that

-an Lt- don,, is to highlight the similarities and differences among

tL' T r,<' r. relAt-, v to training results observed.

"Oi, -,CSl and EBNCOC prograns were similar in scope and in

tim,, rnlv nderatelv different in training methods, but

, .iflr in barkgr.'und charactvristics of the trainees. Both

i istee o: over 80. active duty soldiers, but were quite

r i.t i i :,i x. hiie TCST gre'p consisted of 4l7 ll-E, which

r, 1Lrack saeiied as fullows: 07, Driver; 10'., Loader/Gunner;

mak .randke r. On'y 141 of the EBNCOC trainees held the ll-E

.'S: 31 of the Drivers, 6' of the Loader/Gunners, and 0: of the

ianki Commanders. Is the slightly superior overall hands-on

ptrf,rrance by the TCST group (Table 2) attributable, therefore,

tc variat . in instructional method or to the fact the EBNCOC pro-

gram had more people to put through transition training? It is

difficult to say conclusively, but reference to Table 2 indicates

no dramatic reversals in pattern of performance between groups

from track to track despite substantial shifts in MOS composition

of subgroups. That is, taking the liberty of averaging hands-on

performance by track for the two groups and comparing this with

tfu 'IOS breakdown by track, as shown in Table 6, reveals no notice-

able association between differences in performance under the two

programs and shifts in MOS composition by track. Thi's suggests

Ltat differences in test performance are probably not attributable

to 'O5 characteristics of the two groups. But the reader should

14
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TABLE 6

AVERAGE HANDS-ON TEST PERFORMANCE AND MOS COMPOSITION
BY TRACK FOR TCST AND EBNCOC

TRAINING PROGRAM

TCST EBNCOC

TRACK %11-E AVG.%"GO" %l-E AVG.%"GO"

Loader/Gunner 11 97 8 88

Driver 0 100 42 87

Tank Commander 93 92 0 87

Total Group 41 96 14 87

15



bear in mind that this cannot be held conclusively, particularly in

light of the relatively small differences in test results.

Even less can be concluded from a comparison of SMMT with

the other two programs. Although differences were large in the

few areas of performance measured, SMMT was dissimilar in scope,

training time, training method, as well as in background charac-

teristics of the trainees. SMT attempted to train a group

(predominantly reservists with less than half the years of service

averaged by TCST trainees) in all four duty positions (plus

several additional job tasks) in no more than twice the time avail-

able for training in the other programs. Indications are that this

was simply too ambitious an undertaking, since the percentage of

trainees who completed SrTh1 averaged 66% over all task clusters.

A completion rate of 52% was reported for the Gunnery cluster and

for the Maintenance cluster--the two SHMT areas which covered those

tasks later tested in the post-training hands-on comparison. The

527. corresponds well with the 50% - 58% SMOIT "GO" rate on the three

hands-on tests sampled for comparative evaluation (Table 2). Thus,

completion percentages for SMMT may offer reasonable estimates of

hands-on proficiency in other areas as well.

Although SMT performance shortfall cannot be attributed to

a particular cause, a word about the self-management approach to

training is called for. The advantages of self-instruction or

self-pacing are well recognized. But it is only as effective as the

quality of instructional materials and the management of the learn-

ing situation. Developing a self-instructional/self-anaged training

program requires much more time, effort and expertise than do instruc-

tor mediated training programs. In the case of th, SMIT program,

the developer's effort and competence could not possibly offset the

severely limited time for development that was available. Indeed,

16



it would have been remarkable if even one of the fifty-plus modules

could have been designed, tested and revised in the time and with

the resources allotted for all.

Results of the trainee opiniu. questionnaire generalf y

supported the foregoing discussion of performance outcomes. Sol-

diers completing TCST found the training to be significantly better

than they had expected, and those completing SMT found theirs to

be significantly worse than anticipated, even though both groups

began with about the same overall level of expectation. Opinion

data for EBNCOC trainees were less conclusive, since for some

reason they began training with much higher expectations than the

other groups.

Reasons for the poor reactions to SMMT training are probably

much the same as those me~ntioned in connect ion with the lower per-

formance of this group. SI'l'T trainees were responsible for learn-

ing more tasks and were given P minimum of instructional guidance.

That many failed to complete training is sufficient cause for

their unfavorable reaction to the program.

2. Training Center Crew Mobilization Trainup

Following tryout of the three programs of individual skills

training, TCST was selected for evaluation in conjunction with a

crew training program. Twenty M6OA. tank crews from the 194th

Armored Brigade participated in this trial run of a complete mobi-

lization training package. Background characteristics of the

trainees are shown in Table 7.

A The training was conducted over a three week period, with

the first week spent in diagnostic testing and remedial training

of individual skills, TOST, and the last two weeks devoted to

17



TABLE 7

BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINEES

IN TCST(2)/CRO% TRAINING

CREW POSITION

;i.-\1%C I'ERITI CS LOADER DRIVER GUNNER TANK CDR.

Nu..vr of men 24 21 21 22

Grade (Median) E4 E4 E4 E6

PYOS (%. liE) 88% 90% 86% 73%

Age (Mean) 20.4 22.1 24.1 30.3

Years Service (Mean) 1.8 1.8 4.5 12.1

18



crew training. Though the crew training was not the crew module

contained in the original TCST program, it did consist of practical

exercises in maintenance, fire fighting, refueling, ammunition

reloading, evacuation, tactical movement, pregunnery and firing

position drills, plus various dry and live fire gunnery exercises.

The two major criterion measures were a tank crew qualification

test and gunnery performance on Table VIIC. Training was conducted

by cadre from the U.S. Army Training Center Armor.

Results and Discussion

Individual Skills. Performance in TCST was measured in

terms of knowledge (TEC) test and hands-on readiness test results

as with all previous individual training. Post-test results on

the TEC exercises were recorded and compared with those obtained

in the previous study [TCST(l)]. These data are summarized in

Table 8. Pe.rformance on completion of the TEC lessons was

uniformly high. Tle group means by crew position were over 90

indicating the crew members were well prepared from the standpoint

of knowledge of their individual skills. It is also worth noting

that the,, scored as high or higher than TCST(i) trainees on 23

of the 29 .ritten post-tests taken by both groups, though in most

cases these differences were not large enough to be statistically

reliable.

Pro-test performance on the hands-on portion of training

is s1ho.-n in Table 9 along with comparable data for the cadre. This

comparison was made because the cadre group was more similar in

background to TCST(2) trainees than was the TCST(l) group. Pre-

test performance was low for all but the Loaders. The overall

indication was that at the start of training the trainees needed

considerable work on their individual skills. The extent to which

this work was accomplished is not known, however, since post-test

results of hands-on training were not available.
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TABLE 8

MEAN SCORE BY CREW POSITION ON

WRITTEN (TEC) POST-TESTS FOR TCST GROUPS

TCST (1) TCST (2)

NUMBER GROUP NUMBER GROUt

CREW POSITION OF TESTS MEAN OF TESTS MEAN

Tank Commander 8 89.0 8 90.5

Gunner 
9 91.6 10 96.1

Loader 
12 92.7 10 97.1

Driver 
2 77.5 4 98.2
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TABLE 9

PER CENT "GO" ON HANDS-ON PRETEST FOR
CADRE AND TCST(2) TRAINEES

TEST CADRE TCST(2)

Tank Commander
A Before Operations Procedures 64 i0,
C Weapons System Preparation 71 40
E Tactical Operations 50 30

Gunner

A Before Operations Procedures 50 01

C Weapons System Preparation 62 01

E Tactical Operations 85 68

Loader
A Mission Preparation 65 60

B Combat Loading 54 85

C Weapons Maintenance 73 80

D Replenisher Tape 96 100

Driver
B Before Operations Procedures 58 40

D Tactical Driving 62 40

'Significantly smaller than percentage in cadre column ( .01).

2
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:n terms of their reactions to the individual readiness training,

T('ST(2' trainees rated the program about the same as the earlier

TCST(-) group. Pre-training questionnaire responses averaged

about 537 favorable, and rose to 67% after training, indicating

they thought that overall the program was better than expected.

Crew Training. Achievement in crew training was measured

chiefly by day and night versions of the Tank Crew Qualification

Test (TCQT). Performance on the TCQT is summarized in Table 10.

As measured in terms of the percentage of task standards met,

Table 10 shows that on the whole crew proficiency ranged from 81%

to 88K on non-firing duties and from 55% to 66% on the firing

exercises.

Further gunnery data were available on five crews who

fired Table VIIC both before and after crew training. Engagement

times, accuracy, and point scores which were averaged over

engagements and crews are listed in Table 11. Substantial

improvement from before to after training was evident on all mea-

sures, though, because of the few crews involved, only the

improvement in time scores was found statistically significant.

It is apparent from the available data that crew training

was successful in improving crew performance. The question remains

as to whether that improvement was sufficient. Crew proficiency

levels of over 80%, as were reported for non-gunnery skills, may be

satisfactory when judged against the objectives of mobilization

training. Gunnery proficiency only marginally above 50%, however,

probably is not.
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TABLE 10

TANK CREW QUALIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON TASK STANDARDS

S TANDARD SATI S FACTORY

Day Engagements
Main Gun

Crew Duties 85%
Time and Hits 66%

Machine gun
Crew Duties 81%
Time 65%
Coverage 58%

Situation Reports 88%

Night Engagements
Crew Duties 86%
Time and Hits 55%
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TABLE 11

CREW GUNNER PERFORMANCE ON TABLE VIIC

BEFORE AFTER
MEASURE OF PERFORMANCE TRAINING TRAINING

Opening Times1  16.6 sec 8.4 sec 2

Closing Times1  31.3 sec 19.0 sec 3

Area CoveragL 27% 60%

Main Gun Hits 20% 55%4

Scores i  295 pts 653 pts 4

lLeast square estimates for three missing values were obtained
by Yates method (Cochran and Cox, 1957). Means were computed
including the estimated values.

2Significant decrease from Before to After (2. < .05).

3Significant decrease from Before to After (p < .01).

'No significant change.

A
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3. Field Unit Annual Gunnery Training

This trial run of TCST was conducted in an active Army tank

battalion preparing for annual gunnery qualification. Durin4 the

pre-test phase of the implementation, the readiness tests were

administered to the battalions' tank crewmen, and appropriate

remedial instruction recommended for each based on readiness test

result-,. A post-test was administered approximately five weeks

later as each crew finished firing the gunnery tables.

Before the training was implemented, however, revisions

in content and delivery procedures were made. Some changes per-

taining to differences in the M60Al and M48A5 tanks had been made

on-the-spot during the two previous trial runs, but time had not

been available to formally revise TCST for use with the M60AI in

an active Army setting. Content changes included: replacing M2

machinegun tasks with M85 machinegun tasks; changing references to

support rollers in tasks concerned with track tension checks and

adjustment; and, appropriately modifying nomenclature and descrip-

tions of gages and warning lights in the driver's compartment.

Readiness tests and training module outlines were prepared for

additional tasks recommended for inclusion in the program by the

Armor Center. In all, the tasks added to TCST are listed in

Table 12.

Modifications in guidelines for test administration and

training delivery were made to take advantage of differences between

active and reserve units in time and resources available for train-

ing. The bulk of these changes pertained to guidance for testing,

and included: instructions for administering and scoring the written

portions of the readiness tests; instructions for the officer-in-

charge of conducting the hands-on readiness tests; and instructions

for scorers at each hands-on test station. These guidelines are

presented in Appendix C.
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TABLE 12

TASKS ADDED TO TEST

SCRE7.1. POSITION TASK

:)river Use camouflage, cover and
concealment

Prepare tank for towing

Loa-e r .Operate tactical FM radio

Stinner Charge manual elevation system

7,hnk Co,-i:'.der .Load an M85 machinegun
I Clear an M35 machinegun

All L:rew-en Check operation of 143
heater (gas particulate
unit)
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Trainees. A total of 54 tank crews, or 216 soldiers, from

an Armored Battalion at Fort Carson participated in the training

study. Pre-testing and training proceeded from a Battalion Bpttle

Roster designating the crew and crew position of soldiers for crew

gunnery qualification (Table VIII). For the most part, crews nor-

mally manning a given tank were kept intact, with crewmen serving

in their normal crew position; vacant slots, created by reassignment,

impending separation from service, sickness, etc., were filled by

drawing additional troops from the battalion on an as needed basis--

an approach that in some cases led to crewmen being assigned to

positions other than they normally held. Background characteristics

of the trainee group are suimmarized in Table 13.

Scorers. Division demands for support depleted the ranks

of those experienced personnel who had originally been singled out

to administer the readiness tests during the pre-test phase of the

study. As the only practicable alternative, each line company was

asked to detail seven soldiers to serve as scorers. The 21 indi-

viduals chosen for this role were among those assigned to gunner

and tank commander positions for the training and gunnery qualifi-

cation study, so they served in both roles. Their experience in

armor was generally typical of other gunners and tank commanders in

the battalion.

Since these scorers were not available for the post-testing

phase of the study, four new scorers were provided by the Armor

School and trained by the study team. These four NCOs, under direc-

tion of the research and development coordinator of USARI-Fort Knox,

conducted the post-testing phase in which readiness tests were

6 administered to crewmen on completion of Table VIII firing.
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TABLE 13
9

BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF
TCST ANNUAL GUNNERY TRAINEES

NLMIBER OF GRADE MO. SERVICE AGE
PoSITION TRAINEES (MEDIAN) (MEAN) (MEAN) YRS.

Driver 46 E-4 25.9 21.3

Loader 43 E-4 34.9 21.6

Gunner 54 E-4 35.8 22.4

Tank
Co=ander 58 E-6 83.2 27.3

ALL 201 E-4 47.0 23.4
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Pre-test Procedures. Pre-testing and remedial training was

conducted during two one-week periods. In general, the procedure

involved the study team establishing liaison with the battaliop,

coordinating plans for data collection, training scorers, super-

vising collection of the written and hands-on test data, identifying

appropriate remedial instruction for each soldier, and administering

background and opinion questionnaires.

Two days were spent setting up the testing site1 and

training scorers. Scorers were briefed on the purpose of the train-

ing study and the kinds of hands-on performance tests to be admin-

istered, and instructed in the general scoring procedures to be

followed (Appendix C). On completion of these familiarization

activities and before further intensive scorer training, all scorers

were administered the written and hands-on readiness tests for thu.

positions (i.e., gunner or tank commander) to which they had been

assigned in the study proper. All then completed their scorer

preparation by alternately performing and scoring the hands-on tests

that they would be administering during the pre-testing phase.

Each testing day began with a group of approximitely 36 sol-

diers receiving a briefing on the nature and purpose of the study,

completing a background and training ex:pectations questionnaire,-

and taking the written portions of the readiness tests. On completion

of this first session, they reported to the hands-on testing site

where they were identified by crew position and organized into four

groups. Each group was then briefed on the testing procedure, told

1Test site layout and corresponding test components are given in

Appendix D.
2 This training expectations questionnaire; along with its counter-

part post-training opinion questionnaire, was a revised version
of that shown in Appendix B. Revisions entailed shortening it
from 18 to 11 questions, and changing the response array from five

scaled alternatives to a seven-point scale of agreement.
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h-r they would progress through the testing stations, and informed

;f the first station to which they were to report. At a given

station the scorer read a standard set of instructions to each

soldier who was to be tested at that station. An example of the

instructions given for a portion of the driver's hands-on readiness

tests is provided in Appendix E. Also presented in this example

are the tasks on which drivers were to be examined, the conditions

under which testing was to occur, and a series of notes to remind

test adminstrators about specifics of the testing procedure. The

test then began and continued until performance on all of the rele-

vant tasks had been evaluated. As each task was performed, the

test administrator recorded in an answer booklet whether each

required step performed satisfactorily (GO), unsatisfactorily (NO

GO), or whether the step was not required and not performed (NA).

Items not required and therefore marked NA were those for which the

appropriate test conditions could not be met, either because of

lack of equipment or terrain specifics. Approximately one and a

half hours were required to test loaders, gunners, and tank

omandrs. Driver testing required about one hour. After test-

ing, scorers returned all test booklets to a central collection

point whre they were reviewed and used to identify needs for

refresher training for each soldier.

It is important to note that departures from prescribed

testing procedure were detected during the pre-testing phase. For

example, on parts A and C of the gunner and tank commander readiness

tests. the tasks were frequently "talked through" by the soldier

rather than actually performed. Although scorers were constantly

discouraged from using this approach, it did in fact occur frequently.

Remedial Training. A soldier's performance on both the

written and hands-on portion of the readiness test determines the

instructional modules he will take. The remedial training for
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both the written and hands-on portions of the readiness tests was

to be conducted by each line company based on the needs of each sol-

dier as determined by his test results. Then, the soldier would

take the post-test for the appropriate TEC lessons and return to

the hands-on test site to be retested only on those portions on

which he received remedial training.

For a variety of reasons, the most compelling of which

was continued division demands for support, the line companies were

not able to conduct the remedial training for the hands-on portions.

After the second day of testing, therefore, the testing procedure

was modified. The scorers were instructed to remediate the

hands-on tasks on the spot using one-on-one performance training

and then retest the soldier immediately. The remedial training for

the written tests was conducted as planned.

Following pre-testing and remedial training, soldiers

returned from one to three days later to Battalion Headquarters

where they reassembled for the purpose of completing a post-training

opinion questionnaire.

Post-test Procedure. Approximately five weeks following

pre-test and remedial training--a period in which the battalion

fired the gunnery tables, to include a second experimental firing

of Table VIII--the readiness tests were readministered to all

available crewmen. The procedure followed in conducting the post-

test was much the same as for the pre-t=st, except that fewer sol-

diers were tested at a time, and the four scorers conducting the

testing were better trained and better supervised.
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Res ul ts

Results of the training study are given in terms of

individual readiness test performance, crew performance on Table

VIII and trainee reactions.

Readiness Test Performance. Of those trainees designated

for the training, a total of 208 took at least one portion of the

readiness test appropriate to their crew position; 196 usable

hands-on test and 115 written test scores resulted. The pre-test

data are summarized in Tables 14 and 15. Results are tabulated in

terms of the average proportion of steps in task performance

(performance measures) correctly executed (Table 14), and in terms

L of the average proportion of tasks passed--that is, tasks in which

all steps were performed correctly--(Table 15). Scores on the

hands-on portion of the test were moderate to high, with the

relative number of performance measures passed ranging from .76

for the loaders, to .95 for the tank commanders; mean proportion

of hands-on tasks passed was slightly lower, ranging from .60

for loaders, to .87 for tank commanders. Substantially lower

was overall performance on the written portion, where, as shown in

Table 15, on no more than 10% of the tasks could soldiers typically

answer all questions ("performance measures") about task perform-

ance. The pattern of scores over crew positions remained much the

same regardless of the subtest or measure used, with loaders scoring

the lowest, tank commanders the highest, and drivers and gunners in

between.

A total of 130 soldiers took part in the post-test, and of

these only 63 had taken the pre-test for the duty position in which

they served during Table VIII qualification and post-testing. The
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TABLE 14

AVERAGE TASK PROFICIENCY'
BEFORE GUNNERY TPAINING

PRE-OP WPNS TAC TOTAL IAL OTAL
POSITION N CHECKS MTN OPNS H-0 N WRTN N TEST

Tk Cmdr 57 .95 .92 .96 .95 28 .70 60 .81

Gunner 51 .86 .86 .93 .88 38 .36 54 .68
d!

Driver 46 .79 N/A .94 .87 30 .48 49 .73

Loader 42 .72 .75 .79 .76 19 .29 45 .h8

1Mean proportion of performance measures passed by task, averageed
over soldiers and task areas.

TABLE 15

MEAN PROPORTION OF TASKS
PASSED BEFURE GUNNERY TRAINING

-PRE-OP WPNS TAG TOTALJ 7O77 )T I
POSITION N CHECKS M TN OPNS H-O NWRTN0 N TESI

Tk Cmdr 57 .86 .90 .85 .87 28 .10 60 .49

Gunner 51 .63 .69 .78 .70 38 .05 54 .37

Driver 46 .63 N/A .81 .72 30 .07 49 .39

Loader 36 .54 .56 .69 .60 19 .03 45 .31
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r -: i .0g o7 ,.-cupied other positions during the pre-test, or were

to th, ba:ttalion, or were newly assigned to tanks. Post-test

cores, shown in Tables 16 and 17, indicate lower overall perform-

anc, than for pre-testing. With exception of loaders, whose

hands-on test performance remained about the same from pro- to

post-testing, hands-on scores after gunnery training fell from 10

percentage points (tank commander) to 30 percentage points (gunner)

what they were before training. That individual skill pro-

:-ciencv: would be lower after training than before makes little

Such a drop in proficiency might reasonably result from

an- of three conditions: (a) changes in crew personnel from pre-

tLSt ta ;pot-test pericds, (b) more stringent scoring of the post-

r c ) lower motivation of soldiers during post-testing when

• : .ir frl q alification firing had been completed. The first

t:h ,I cT- be .v,1i-. td by lokin at the pro-post performance

"rc,.,.n testcd both ti-u.. Shifts in post-test scores

r : .... c:-.:- I, a. i1oICn in Tables 18 and 19, generally parallel

ta. f r tv-. ':rc ~at 1lrge, indicating that the skill level of

nc rc.,'r.n or ,r cen survin4 in different duty positions from

ti in w iluvi they w're o riginaliy tested) were not substantially

d'1Ierent fr,,-' *",.,t of cre,-en serving in the pre-test phase only.

The ,, ssihilit that lower post-test scores are attributed to lower

2.t*iv1tion :ollowing gunnery qualification is not appealing, since

t..ure was no observable evidence of reluctance or apathy on the

i:--rt of sdiurs testud as reported by the test administrators. The

7<ore likely explanation is that post-testing was conducted more

riurcusly than the pre-testing. As mentioned earlier, the NCOs

-', Ao scored the post-test were from outside the test battalion and

.re carefully trained and superised in administering the readiness

tett, wihereas, those who administered the pre-test belonged to the

t~t battalion, also participated as trainees, and were less well

'rained and supervised in their role as testers. The readiness test

ro ;:its, however rationalized, certainly do not indicate that any
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TABLE 16

AVERAGE TASK PROFICIENCY1

AFTER GUNNERY TRAINING

PRE-OP WPNS TAC TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
POSITION N CHECKS MTN OPNS H-O N WRTN N TEST

Tk Cmdr 30 .86 .88 .83 .85 31 .45 31 .65

Gunner 41 .45 .43 .80 .56 41 .32 41 .44

Driver 26 .61 N/A .64 .62 26 .48 26 .55

Loader 32 .67 .90 .79 .78 32 .26 32 .52

'Mean proportion of performance measures passed by task, averaged
over soldiers and task areas.

TABLE 17

MEAN PROPORTION OF TASKS
PASSED AFTER GUNNERY TRAINING

PRE-OP WPNS TAG TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
POSITION N CHECKS MTN OPNS H-O N WRTN N TEST

Tk Cmdr 30 .62 .74 .69 .68 31 .11 31 .40

Gunner 41 .22 .20 .63 .35 41 .02 41 .19

Driver 26 .36 N/A .45 .41 26 .09 26 .25

Loader 32 .49 .59 .70 .59 1 32 .02 32 .31
13
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TABLE 18

AVERAGE TASK PROFICIENCY1 BEFORE AND AFTER
CUNNERY TRAINING FOR CREWMEN TESTED BOTH TIMES

TEST PRE-OP WPNS TAC TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
POSITION PERIOD N CHECKS MTN OPNS H-O N WRTN N TEST

TI C-dr Before 27 .96 .97 .96 .96 1 .39 .80
,,fter .88 .91 .85 .87 15 .46 28 .66

Gunner Before .83 .80 .90 .85 .37 .70
18 12 18

After .57 .51 .84 .64 1 40 .52

Driver Before .85 N/A .97 .91 .38 .74

After 11 .63 N/A .63 .63 7 .50 11 .56

Loader Before .68 .91 .90 .84 .40 .72
6 3 6

After .83 .90 .97 .90 .37 .62

"ean proportion of performance rmeasures passed by task, averaged over
soldiers and task areas.

TABLE 19

ME,'N PROPORTION OF TASKS P.ASSED BEFORE
AND AFTER GUNNERY TRAINING FOR CRE[LNEN TESTED BOTH TIMES

TEST PRE-OP W!PNS TAC TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

POSITION PERIOD N CHECKS MTN OPNS H-O N WRTN N TEST

2k C.dr Before .88 .93 .84 .88 .10 .4927 15 28
After .64 .77 .71 .71 .11 - .41

Gunner Before .67 .61 .70 .66 .06 .36
18 12 18

After .29 .23 .71 .41 .04 .23

Driver Before .72 N/A .87 .79 04 1 .41
After .39 N/A .43 .41 .05 .23

Leader Before .51 .81 .82 .71 .07 .396 3 0 6WAfter .62 .57 .82 .67 .05 .36
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useful individual skills training took place in thu two-week pre-test

and training period that precuded regular gunnery training.

Crew Gunnery Performance. Performance of crews in gunnery

qualification (Table VIII) comprises the best available criterion

of the effectiveness of TCST and subsequent crew gunnery training.

Data on Table VIII qualification for the test battalion was less

than firm, since the battalion's objective was to continue remedial

runs of the table until all crews qualified. Scores available for

this report, which include some of the initial reruns of the quali-

fication table, indicate that 22 of 54 tanks, or about 40V, achieved

the 1400 points necessary for qualification. The 40' figure may be

viewed as a generous estimate of first run Table VIII quailification.

Though the overall levels of both individual (hands-on

post-test) and crew (Table VIII) skill sucgpest less than adequate

training, it was assumed that the two would correlate positivelv;

that is, crews with greater individual skill would tund to scort,

higher on Table VIII. Thus, correlations were computed between

hands-on subtest performance and Table VIII scores. This was dune

for tank commanders and gunners only, since they are the morv criti-

cal crew positions and since so few drivers and loaders took tht,

post-test. The correlations, presented in Table 20, offer no sup-

port of a relationship between individual skill proficiency and crew

gunnery. In fact, if the coefficients could be considered statis-

tically reliable, they would indicate a general negative relation-

ship between individual skill and crew gunnery proficiency. Worth

noting, perhaps, is the row of low positive correlations fcr gunner

target-engagement test performance and Table VIII scorus, an array

which stands in contrast to the predominance of low negative

coefficients. The three "significant" negative correlations are

not particularly meaningful since 5% or three of the 60 correlations

computed might reasonably be expected to achieve statistical
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TABLE 20

CORRELATION OF TAN( C T MANDER, GUNNER
AND CREW READINESS TEST SCORES WITH

TABLE VIII PERFORMANCE

TABLE VIII

READI NESS MACH. MAIN
POSITION TEST GUN GUN DAY NIGHT TOTAL

Pre-Op H-O .06 -.16 -.15 -.02 -.12

pns Prep H-0 -.15 -.28 -.22 -.401 -.36

Tgt Eng H-0 .11 -. 28 -.441 .12 -. 22

Th Cmdr Total H-O .01 -.31 -.37 -.12 -.30
(.N=28)

Total '.:r tn -.01 -.12 -. 21 .09 -.09

Total Test .00 -.26 -.34 -.02 -.24

Pre-Op H-0 -. 16 .06 -. 03 -. 13 -. 11

Wpn Prep H-0 .01 -.02 .01 -.23 -.13

Tgt Eng H-0 .09 .18 .06 .13 .12
:Cunner Total H-0 -.02 .09 .01 -.10 -. 05

i(N=24)
Total Wrtn -.15 -.25 -.08 -.431 -. 33

Total Test -.09 -.04 -.02 -.27 -.19

-Statistically significant at the .05 level.
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significance by chance. About all that can be said, on balance, is

that tank commander and gunner skills, as measured by TCST readiness

tests did not reliably correlate with crew gunnery proficiency on

Table VIII. It cannot be determined whether this is a result of

readiness test or Table VIII unreliability, or of the calculations

being based on a biased sample of the battalion's crews; or

whether the skills tested in TCST are in fact of no relevance to crew

gunnery performance.

Trainee Opinions. The opinions of trainees involved in the

pre-test and remedial training phase of the study offer another

source of information regarding the merit of TCST as implemented.

An 11-item training expectation/opinion (before/after) questionn-

aire, similar to that used in the previous studies, was administered

to trainees. Because of an administrative error, only 93 of the

trainees completed both the Training Expectation and Training Opinion

questionnaires. The mean expectation response, when taken over the 11

items and 93 respondents, was 3.86, indicating that trainees generally

expected the training to be neither particularly good nor particu-

larly bad (3.5 being the middle of the 7-point unfavorable-favorable

scale.) Though after training the average opinion of trainees rose

to 4.04, the shift in favorability was not significant. Moreover,

when averaged over the 11 items, the number of trainees who reported

various aspects of the training to be poorer than they expected was

greater than the number who shifted in the positive direction

(Table 21).although this difference also was statistically unreliable.

Taken item by item, only two shifts were statistically significant:

one positive, indicating that trainees found that less training time

than expected was spent on things they already knew; and, one negative,
indicating that more time than expected was spent in the classroom.

Overall, the opinion data suggests that trainees found the training to

be about what they expected--ordinary.
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TABLE 21

MEAN NUMBER OF SHIFTS' IN OPINION
FROM BEFORE TO AFTER TRAINING

POSIFIVE NEGATIVE NO
SHITS SH I FTS CHANGE

31.4 38.0 23.6

Miumber of trainees, averaged over the

11 items.

Discussion

The outcome of this study suggests that TCST, as conducted,

contributed nothing either to the individual proficiency of crew-

men or to their ability to function effectively in a crew gunnery

exercise. The best overall estimate of crewman proficiency is

probably the per cent of hands-on tasks passed in the post-test,

Sfigure averaging about 50%, and ranging from 35% for the gunners

tcst, d to 68, for the tank commanders. Such results are not

inconsistent with the 40% gunnery qualification observed for the

battalion.

That little useful training was conducted is not surprising

in light of the trainer, training, and trainee turbulence that existed

over the course of the study. The original group of tester/trainers

earmarked to conduct TCST were replaced at the last minute by less

experienced line-company crewmen because of preemptory battalion

support requirements. For similar reasons, apparently, plans for

conducting remedial training in the company areas had to be changed

during pre-testing, with testers taking on the additional responsi-

bilities of providing on-the-spot remediation. Fluctuations in the

trainee sample from one phase of the study to the next severely

constrained efforts to collect useful longitudinal data. These

difficulties simply aggravated attempts to draw meaningful conclus-

ions from what was, at best, a weak study design for evaluating TCST

as an augmentation to battalion gunnery training.
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4. Accelerated Tank Crew Replacement Training

In support of the ARTs Group study, program, the Fort .Kn x

Field Unit of the U.S. Armv Research Institute for the Behavioral

and Social Sciences planned a field experiment to investigate the

effects on combat readiness of turbulence among tank crewmen. One

of the experimental conditions of the study involved a group of

tank crews in which regular gunner and loaders were replaced by

non-HiE NOS soldiers who were to receive a short accelerated tank

gunnery training program. The training of replacement gunners

and loaders was to be accomplished using TCST, modified to accomo-

date constraints implicit in the following scenario:

NATO and Warsaw Pact forces are engaged in a gen-
eral war with major land battles being conducted
in Western Europe. NATO tank losses have been
excessive and the U.S. Army's replacement system
for liE MOS personnel is inadequate. The USAREUR

Commander in Chief has established a small armor
cadre in the communications zone to train avail-
lable personnel as tank gunners and loaders. He
also directed the divisions to provide for a short
"shakedown" training period for incoming replace-

ments prior to commitment to battle. Tank gunnerN
firing training devices are not available in the
theatre of operations.

The constraints governing the modification and delivery of TCST were

as follows:

Tank commanders and drivers would be liE MOS
qualified personnel who had recently comple-
ted annual tank gunnery training.

Non-lIE soldiers would meet the physical and
mental aptitude requirements of liEs.

The non-liE replacements would receive a two-
day tank gunnery training program in the

communication zone and a one-day training

program in the combat zone.

Tank commanders and drivers would represent an
armor cadre in the communications zone and
unit personnel in the combat zone.
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Limited tank gunnery training facilities would
be available in both the cormunications and
combat zones.

Tank gunnery Table VIII would be used as the
criterion of combat readiness.

These conditions were to guide the trial implementation of TCST, the

purpose being to evaluate the modified program in terms of its use-

fulness in rapidly preparing non-liE soldiers to function effectively

in a tank crew.

Approach

Conduct of the study entailed adapting TCST to the training

constraints, identifying the trainee group, delivering the training,

conducting a Table VIII &unnery qualification run, and administering

individual readiness tests.

TCST Modification. Considering the entry level skills of

the trainees and the limited training time and resources, it was

necessary to limit the scope of TCST to the bare minimum gunner and

loader skills essential to successful participation in Table VIII.

!his was accomplished by first analyzing the content of the Fort

Carson Table VIII (Appendix F) and then checking gunner and loader

task requirements ao~int the tabulated gunnery engagements

(Appendix G). Areas in which the Fort Carson Table VIII differed

from that prescribed in FM 17-12 enabled the deletion of some tasks,

since the Carson Table VIII did not include: simultaneous engage-

meznts, firing from a moving tank, range-card-lay-to-direct-fire,

NBC engagements, tank cormnander main gun firing, IR or flare engage-

ments.

Critical gunner and loader tasks were then organized into

functional groups (Appendix H), and the groups or training modules

structured to accomodate available assets. Training assets
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(Appendix 1), the most constrained of which were time and ammuni-

tion, dictated that the training be sequenced in terms of task com-

plexity so that simple procedural tasks were learned first, the

more skilled tasks next, the interactive aspects of crew tasks

last. Also, skill development was to progress from hands-on non-

firing, through "dry" and sub-caliber firing, to live firing.

The acquisition of crew gunnery skill was based on intensive prac-

tice on the sub-caliber gunnery tables plus one "dry" and one live-

fire run of a modified Table VII (See Appendix J). TCST training

techniques were to be followed, except that no pre-testing was

necessary since the trainees were known to have no previous armor

experience; one-on-one performance training was the predominant

method, though the loader's track began with some self-paced audio-

visual knowledge training (TEC lessons). An overview of the three-

day program is given in Figure 1.

Trainees. Twenty-two soldiers with Primary MOS other than

liE were identified at Fort Carson for participation in the study

as replacement tank gunners and loaders. The range of MOS repre-

sented is shown in Table 22. The trainees were typically E-3s

and E-4s with slightly less than 2 1/2 years of service and an

average age of about 21 years (Table 23).

Trainers. Eleven experienced tank commander-driver pairs

were designated as trainers of the gunner and loader replacements.

All had just completed their annual gunnery training and were

selected for participation in this part of the turbulence experiment

because they had since lost their gunner or loader (or both) for

various administrative reasons. No time was provided for training

the tank commanders and drivers in how to conduct the training, so

they proceeded, under supervision of the three-man research team,

using the prepared materials, procedures and schedules the best

they' could.
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GUNNER TRACK LADER TRACK

HANDS-ON PROCEDURES TRNG TEC & HANDS-ONPROCFDLRVS I-NG]HOURS 
HOURS

TASK DAY NGT TASK DAY NGT

* Operate turret 2 1/2 Anuno handling 2 112 112

* Prepare-to-fire Prepare for opns 1/2 0

DAY 1 procedures 3 1 Coaxial machintoun 2 1/2
M tisfire proLedures 1 1/2 •Prepare-to-fire 112 112

procedurt s

L isfire procedures 1/2 I2

COMBINED TRACK

DAY AND LIVE FIRE TABLES I & 11
HOURS

TASK DAY NGT

AIAY i . Respond to fire commands 1 1

.RL ILo nd to subse-quent fire co~rands 1 1

DRY AND LIVE FIRE TABLES IIi, VI & COAX
TKHOURS

TASK DAY NkT

:'AY 2 1. Respnd to fire commands 3

Respond tc subsequent fire commands 2 1

ZERO WEAPONS A-ND DRY AND LIVE FIRE TABLES VII
I HO URS

TASK DAY Nk;T

DAY 3 Respond to fire commands b 3

Respond to subsequent fire comands 2 1

Figure 1. Overview of three-day TCST accelerated

gunner/loader replacement training.
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TABLE 22

DISTRIBUTION OF MOS
FOR TCST REPLACEMENT TRAINEES

FREQUENCY 2
PMOS TITLE GI',NER LOADER

OOU Race Relations Specialist I

05E Voice Radio Operator I I

lIB Infantryman 2 1

36K Tactical Wire Opns Specialist 1 1

63B Wheel Vehicle Mechanic 1

63C Track Vehicle Mechanic I

71L Administrative Specialist 1 1

72E Telecommo. Center Specialist I

76Y Unit Organization Surveyman I

94B Food Service Specialist 1 2

95B Military Policeman

95C Corrections Specialist I

TABLE 23

BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS
OF TCST REPLACEMENT TRAINEES

MONTHS

NUM1B ER GRADE SERVICE A; E
POSITION OF TRAINEFS (MEDIAN) (MEAN) (MEAN)

Loader 11 E-3 22.8 21.4

Gunner 11 E-4 31.6 20.9
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Traininc Procedure. Three replications of the three-day

,.rugrar'. were conducted, with eight replacements trained to fill

out four crews in each of the first two replications, and the

remzaining six to fill out three crews in the final run of the

program,. The training thus spanned nine days in preparing 11 crews

for qualification firing. At the beginning of the first day, the

replacement trainees were assembled and two were assigned to each

tank commander. Aftir providing a brief orientation on the M60AI

tank, the tank commander dsignated which trainee would be the

gunn._.r and which the loader. Individual training then began,

'ith the tank ccmmander working with gunner, and the driver with

thu loader. Non-firing procedure training for the gunners was done

on thu tanks. for loaders some was done on the tanks and some in

oi w.,;p, us strage shed using TEC lessons fcr ar-nunition handling

..nd diamounted coaxial machineguns for assembly/disassembly. After

approxi-ately -ix hours of procedures training, each pair of train-

ers 5rougfit their trainees together to begin coordinated crew prac-

tice in "dry" fire responses to fire comrands. Training progressed

is ,utlined in Figure I through the second day. At the end of the

ScO' !!. day cunner and loader trainees .,,ere told that they had com-

letd tCe tw,-day "comJnunications zone" trainLng program and would

ro. 0'e nt to a tank unit in the "combat zone." The tank comanders

L drivers were Lor.ended for their efforts as a "rear area" armor

tiiining cadre. They were then redesignated as tank commanders and

,:riers of a tank company in the "combat zone" and alerted to

rQevive <unner and hbadur replacements. Upon receiving replace-

ruts. th,\y would have one day for 'shakedown" training before being

,r-itted to "combat." At this time gunner and loader trainee teams9

wkre restructured and assigned to a new tank comnandr-driver team.

Te thir day of "combat zone" training consisted of zeroing weapons

and then firing Table VII, first "dry" and then 1ive.

i.i> training preu dtrc iwas followed in each o! tUe t!lre

: it , the three-day program.
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Qualification Firing and Readiness Testing. On completing

accelerated replacement training the crows fired Table VIII for

qualification, after which replacement gunners and loaders were

given the TCST readiness tests appropriate to their position.

Readiness testing was done as part of the post-testing described in

the previous study.

Results

Results of the training study are given in terms of crew

performance on Table VIII, individual skill acquisition as measured

by the readiness tests, and trainee reaction to the program.

Table VIII Performance. Ten of the 11 crews completed

Table VIII. Scores ranged from a low of 481 to a high of 1480,

with an average of 1145. Three crews fired above the 1400 minimum

for qualification. Table VIII performance is summarized in Table 24

along with comparable scores from a group of intact crews who fired

the same Table VIII in the same time period and under the same con-

ditions.1 The 11 intact crews averaged 1135 points which is essen-

tially the same as that achieved by the crLws with non-11E replace-

ment gunners and loaders. Though both groups qualified the same

number of crews (three), it should be noted that all of the intact

crews completed the gunnery table, whereas one of the crews with

replacements did not. An interesting trend shown in Table 2 was

that the crews with replacements fired better during the day than

at night. According to gunnery lore, apparently, it is considered

easier to hit targets at night, at least under conditions of white

light. The intact crews did fire better at night than during the

day, though the difference was not statistically significant. The

1A more detailed account of the comparitive performance of crews
involved in the turbulence study is given in: Eaton, Newell K. and

Neff, Janet F. The Effects of Tank Crew Turbulence on Tank Cunntrv
Performance, Army Research Institute, Draft Technical Paper, June i9-8.
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relative difference in day versus night performance for the two

types of crews was not statistically significant either.

Readiness Test Performance. Performance of the replacement

crewmen on the post-Table VIII readiness tests is shown in Tables

25 and 26 along with corresponding scores for regular gunners and

loaders who had participated in the annual battalion gunnery train-

ing program. Using hands-on performance as the best overall indi-

cation of individual skill achievement, replacemnt gunners awvrage'd

16% of the tasks and 30 of all performance measures, or slightly

less than half the proficiency of regular tank gunners; loader

replacement.s averaged 52: "GO" on the tasks and 657 of the per-

formance measures, or about 75" - 807 as proficient as regular

loaders. Individual proficiency w is, as cxpected, even lower in

areas where little or no traiining was piv.en. (;uiners, especiallv,

were inmc.rsed in gunnc rv or t.ir, t C Lng, ymcntt trJ inin k Ta ti a I

operations) from the. start, in,; thi- wLr, :i Vt, little pra-tie 't ,n

tasks in teIt. ar" ,- Lt i'r-O/p, rlt i P, t -. r ie', ns Prep11rati, n.

Loaders, whio rect: iveId r'. :.t i VL . -rct ri in in tUe r Pr- ,rat ns

and Weapon Maintenane, . t ndv-d t do be. tter in Lhese areas on the

readiness tests.

Readiness test sub-totals, when corrvlated with crew Table

VIII scores, reveal little in the ,a. ot s',stematic data regarding

the contributi., of gunner or loader skill attainment to crew

gunnery proficiency. lndividual proficincv and crew gunnery tended

to correlate positively for gunners and negatively for loaders

(Table 27). W hen gunner and loader readin,.ss test scores were com-

bined, an overall low positive correlation %,ith crew gunnery

resulted (Table 28). Because of the small number (if crewmen involved,

none of these correlations--either positive or negative--were
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TABLE 25

AVERAGE TASK PROFICIENCY1 OF REPLACEmENT
VERSUS REGULAR GUNNER AND LOADER TRAINEES

READINESS TEST

PRE- TAC- H-O
PO9SITION GROUT (N) OP WPNS OP TOT WRT TOT TEST TOT

Rep (11) .20 .14 .63 .30 .18 .24
Gunner F, g (30) .54 .52 .81 .64 .36 .50

11ep (11) .52 .55 .88 .65 .17 .41
LRader Keg (21) .74 .91 .91 .86 .30 .58

..ean proportion cf performance measures passed by task, averaged
,ver soldiers and task areas.

TABLE 2r

PRO(QTIN OF TASKS PASSED BY REPLACENT
\TF57S RL 'LVLAR X;L'NTR A-ND LOADER TRAINEES

RE,,DI NESS TEST

PRE- TAG- H-O
cuSITi N GROUP N) OP WPNS OP TOT WRT TOT TEST TOT

Rep (11) .10 .05 .33 .16 ,00 .08
:untr Reg (30) .27 .25 .71 .41 .03 .22

Rep (11) .40 .52 .65 .52 '.02 .27
L..ade r, Reg (21) .56 .56 .79 .64 .03 .33
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TABLE 27

CORRELATION OF READINESS TEST SCORES AND
TABLE VIII SCORES1 FOR GUNNER AND LOADER REPLACEMIENTS

TABLE VIII

READINESS MACH GUN MAIN GUN DAY NIGHT TABLE VIII
POSITION TEST ENGMTS ENGMTS TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

Gunner H-O Total .47 .25 .10 .42 .34
(N = 10) WRT Total -. 26 .14 -. 03 .06 .03

Test Total .31 .26 .08 .39 .31

Loader H-0 Total -.27 -.40 -.44 -.26 -.39

(N = 9) WRT Total .18 -.56 -.25 -.38 -.39
Test Total -. 13 -. 54 -. 44 -. 36 -. 47

Table VIII scores for the crews in which the replacements served.

TABLE 28

CORRELATION OF READINESS TEST SCORES1 AND
TABLE VIII SCORES FOR CREWS (N=10) CONTAINING

REPLACEIMENT GU.NNERS AND LOADERS

READINESS DAY NIGHT TABLE VIII
TEST TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

Total H-0 .01 .36 .26

Total WRT .08 -. 13 -.06

Total Test .05 .25 .20

1Gunner and loader scores averaged.
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statistically significant. The reason for the difference in the

trend of the correlation for gunners and loaders is not clear.

Certainly gunner skills are more critical than loader in firing a

gunnery table, but this does not explain the tendency toward a nega-

tive relationship for the loader. Moreover, the fact that the com-

bined scored (Table 28) produced on balance, a positive relationship

reflects only the greater variance in gunner test scores and not

the relative importance of the two positions to crew gunnery.

Trainee Opinions. The pre-post training opinion ques-

tionnaire used in the previous study was not used here since those

questions were couched in terms of comparisons of TCST and other

armor training programs--comparisons the non-liE soldiers could

not make validly. Thus, in an effort to get some indication of

trainee reactions to the program without taking much time, a brief

three-item questionnaire was administered before and after training.

The pre [post] questions, each of which presented a five-point

response scale, pertained to: (1) Vhether they thought [found] that

learning to fire a tank would be very easy ... very difficult,

(2) whether they thought they would be able to [can] fire a tank

very well ... not very well, (3) whether they thought [found] that

learning to fire a tank would be [was] very interesting ... boring.

Shifts in response from before to after training were generally fav-

orable, though not significantly so. Trainees found that firing a

tank was somewhat easier (mean of 2.5 on a five-point scale) than

they thought it would be (3.1) before training. They also reported

that they thought they were slightly better at it (2.1) than they

thought they would be (2.6). Overall, they expected it to be very

interesting (1.4) from the outset and, indeed, found it to be (1.4)

when they had completed the program.
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Discussion

The outcome of this trial run of a modified TCST program

for replacement gunners and loaders was successful. The training

was well received by the participants and, though individuaf skill

attainment was only moderate, achievement in critical tasks appar-

ently was sufficient to enable trainees to function effectively in

crew gunnery exercises. When viewed relatively, crew performance

was quite good overall; in terms of average score on Table VIII and

number of tanks qualified, crews with replacement gunners and loaders

did as well as experienced intact crews. On an absolute basis,

however, neither group can be considered really well trained. A

qualification figure of 27% falls considerably short of what would

be termed combat ready for either group.

Two additional points relevant to the outcome of this studv

should be mentioned. The first pertains to the intensive schedule,

with which training was conducted. No more than four pairs of

replacement trainees were handled during a three-day training

period, each spending 12 hours a day under the tutelage of a two-

man team of trainers (tank commander and driver) who in turn had

nearly full-time access to a mrmber of the training rcsCarco staff.

The second point pertains to the high level of motivation that pre-

vailed throughout the course of the training. All personnel--traine.,

trainers, and supervising research staff alike--were quiti obviously

committed to success of the experimental program. This was due in

part to the novelty and challenge of the task he fore them, and in

part to a very real concern for the danger inherent in allowing

novice crewmen to participate in a live fire gunner exercise. It is

likely that the inten::ity and commitment with which the program was

carried out had as much, to do with its success as did its substance

and design.
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5. Acc ,eraLd Tank Crew Refresher Training

TIis trial application of TCST involved extending the acceler-

ated version of the program, as described in the previous study, to

t*e refresher training of experienced tank crews who had had no recent

unntarv training. The training evaluation study was modeled from the

l u Ilowi ,n: scenario:

A tank company, which is assigned to a tank bat-
tilion in the 2nd Armored Division, has been
inv,'ved in mission support duties for an exten-

d ri.d J)nd has been unable to conduct other

t i:- rln P.!atorv training. The battalion has just
.'rted for emergency deployment in ten

t t.SAELR. Tihe company commander has been

n to prcparc his tank crews for deploy-
-: e Y!,, 72 hours for refresher training.

I:. ,i n,tir situation he has 24 hours for

ri.:r .:,cr trAiniqg.] The company is limited to
ro,,nds of lOrnm HEAT TP-T per crew, but

had ,nlimited access to .50 caliber TELFARE
L;.)alibe-r devicus ,,'ith appropriate ammunition.

A t.uk e~.7pin'y assigned to support field test activities of the U.S.

.'r', Cmbat Developments Experimental Command (USACDEC) at Fort

i:' ,nr-Liggutt, California was available to participate in the gun-

nerv train-up study. One-day and three-day accelerated training

;rograms were tried out, with a newly developed Table VIII serving

as the gunner- criterion test. The purpose was to compare the two

prcrzra s in tLrms of the relative gunnery proficiency of participa-

tin 5 cres. The priority of the one- and three-day training condi-

Lions and small number of crews available unfortunately precluded

the use of a control condition.

Ap roach

The study was executed in five phases. First, the gunnery

criterion test (Table VIII) was developed and set-up .t the study

site; then the one- and three-day training programs were prepared;

next the trainee groups were established; training was then delivered;

and, finally, the crews fired Table VIII.
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Gunnery Criterion Test. Since no Table VIII gunnery range was

available within reasonable distance of Hunter-Liggett, it was nec-

essary to construct one. Consideration was given to patterning the

gunnery table after the one at Fort Carson. But since it wa!3 con-

cluded that a comparison of study results from the two sites could

not be made validly anyway, a Table VIII was constructed which

reflected current changes being incorporated in Armor School revis-

ions to F 17-12. The principal features of the new table, which

grew out of the "Worldwide Tank Gunnery Conference"(AWTGC), differed

from that used at Carson, with an increased emphasis on: multiple

targets, simultaneous engagements, firing on the move, firing in an

NBC environment, and conservation of ammunition. In addition, the

scoring standards were more stringent than those for the old Table VIII.

TCST Modification. The approach taken in adapting TCST to

the conditions and constraints of the training situation was much the

same as that described earlier for the replacement training adapta-

tion, except in this case analysis and revision was done for all four

crev positions. First the content of the new Table VIII was analyzed

(Appendix K) and crewman task requirements were checked against the

tabulated gunnery engagements. This led to the addition of tasks

pertaining to those new features of the WWTGC Table VIII mentioned

above. Also a few basic tasks such as "Operate Intercom" or "Place

Turret Into Power Operation" were deleted, since the training was

targeted on experienced crewmen. The resulting tasks were organized

into functional groups (Appendix L) and the groups or training mod-

ules structured to accomodate available assets (Appendix M). The

principles followed in doing this were the same as described in the

previous study: training progressed from individual to crew, from

simple to complex, and from hands-on non-firing through "dry"

sub-caliber firing, to live firing. The individual readiness tests
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were used as pre-tests to diagnose each crewman's training needs.

Prv-testing, individual remedial training, and crew exercises were

much the same in form and content for both one- and three-day programs,

the former being chiefly a condensed version of the latter. The two

programs are summarized in Appendix N.

Trainees. Sixteen crews from an Armor Company assigned to

USACDEC at Fort Hunter-Liggett participated in the training study.

In their continuing support of field experiments, the company had

not been involved in tank crew gunnery operations for the previous

three -ears. Participation in Table IV a year ago was the only
gunnery training the company had received. The crews were divided

into two "equivalent" groups of eight on the basis of the tank

commanders' scores on the written portion of their readiness test.

One group of eight crews was then assigned to the three-day program,

and the other group to the one-day program.

Training Procedure. The training and testing was conducted

in two replications over two weeks. The company commander selected

four of the one-day and four of the three-day crews for training and

qualification firing the first week; the remaining two sub-groups of

four completed the program the second week. Within each week crews

in the one-day group received their day of training on the last day

cf the three-day program, so that the time from completion of train-

ing to Table VIII firing was the same for all crews.

Training was carried out (at least during the second week)

as ,utlined in Appendix N. Members of the research team, including

tLrce experienced and trained armor NCOs from Fort Knox, pre-tested

.nd provided remedial training for the tank commanders. The

reraining pre-testing and training within the crews was conducted by

the tannk commanders under superviiion of the research staff.
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Training went as scheduled during the second week. Tic first week,

however, was plagued with delays caused by difficulty in getting

TELFARE devices to operate, equipment breakdowns, and recurring r;onu,

fires caused by tracer ammunition. The delays were so cxtrct that

little if any training was completed in the three-day group before

their third and last day. During the third day of the first week,

training proceeded reasonably well for the one-day group, with all

four tank commanders being certified on their individual tasks and

their crews completing Table VIIC and firing thL tlirce service

rounds; crews in the three-day group also managed to complete Table

VIIC and fire their service rounds. As mentioned, the training

went smoothly for the two groups in the second replication.

Qualification Firing. In each week, on the day following

completion of training, crews from the one- and three-day programs

alternated in firing Table VIII qualification. All runs of the

qualification table were carried out using separate set of tanks

that had been zeroed by company personnel not participating in

the study. Table VIII firing was hampered throughout by range fires

and dust which made it difficult for crews to sense rounds. More-

over, night firing in the second week was carried out with severely

restricted visibility caused by wearhFr conditions retaining the

smoke from the day's firing, which diffused illumination and made

targets difficult to detect.

Following Table VIII it was intended that each crewman be

administered an individual skills post-test. Scheduling mix-ups

and loss of equipment to preemptive support activities prevented

post-testing both weeks.
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R,, uL ts

Crew Gunnery Perfor'ance. Table VIII results for the 16

cre-.,'s are given in Tablvs 29-31. Overall, only thret- of the 16

crews achieved the 707 (-'evvn of tcn "engagements" successfully

fired) minimum score for cc:,1ification. Of the three qualifying

crews, one was from the three-day group and two were from the one-

day; all were from the first week of training (Table 29). Whei:

scr.d in terms of the percent of total engagements successfully

fired (Table, 31), the av-crag,, for all crews was 37%. Crews in the

C'n o-da\' group ;vvraged 40- , as compared to 35% for those in the

Lh reL-day grup. Thcsv participating in the first replication

(.,.ek 1) averaged 44J, and those in the second week, 317. The one-

day group did bL'tt.r than the! three-day in the first week, but

thc three-day t-r,,up did better thtan the one-day in the second week.

None of thlt e differences in performance are statistically sig-

nificant. 1hiflv bvcause of the few crews involved.

Tr, inee Opinions. Most of the trainee opinion data was

lost, since the post-training questionnaire was to be given along

with the readiness tests. Sor'e of the trainees from the first week

did, however, complete both the expectation and opinion (before and

after) questlonnairvs. The nine trainees from the one-day group began

with training expectations that were slightly more positive than

neutral (4.6), but inditatve0 aften,,ards (4.1) that the training was

not quite as good as anticipated. A similar negative but statistic-

ally insignificant shift (4.9 to 4.4) occurred among the nine

trainees responding in the three-day group.

Discussion

Aus if the small number of crews and limited time frame were

not sufficiently constraining, the study was troubled throughout with

'Nine actual engagements plus ammunition conservation.
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TABLE 29

RELATIVE NUMBER O CREWS QUALIFYING ON

TABLE VIII BY TRAINING GROUP AND TRAINING WEEK

TRAINING TRAINING GROUP

WEEK 3-DAY 1-DAY TOTAL

1 1/4 2/4 3/8

0/4 0/4 0/8

TOTAL 1/8 2/8 3/16

TABLE 30

AVERAGE NUMBER OF TABLE VIII ENGAGEXENTS' SUCCESSFULLY
FIRED BY TRAINING GROUP AND TRAINING WEEK

TRANIN TRAINING GROUP

WEEK (N) 2  3-DAY (N) 1-DAY (N) TOTAL

1 (4) 3.25 (4) 4.75 (8) 4.0

2(4) 3.0 (4) 2.5 (8) 2.75

TOTAL (8) 3.125 (8) 3.625 (16) 3.375

1A total of nine engagements, six day and three night, were con-
tained in Table VIII.

(N) =number of crews.
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TABLE 31

PROPORTION OF TABLE VIII ENGAGEMENTS' SUCCESSFULLY
FIRED DURING THE DAY AND NIGHT BY TRAINING GROUP AND WEEK

TRAINI NG, TRAINING TABLE VII
RO UP WEE( DAY NIGHT TOTAL

3-DAY I .333 .417 .361
2 .458 .083 .333

I-PAY 1 .583 .417 .528

.333 .167 .278

TOTAL .427 .271 .375

zA totAl of nine engagements, six day and three night, were2 contliiek
in Table VIII.
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problems of equipment, weather, and scheduling. To begin wit1,

there was some question as tL, whether the matching of groups ;:j
terms of tank commander knowledge test scores actually prodUCd
two sets of crews equivalent in experience and training rJdlk.

Informally, the company commander revealed that the onc-day trainin
group probably had better crews to start with; and across both
groups, those assigned to the first week were probably better thir
those in the second. Background data offered some support for

those speculations, in that the three-day group had slight %y fewer
months of tank experience than the one-day group (12 versus 14), and
crews in the second week fewer than crews in the first week (9 ver-

sus 15). The extent of this effect, unfortunately, cannot even be
estimated, since very little training was accomplished the first
week in the three-day prograr; and night firing criterion scores,

expecially during the second week, were severely degraded by pre-
vailing weather and smoke conditions. With these confounded effects,

it is difficult if not impossible to draw conclusions about the
merit of the training or the relative merit of the one- and three-

day programs. Looking just at performance of the second week's

crews, where training went as planned, the three-day group did better
than the one-day, but no crews qualified and the difference in per cunt
of engagements successfully fired is too small to warrant serious

interpretation.

In the face of these considerations no conclusion can be

drawn or even intelligent speculation made rugardina the ade-ua';

of one day or three days of TCST for rufreslher training of exper-

ienced tank crews.
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IQSAND Il",FLI CAFIt2NS

Design and conduct of the five trial applications ort TCST

r~pcrted here: were fraught w ith shortcomings. Limited plainring

timt: and resources and the urgencv of on-going training schedules

ProCLIuded the kind Of Lontrolled intervention one strives for in

,:rucram eval uation. T'io for~MS of training 1being studied were not

d~ si cued as svs temat ic var iants of TCST; trainees were otften

-dentified on th ass availablility rather than suitabilitv;

truse .who del ive red the trainin-- differed from study to study in

backiround, 7V tiVa1t ion, and familiarity with the program. of those

who iJ-inistered the readiness tests,, so(me were w.,ell trained and

-7Ce were nokt, and some -.,ere more closely' involved with thec per-

er7.ance of tratincus thanY othcrs; I iv1 -fi re cri terion tes4t, were

acut comparable from stud,, to studv. In short, studv objectives,

training procedures, and evaluati on cr1 tcria accomodat~d the

phtisical and -personnel resources available in U.vach acas. Mo r-

over, some data were not ccli e-Itod thalt s ic'uid have been, ct!,e r

data '.-tre incomplete, rissing, or unusablti, That is, Much the

nature of field studies.

Despite these shortcomings, -,mc -n I us ions and i mpl 1-

cations are: warranted. Some are based on d'ata ccl lected and cthurs

)n ;Iormal observa t ions or 'I e;sons lvarnec. llhe- iare jreSentL'i

under the headings of training need, training results, the

traiining program, and training imp lementat ion.

Training Need. There is no doubt about the nee'td for . ome

mi-d of TCST to be used in prepairing . orrmbat reaidy tank trows.

Rctil ts of the training trials reported hereincte hadsie

tuet training no group of crvws--e.xperienced or inexperienc-ed, with

or with'-ut recent gunnery training4--dmons trated a le.vel of rew
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gunnery proficiency that could be interpreted as combat ready.

Qualification rates were from about 20, to 40; even using the°

more liberal measure of percent of engagements successfully fired,

group performance did not range beyond 60,. The need for train-

ing to rapidly produce and maintain tank gunnery proficiency is

clear.

Training Results. The success of TCST in the five trial

settings was modest. Two of thi 5 five studies produced what could

be considered positive results. In one, the Training Center

Active and ReservL Mobilization Train-up, TCST in comparison with

two other programs produced rtasonable eviden e of its superioritv,

though no gunner>" riterion test was included. In the -ther, the

A l.ratd Tank ('rew Rcpla(eCMnt Traini';g stud,;, TCST was used

successfully in quickly prt,paring non-liE -cldicrs to fill ir.s

gunnrs and Ioaders in ,. gunncr'. qu,,1iii ,ti,_on to. t, i test in

whith tht.ir crews trf ormtd ,- as . \ r n I1.ta t Ir ev,

Resul ts f te ro7ai ninv t:ret trial i le- t- utations 't, n,re -

Ausivc at best.

7he Traini n_ Pr3 _ra. ICST i- - :t I in necd t, urt:., r

development and evaluation. iut it'- ;,r :-, ipal d- i cn feature: :r,

sound and art, to b rec,7,mten,!ed for an,, si, tank rewT74in -d,. 1>

training prograr.:

Individual readinecs training should be individ-
ualized. Since there is considerable variation
in the entry level skills of trainees, it is
important that each L lock of training be adapted
to the needs of the individual. "Tis should be
diagnosed by pretesting on all skills unless
trainees are known to be totally naive.

Individual readiness training sho,ild be perform-
ance based. All training, whether knowledge or
hands-on, individual or crew, should begin with
a pretest to determine what the individual or
crew can and can't do. Even more importantly,
an individual/crew should not be adJvanced from
a module or block of instruction until pro-
ficiencv !has been demOnstratcd in a post-test.



Individual readiness training should be instruc-

tor managed. Self-instruction to the point of

self-management is not reconmended. This does

not imply the need for complete one-on-one

training, but it does imply at a minimum that

individual entry skill-level be tested by an

instructor, who then assigns trainee learning

activities, periodically monitors progress,

assists as necessary, and signs-off on

criterion performnce.

* Individual readiness training should be closely

tied to crew training requirements. Individual

skili requirements should be carefully derived

from crew skill requirements which, in turn,

should be derived from unit performance criteria,

viz., Tables VIII and IX and ARTEP.

Individual readiness training should rapidly

progress to crew readiness training. Trainees

should begin team exercises (two-man, three-

man and full crew) just as soon as minimum

qualification on individual skills is achieved.

This is especially important when training time

is short.

* Maximum use should he made of dry and sub-caliber

firing exercises. Though the adequacy of sub-

stitutes for service firing is not yet well

documented, ammunition costs discourage frequent

live-fire exercises. And since repeated inten-

sive gunnery drills are necessary to achieve

proficiency, the use of dry, sub-caliber, or

other simulated forms of gunnery training are

reconnended.

AdIditional work on TCST is necessary. Except for the readiness tests,

the program in its present form is little more than a detailed out-

line for training. Many of the training aids, devices and materials

reccmmtnded have not been developed. Also, variations of the pro-

,;ram necessary to accomodate different training conditions and

re,;o,:rces need to be more systematically planned and evaluated.

IU

Training Implementation. The most significant implication

of tie work (one to date with TCST pertains to strategies for imple-

.nttion. The quality of a training program is probably much less
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important than the care with which it is implemented or the m' ,ti-

vation of the trainers and trainLes. This was vividly illu:trated

in the trial run of TCST as part of an armored battalion's annual

gunner' training. A new training package or program simply r;inrf, t

be handed to trainers and be expected to work. Detailed guidance

on how to plan, schedule and dcliver this training must ho delcu-

mented, validated and provided along with the program. Training

of trainers in both the content of the program and procedures for

conducting it is absolute!, imper,tive. And, finally, the

undiluted commitment of the commander to the program must be

secured. The need for training implementation strategies sirply

cannot be overemphasized.
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APPENDIX A

SYNOPSIS OF THE "RESERVE CMPONENT
TRAINING FOR OPERATING AND \1AINTAINING THE M48A5 TANK"



This training was developed in an effort to help meet the

needs of Armor and Cavalry National Guard units. Development pro-

ceeded in four phases as follows:

1. Priority individual and crew tasks were

selected for inclusion in the program by

reviewing Army literature and reports of
recent research on the criticality, com-
prehensiveness, and representativeness of

Armor tasks.

2. A Crew Interaction Performance Test was
developed. It consists of functional
groupings of tasks identified as noted
in 1, above, and has three modules:

*Preoperations checks.

*Weapon systems preparation.

*Tactical operations.

Since the Crew Interaction Performance Test
contains tasks from Gunnery Table VIII, from
the crew drills in TC 17-15-5, and from the
Gunnery Skills Test, successful completion
of the crew test was expected to be highly
predictive of performance on the other
tests.

3. Readiness tests were developed for each at
the four M4i8A5 duty positions (Driver,
Loader, Gunner, Tank Commander). The indi-
vidual readiness tests are used in three
ways:

*As pre-tests, they are administered to
prospective trainees (AlT graduates)
before training begins. The soldier
then follows a particular instru~ctional
sequence, depending on results of the
pre-test.

As end-of-course mastery tests, after sol-
diers complete the instructional sequence
dictated by the results of the first
administration.

Diagnostically throughout training, to
identify needs for refresher instruction.
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4. Outlines for training modules were written
for each duty position. Each module outline
contains sections on:

• Pretraining Conditions: the conditions
leading to the need for mastering the con-
tents of the modules; for example, failure
to meet the standard on part of a readiness

test.

Objective: a global statement of the desired
behavior and the conditions under which the
behavior is to be demonstrated.

• Method: a brief statement of the stimulus
materials and response modes appropriate
for mastery of the module.

. Equipment and materials.

. Estimated time.

. Procedure: an outline of a sequence of
instructional events leading to mastery
of the module.

Notes: answers to questions that might
arise on reading the outlines.

The content of the individual training portion of the program

s sumarized in the module and unit listing in Table A.I. Readiness

tests and the crew exercise were designed around these same task

areas.
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TABLE A.1

MODULES AND UNITS FOR INDIVIDUAL CREW MAN TRAININC

p DRIVER LOADER

OPERATIONAL CHECKS AND SERVICES MISSION PREPARATION (KNOWLEDGE)

TANK PREPARATION AND START-UP Operational Checks and Services

TARGET ACQUISITION Ammunition Handling

Target Scanning Boresighting M219 Machinegun

Locating and Reporting Targets MISSION PREPARATION (SKILL)

Target Range Determination COMBAT LOADING (KNOWLEDGE)
(Knowledge) Selecting Ammunition

Target Range Determination (Skill) Lading Ammunition

Target Recognition Misfire and Unloading Procedures

TACTICAL DRIVING I COMBAT LOADING (SKILL)

Varied Terrain Driving (Knowledge) Main Gun Loading

Varied Terrain Driving (Skill) Misfire and Stoppage Procedures

TACTICAL DRIVING II M219 MACHINEGUN MAINTENANCE

Evasive Driving (Knowledge) (KNOWLEDGE)

Target Engagement Driving Mounting, Loading, Dismounting

the Coax

Clearing, Disassembly and

Assembly of Coax

WEAPONS MAINTENANCE

REPLENISHER TAPE READING

TARGET ACQUISITION

Target Scanning

Locating and Reporting Targets

Target Range Determination

(Knowl edge)

Target Range Determination (Skill)

Target Recognition

L- - - - - - - - - - - ------ [continued]- - ------------
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TABLE A.1 (cont'd.)

.:.S ,;D LNITS >OR INDIVIDUAL CKE'MA.N TRAINING

GU NNR TANK CO. KANER

jBEFOV2 , \TIONS PROCEDURES BEFORE OPERATIONS PROCEDURES

KEAPON YSTES PREPARATION I M2 'Machinegun Headspace and

Bor~i~o .~eponS':semsTiming (Knowledge)

K:n)wledge) Before Operations Procedures

BoresihIt Weapon Systems (Skill) (Skill)

PEAPON SYSTEMS PREPARATION I.,F,?,N SYST7YS PREPARATION II

Boresight Weapon Systems
Zoro ,,:apcn Svster (Knowledge) (Knowledge)

L-ro o Sy:stms (Skill) Ranging Test

fTAR6ET AC0'[L'1_ON Boresight Weapon Systems (Skill)

Target Scanning WEAPON SYSTEMS PREPARATION II

Locating and Reporting Targets Zero Weapon Systems (Knowledge)

Targct Range Determination Zero Weapon Systems (Skill)

(Knowledgeo)

TareL Range Deter7-.ination (Skill) TARGET ACQUISITION

rt Rccognition Target Scanning

7ACTjCAI OPERATIONS Locating and Reporting Targets

Target Range Determinaticn
M{isfire Procedures (Knowledge) (Knowledge)

Coaxial Machiinegun Engagements Target Range Determination (Skill)
(Knowledge)

larget Engageents (Conduct-of- Target Recognition

Fire D)-vices) TACTICAL OPERATIONS

Target Engagements (Skill) Initial Fire Com,',ands (Knowledge)

MatLinegun Engagements (Knowledge)

Target Engagements (Conduct-of-

Fire Devices)

Target Engagements ,(Skill)
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NAME________ __ UNti; '

Training Expectation QuCs tio1lHi re

INSTRUCTIONS: In the next few days, you will be lcarning to perf YrT the

duties of a tank commander, gunner, driver, or loader. The following

have to do with what you expect this training to bt like. Pluasto select

the one answer that is closest to what %ou think the training wi 11 be
like, and circle the letter for that answer. The answers will not be

examined individually, therefore please answer each question truthiully.

I. Audio-visual (TEC) lessons. 5. Will tit. obj'ctive of the lesso.n
(what you are supposed t, learn)1. W ill the audio-v isual less ons e L X ).l i d i n a v c ?

be nteestngbe explained in advance?be interesting?

a. AIm,,s t never

a. Almost always a. lot eve
b. Usallvb. Not very oftenb. Usually

c. Sometimes
c. Some of the time d. Us I Iv
d. Not usually e. Almost always
e. Almost never

6. Can you learn from audiU-.sual
2. Will the audio-visual lessons

have any mistakes in hcw the hanso n ati 1e?
h~ands-on practice?

duties should be performed?

a. Usually better
a. Almost no mistakes 1. Sometims better
b. Few mistakes

o . Abhout the Som~ke
C. Some mistakes d. Sometimes -orSL'

d. Many mdstakes d e srs
e. Very many mistakes

3. Will the audio-visual lessons 7. kill the :escon post-test 01W a
goo~d pic ture 01 wha t y'e a have

move along at the right pace learned?

for you te learn?

a. Much too fast A lm st alw as
b. "" ua 11 %

b. Somewhat too fast
C. About right C. S,,met imes

c.Abutrihtd. Nt very otten
d. Somewhat too slow e. Almost never
e. Much toe slow

8. how nmuch wil11 you like the audio-

4. Will you get a chance 
to

visua I les, ons.
repeat a lesson if you need
it? a. Vcry much

b. Somewhat
a. Almost never b. Somewhat
b. Not ver oftentle

d. Not very muchc. Some times e . Not at all
d. Usually
e. Almo'st always
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iI. ,d-onjracti: ) i I you b. LtesLed or Ihck-d out

I~ te ins' ructor do a lotOn a task before ou are ready'?
C: t2 is trco so a

Iusc, talking before you
ct a chance to try te,'>h ta? a. ls alwa sb. Usually

a. ,Al most always C. Sometimes

5. Us ual I v d. No t us ia I I y

C. Somet imes e. Almo t never

d. Not utuallv 7 Will the performance test show
e. ,Al-os t never

what you have really learned?

1.I, tao instractor clearly
a. Mimo~t never

eXplain and demonstrate what b. Not usually
you are supposed to do to
',trform each task? c. Sometimesd. Usually

e. Almost always
a. Alm.iost never

.Nt usuaS. '<ill yoitr instructor be a realC. 5cne tvi::e.d. 'tsuall' expert on tanks?

e. Ai ros t alvays
a. Very much so

b.To some extent3 . ' ii1 the instructor make .Tsoeettc. A little bit
.. istakes in shov.,ing- %ou
oov:st erforn hiaskyo? d. Not very muchho <Perform., thc tasks'

e. Not at all

No .1TstiTvcr 9. How well will you know your job
No. 0t tusutally

on tanks when you are done?

a. Extremely ,ell
est I -a 1 b . Ve ry w e ll

c. Somewhat
iim t uuj . ehacs d. Not very welland Lti.-. to racticc• each

e. Very poorly

10. How much will you like hands-on

. psaa1'. not traininj and practice?

. -t-L Mes a. Very much

t . Somewhat
c. A little
d. Not very mu-h

t i i.: inst ruc to r hil p u U
t n o w o n n e e h e le .C N o t a t a l lo:t wh ,n ,ouL necd h.Ul, '

a. st always Training Prfference: What tank duty

s uallv position would Voi like to train for most?
<. S'e t imes ,d. ': ae t ntMe a. Tank Cormander

ally not b. Driver
st n e ve r c. Gunner

d. Loader
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NAME ___ITSSN

Training Opinion Questionnaire

INSTRUCTIQNS: In the last few days, you learned to perform the duties of a

tank conmander, gunner, driver, or loader. The following questions have to
do with what you think this training was like. Please select the 6ne

answer that is closest to what you think the training was like, and circle
the letter for that answer. The answers will not be examined individuall,
therefore please answer each question truthfully.

I. Audio-visual (TEC) lessons. 5. Was the objective of the lesson
(what vou are supposed to learn)

1. Were the audio-visual lessons explained in advance?

interesting?

a. Almost never
a. Almost always b. Not very oftvn
b. Usually c. Sometimes

c. Some of the time d. Usually
d. Not usually e. Almost always
e. Almost never

6. Did you learn from audio-visual
2. Did the audio-visual lessons lessons just as well as fretr

have any mistakes in how the hands-on practice?

duties should be performed?
a. Usually better

a. Almost no mistakes b. S0e7-times better
b. Few mistakes c. About thc same
c. bome mistakes d. Sometimes worse
d. Many mistakes C. Usually worse
e. Very many mistakes

7. Did the lesson post-tests give a
3. Did the audio-visual lessons good picture of what you learned?.

move along at the right pace
for you to learn? a. Almost always

b. Usually
a. Much too fast c. Sometimes

b. Somewhat too fast d. Not very often

c. About right e. .Almost never
d. Somewhat too slow
e. Much too slow 8. how much did you like the audio-

visual lessons?

4. Did you get a chance to repeat

a lesson if you needed it? a. Very much

b. Somewhat
a. Almost never c. A little
b. Not very often d. Not very much

c. Sometimes e. Not -at all

d. Usually
e. Almost always
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APPENDIX C

GUI DANCE FOR DIINIS TERI NG RE:ADI NESS TESTS



OIC Instructions for

Hands-On Readiness Testing

SET-UP OF TESI SITE

1. Equipment and Scorer Allocation (Requirements for each readness test
are listed in the scorer instructions attached.)

Station A - Gunner's and TC's Readiness Tests A.
Gunner's and TC's Readiness Test C.
Gunner's and TC's Readiness Tests E.
Driver's Readiness Test D.

Q tanks and 14 scorers.
Station A waiting point.

Station B - Driver's Readiness Test B.
Loader's Readiness Test A.2.

Loader's Readiness Test B.2.
Loader's Readiness Test C.2.

o tanks and 9 scorers
Station B waiting point.

2. Station Set-Up.

SLation A -

5 tanks with one scorer each positioned close to the starting point
of the moving course (tanks and scorers Al through 5)

4 tanks with two scorers each positioned close to tanks Al through
A5; on level ground and in a location which affords a good field of
vision to a boresight target at a range of 1200 meters and ranging
tar6 ets at various distances from the vehicles. (tanks and scorers
A6 through A9)

Waiting station A with fire barrels located between the groups of
tanks.

*Tank A5 should be assigned two scorers.

Station B -

3 tanks with two scorers each positioned close to tanks Al through
AS, on level ground and in a location which affords a good field of
vision to a boresight target at a range of 1200 meters. (Tanks and
scorers Bl through B3).

3 tanks with one scorer each positioned near tanks Bl through B3.
(Tanks and scorers B4 through B6).

VaitinF station B with fire barrels located between the groups of
tanks.
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:'anks Al L crouLgh A4.

* Prcpared for testing in accordance with scorer instructions for

( unnr's and TC's Readiness Tests K and Driver's Readiness Test D.

Tank A5.

* Prepared for testing in accordance .,,ith scorer instructions for

k;unner's and TC's Readiness Tests A, C and F and Driver's Readiness

Test D.

ranks A6 through, A9.

Prepared for testing in accordance with scorer instructions for

Gunner's and TC's Readiness Tests A and C.

Tanks BI through B3.

* Prepared for testing in accordance with scorer instructions for

Driver's Readiness Test B, L-oader's Readiness Test A.2 and Loader's
Readiness Test C.2.

Tanks B. through Et.

Prepared for testing in accordance with scorer instructions for

Loa-er's Readiness Tests B.2 and C.2.

07:ic: .:ST

I. -ecial I:strb~ctjcns fcr Scorers.

instruct the scorers that, although there r-ay be crewmen at their

station waiting to be tested, they must conduct the tests accorcing

to the following schedule:

t >tation A

Run Crewnen Tes ts

. Driver 4 Driver's Readiness Test D

Gunner 1 Gunner's Readiness Test E
4 Driver 4 None

Gunner 5 Gunner's Readiness Test E

7 Driver 3 Driver's Readiness Test D

Gunner 8 Gunner's Readiness Test E

1u Driver 3 None

Gunner 3 Gunner's Readiness Test E
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Run Crewmen Tests

Tank A2 2 Driver b Driver's Readiness iest D

Gunner 2 Cunner's Readiness le,,t
5 Driver 6 None I

Gunner 6 Gunner's Readiness Test E
8 Driver 9 Driver's Readincss lest D

Gunner 9 Gunner's Readiness lest E
10 Driver 9 None

Gunner 4 Gunner's Readiness Test E

Tank A3 2 Driver 7 Driver's Readiness Test D
TC 2 TC's Readiness Test E

5 Driver 1 Driver's Readiness Test D
TC 6 TC's Readiness Test E

8 Driver 1 None

TC 8 TC's Readiness Test E
11 Driver 8 None

TC 4 TC's Readiness Test E

Tank A4 3 Driver 8 Driver's Readiness Test D
Gunner 7 Gunner's Readiness Test E

6 Driver 2 Driver's Readiness Test 1
TC 5 TC's Readiness Test E

9 Driver 2 None

TC 9 TC's Readiness Test L
11 Driver 7 None

TC 3 TC's Readiness Test E

Tank A5 1 Driver 5 Driver's Readiness Test D)
TC 1 TC's Readiness Test L

4 Driver 5 None
TC 7 TC's Readiness Test E

At the completion of this run, move the tank to a
position near tanks A6 thrcugh A9.

Two tanks will conduct each 45 minute run throuigh
the course according to the following time schedule:

Run From To Tank Numbers
(Minutes after testing
started)

1 0 45 AlIA5
2 10 55 A2&A3
3 20 65 A4
4 70 115 AIA5
5 80 125 A2&A3

6 90 135 A4
7 i2U 1b5 Al
8 130 175 A2 .A3
9 140 185 A4

10 190 235 Al6A2
11 2U0 245 ,\&A-



1ank A. ! <unner -C 3 GIunner's T TC's Readiness Tests A
t unner a TC 3 Gunner's & IC's Readiness Tests
S:unner -& C I Gunner's & TC's Readiness Tests A
Gunner & IC 1 Gunner's & TC's Readiness Testb

3"..r A- Cunner & TC G:'unner's 6 IC's Readiness Tests ,
k Gunner & TC Gunner's & TC's Readiness Tests C

3 Gunner & TC Gunner's & TC's Readiness Tests A
(Junner & TC 6 Gunner's i TC's Readiness Tests C

irn Ao AO unner & TC 8 Gunner's & TC's Readiness Tests A
- unner a TC 8 Gunner's & TC's Readiness Tests C

unuer & TC 7 Gunner's & TC's Readiness Tests A
unner a C Gunner's & TCs Readiness Tests C

.unner -IC 9 Gunner's T IC's Readiness Tests A
Gunner & TC 9 Gunner's & TC's Readiness Tests C

3 unner & TC 2 Gunner's & TC's Readiness Tests A
,unner & TC 2 C:unner's & IC's Readiness Tests C

TanZ A5 I Run 1
- Run 4
3 unner a TI 5 uunner's ' IC's "eadiness Tests A

Gunner & TC 5 Gunner's & TC's Readiness Tests C

* station

Hour C r ew7,e n Test s

Iank B 1 Driver c Loader 1 Driver's Readiness Test B &
Loader's Readiness Test A.2

2 Driver & Loader 7 Driver's Readiness Test B &
Loader's Readiness Test A.2

3 :river & Loader 4 Driver's Readiness Test B &
Loader's Readiness Test A.2

Loader 4 Loader's Readiness Test C.2

.ank 1 Lriver & Loader 2 Driver's Readiness Test B &
Loader's Readiness Test A.2

2 Driver & Loader 8 Driver's Readiness Test B &
Loader's Readiness Test A.2

3 Driver 6 Loader 5 Driver's Readiness Test B &
Loader's Readiness Test A.2

4 Loader 5 Loader's Readiness Test C.2
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Hour Crewmen Tests

Tank B3 1 Driver & Loader 3 Driver's Readiness Test B &
Loader's Readiness Test A.2

2 Driver & Loader 9 Driver's Readiness Te.5t B &
Loader's Readiness Test A.2

3 Driver & Loader 6 Driver's Readiness Test B &
Loader's Readiness Test A.2

4 Loader 6 Loader's Readiness Test C.2

Tank B4 1 Loaders 4 & 7 Loader's Readiness Test B.2
2 Loader 1 Loader's Readiness Tests B.2

and C.2
4 Loader 7 Loader's Readiness Test C.2

Tank B5 1 Loader's 5 & 8 Loader's Readiness Test B.2
2 Loader 2 Loader's Readiness Tests B.2

and C.2
4 Loader 8 Loader's Readiness Test C.2

Tank B6 1 Loaders 6 & 9 Loader's Readiness Test B.2
2 Loader 3 Loader's Readiness Tests B.2

C. 2
4 Loader 9 Loader's Readiness Test C.2

Scorers will call for crewmembers by numrber at the waiting point for
their station for each rotation.

2. Instructions to Crewmen.

*Brief and number the crews 1 through 9.

*instruct the crewm'enbers to report to the stations listed below

to begin the test and to rotate as indicated:

First Station When Released Rotate to

Driver 1 Tank B1 Waiting point Station A
2 Tank B2 Waiting point Station A
3 Tank B3 Waiting point Station A
4 Tank Al Waiting point Station B
5 Tank AS Waiting point Station B
6 Tank A2 Waiting point Station B
7 Tank A3 Waiting point Station B
8 Tank A Waiting point Station B
9 Waiting Point Station B

All Drivers return to the waiting point for Station A when
released from Station B testing to await a scorer's call
for further testing.
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First Station Then Released Rotate to

Lcdier I Tank Bi Tank B4
2 lank 32 Tank B5
3 Tank B3 Tank B6

u 4 Tank B4 Waiting point Station B
Tank B5 Waiting point Station B
T ank E6 Waiting point Station B

7 Waiting point Staticn B Tank B4
6 Waiting point Station B iank 35
9 Waiting point Station 'i Tank B6

All Loaders return to the waiting point for Station B when
released fron testing to await a scorer's call for furthur

testing.

First Station

Gunner 1 Tank Al
2 Tank A2
3 Tank A6

4 Tank A7

5 Waiting point Station A
b W aiting point Station A

7 Tank A4

b Tank A8

9 Tank A9

All Gunners return to the waiting point for Station A when
released from testing to await a scorer's call for further

testing.

First Station

cC 1 Tank A5
2 Tank A3

3 Tank A6
- Tank A7

5 Waiting point Station A
6 Waiting point Station A

Waiting point Station A

8 Tank A8

9 Tank A9

All Tank Comx-anders return to the waiting point for Station A
..hen released from testing to await a scorer's call for further
testing.

3. At tke completion of the test, collect all score sheets from the scorers
and give ther to a representative of the tested company.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTION TO SCORER

You have been selected to be a training manager during Yeur

unit's annual tank gunnery training program. Your task will be

two-fold. Initially, you will score individual crewmembers on a

readiness test designed to measure their knowledge and skill in the

basic tasks for operation of a tank and its fire control systers.

The results of these readiness tests will enable you to diagnose

accurately the training status of each crewmember you test and to

identify the tasks on which he will need instruction.

Based on your diagnosis of each crewmember's knowledge and

skill, you will then select the training nodules to use to fulfill

the second part of your task, which is to manage his training. The

objective of this program is to allow each crewmember to progress

to the level of training unere he can successfully perforrm all cf

the tasks in the readiness tests for his crew position.

As you can see from the job description above, your •ff.-

tivenss in this program depundb ,n ho," you scorc thu ri,,

tests. Attached are scorer guides to assist you to set up and

adminiSLer the hands-on readiness tests. These alone, however, are

not enough to insure your success. The critical nature of these

tests demands that all training managers have a clear understanding

of the purpose of and the procedures to be used in scoring the tests.

The readiness tests are diagnostic tests. There-
fore, the scorer's role is not to determine if

the crewnember passes or fails a given task. The
scorer's role in the administration of the readi-
ness tests is to determine which tasks the crew-
member absolutely knows and can perform, so that
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\alualic tr~iui:ag tire i, nct .asted, and on
,shic:: tas!-: the cre,--cemter nst train. When
the reads.-t._- tests are Vi&.,d ii, this manner,
the phrase, "close enough for .overnr.nt work,"
cannot apply. Th-e crewr.:e-ber either knows and
can. perfor t;.L ta -k in an abscfl-tely correct
manner, as opposed tc wl encugh to get hy, or
he needs additional training in the task. The

skill of the training manager is revealed in the
accurac\ of nis detection of training needs.

The ste-,s in each task in the readiness tests

are taen directly from the M60AI operator's
r anual. Although some of the tasks can be per-
forred in a ui:f.jrent manner, i.e., "shortcuts,"

it is necessar -: to require the crewmember to per-
form each task exactly as given in order to
uettr.iun if he has absolute rm-"sterv of the skill.
(This is 31so an excellent refresher for SQT.)

In order to fu,-fill %-cur diagnostic function, you
r..ust score t:*.e process as well as the -roduct of
each readiness task. The difference bet'een

prccess and product scoring is best described by

considering the scoring of a tank main gun engage-
rent. If we score tue product, result, of the

engagement we wculd determine that a target hit
indicates that the crew has mastered the skills
required to fire that type of an engagement. If

the round cissed the target, however, we would
deterrine that the crew needs additional training

to fire that type of an engagement, but we would

not know which crewriember or members need the
training or what training is required. By evalua-

ting the process, i.e., the individual tasks and

task steps, of the engagement, we are able to
determine which crewmembers need additional train-
ing and to prescribe the training required to gain

a target hit.

The readiness tests are designed to allow the crew-
member to demonstrate the ability to perforn each

task correctly rather than tell the scorer how

the task is performed. If an individual can tell
you how to lift 400 lbs. correctly, you should not

be convinced that he can actually lift that weight.
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All your actions as a scorer should be guided by two principles:

1. Be sure the test conditions are the same
for every soldier.

2. Be sure the standard is applied evenly

to every soldier.

If you administer the readiness tests in the manner described

above, you will not have any difficulty in determining the training

needs of each crewmerber. You can then use the training modules

to satisfy these needs. The result of your efforts will be reflected

in your unit's high qualification scores on Table VIII.
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GUE I-RIt. 1 LST PPRUCLDURiYs

* Insure thiat the test site is properly set up and '<ou ::nIve all

the conditions and equipment speci fied in the scorer's inst ruc-
ions for the test you are going to administer.

2.Rcodth-e nam-'e, tank number, and crew. posi tion of the per~o;r
you are testing, on the scoresheet.

3. Read the test requirement to the crewmember and havw h i-
restate thle requirement to vou.

:wl uicand mark every taisk -tepI as it is completcd-

,he scorer's instructions or (b) lie is doing mehigtt
cndanc~urs the equipme2nt o'r hIimse-lf.

NV? answ, er Lin,: questi1 ns about how' to pe.rform a t,' ks k

ns %:e r qcst -; ,is abou'1t wIch t Las -ks to perform by reread inc
tact ins tru t ionis or an appropriaite port ion of them-.

S. ~ ~ :- Lf a -rwr mo r iosd i the test becau:,e he,- forgets whait

tl do, tel imto) tl e 0cc;t 1 L' -inl tnu do not stop thie

Jf a cistrict ion '!)rL'r~g h test, rto,-ord the point

cci t occurs and L k. n it to L, o re th; e test as i f the.re
'cvn no distrac:tion. I f the crevmember failis the test,
r-. rmine i f the dis -,r, t ion wa the cas hsfiue

I doCid he th er t eet1 m

Aj ..tt. cop~ Of Cte test , record in the CU> NTS Sect i on

i; I 1 n formadtion whic:h will h le I to dete2rmine the reme-dial
t rain.IngI required.

n( duc t o r sc he d ule re med ialI t ra icn ng .

12. et up th,,e stat ion for tlie ineuxt tcs t .



SCORER INSTRUCTIONS

TANK COMMANDER'S AND GLNNER'S
READINESS TESTS, PART A

PERSONNEL.

Two scorers, one gunner and one tank commander.

PREPARATION.

Insure that the following equipment and conditions art! pr,-scnt

at the test site.

1. M6OAl with BII.

* On level ground.

* Master Battery switch ON.
* M85 mounted.
* Gas Particulate Filter switch ON.

Turret power OFF.

2. Protective mask for each crew member (may be
specified as part of the uniform).

3. One belt of dummy caliber .50 anmunitior..

4. Cleaning and lubricating equipment, small arms.

5. Stop watch.

SEQUENCE OF TASKS.

The tasks should be performed in the sequence listed below:

1. Gunner - 1, 2, 3

2. Tank Commander - 1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

SCENARIO.

1. The tank commander and gunner will be tested simultaneously.

2. The gunner will perform task 2 -ihile waiting for his M3
heater to warm.

3. The tank commander will perform task 3 while waiting for
his M3 heater to warm.

4. The tank commander and gunner will perform the prepare-
to-fire checks together at the tank commander's command.
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k iE ios I 'T I: LN D I %N47RLTINS

(;-nt-nr 's Socor. r

* csitiori - loaider's station.

*Instructions:

a . Cck the tank a nd urround in.:- a re,- .(.,r
theu gunner 's ta rr on hi r' ast

b . Chvck thc replenisher tape at the
,)e~inning of t',sk

C .nisert thLe 'i r inii, i rou;i t t ,-;ter alt
tat, ipprepriate t iric in; task 2.

d. iKeport DiRIVEFR iiDY nd "LlA-DER READ)Y'
on the cCson.and t,, REPOR~T.

ConId uCt r,- ::d ia I t ra inPinp ac co rdi n, to
1;' C'G aS rO(; u i rC d.

-,11n 7.7-nrJer' s Scorer .

P osit ions:

79As< Nw~der i -iio n

1, 3, 2' cp of T:rre t

. , 5 , h, 7 ,8 Lo i,! -r 's t ait i n

a1. I n~sur, that theL tank co7=ander d ~s.n'Ie
and ssenh~e t.~MSWi th'in 10 minutcs



SCORER INSTRUCTIONS

GUNNER'S AND TANK COIL'ILNDER'S

READINESS TESTS, PART C

PERSONNEL.

Two scorers, one gunner and one tank commander (if live zcroi r.g

is not conducted, an assistant instructor is required down

range to place shot grkup discs over the zero panels.)

PREPARATION.

Insure that the following Lquipm.ent and conditio'ns ar- present

at the test site:

1. O ' witi1 Ii .

On level ground.
Firing mechanism re'vI:ved.

Black thread over witn, s. l1ins on muzzle

of main gun.
Binoculars.
. t cr Battcrv sw' tc- N.

2. argets

* Boresight and z r,, panc (main gun)

1200 meters.
Z Zero panel M219 800 me-ters.

* Boresight and zero panel (M85) 500 meters.

Ranging target. greater than 1200 meters
range.

3. Ammuni tion

Du;my 105rnm amm.,unition, APDS (if live firing
is not conducted.)

4. Shot group discs to represent target hits if livt

fire is not used.

5. Opaque material with a 3/-4 inch h,,lc in line

with infrared body.
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*d A

' ' unn r and tank conr.,ande r wi b tested s . lt ;utw a.

lass'-s w hich require interacti( n betwetn crewmen are ndicated

an asterisk (*) Tasks houls be performed inl tile set ue'

1 dic atue d bo ow

1, (unner - 4*, 1, 2, 3, 3, 6*, 7, 8, 1 *, 13*

lank Com ander - 1*, 2, 3*, 4, 7, 6*, 9*, ]0

Interaction - Gunner - 4. 6, 12, 13,

Tank Commander - 1, 3, 8, 9

i(7 - Perforr7s task 1.

i: - At the c,plvtion of TC task 1, performs tasks

1 , 2, 3 and 5 in order

- At te Ale tion of (;unnur task 4, per fIor-

- Pkr:rms task i ,nd nirms Gunncr that ,-ttcr

,tch i: TFF.

,,: 2?; i< - P r , r':_q ,-k.- o, 7 *.:ld ,

i uM e r Ls perfriin z tasks h, 7 -inc

r r7 t 1:,r S * nc

0 c trA "=v n 1,1 VV L ,M' C U : ti-5- AVi

uiinncr ,nd Tank C',=r:ander perfor. cuna, r t 12k 12

anJ Tnk C :-71r,2ncr t s S t c,-v t er.

R.ViP TK- i crfi22 ncr t 3s 3 *iad Tii:k P ,la:cr as,.

- e rfr tas-k VP)



SCORER POSITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS.

1. Gunner's scorer.

Positions:

Task Number Position

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, Loader's station
11,12,13

* Instructions:

a. Stand behind main gun as requir.d to observ,.
task 4 (check azimuth indicator).

b. Perform the role of the loader as requested
in task 1.

c. Check appropriate sight picture at the
completion of tas, s 2, 6, 7, and 8.

d. Ask the gunn r t:e IC'vat i sn quadrant reading
during task - and chtck the, quadranL to verifv
taIi accuracy of his re;ponse.

e. Check lav of gun in task 12 prior to the Gunner
traversin back tc t it- tars_ t airing point.

f A. A.t as thu I,-adur in ta.sk> 1 and 13.

g. C:., tx. infinity -i 2: 1a1,- prior to thu Gunnrn
firir.l a ck rrt.

;a ,,c .i: V:: in t a 'e 12 1 r1 q ir .

2. Tank (rt rr.

SP,>it-

Instr( ti,,n :

a. A t th c ,. tt : ; .t., :-

L i dt-nc t rL t I v].

h . (ht. kr tir. -t ri.a,! L t.:

(lick r :f l rnd I'r 't i > .L 1 k 17 L t
of task 4.



C. (eck M85 and sight reticle alinement on
boresight tarzet at the appropriate time
in task 7.

e. If required, control the assistant instruc-
tor at the appropriate times tu place
simulated shot grcup panels on the zero
targets for main gun, coax and M85 zero
tiring simulations.



SCORFR INSTRUCTIONS

DRIVER'S READINESS TEST, PART D
AND GUNNER'S READINESS TEST, PART E

PERSONNEL.

One scorer, one driver and one gunner. Take the loader,

if he has passed Loader's Readiness Test Parts B.1 and b.2.
He can practice loading the main Fun and acquiring targets.

PREPARATION.

These tests require the following equipment and conditions:

1. Fully operational M6OAi with BIT.

2. Tactical driving course including:

• Vertical Obstacle - Approxirately 30" high,
but no higher than 36".

Ditch - ix to eight feet wide, but no wider

than eight feet.
* Steep Grade - Ideally 50' to 60., but no more

than 60'.. (If a 50. to 60'. grade is not
available, a grade steep enough to allow the
tank to descend forw.ard with the transmission

in reverse at idle speed can be used to simu-

late.)
* Water Obstaclc - Three to four feet deep, but

no deeper than four feet.

3. Targets:

• 2 SABOT Targets, one of wnich is moving.

• 1 HEP Target.
I 1 set of coax targets (silhouettes).

Moving target for driver tc observe during

misfire procedure.

4. Stop watch.

5. One dummy 105m. round (If lcader is included,
2 SABOT and 2 HEP).

SEQUENCE OF TASKS.

The course should be arranged so that the obstacles are

encountered between target engagerments.



S C . IC.

A ;,ecific scenario should be developed to suit the terrain
available. A sample scenario is given below:

Tank moves out on course.
Driver ascends a steep grade.
IC (scorer) instructs driver to assume a hull

defilade oven,'atch position in the vicinity
of tie nill top.

Gunner detects a stationary tank within battle-
sig2ht range.

IC issues fire comand.
Driver descends a steep grade.
Driver drives through a water obstacle.
Driver detects a group of troops in the open.
IC issues fire cont,<and.
Driver drives through a ditch.
IC issues a fire comnand to engage a moving, tank.
Driver crosses a vertical obstacle.
Crewmember (Driver or Gunner) detects anti-tank

targe t.
*C issues fire command.
TC informs gunner of risfire.

SCOPER PCSITIONS AN',D INSTRUCTIONS.

1. Tue scorer will conduct the readiness test from the TC's
position.

2. Instructions:

a. At some point, have the driver conduct missle
evasion driving.

b. If no loader is present, scorer assumes loader's

duties.

c. Announce misfire during one of the main gun
engagements.

d. Verify sight picture through the rangefinder
each time the gunner announces ON THE WAY.

e. Evaluate gunner's area coverage of coax target.
Issue directions as required to gain full area
coverage.

.. Tire each engagement from announcement of target
descriptions until a correct sight picture is
obtained. Gunner must obtain a correct sight
picture within 10 seconds
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g. Control which crewmember detects targets

by turret orientation.

h. If the loader is present, instruct hii, to
indicate target detection by pointing, and
to perform all other loader outies in the
normal manner.

i. Score driver and gunner in accordance with
standards in "SCORING" portion of readiness
tests.

j. Conduct remedial training as required accord-
ing to modules D-4.1, D-4.2, G-5.1, G-5.2,
-e5.3, and G-5.4.
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SCORER INSTRUCTIONS

DRIVER'S RELDINESS TEST, PART B
AND LOADER'S READINESS TEST, PART A.2

PERSONNEL.

Two scorers, one driver and one loader.

PRE PARA\TiON.

Insure that th,- ,o-1lowino equipment and conditions are

present at the test site.

1. MODAI with BlT.

On level grcund.

One track loose.

M27 periscope dirty.
Driver's nd Loader's protective masks.

May bL prescribed as part of the uniform.)
* All ammunition storage areas blocked except:

7 slots in ready rack.
1 slot in tubular storage rack.
I ;iot in bustle.

Empty slots should corresp-no to ar.,nition

stowage plan and types of dur.y rounds.
Tools necessary for track adjustment.

* Binoculars.
. Coax mounted.

A Amunition stowage plan.
* Tanker bar.

* Intercom operational and 3 operational CVC

helmets.

DA Form 2404.

2. Boresight target. (1200 meters.)

3. Dummy 105mm rounds: (Same configuration, color,
markings, weight and weight distribution as an
actual round.)

.3 APDS

3 HEP

2 HEAT

1 APERS

4. Block of wood, I" thick by 6" square.

5. Ruler.

6. Black thread.

7. Tape.
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SEQUENCE OF TASKS.

The driver and loader will be tested simultaneously. Tasks
which require interaction between crewmen are indicated

below by an asterisk (*). Tasks should be performed in thv
sequence indicated below:

1. Driver - 1, 2, 6*, 7*, 8*, 9*, 3, 4, 5*, 10*

2. Loader - 1*, 2*, 3, 4*, 9*, 5, 6, 7, 8

3. Interaction - Driver 6 & 7 8 & 9 5 10
Loader 1 2 4 9

SCENARIO.

DRIVER - Enters driver's station and performs tasks
1 and 2.

LOA.DER - Begins task 1. Tells driver to start engine
at the appropriate point in task 1.

DRIVER - When reques'ted by loader, performs tasks 6 and 7.

LOADER - Performs task 2.

DRIVER - Upon instructions from loader, performs tasks
8 and 9.

LOADER - Performs task 3.

DRIVER - When loader is finished positioning tank, performs
task 3 and 4.

LOADER - At the completion of task 3, enters loader's

station, turns on radio and connects CVC.

DRIVER - Vhen completed task 4, connects CVC and performs
task 5.

LOADER - When instructed b driver on intercom, performs
task 4.

DRIVER/
LOADER - Performs tasks Driver 10 and Loader 9 on the TC's

(scorer's) command, "PREPARE-TO-FIRE."

LOADER - Performs tasks 5, 6, 7 and 8 in order.

DRIVER - Assists in Loader task 8 by handing dummy rounds
from the ground to his scorer on the tank as
requested.
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SGK.IR PoS 1i[ o:IS AND INSfRUC'l IoNS

Driver's Scorer

* Positions:

Task Number Pksition

1, 1 Front slope (drivLr's

hatch open).

3 through 10 Behind breech (gun
ever reir deck).

Instructi, ns:

A:ter driver requests that gun tube be rotated
:orward in step 3 of task 3, traverse tube forw.'ard.
Then, administratively traverse back over rear deck
to allow observation of driver's actions.

b. During loader's task 8, act as an assistant
instructor. Receive dumr.v rounds from the driver's
on the ground and pass them through the loader's
hatch to the loader. Pass one round through the
II:,tch primer down.

C. Score driver in acc 'rdance with standards in
"SCORING" portion of readiness test.

d. Conduct remedial training according to module D-2
as required without intrfcrring witn the crmple-
ion ,f the loader's test.

-. Loader's Scorer

Positions:

1ask Numb t, r Position

I Rear deck

2, 3 Ground next to track

'Top of turret (observing
through loader's hatch)

5 TC's seat and main gun
bore

6, 7, 8, 9 TC's seat

Instructions:

a. Measure track tension for loader in task 3 after
being told where to measure and what clearance to
attain.

b. Lay main gun close to alinement with boresight
target aiming point prior to task 6 and adjust
final lay as directed by loader.
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c. Determine if ammunition is stowed accurding

to ammunition storage plan.

d. Command "PREPARE-TO-FIRE" over intercom.

e. Score loader in accordance with standards in
"SCORING" portion of readiness test.

f. Conduct remedial training according to module
L-2 as required.
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So R R S I C T I0UN

LOADER'S REANINESS TEST,

PART B. 2

F.- SONNEL

One scorer and one loader.

FREPALATION.

Insure tnat the following equipment and conditicns are present

at the test site.

I. :Th*!Al with II

* On level ground.

Intercom operational.
Coax mounted.

2. Dummy amr.numition which has the same configuration,
color, markings, weight and weight distribution
as service ammunition:

3 APDS

3 Hi1P

H EAI
* I AP RS (Range selector fuze must be operable.)

Belt of durymv 7.6.mm rounds (single round loaded
in chamber of coax and belt loaded on top so
that chambered round won't extract when weapon

is charged.)

105m= ammunition stowed in ready rack according

to unit ammunition storage plan.

3. Stop watch.

4. Two operational CVC helmets.

SEQUENCE OF TASKS.

Fire commands which require loading the available types of

dummy rounds interspersed with two or three coax covrands
can be given in any order at about 15 second intervals.

SCENARIO.

A suggested sequence of fire commands is:

1. Battlesight (SABOT), HEP, HEAT, COAX, HLP,
MISFIRE. (Misfire provides a break in the

sequence.)
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2. (Reload for battlesight); APERS, SAbOl NC
"CEASE FIRE"), SABOT, HEAT, COAX, STOPFALL.

SCORER POSITION AND INSTRUCTIONS.

1. The scorer will conduct the reaciness test fror; tht
TC's position.

2. Instructions:

a. Begin each fire command with the loader standing
in the loader's hatch.

b. Traverse the turret and elevate or depress the
main gun slightly (no more than 15 degrees in
azimuth and 5 degrees in elevation) at the begin-
ning of each fire cormand to simulate laying gun
for direction.

c. Assist the loader in misfire procedures.

d. Score the loader according to the standards in
the "SCORING" portion of the readiness test.

e. Announce "ON THE WAY" after each "UP" and check
to see if loader turns on the Vent Blower.

f. Conduct remedial training according to
m.odule L-4.1 or L-4.2, or both as required.
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S CCI:pR L xz ;'iRLC T.)Ns

LOAL E' REALII IS TEST,
PART c.2

i'" F o N EL.

One scorer and one lo!ider.

.d- FARAT i0N.

Ins'ire that the following equipment and conditions are present
at the tcst site:

i. tC:i with II

* Coax r-ounted with safety in F position.
* Gun tube level and cut of travel lock.

A Main gun safety switch in the FIRE position.

2. Complete gun tool roll stowed according to unit

loading plan.

3. Eelt of dummy 7.02mm a-'munition loaded in coax.

4. Cleaning equiprnent and lubricating oil.

. Stop watch.

o. Wooden block (to 2'lose breech block).

SEQUENCE OF TA<KS.

The readiness test snould be adrinistered in the order given.

SCLNAkIO.

The readiness test secenario is described in the "INSTRUCTIONS

TO LOADER" portion of the readiness test.

SCOR:!ER POSlITON AND INSTRUCTIONS.

1. The scorer will conduct the readiness test from the

TC's position.

2. Instructions:

a. Inform lcader when time begins for each phase

of the test.

b. Do not assist loader during the test.
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c. Score the loader according! te t- st-117;JarLdt

in the "bCCRING" portion of thL redic1!ILw, tL t

d. Conduct reEredial trLJ nir.; acrc! te Tr<'dule

L-v as required.
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4. Scoring Standards:

*Use the answer provided on the answer sheet.

*Do not assume that the crewmember knows anything that
he does not write on his answer sheet.

Bo not give partial credit for any answer.



APPENDIX D

HANDS-ON TEST COMPO'NEN~TS AND

TFST STATION l-AYOUT FOR TCST BATTALION TR-AINING STtUDY
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE HANDS-ON TEST
(FROM THE DRIVER'S READINESS TEST)
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DRIVER'S READINESS TEST

PART B. TANK PREPARATION AND START-UP (GARRISON/HANDS-ON)

CONDITIONS. Fully operational M60AI situated on level ground with
t main gun over rear deck and drain valves open. Tank has

following deficiencies: track tension loose; M24 periscope
dirty and/or parts missing.

INSTRUCTIONS TO DRIVER. "Prepare the tank for driving on a
night mission in an NBC environment. Your activities will
include Driver requirements in checking engine/transmission
oil and checking track tension. You will be scored on what
you do as well as how well you do it. I will observe your
performance and serve as the TC and Loader as needed."

TASKS.
Remove M27 periscope.
Perform before-operation checks and services on

M24 (IR) and M27 periscopes.
Install M24 (IR) periscope.
Place M24 (IR) periscope into operation.

Start tank engine.
Perform before-operations checks and services

on engine and transmission oil levels.
Place tank in motion.

Check track tension.
Perform main gun prepare-to-fire procedures

from Driver's station.
Perform before operation checks and services on

the gas particulate unit.

NOTES.
a. Soldier should not be given this part of the test until

he has passed PART A.

b. Remedial training on tasks failed should be provided
on-the-spot, but after soldier has completed all of
PART B. [See MODLE D-2.J

c. Tasks in parentheses, though not priority tasks for
training, must be performed as part of the test pro-
cedure. Test administrator may therefore wish to check
out and provide on-the-spot remedial training on them.

d. It is not necessary to perform the tasks in the order
given; however, the steps within each task must be
performed in order.
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Yes No NA

1. REMOVE THE M27 PERISCOPE

*Loosened wing nuts on both sides of the periscope.- -

*Rotated retainers until clear of the periscope
mounting lugs.

*Removed periscope from the bracket.

2. PERFORM BEFORE-OPERATIONS MAINTENANCE CHECKS AND
SERVICES ON THE M24 (IR) PERISCOPE AND M27 PERISCOPE

a. M24 (IR) Periscope

Inspected the M24 (IR) periscope and spare head for
cracked or dirty lenses and completeness.--

Recorded on DA Form 2404 any damaged or unservice-
able parts detected.

b. M27 Periscope

Inspected M27 periscope and spare for cracks and
dirty lenses.

Cleaned dirty lenses.
Recorded on DA Form 2404 any damiaged lenses on

the M27 periscope.

3. INSTALL THE M24 (IR) PERISCOPE

Closed the Driver's hatch.
Placed the Master Battery switch in the OFF

position.
Instructed crew member to rotate the turret so

the gun tube is forward.
Pulled periscope holder lid handle down with

fingers of the left hand while pushing up on
the lid latch with the thumb.

Pushed upward and opened lid.
Reached to rear of the seat and unlatched both

catches on IR periscope stowage box.
Removed the periscope from stowage box.
Pulled up (rearward) on the elevation adjustment

lever insuring bind (tension) has been
released on elevation clamp and elevation
clamp pivots.

Loosened the jam nut on the front (forward) inside
of the elevation clamp. I- - -

*Using both hands, position the periscope in the
periscope holder.
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Yes No NA

* Pushed up on periscope until it locked in the
holder. (Insured the periscope was locked
in the holder before released.)

. Insured the elevation clamp is positioned in the

periscope holder detent.
• Tightened the adjustment screw on front right hand

inside of the elevation clamp until the
elevation clamp was firmly seated in the
periscope holder detent.

Tightened the elevation clamp adjustment screw

jam nut.
* Pushed elevation adjustment lever downward

(forward) and locked periscope.
Unscrewed dust cap from power receptable (center)

location.
Unscrewed power cable connecting plug from stowage

receptacle on right-hand side of compartment.
Threaded power cable connecting plug into periscope

receptacle and hand tightened.
Installed the periscope without exposing it to

direct sunlight.

4. PLACE THE M24 (IR) PERISCOPE INTO OPERATION

Turned the Master Battery switch ON.
Placed the Blackout Selector switch in BO DRIVE.
Turned the IR switch ON.
Visually checked to insure IR Indicator lamp is

lit.
Turned the Lighting Control switch handle to the

left.
Pulled the elevation adjustment lever up.
Adjusted periscope elevation angle to a comfortable

position by moving periscope with both hands.
Pushed elevation adjustment lever down to lock

the periscope in position.
As necessary, loosened the two inner wingnuts on

the headrest until the proper eye distance

is obtained, then retightened (handtight)
both wingnuts.

As necessary, bent headrest to fit head contour by
pulling, pushing or twisting on each side of
the headrest.

Allowed periscope to warm up for 5 minutes before
adjusting focus.

Unscrewed left and right dust caps from bottom
focus controls.

Rotated left and right focus control knobs until
the view through each eyepiece appears with
maximum sharpness.

Screwed left and right dust covers back over focus
control knobs and tightened finger tight.
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5. PERFORM BEFORE OPERATIONS CHECKS AND SERVICES ON THE GAS
PARTICULATE UNIT.

Yes No NA
Inspected precleaner, particu 'late filter unit

housing, gas filter cannisters and air
heater for dents, missing or loose control
knob and/or pinched or blocked air hose.

*Wiped precleaner, particulate filter unit housing,
gas filter cannisters and airheater clean
with a damp rag.

*Ensured hose assemblies and electrical cables
are tight and serviceable.

*Removed spring clip from air inlet openings.- -

*Placed Gas Particulate switch ON.
*Disconnected air duct hose from Driver's orifice

connector and checked for air flow.
Rotated air heater knob to ON and checked for

indicator lamp operation.- - -

Checked air flow through the hose.
Allowed air to warm up at least five minutes.
*Checked air temperature.
*Adjusted protectivemask and attached air hose.
Requested other crew members to check gas

particulate operation.
*Removed and stowed air hose and protective mask.
Rotated air heater knob to OFF and listened for

audible click.
Placed Gas Particulate switch OFF.
*Replaced spring clip to air inlet openings.- -

*Recorded on DA Form 2404 any damaged or
unserviceable components.--

6. START TANK ENGINE

*Locked hatches in open or closed position.--
*Checked that drain valves are closed.
Locked parking brakes by depressing the brake

pedal and placing the transmission shift
lever in PARK.

Placed steering control in center position.- -

*Placed fuel shut-off valve handle to ON position.- -

Placed fuel pumps switch in the ON position.- - -

Placed generator switch in the ON position.- - -

Placed Master Battery switch in ON position.- - -

*Checked that power plant warning lamp and master
control switch indicator lamp are lit.

*Checked to insure fuel gages are operating.- -

Purged the fuel lines of air, if tank had not
been operated within the past week.
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Yes No NA
*Depressed accelerator pedal about 2/3 to 3/4

of full displacement and firmly pressed and
held starter switch until engine started
(but no longer than 15 seconds).

*As soon as engine started, released starter
* switch and checked that the generator blower

is operating.
*Allowed engine to warm up for at least three

minutes at 1000 to 1200 RPM.
*Reduced engine RPM to idle speed (700 to 750 RPM)

just prior to shifting.- -

7. PERFORM BEFORE-OPERATIONS CHECKS AND SERVICES ON TANK
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION OIL LEVELS

Set parking brake (on "Loader's" command to start
engine).

Started tank engine (arn "Loader's" command to start
engine).

Idled engine between 1000-1200 RPM for 5 minutes.
Reduced engine idle to 700-750 RPM.

8. PLACE TANK IN MOTION

*Told crew members to secure hatches in the open
or closed position.

*Turned on appropriate lights.
Depressed accelerator to disengage the accelerator

lock.
Released accelerator.
Depressed brake pedal and moved transmission shift

lever to NEUTRAL with engine idle speed at
700-750 RPM.

Released parking brake.
Maintained pressure on brake pedal and moved

transmission shift lever to LOW.
Released brake pedal and depressed accelerator

slowly.

9. CHECK TRACK TENSION

*Moved vehicle forward on level hard surface and, when
* signaled by Loader, coasted to a stop without

applying brakes.
*Made final forward adjustments (without applying

brakes) in response to Loader signals in
order to aline a track link on #2 support
roller.
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10. PERFORM PREPARE-TO-FIRE PROCEDURES Yes No NA

. Lowered seat for closed hatch driving.

. Closed and locked Driver's hatch.
Turned master control switch to ON.

. Started engine on TC's command, "CHECK FIRING
SWITCHES."

* Reported "DRIVER READY" on TC's command, "REPORT."

SCORING.

To pass, soldier must have:

a. Removed M27, installed M24, and inspected both

without cuing by scoring.

b. Been checked "Yes" or "NA" on each performance
measure.

c. Task steps which do not apply to the situation,
i.e., DA Form 2404 entries when no deficiencies
are found will be scored "NA."

COIMENTS (Recommended remedial training, etc.)
PASS FAIL
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APPENDIX F

AN~ALYSIS OF FORT CARS.ON
TABLE VIII ENGAGEIMENTS
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APPENDIX G

IDENTIF TCATION OF GUN NER AND
LOADER TASKS REQUIRED IN

FORT CARSON TABLE VIII ENGAGaIENTS
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TABLE G.1

GUNNER

Critical Tasks Table VIII

Type Engagements

CA Al

i ; ,.n- -

Task U U. C(.

1. Turns on turret power. x x x x x x
2. Turns on main gun switch X1 x X! x xi

3. Turns on coax switch I x x
4. Indexes ammunition into ballistic computer x x xi x x x x

5. Selects HEP reticle. x
6. Announces IDENTIFIED. x X, 1  x XX x x
7. Announces CANNOT IDENTIFY.
8. Lays crosshair at center of target base. x.
9. Lays crosshair at center of target vulerability. X X
10. Lays rangeline at center of target vulnerability x
11. Lays circle reticle at center of target. x
12. Applies leadline in direction of target apparent

motion. x x
13. Lays crosshair leadline at center of base of target. xI
14. Lays circle reticle at interpolated leadline of X

target. x
15. Makes final precise lay. X1I x x i x
16. Announces ON THE WAY. x Xi X X. x x
17. Fires main gun. x xI x, x, x
18. Fires coax. x x

19. Adjust coax burst for point target X

20. Adjust coax burst for area target. x
21. Lays coax for direction on edge of target. x
22. Locates target in unity window or periscope. x x x X 1 X X xi  x
23. Observes target after firing x1 xX x X1 X' X

24. Announces sensing x x X x x x
25. Apply BOT. x x X x
26. Apply range change correction. x

27. Apply mil change correction. x

28. Apply target form correction. x
29. Adjust coax burst on point target.

30. Adjust coax burst on area target. I
31. Adjust coax burst on moving target. |
32. Operates tank intercom. x! X X! xi x
33. Manually elevate, depress, and traverse main gun.
34. Prepares periscope for operation. x 1
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fABLE G.1

GUNNER

Critical Tasks Table VIII (continued) Type Fn,'agL;,ncftS

J44

Z; Z' Z '  Z. 7% '
Task Uj O U. U _U

35. Prepares telescope for operation. X.

36. Places turret into power operation. x x i x' x x x x

37. Traverses, elevates, and depresses main gun in power.. x X x: x x, x X

38. Places ballistic computer into operation. xi X1 X! x x1 x X

39. Checks firing triggers. X; X X x x! X X

40. Boresights periscope and telescope. x x X, Xi X

41. Indexes ammunition in computer for boresight. X! x X x x i

42. Announces GUNNER READY. xj xjX ! x X X

43. Apply immediate action in case of main gun failure I
to fire. X: x x, x i

44. Apply immediate actio n case of coax failure

to fire. i xx

I2
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TABLE G.2

LOADER

Critical Tasks Table VIII

Type Er.ga;gc-.e.ts

Li). , 1

J L H-
L;

Task 17 " , ' Z.
Task U U U 0 U

1. Unlock aimmo ready rack. x x x x
2. Selects correct ammunition. x x X xxi

3. Loads main gun. x, x x x x
4. Places main gun safety in fire position. x! x x x xl

5. Places coax safety in fire position. x x

6. Announces UP. xx x x x x

7. Loads coax. x x
8. Stand clear of breech.

9. Identifies types of ammunition. x x! x x x x x
10. Stows ammunition. x x x X x; x x

11. Operates tank intercom. ix x x x x x x

12. Reads replenisher tape. x x x x, x
13. Unload coax.

14. Remove coax from tank.
15. Dissemble coax.
16. Assemble coax.
17. Check operation of coax.
18. Mount coax in tank.
19. Disassembles and assembles coax. x x

20. Mounts coax in tank. x x

21. Opens breech and inspects tube and chamber. x x; x x! x
22. Checks coax mount and solenoid. X. x

23. Inspects stowed ammunition. xx1 x xjX x x

2 .. Positions circuit tester in breech. x xi x X! x

25. Cocks coax. xx

26. Unlocks turret. x X x x x x' x
27. Places boresight threads on muzzle of main gun. x x X1x x1
28. Report LOADER READY. x X x x xj x x
29. Apply immediate action to reduce stoppage of coax. I x

30. Rotates main gun misfired round. x x x x

31. Unloads main gun misfired round. x x x x
32. Selects second round x x x1

31
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APPEXDIX H

CRITICAL TASK CLUSTERS COMPRISING
THE TRAINING CONTENT FOR ACCELERATED GUNNER

AND LOADER REPLACEMENT TRAINING
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GUNNER

Critical Task Clusters

1. OPERATE TURRET.

a. Operate tank intercom.
b. Manually elevate, depress, and traverse main gun.
c. Prepare gunner's periscope for operation.
d. Prepare gunner's telescope for operation.
e. Place turret into power operation.

f. Elevate, depress, and traverse main gun in power.

g. Place ballistic computer into operation.

2. PERFORM PREPARE-TO-FIRE PROCEDURES.

a. Turn main gun switch ON.
b. Check firing trigger.
c. Turn coax switch ON.

d. Check firing trigger.
e. Elevate and depress main gun in power.
f. Traverse main gun in power.
g. Check ballistic computer operation.
h. Boresight periscope and telescope.
i. Index ammunition into computer for boresight.
j. Announce GUNNER READY.
k. Direct fire procedures (see cluster 4)

3. PERFORM MISFIRE PROCEDURES.

a. Apply immediate action in case of main gun failure to fire.
b. Apply immediate action in case of coax failure to fire.

4. RESPOND TO FIRE CONMANDS.

a. Turn on turret power.
b. Turn on main gun switch.
c. Turn on coax firing switch.
d. Index ammunition into ballistic computer.
e. Select REP reticle.
f. Announce IDENTIFIED.
g. Announce CANNOT IDENTIFY.
h. Lay crosshair at center of target face.
i. Lay crosshair at center of target vulnerability.
J. Lay rangeline at center of target vulnerability.
k. Lay circle reticle at center of target.

1. Applies lead in direction of apparent target motion.
m. Lay crosshair leadline at center of base of target.
n. Lay circle reticle at interpolated leadline of target.
o. Make final precise lay.
p. Announce ON THE WAY.
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GUNNER

Critical task Clusters (continued)

q. Fire main gun.
r. Fire coax.
s. Adjust coax burst for point target.
t. Adjust coax burst for area target.
U. Lay coax for direction at edge of target.
V. Locates target in unity window or periscope.
W. Observes target after firing.
x. Announces BOT.
y. Apply ROT

5. RESPOND TO SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMANDS.

a. Apply range change correction.
L b. Apply mil change correction.

c. Apply target form correction.
d. Adjust coax burst on point target.
e. Adjust coax burst on-area target.
f. Adjust coax burst on moving target.
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LOADER

Critical Task Clusters

1. AMMUNITION HANDLING.

a. Identify tank ammunition.
b. Stow tank ammunition.
c. Load main gun.
d. Load coax.

2. PREPARATION FOR OPERATION.

a. Operate tank intercom.
b. Read replenisher tape.
c. Check stowage of ammunition.

3. COAXIAL MACHINEGUN.

a. Unload coax.
b. Remove coax from tank.
c. Disassemble coax.
d. Assemble coax.
e. Check operation of coax.
f. Mount coax in tank.

4. PERFORM PREPARE-TO-FIRE PROCEDURES.

a. Check replenisher tape.
b. Open breech and inspect tube and chamber.
c. Check coax mount and solenoid.
d. Inspect stowed ammunition.
e. Place main gun safety switch to FIRE.
f. Position circuit tester in breech.
g. Cock coax.
h. Unlock turret.
i. Place boresight threads on muzzle.
j. Report LOADER READY.

5. PERFORM MISFIRE PROCEDURES.

a. Apply immediate action to reduce stoppage of coax.
b. Rotate main gun misfired round.
c. Unload main gun misfired round.
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LOADER

Critical Task Clusters (continued)

6. RESPOND TO FIRE COMMANDS.

a. Unlock ammunition ready rack.
b. Select correct ammunition.
c. Load main gun.
d. Place main gun safety in fire position.
e. Place coax safety in fire position.
f. Loads coax.
g. Announce UP.
h. Stand clear of breech.
i. Select second round.

7. RESPOND TO SUBSEQUENT FIRE COMMAND.

a. Continue to load main gun.
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APPENDIX I

TRAINING ASSETS FOR ACCELERATED

GUNWTR/LOADER REPLACEMENT TRAINING
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TRAINING ASSETS

1. Time. Three days, twenty-four hours of daylight and twelve
hours of darkness would be available for training four tank
crews.

2. Personnel.

Crew personnel: four qualified TCs and drivers, and four
non-liE gunners and loaders for each three-day period.

Support personnel: One OIC/Safety Officer, two assistant
instructors, one target operator, one radio operator, one
medic, two truck drivers, small ammo/target detail, and
three study team supervisors.

3. Equipment. Four M6OAl tanks, one searchlight tank, one
quarter ton and one 5-ton truck, two moving target vehicles,
one ambulance, four stop watches, necessary targets, and two
ra~ios.

4. Facilities. One Table VII range with capabilities for
firing subcaliber Tables I, II, III, VI, VII, and a special
coax table.

5. Training Devices and Aids. One Beseler Cue/See, appropriate

TEC tapes, six rounds du-rm=. 105-mr anmunition, and short
linked belts of emptv 7.62 and .50 caliber machinegun
ammunition.

6. Ammunition. Each crew was allocated 455 rounds 7.62
tracer, 2100 rounds 7.62 (4-1 linked), 200 rounds .50
caliber (4-1 linked), two rounds 105-mn HEP-TP-T, four
rounds 105-mn TPDS-T, and eight rounds 105-mm HEAT-TP-T

(four for zeroing) of ammunition.
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APPENDIX J

MIDIFIED TABLE VII USED IN ACCELERATED

GUNNER AND LOADER REPLACFMENT TRAINING
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APPENDIX kK

ANALYS IS OF 'WVTGC TABLE VIII FN(GAG'lMtfNTS
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APPENDIX L

CRITICAL TASK CLUSTERS CO"MRISING THE
TRAINING CONTENT FOR ACCELERATED TANK CREW

REFRESHER TRAINING
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TANK COMMANDER

Critical Task Clusters

1. OPERATION OF NBC EQUIPMENT AND M85 MACHINEGUN.

a. Check gas particulate unit.
b. Perform prepare-to-fire procedures.
c. Load and clear an M85 machinegun.
d. Dismount an M85 machinegun.

e. Disassemble an M85 machinegun.
f. Maintain, clean and inspect an M85 machinegun.
g. Assemble an M85 machinegun.
h. Mount an M85 machinegun.

2. FIRING SKILLS.

a. Prepare tank rangefinder for operation.
b. Determine range to target with rangefinder.

c. Lay the main gun for direction.
d. Lay the main gun fQr direction while masked.
e. Measure mil angle with the reticle of the M17 binoculars.
f. Measure mil angle with the rangefinder reticle.

3. ADJUSTMENT OF FIRE.

a. Sense rounds.
b. Respond to gunner's observation, "LOST."
c. Respond to gunner's correct sensing and "BOT."
d. Respond to gunner's incorrect sensing.

4. TARGET ENGAGEMENTS.

a. Acquire targets.
b. Preset SABOT battlesight information.
c. Engage target with main gun (Battlesight Model).
d. Preset HEAT battlesight information.
e. Engage target with the main gun (Precision Model).
f. Engage multiple targets with the main gun.
g. Simultaneously engage targets with the main gun and

caliber .50 machinegun.
h. Simultaneously engage targets with the coax and caliber .50

machinegun.
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GUNNER

Critical Task Clusters

i. BEFORE OPERATIONS PROCEDURES.

a. Check operation of gas particulate unit.
b. Charge manual elevation system.
c. Place turret in power operation.
d. Prepare azimuth indicator for operation.
e. Operate elevation quadrant.

f. Prepare gunner's telescope for operation.
g. Prepare gunner's periscope for operation.
h. Perform prepare-to-fire procedures.

2. MANIPULATION.

a. Manipulate main gun while firing through the periscope.
b. Manipulate main gun while firing through the telescope.

3. ADJUSTMENT OF FIRE.

a. Apply BOT method of adjustment.
b. Apply the mil change method of adjustment.
c. Apply the range change method of adjustment.
d. Apply the target form method of adjustment.

e. App)ly the standard adjustment.

4. MOVING TARGETS.

a. Engage a moving target with main gun.
b. Apply BOT to a moving target.
c. Apply the target form method of adjustment to a moving target.

5. TARGET ENGAGEMENTS.

a. Acquire targets.
b. Preset SABOT battlesight information.
c. Engage main gun target using battlesight mode.

d. Preset HEAT battlesight information.
e. Engage main gun target using precision mode.

f. Engage multiple targets with main gun.
g. Engage target with main gun while .50 cal is firing.

h. Engage target with coax while .50 cal is firing.
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LOADER

Critical Task Clusters

1. MISSION PREPARATION.

a. Perform before operation checks and services on engine and

transmission oil levels.
b. Stow main gun rounds.

c. Perform prepare-to-fire procedures.

d. Check operation of gas particulate unit.

2. COMBAT LOADING.

a. Load main gun in response to fire commands.

b. Ready coax in response to fire commands.

c. Rotate round in misfire procedure.
d. Unload unfired main gun round.

e. Apply immediate action to reduct stoppage of an M219 machinegun.

3. WEAPONS MAINTENANCE.

a. Unload M219 machinegun.

b. Remove M219 machinegun from tank.

c. Disassemble M219 machinegun.

d. Inspect M219 machinegun.

e. Assemble M219 machinegun.

f. Check operation of M219 machinegun.

g. Mount M219 machinegun in tank.

h. Load an M219 machinegun.

i. Disassemble breechblock.

j. Assemble breechblock.

4. REPLENISHER TAPE READING.

a. Determine corrective action required by replenisher tape.
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DRIVER

Critical Task Clusters

1. TANK PREPARATIOIN AND START-LP.

a. Remove M27 periscope.
b. Perform before operations check and services on M24 (IR)

and M27 periscope.
c. Install M24 (IR) periscope.
d. Place M24 (IR) periscope into operation.
e. Start tank engine.
f. Perform hfore operations checks and services on engine

and transmission oil levels.
g. Place tank in motion.
h. Perform prepare-to-fire checks.

i. Perform before operations checks and services on the gas
particulate unit.

2. TACTICAL DRIVING.

,a. Operate tank in neutral steer.
b. Drive over varied terrain.
c. Drive acrcss a water obstacle.
d. Perform tvasive maneuvers upon enemy contact.
e. Drive to defilade firing position upon enemy contact.
f. Drive during main gun engagement.
g. Drive during coax engagement.
h. Drive during caliber .50 engagement.
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CREW

Critical Task Clusters

1. MAC1INEGUN FIRING.

a. Boresight M219 mounted on a tank.
b. Boresight M85 mounted on a tank.
c. Zero M219.
d. Zero M85.
e. Engage multiple pargets with the coax.
f. Simultaneously engage coax and caliber .50 targets.

2. TARGET ENGAGEMENTS.

a. Engage a main gun target in an NBC environment.
b. Engage multiple targets with the main gun.
c. Engage multiple targets with the coax.
d. Simultaneously engage main gun multiple targets and a

caliber .50 target.
e. Simultaneously engage a coax target and caliber .50 targets.

3. TANK COMBAT COURSE (Table VII C).

a. Engage main gun targets.
b. Engage coax targets.
c. Engage caliber .50 targets.

4. MAIN GUN FIRING.

a. Boresight 105mm gun.
b. Engage multiple targets with the main gun.
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APPENDIX M

TRAINING ASSETS FOR ACCELERATED
TANK CRB REFRESHER TRAINING
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TRAINING ASSETS

1. Time.

Three-day group: Twenty-four hours of daylight and twelve,hours
of darkness would be available for training eight tank crews.

One-day group: Ten hours of daylight and five hours of darkness

would be available for training eight tank crews.

2. Personnel.

Crew personnel: Sixteen tank crews would be available.

Support personnel: One OIC/Safety Officer, two assistant instruc-
tors, one target operator, one radio operator, one medic, two
truck drivers, small ammo/target detail and one HumRRO researcher
would be available to support the training. The majority of the
support functions were to be performed by tank crews who were not
involved in the training for that day.

3. Equipment. Eight M60AI tanks, one 105mm Howitzer, one searchlight
tank, one 1/4 ton truck, one 5-ton truck, one moving target
vehicle (M13), one ambulance, four stop watches, necessary tar-
gets, and three radios.

4. Facilities. Since no tnk ranges were available at Ft. Hunter-

Liggett, a Table VIII course had to be constructed. The same
training area was used to conduct all of the firing training.
Use of the training area was controlled so as not to prematurely
disclose the Table VIII course.

5. Training Devices and Aids. Two Beseler Cue/See, appropriate
TEC tapes, three rounds dummy 105mm ammunition, short linked
belts of empty 7.62mm and .50 caliber machinegun ammunition, and

eight .50 caliber TELFARE subcaliber devices were used.

6. Ammunition. Each crew was allocated 350 rounds of Caliber .50
tracer, 46 rounds of Caliber .50 non-tracer, 1,400 rounds of
Caliber .50 linked, 1,100 rounds of 7.62mm linked, 12 rounds of
105mjm HEAT-T, and 15 rounds of 105mm Howitzer illuminating.
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APPENDIX N

OVERVIEW OF THE ONE-DAY AND THREE-DAY
TCST PROGRAM4S FOR TANK CREW REFRESHER TRAININGi
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APPENDIX 0

COST DATA

FIELD UNIT ANNUAL GUNNERY TRAINING

ACCELERATED TANK CREW REPLACEMENT TRAINING

ACCELERATED TANK CREW REFRESHER TRAINING
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FIELD UNIT ANNUAL GUNNERY TRAINING
COST DATA FOR 54 CREWS

The cost of the Field Unit Annual Gunnery Training Program

including personnel, ammunition, and petroleum was:

Personnel

Crewmen $ 36,407.88

Support 126,596.01

Research 1,870.56

TOTAL $164,874.45

Ammunition

7.62mm $ 22,113.00

.50 caliber 60,547.50

105mm HEP-TP-T 107,855.28

105mm HEAT-TP-T 193,058.64

105mm TPDS-T 293,805.36

TOTAL $677,379.78

Petroleum

Deisel $ 9,736.92

Mogas 110.50

TOTAL $ 9,847.42

TOTAL COST $852,101.65
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ACCELERATED TANK CREW REPLACEENT TRAINING
COST DATA FOR 11 ChEWS

The cost of the Accelerated Tank Crew Rplicement Trqinirng

Program including personnel, ammunition, :ind pctrolcu:i, wa;:

Personnel

Non-liE (GNs and LDs) $ 3,733.5

Cadre ((TCs and DVs) 4,51.55

Support 4.243.11

Research 2, 21.36

TOTAL $ 14,964.27

Ammunition

7.62mm $ 5,601.75

.50 caliber 1,518.00

105mm HEP-TP-T 1,690.04

105mm HEAT-TP-T 4,369.64

105mm TPDS-T 12.590.84

TOTAL $ 25,779.27

Petroleum

Deisel $ 660.48

Mogas 12.50

TOTAL $ 672.98

TOTAL COST $ 41,436.52

j
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ACCELERATED TANK CREW REFRESHER TRAINING
COST DATA FOR 16 CREWS

The cost of the Accelerated Tank Crew Refresher Training

Program including personnel, ammunition, and petroleum was:

Personnel

Crewmen $ 17,980.37

Support 15,678.25

Research 2,552.64

TOTAL $ 36,211.26

Am.nuni t ion

7.6 2mm $ 2,242.80

.50 caliber 8,473.20

105rmni HEAT-TP-T 11,917.20

105mm TPDS-T 25,772.40

105mm Illum. 26,897.92

TOTAL $ 75,303.52

Petroleum

Deisel $ 346.58

Mogas 151.00

TOTAL $ 497.58

TOTAL COST $112,012.36
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